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Preface

vii

We wrote this book because we were troubled about the future of racial

equality in America. Coming of age in the 1950s and 1960s, we wit-

nessed the moral and political power of the civil rights movement to

mobilize Americans of all races against Jim Crow laws. The movement

ushered in monumental civil rights legislation to end nearly one hundred

years of visible, legal, and punishing racial segregation. For a brief

period, we watched the lives of blacks and Latinos improve, we wit-

nessed a substantial middle class take root in minority communities, and

we noticed glimmers of change in the ways police treated these commu-

nities. The civil rights movement profoundly changed America, bringing

a measure of racial justice and hope to people of color.

Barely forty years later, racial justice has ceased to be a priority, and,

in some instances, the gains of the 1960s and 1970s have been reversed.

Today optimism about the future of racial justice has been swapped for

fatalism, and a sense of possibility stymied by what passes for necessity

and “realism.” We are in a new era, and we face new challenges if the

ugly stain of racism is to be removed from American life. Yet instead of

expressing alarm at the persistence of deeply rooted racial inequalities

and searching for new ways to reach America’s egalitarian ideals, many

former advocates of racial equality proclaim the civil rights movement is

over and declare victory. Racism has been defeated, they tell us. If racial

inequalities in income, employment, residence, and political representa-

tion persist, they say, it is not because of white racism. Rather, the prob-

lem is the behavior of people who fail to take responsibility for their own

lives. If the civil rights movement has failed, they insist, it is because of

the manipulative, expedient behavior of black nationalists and the civil

rights establishment. 

These sentiments have migrated to the general public from the small



number of conservative think tanks that spawned them, becoming the

foundation of a new national consensus on race. By the late 1990s, it had

become clear to us that someone must engage this emerging explanation

for persistent racial inequality in America, to subject it to scholarly

scrutiny and determine if it is grounded in empirical research or ideology

cloaked in academic trappings. A small number of social scientists and

intellectuals have criticized individual proponents of the new orthodoxy,

but no one has engaged the entire body of beliefs.

Over lunch one afternoon in 1998, two of us, Michael K. Brown and

David Wellman, challenged each other to take up the task. If not us, then

who? As the challenge was being transformed into an actual research

project, we quickly realized that the job was too large for us alone. Too

many scholarly disciplines fed into the new consensus for two people to

examine it seriously and thoroughly. The project had to be an interdisci-

plinary, collaborative effort. So we explored the idea with Troy Duster,

then Director of the Institute for the Study of Social Change at the Uni-

versity of California, Berkeley, to see if he thought it might be an Institute

project. Duster shared our enthusiasm, and the three of us began to widen

the collaboration to cover the vast territory of law, education, social the-

ory, and policy. Martin Carnoy, Elliott Currie, David Oppenheimer, and

Marjorie Shultz later joined us.

Brown and Wellman then convened and chaired a series of meetings

at which the seven of us discussed books written by proponents of the

new consensus on race in America. Eventually, Currie suggested that

each person write four pages of a possible chapter for the book. Four

pages led to eight, eight to sixteen, and on until each of us had written

chapter drafts, which we then discussed as a group. This book is an

extension of that process.

Whitewashing Race is profoundly collaborative. Although each of us

initiated drafts of specific chapters, we all participated in constructing

the fundamental argument, and we all added ideas and rewrote drafts.

Brown and Wellman had the additional responsibility of coordinating

the effort and giving the book one voice. The book is collaborative in

another sense. We are convinced that more than one perspective is nec-

essary to understand what Du Bois called “the problem of the color

line.” We come to the subject from different scholarly disciplines—

among us are two sociologists, two lawyers, one political scientist, one

economist, and one criminologist—and with different political judg-

ments about how to address racial inequality. (We also come from a

variety of geographical locations. Brown and Carnoy traveled the most.
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Brown graciously—though not without protesting now and then—made

numerous 150-mile round trips on the heavily traveled corridor between

Santa Cruz and Berkeley.) Despite our intellectual differences, each of us

has devoted an important part of our career to the study of race and

racism in America.

Something extraordinary occurred in the four-plus-year process that

followed. As each of the three drafts Brown and Wellman edited was

read and critically discussed by the entire group, political and interpretive

differences emerged among us. No one was surprised by the existence of

disagreement. But even though the room was filled with impressive

records of intellectual accomplishment, there was little of the competitive

verbal jousting that often accompanies collaborations of this sort. Indeed,

we were all struck by the thoughtful discussions, and the deeper we

delved into the material and the harder we scrutinized each other’s inter-

pretations, the more we realized how much learning was actually taking

place.

We now realize that our differences, produced by the intellectual

diversity of our group, were not simply obstacles to be managed, but

resources. Our differences transformed simplicity into complexity,

pushed us past worn-out formulations, and helped us discover new ways

to explore old problems. They enabled us to scrutinize time-worn beliefs

and produce a book that none of us could have written alone. This book

is a testament to the virtues of intellectual collaboration and diversity.

Despite our differences, we are convinced there is overwhelming

empirical evidence that racial stratification remains a serious source of

inequality in U.S. society. As people who have studied these issues for a

long time, we also agree that much of the conservative consensus on race

is deeply flawed and based on specious interpretations of research. While

we recognize there are limits to anyone’s perspective, we are committed

to time-honored standards of scholarly inquiry and debate and insist on

holding the architects of the new consensus on race to those standards as

well.

Another point about our approach in this book is in order. We focus

mostly on examples of discrimination against African Americans. Some

readers might think that we have unwittingly reinscribed the so-called

black/white binary that permeates so many analyses of race in North

America. We are fully aware that racism in America is not a two-dimen-

sional picture of white over black. It never was. From the moment

Europeans settled in the “New World” and either removed indigenous

people or exterminated them, from the military occupation of Mexico to
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the lynching, removal, and exclusion of Asian immigrants on the West

Coast, the color of race and racism has never been monochromatic.

We also know that demographic changes beginning in the last quarter

of the twentieth century seriously complicate the meaning of race and

racism. As large numbers of Asians and Latinos move into America’s

major urban areas, the politics and economics of race are no longer rep-

resented in black and white. Old alliances based on race have been

replaced by new multiracial coalitions. As racial intermarriages increase,

the very meaning of race has been tangled in ways that were once incon-

ceivable. And with the development of black cultural and athletic icons,

blackness has been transformed from a badge of oppression into an

image that is desired and emulated. America is now a nation so racially

complicated that one black person can be secretary of state, while

another is racially profiled or sodomized in a New York City police sta-

tion, all in the same historical moment.

So why do we focus largely on black and white? We do so because the

conservative consensus on race is mostly constructed around the rela-

tionship between black and white. Thus, if we are to seriously engage

and scrutinize this development, we need to address the issues it raises.

This means that while we have introduced materials on Asians and

Latinos in those instances where they figure in the new consensus, we

have largely restricted ourselves to addressing discrimination practiced

by whites against blacks. We found it quite striking that when Asians and

Latinos enter the conservative consensus, it is usually to discount the

impact of racism on the life-chances of blacks. Thus, Asians are pre-

sented as a “model minority” in relation to blacks, and married Latino

mothers are used to prove that the reason so many black women are on

welfare is because they are single.

There is another reason we focus on black and white even though we

know that today race in America is not dichotomous. It is because the

black/white binary persists as a feature of everyday life and is crucial to

the commonsense understanding of racism. It persists, in large part,

because “whiteness” has always been important in defining who is and

who is not an American. The original legislation that specified who could

become a naturalized American was unequivocal: naturalization was

restricted to white males. To further complicate matters, whiteness in the

United States has never been simply a matter of skin color. Being white

is also a measure, as Lani Guinier and Gerald Torres put it, “of one’s

social distance from blackness.”1 In other words, whiteness in America

has been ideologically constructed mostly to mean “not black.”
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The increasing numbers of Asians and Latinos in the United States

and the development of a black middle class have not changed this ideo-

logical construction of whiteness. Even in the twenty-first century, racism

in the United States continues to be defined by a dichotomy not between

black and white, but between black and nonblack. A crucial example of

this comes from the literature on racial segregation. Researchers have

found that whites are much more likely to leave a neighborhood when

blacks arrive than when Asians or Latinos move in.2 Similarly, new racial

or ethnic groups have been historically integrated into American society

by promising members of these groups that they will not be treated

like blacks.3 The relationship of African Americans to whites therefore

remains fundamental to any analysis of racial inequality.

A note on stylistic conventions: Throughout the book we capitalize

the names of ethnic groups but not racial groups. Accordingly, we refer

to African Americans, Euro Americans, and Latinos or to blacks and

whites.

A project of this magnitude requires the assistance of many hands. We

gratefully acknowledge the work of Zoe Sodja of the Document Pub-

lishing and Editing Center of the University of California, Santa Cruz,

and Patricia Sanders of Merrill College Faculty services for their efficient

help in bringing this book to publication.
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Introduction

Race Preferences and Race Privileges

1

At the turn of the last century, the African American leader and scholar

W. E. B. Du Bois declared that the “problem of the twentieth cen-

tury” was “the problem of the color line.” Today, as a new century

begins, race is still a pervasive and troubling fault line running through

American life. We are not divided because we fail to “get along” as

Rodney King lamented after the Los Angeles riots a decade ago. Nor is

it because diehard advocates of affirmative action insist on stirring up

racial discord. What divides Americans is profound disagreement over

the legacy of the civil rights movement. At the core of our national

debate are very different opinions about the meaning of race in contem-

porary America and the prospects for racial equality in the future.

The crude racial prejudice of the Jim Crow era has been discredited

and replaced by a new understanding of race and racial inequality. This

new understanding began with a backlash against the Great Society and

took hold after the Reagan-Bush revolution in the 1980s. The current set

of beliefs about race rests on three tenets held by many white Americans.

First, they believe the civil rights revolution was successful, and they

wholeheartedly accept the principles enshrined in civil rights laws. They

assume civil rights laws ended racial inequality by striking down legal

segregation and outlawing discrimination against workers and voters.

They think racism has been eradicated even though racist hotheads can

still be found throughout America. While potentially dangerous, racial

extremists are considered a tiny minority who occupy political space

only on the fringes of mainstream white America. 

Second, if vestiges of racial inequality persist, they believe that is

because blacks have failed to take advantage of opportunities created by

the civil rights revolution. In their view, if blacks are less successful than

whites, it is not because America is still a racist society. In fact, a sub-



stantial majority believe that black Americans do not try hard enough to

succeed and “with the connivance of government, they take what they

have not earned.”1 

Finally, most white Americans think the United States is rapidly

becoming a color-blind society, and they see little need or justification for

affirmative action or other color-conscious policies. Inspired by the ideals

so eloquently expressed in Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I have a dream”

speech, they embrace his vision of a color-blind America and look for-

ward to the day when race will not determine one’s fate, when a person

is evaluated, in King’s words, by the content of one’s character rather

than the color of one’s skin.

Jim Sleeper echoes these sentiments. Author of a caustic critique of

white liberals and civil rights leaders, he rejects any suggestion that Du

Bois’s warning is still relevant to America’s racial divide. The nation’s

future lies in a color-blind society, he believes, and “it is America’s des-

tiny to show the world how to eliminate racial differences—culturally,

morally, and even physically—as factors in human striving.”2 If Ameri-

cans remain racially divided, he asserts, it is because we have abandoned

“the great achievement of the civil rights era—the hopeful consensus

that formed in the 1960s around King’s visions of a single, shared com-

munity.” Tamar Jacoby agrees. The author of a lengthy study of racial

conflict in three cities, she attributes the failure to create a color-blind

society to a “new” black separatism and the “condescension of well-

meaning whites who think that they are advancing race relations by

encouraging alienation and identity politics.”3 

On the surface at least, these beliefs about race are compelling. They

appeal to widely held principles like fairness and equality of opportunity,

diminishing the differences between liberals and conservatives. More

important, they also resonate with the experiences of many white

Americans. In an era when economic inequality is growing, when many

families stand still financially despite earning two and sometimes three

incomes, these beliefs provide a convenient explanation for their cir-

cumstances. Historically, class inequality has exacerbated racial inequal-

ity, and the present is no different. The idea that lazy blacks get govern-

ment handouts inflames white men whose real wages barely increased

during the 1990s economic boom. And for whites turned away from elite

colleges and professional schools that accept African Americans, these

notions provide an outlet for deep resentment.4 

The goal of a color-blind America is an old and cherished idea. When

segregation was legal and racial classification determined where one sat
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or drank or worked or lived or went to school, color-blindness meant

abolishing the color-coded laws of southern apartheid. Color-blindness

was the opposite of Jim Crow. It was liberals who championed the idea

of color-blindness in the 1960s, while conservatives were ardent defend-

ers of racial segregation.5 Thirty-five years ago many Americans, inspired

by the civil rights movement’s transcendent vision of an inclusive society,

passionately searched for solutions to the problem of racial inequality.

While nationalists on both ends were often strident, apocalyptic, and

pessimistic, the liberal architects of color-blind politics were optimistic

and confident that this approach would generate greater equality

between the races.

The triumph of the civil rights movement, however, exposed the lim-

its of color-blind social policy: what good were civil rights if one was too

poor to use them? As Martin Luther King Jr. told his aide Bayard Rustin

after the explosion in Watts, “I worked to get these people the right to

eat hamburgers, and now I’ve got to do something . . . to help them get

the money to buy it.”6 And in a posthumously published essay, he wrote

about what it would take to achieve a genuinely inclusive society. His

vision went beyond color-blind civil rights laws.

Many whites who concede that Negroes should have equal access to public

facilities and the untrammeled right to vote cannot understand that we do

not intend to remain in the basement of the economic structure; they can-

not understand why a porter or housemaid would dare dream of a day

when his work will be more useful, more remunerative and a pathway to

rising opportunity. This incomprehension is a heavy burden in our efforts

to win white allies for the long struggle.7 

Too many whites in America have failed to heed Martin Luther King

Jr.’s warning of what it would take to achieve a genuinely inclusive soci-

ety. Writing twenty-five years after Brown v. Board of Education was

decided, Judge Robert L. Carter, who argued the case before the Supreme

Court alongside Thurgood Marshall, observed, “It was not until Brown

I was decided that blacks were able to understand that the fundamental

vice was not legally enforced racial segregation itself; that this was a

mere by-product, a symptom of the greater and more pernicious dis-

ease—white supremacy.” Unlike those who believe that the dream of

integration was subverted by color-conscious policies, Carter pointed

out that “white supremacy is no mere regional contamination. It infects

us nationwide,” he wrote, “and remains in the basic virus that has debil-

itated blacks’ efforts to secure equality in this country.”8 

With the clarity of hindsight, we can now see that it was naïve to
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believe America could wipe out three hundred years of physical, legal,

cultural, spiritual, and political oppression based on race in a mere thirty

years. The belief, even the hope, that the nation would glide into color-

blindness was foolish. Indeed, there are good reasons to believe the cur-

rent goal of a color-blind society is at least as naïve as the optimism of

the 1960s and conveniently masks color-coded privileges.

The conflict over color-conscious public policies poses a powerful

challenge: the issue in the debate goes beyond the future of specific poli-

cies to the very meaning of racial equality and inclusion. Advocates of

color-blind policies believe that the defenders of color-conscious remedies

to achieve racial justice are separatists who practice “identity politics.”

They oppose race-conscious solutions on the grounds that racial inclu-

sion requires only that individuals be treated similarly under the law—

no more, no less.

Those of us who disagree wonder whether it would be fair, even if it

were possible and desirable, to now use color-blind and race-neutral cri-

teria when people apply for jobs, adoptions, home loans or second mort-

gages, and college admissions. Racial equality requires social and politi-

cal changes that go beyond superficially equal access or treatment.

Today, many white Americans are concerned only with whether they

are, individually, guilty of something called racism. Having examined

their souls and concluded they are not personally guilty of any direct act

of discrimination, many whites convince themselves that they are not

racists and then wash their hands of the problem posed by persistent

racial inequality. This predilection to search for personal guilt has been

reinforced by a Supreme Court that analogously locates the constitu-

tional problem of racial injustice solely in an individual’s intent to dis-

criminate.

But if Americans go no deeper than an inquiry into personal guilt, we

will stumble backward into the twenty-first century, having come no

closer to solving the problem of the color line. Given America’s history,

why should anyone be surprised to find white privilege so woven into the

unexamined institutional practices, habits of mind, and received truths

that Americans can barely see it? After three decades of simply admitting

Asian American, Latino American, and African American individuals

into institutions that remain static in terms of culture, values, and prac-

tices, the inadequacy of that solution should be obvious.

The proponents of color-blind policies and their critics have very dif-

ferent understandings of race and of the causes of racial inequality.

People’s views on these questions have become polarized, meaningful
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exchange is rare, and the public policy debate has stalemated. For these

reasons we think it is time to get beyond the debate over affirmative

action or individual guilt and try to figure out why racial inequality con-

tinues to be an intractable American problem. Toward that end, we take

a careful look at the emerging public understanding of race and racism

in America. By thoroughly scrutinizing this evolving perspective and then

comparing it to an alternative view, we want to show what is at stake in

the current American debate over racial equality and inclusion.

THE EMERGING RACIAL PARADIGM

In the past few years a number of books have appeared that elaborate

and refine the new popular understanding of race and racial inequality in

America. Besides Jim Sleeper’s Liberal Racism (1997) and Tamar

Jacoby’s Someone Else’s House (1998), the other books include Dinesh

D’Souza’s The End of Racism (1995), Shelby Steele’s A Dream Deferred

(1999), and, most important, Stephen and Abigail Thernstrom’s America

in Black and White: One Nation Indivisible (1997). These books are pro-

moted as reasoned and factually informed discussions of race in America.

All of the authors give this emerging understanding of race and racism

the appearance of scholarly heft and intellectual legitimacy. And they

represent a diverse set of political positions. Sleeper is a self-identified lib-

eral who believes that color-conscious policies dodge the “reality of

social class divisions, which are arguably more fundamental than racial

divisions in perpetuating social injustice.” D’Souza, Jacoby, Steele, and

the Thernstroms are conservatives.9 Yet all might be identified as “racial

realists,” as Alan Wolfe calls the proponents of this perspective.

Although each of these authors has written a very different book

about race, all set out to demolish the claims of color-conscious policy

advocates and anyone who suggests that racial discrimination is a per-

sistent American problem. Sleeper chastises liberals, either those who

protest police mistreatment of blacks or New York Times editorial writ-

ers that hold African Americans to lower standards of behavior and

accomplishment than whites. Jacoby argues that most of the blame for

the failure of integration lies with blacks. And the Thernstroms’ book is

a not-so-subtle rejoinder to both the Kerner Commission’s national

report on race in America, issued in the aftermath of the 1960s urban

upheavals, and Andrew Hacker’s Two Nations: Black and White,

Separate, Hostile, Unequal (1992).

The Kerner Commission concluded that “our nation is moving
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toward two societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal.”

Hacker updated the Kerner Commission’s assessment and provided sub-

stantial data documenting the differing conditions and fates of black and

white Americans. The Thernstroms wade into the debate accusing critics

of the racial status quo like Hacker of polemical posturing. They claim

that, by contrast, their analysis complies with standards of neutrality and

is committed to factual reporting. America in Black and White, the

Thernstroms assert, is a treatise that overcomes ideology and addresses

the hard truths. Their stated aim is to move beyond dichotomies, to find

more complicated options, to construct an analysis that transcends race.

Racial realists make three related claims. First, they say that America

has made great progress in rectifying racial injustice in the past thirty-five

years. The economic divide between whites and blacks, in their view, is

exaggerated, and white Americans have been receptive to demands for

racial equality. Thus, racism is a thing of the past. Sleeper accuses liber-

als of a “fixation on color” and says they do not want “truly to ‘get

beyond racism.’” As he sees it, liberals consistently ignore evidence of

racial harmony, of blacks and whites working together, or of growing

intermarriage between blacks and whites. Instead, they favor a portrait

of America as irredeemably racist.10 

One reason race has remained so politically and socially divisive,

racial realists often say, is that ill-conceived and unnecessary race-con-

scious policies such as affirmative action have been adopted. They

believe these policies exacerbate white animosities and do more harm

than good. One recent study, in fact, claims that merely mentioning affir-

mative action to otherwise nonprejudiced whites “increases significantly

the likelihood that they will perceive blacks as irresponsible and lazy.”11

Many opponents of affirmative action point out that were it not for

these distorting and distracting policies whipping up racial conscious-

ness, race would virtually disappear as a marker of social identity. Race

remains divisive, in their view, because race-conscious agitators exploit it

to demand race-conscious policies.12 

The racial realists’ second claim is that persistent racial inequalities in

income, employment, residence, and political representation cannot be

explained by white racism, even though a small percentage of whites

remain intransigent racists. As they see it, the problem is the lethargic,

incorrigible, and often pathological behavior of people who fail to take

responsibility for their own lives. In D’Souza’s view, persistent and deep

black poverty is attributable to the moral and cultural failure of African

Americans, not to discrimination.13 
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For racial realists, color-blindness means, among other things, recog-

nizing black failure. Jacoby reports that she has a note above her desk

that reads: “‘If you can’t call a black thug a thug, you’re a racist.’ It is,”

she says, “an idea I stand by.”14 Racial realists charge that blacks and

their liberal supporters are unwilling to acknowledge the failures of

black people. Sleeper calls this the sin of liberal racism. He thinks that

white liberals are guilty of holding blacks to a lower standard. They set

“the bar so much lower” for blacks, he writes, “that it denies them the

satisfactions of equal accomplishment and opportunity.”15 It is also

counterproductive. Jacoby argues that the idea that racism still matters

just encourages blacks to believe the fallacy that “all responsibility for

change lies with whites.” Contemporary allegations of racism, the

Thernstroms insist, are mainly a cover, an excuse. Blaming whites—

arguing that the “white score is always zero” or that “white racism

remains a constant”—simply obscures the reality of black failure, self-

doubt, and lack of effort. It deflects attention from changing the values

and habits of many black people to overcome the “development gap”

between blacks and whites, a process Jacoby calls “acculturation.”16

The racial realists’ final assertion is that the civil rights movement’s

political failures are caused by the manipulative, expedient behavior of

black nationalists and the civil rights establishment. Or, as Alan Wolfe

puts the matter in a review of Tamar Jacoby’s recent book on integration,

“Those who claim to speak in the name of African Americans do not

always serve the interests for those for whom they supposedly speak.”17

The real problem today is not racists like David Duke who still prey on

white fears. Instead, the genuine obstacles are misguided black militants

like Al Sharpton who overdramatize white racism and white apologists

who have a pathological need to feel guilty. Racial realists feel that since

black civil rights leaders and militants benefit from government handouts

and affirmative action, they have a vested interest in denying racial

progress and fomenting racial divisions. Many black politicians, accord-

ing to the Thernstroms, particularly those elected to Congress, ignore the

real needs of their constituents and pursue instead “the rhetoric of racial

empowerment” and separatism.18 

Although racial realists do not claim that racism has ended com-

pletely, they want race to disappear. For them, color-blindness is not sim-

ply a legal standard; it is a particular kind of social order, one where

racial identity is irrelevant. They believe a color-blind society can uncou-

ple individual behavior from group identification, allowing genuine

inclusion of all people. In their view, were this allowed to happen, indi-
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viduals who refused to follow common moral standards would be stig-

matized as individuals, not as members of a particular group.19 

Ironically, like some multiculturalists, racial realists assume that the

real problem facing America is not racial discrimination. Instead, it is

a problem of recognition and identity, of how people see themselves.

Were it not for racial preferences and black hopelessness-helplessness,

the Thernstroms believe, race would virtually disappear as a political

and social issue in the United States. Racial realists pay only lip service

to the idea that racial discrimination matters; they do not seriously

investigate how and why racism persists after the dismantling of Jim

Crow laws or what causes racial inequality. They would much prefer to

slay the evil dragon of racial separatism. For racial realists, upholding

Martin Luther King Jr.’s noble dream to transform “the jangling dis-

cords of our nation into a beautiful symphony of brotherhood”

requires that the words race (and racism) must disappear from our

political lexicon, and, along with rights, personal responsibility (read

black failure) must be acknowledged.20 

Racial realists did not produce this new assemblage of beliefs about

race and racial inequality; they have codified it. And their case against

color-conscious public policies has found receptive audiences throughout

the country, among both Republicans and Democrats, young and old.

But their synthesis of this new set of beliefs was not, as they claim, pro-

duced by nonpartisan, neutral observations of race in America. Rather,

it is an offshoot of the conservative turn in American politics. Like

Dinesh D’Souza and most conservatives, racial realists categorically

reject biological explanations for racial inequality while subscribing to

the notion that any possibility for reducing racial inequality is under-

mined by black behavior and values. Like other conservatives, both

D’Souza and the Thernstroms believe in a version of racial realism that

assumes that government intervention only makes things worse. Racial

progress, in this view, is best achieved by letting the free market work its

magic. In this instance, conservative ideology, like racial realism, makes

a case against color-conscious policies and represents a generation of

conservative attacks on liberal social policy.21 In an important sense, the

public’s new understanding of race and racism is both a cause and a con-

sequence of the emergence of modern conservatism, which is the context

for the rise of racial realism. 

It is time to take a cold, hard look at the case for racial realism and the

new understanding of racism that it synthesizes. In the following analy-

sis, we assume people bear certain responsibility for the outcomes of
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their lives. We do not ignore or make excuses when broadly accepted

moral and legal standards are violated. Nor do we attribute every prob-

lem and failure in communities of color to persistent racism. But we can-

not accept the proposition that racial inequality does not matter and

that racism has all but disappeared from American life. In our judgment,

the new public understanding subscribes to a false dichotomy: either we

have racial prejudice or we have black failure. We think this view is

deeply flawed. In this book, we present an alternative perspective, one

that is sustained by empirical evidence and is more consonant with the

realities of race in America as the nation enters the twenty-first century.

Throughout this book we use the term racial realists to refer to indi-

viduals who subscribe to the new belief system. Racial realists do not

agree on every tenet of the new understanding of racial inequality, and

they span, as we have indicated, the political spectrum. However, many

of the writers we consider are conservatives, and they combine racial

realism with political conservatism. When we analyze their views, we

refer to them as conservatives rather than racial realists.

THE LOGIC OF COLOR-BLIND POLICIES AND FREE MARKET RACISM

The racial realists claim that segregation was defeated and white prejudice

minimized after Congress passed the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965

Voting Rights Act but that these gains have been derailed by the mis-

guided policies of the civil rights establishment and liberal politicians.

They believe that the United States made greater progress in removing

racial prejudice and racist behavior in this period than many liberals will

acknowledge. The Thernstroms cite big changes in racial attitudes among

whites since the 1940s as evidence for this assertion. White prejudice, in

their estimation, started to decline much earlier than most people realize.

The shift began, the Thernstroms argue, in the early 1950s. And when the

civil rights movement abolished Jim Crow, white racism withered away.

Equating attitudes with institutional practices, the Thernstroms boldly

assert that racial inequality substantially diminished between 1940 and

1970. This progress, they contend, accompanied economic growth and

individual achievements in education, not government programs. This

claim radically twists the commonly held assumption that civil rights

policies were responsible for the growth of the black middle class. There

is no question that since the early 1940s African Americans have made

enormous strides in income, occupation, and education. But the Thern-

stroms claim that the black middle class made its greatest strides prior to
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affirmative action policies and government programs designed to assist

African Americans. The largest income gains and the greatest reductions

in poverty rates, they assert, did not come in the 1960s but in the two

decades following the Great Depression. According to the Thernstroms,

Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society played a small role in the creation of a

flourishing black middle class and the alleviation of black poverty.

This historical account enables the Thernstroms to make an inference

that is vital to the new understanding of race and racism. In this reading

of history, African American economic progress—narrowing the racial

gaps in wages, occupation, employment, and wealth—depends almost

entirely on reducing the deficit in black people’s levels of education, job

skills, and experience. The idea here is that individuals succeed econom-

ically when they acquire the skills and experience valued by employers.

The Thernstroms, along with many of the writers and scholars on whom

they depend, assume that the most important factors that determine eco-

nomic achievement for blacks are growth of the economy and the oppor-

tunity for employers to rationally choose between skilled and unskilled

workers in competitive labor markets, not the elimination of institu-

tional practices that systematically privilege whites. In this view, racial

differences in employment, wages, and family income will presumably

disappear as blacks acquire more job-related skills and education.22 

Not every racial realist accepts the Thernstroms’ historical account of

black people’s economic progress. But many people believe that after the

1960s, labor market discrimination was substantially diminished or elim-

inated and that what matters now is education and job skills. White

racism, in their view, has very little to do with black income and wages

or persistently high poverty rates in the black community.23 It clearly

makes much more sense, these people think, to look at the counterpro-

ductive and antisocial choices of poor blacks—choices that lead young

women to have babies out of wedlock, young men to commit crimes, and

young men and women to drop out of school. 

When the Thernstroms argue that labor market discrimination was

relatively unimportant in the 1940s and assert that labor market dis-

crimination is all but gone, they rely on the economic theory of discrim-

ination. This theory assumes that in competitive economic markets, dis-

crimination is short-lived because ruthlessly competitive entrepreneurs

will take advantage of the opportunities racial exclusion provides and

hire low-wage black workers instead of their high-priced white counter-

parts. Victims of market discrimination, therefore, will always have an

option to work, because some employers will not subordinate their
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chance to make a profit on cheap black labor to a desire to exclude

black workers. In “a world of free access to open markets,” the legal

scholar Richard Epstein writes, “systematic discrimination, even by a

large majority, offers little peril to the isolated minority.”24 Because the

theory assumes that competition drives discriminatory employers out of

the market, any differences in wages or income must be attributable to

differences in education, job skills, or cultural values. In this account,

when de jure segregation was demolished by 1960s civil rights legislation,

blacks were free to compete on a more or less equal basis with whites. As

a result, race-conscious policies that guarantee employment or education

are not only unnecessary but are also harmful to the free market.

For the Thernstroms, as well as for the full range of racial realists and

conservatives who subscribe to this remarkable revisionist history of

racism since the 1960s, the main problem facing America was state-

sponsored racial discrimination. The difficulty with Jim Crow laws in

this view was not that they institutionalized white supremacy and racial

domination. The problem with Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), which upheld

the power of state governments to segregate public facilities and trans-

portation by race, is that it interfered with an unfettered market.

According to Epstein, southern politicians were catering to the prejudices

of white voters by imposing legally binding segregation throughout the

South. But these misguided laws made it impossible for employers to hire

blacks and pay equal wages to blacks and whites, and this then short-

circuited competition in labor markets. In this vein, he is troubled

because the Supreme Court did not strike down these laws on the

grounds that they interfered with the “liberty of contract,” as it did when

it struck down minimum wage and hours laws in the North. Epstein

argues that even if segregated labor markets were to emerge in a free,

competitive economic market, it would be the result of voluntary choices

rather than coercion and therefore “must be sharply distinguished from

the system of government-mandated segregation on grounds of race.”25 

Voluntary, individual choice is crucial to the color-blind worldview

one finds in racial realism and to the new understanding of racial

inequality that it promotes. Although the civil rights movement demol-

ished publicly sanctioned racist laws, racial realists do not believe civil

rights laws were intended or designed to promote integration or to elim-

inate racial differences in economic status. Color-blindness in this view is

a formal guarantee of equality before the law; it only means that gov-

ernment may not treat individuals unfairly or discriminate against them.

But being blind to color does not mean that racial differences in income,
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wages, or status will disappear. According to this version of color-blind-

ness, people will rise or fall according to their own efforts and abilities.

The onus of responsibility for success is squarely on the individual.

It should not be surprising, therefore, that these proponents of color-

blindness strongly believe affirmative action policies in the late 1960s

twisted and distorted the goals and statutory achievements of the civil

rights movement. Affirmative action, in their view, refers to any race-

conscious policy that mandates racial integration in schools, the creation

of black or Latino majority legislative districts, or preferences in college

admissions, employment, and business contracts. In each case, critics

argue that the original, laudable goals of the civil rights movement were

perverted by arrogant elites—black civil rights leaders, judges, and white

liberals—who insisted on imposing their agenda and subverted the

dream of a color-blind society. 

The Thernstroms are typical of this sentiment. Their account of

school desegregation is a classic attack on race-conscious policies.

Desegregation was an entirely appropriate goal in their estimation, and

it could have been achieved by abolishing Jim Crow laws and construct-

ing school district boundaries that promoted racial balance. But, unfor-

tunately, self-aggrandizing civil rights leaders and radical white liberals

replaced this sensible policy with court-ordered busing, together with

other forms of forced integration, and the results were predictably bad.

In their view, the same scenario was played out with race-conscious

employment policies, college admissions, business set-asides, and legisla-

tive redistricting. So far as the Thernstroms are concerned, all color-

conscious policies, like much governmental regulation, are wasteful,

make things worse, are prone to corruption, and, in this instance, stir up

the reservoirs of racial resentment. If that were not serious enough, the

Thernstroms add, none of these policies provide jobs for black students

or raise their cognitive abilities. 

This is racial realism’s intellectual framework. It is reflected in and

reinforced by contemporary white American public opinion about issues

triggered by race. Persistent racial inequality is accepted as normal;

African Americans are thought to be “the cultural architects of their

own disadvantage.” Lawrence Bobo calls this “laissez-faire racism.”26 

THE PERSISTENCE OF DURABLE RACIAL INEQUALITY

This snapshot of race in America is out of focus. Racial realists pose the

wrong question. The real issue, so far as they are concerned, is whether
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the United States has made progress in reducing racial inequality. But

every serious student of contemporary racial inequality concedes there

has been progress. The Thernstroms remind us repeatedly that the good

news “regarding the emergence of a strong black middle class has not

received the attention it deserves.”27 Good tidings, they assert, are ne-

glected because of a volatile mixture of “black anger” and “white guilt.”

This is hardly true. Every gain the black middle class has made, every

uptick in black employment is trumpeted from the rooftops. There is no

gainsaying the progress of the black middle class, but to dwell on this

amounts to celebrating economic gains while ignoring the large and per-

sistent gaps in economic and social well-being between blacks and

whites.

An abundance of evidence documents persistently large gaps between

blacks and whites in family income, wages, and wealth since the eco-

nomic boom of the post–World War II years and after the civil rights rev-

olution. Black families have clearly gained relative to whites over the last

fifty-five years, but the absolute income gap between them has widened.

In 2001, the real median income of black families was 62 percent of that

of whites, only 10 points higher than it was in 1947 when the ratio was

52 percent. Over the same period, however, the absolute real median

income gap doubled, rising from $10,386 to $20,469.28 (If one compares

black family income to that of non-Hispanic whites, a more accurate

measure, the ratio is 58 percent, a gap that is largely unchanged since the

early 1970s.29)

Relative to non-Hispanic white men, black men made income gains

between 1972 and 2001. Their real median income rose from 60 percent

to 67.5 percent of white median income. The absolute gap declined

slightly over the same period, falling from $11,624 to $10,325. (Almost

all of black males’ income gains came during the economic boom of the

late 1990s; at the beginning of the decade black male income relative to

whites’ was lower than it was in 1972.) The picture for black women is

very different. Compared to non-Hispanic white women, black women’s

real median income declined from 92 percent in 1972 to a low point of

79 percent in 1988 and then rose to 94.5 percent by 2001. The absolute

gap in annual income between black and white women is much smaller

than the one for the men—a reflection of the wage discrimination expe-

rienced by all women.30 Large disparities in income remain even when

the comparison is restricted to full-time workers, despite a black unem-

ployment rate that is much higher than the rate for whites.31 

Just as important is the startling persistence of racial inequality in
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other areas of American life, despite laws passed to address the dispari-

ties. Housing and health care are two matters vital to the well-being of

individuals and their families, and both illustrate the limits of the civil

rights revolution. The 1968 Civil Rights Act outlawed housing discrim-

ination, yet African Americans continue to be the most residentially seg-

regated group in the United States. They are far more likely to live in

segregated neighborhoods than either Asian Americans or Latinos.32

Blacks are much less likely to own a home, and when they can get a

mortgage, they receive far less favorable terms than do comparable

whites. For example, between 1993 and 1998, subprime lending—loans

with higher interest rates and predatory foreclosure practices—grew

by thirty times in Chicago’s black neighborhoods, but by only two and

one-half times in white residential areas. Race, not social class, explains

this difference: in 1998, subprime lenders made 53 percent of the home-

equity loans in middle-income black areas but only 12 percent of the

loans in middle-income white areas.33

Medicare and Medicaid succeeded in expanding access to health care

to many people, a clear example of progress. Racial and income differ-

ences in the use of health care facilities, including hospital stays as well

as visits to doctors’ offices, diminished substantially after these two laws

were enacted. These laws made a difference; largely because of Medicaid,

black infant mortality rates dropped by half between 1960 and 1980. Yet

racial differences for many health indicators remained unchanged or in

some cases widened. The black infant mortality rate remained twice as

high as the white rate, and by 1998 it had actually widened.34 Moreover,

one specialist on race and health care has pointed out that in 1995 “black

age-adjusted mortality rates were still 1.61 times that of whites, a dis-

parity essentially unchanged since 1950.”35 In other words, neither the

civil rights revolution nor diminishing prejudice have made much differ-

ence to racial disparities in mortality, the most fundamental matter of

health. Neither income nor poverty status alone can explain these racial

differences.36 

One reason for these disparities is that blacks and Latinos are still

much less likely to have access to primary care physicians than whites.

For example, in South Central Los Angeles, where the population is

overwhelmingly African American and Latino, the ratio of primary care

physicians to the population is 1 to 12,993. By comparison, in wealthy

Bel Air, only a few miles away, the ratio is 1 to 214.37 Limited access to

primary care shows up in many basic health statistics. David Smith

reports that “the proportion of blacks receiving adequate prenatal care,
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up-to-date childhood immunizations, flu shots as seniors, and cancer

screenings lags significantly behind whites, even though most of the

financial barriers to such preventive services have been eliminated.”38

African Americans, Latinos, and members of other minority groups

account for 75 percent of active cases of tuberculosis, and the Centers for

Disease Control reports that blacks are five times as likely to die of

asthma as are whites.39 Even when blacks have equal access to medical

care, recent evidence indicates that significant racial disparities in treat-

ment and care remain. For example, among Medicare beneficiaries of

similar age, gender, and income, blacks are 25 percent less likely to have

mammography screening for breast cancer and 57 percent less likely to

have reduction of hip fracture.40 

Any credible analysis of race in America at the beginning of the

twenty-first century must confront and account for these durable and

persistent inequalities between blacks and whites. Many proponents of

racial realism as well as those Americans who subscribe to the new

explanation for racial inequality fail to do this for two reasons. First,

they ignore or obscure dramatic and persistent facts of racial inequality.

Second, the methodological assumptions that guide their investigation of

race in America lead them to ignore alternative explanations that more

closely “fit” the evidence they do cite. In the following analysis, we

address each of these concerns.

THE MINIMAL RELEVANCE OF INDIVIDUAL CHOICE TO DURABLE RACIAL INEQUALITY

Today the predominant approach to understanding racial stratification in

American life assumes that “social life results chiefly or exclusively from

the actions of self-motivated, interest-seeking persons.”41 For those

promulgating this view, it is solely the stated intentions and choices of

individuals that explain discrimination. It leads writers to focus on indi-

vidual whites’ beliefs about African Americans and civil rights. Through-

out America in Black and White, for example, the Thernstroms focus on

the positive upward spiral of individual whites’ attitudes as measured by

public opinion data. The positive shift in expressed attitudes is then

assumed, prima facie, to be evidence of behavior. If (white) people say

they are not discriminating against blacks, the Thernstroms believe them,

and infer that discrimination must be diminishing. In a like manner, per-

sistent racial inequality is attributed to blacks’ individual choices of

lifestyles and attitudes. 

The Thernstroms’ assessment of residential discrimination is a prime
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illustration of how individual intentions and choices are used to explain

racial inequality. They do not deny that residential segregation remains

very high. Instead, the Thernstroms argue that it has declined somewhat

and that this is real evidence of racial progress.42 They go on to argue,

however, that housing would be even less segregated but for the choices

of blacks. Public opinion surveys prove whites are quite willing to accept

blacks as neighbors. The problem, they argue, is that public opinion data

show blacks would prefer to live in neighborhoods that are at least 50

percent African American. Thus, they conclude that the preferences of

blacks, not white racism, produces segregated housing. In other words,

present-day segregation is caused by ethnic group loyalty.43

Just as the Thernstroms think housing segregation reflects black pref-

erences, Sally Satel, a psychiatrist, contends that racial differences in

health and well-being are due to blacks’ bad lifestyle choices. Like other

conservatives, Satel thinks declining individual prejudice and the elimi-

nation of de jure segregation mean that racism is largely a thing of the

past. Angered that “accusations of medical bias still linger” decades after

segregation has ended, Satel severely criticizes federal funding of studies

on racial and ethnic disparities in health care and any suggestion there is

a relationship between blacks’ and Latinos’ health and discrimination or

powerlessness. Satel accuses the public health establishment of neglecting

the vital role of individual choices in health outcomes in its rush to ana-

lyze social injustice. “Taking responsibility for one’s own health comes to

be virtually ignored,” she complains.44 

Satel’s criticisms about the documentation of racial disparities evade

fundamental questions regarding the institutional structure of health care

and racially disparate outcomes. By focusing on the stated intentions

and choices of individuals, conservatives like the Thernstroms and Satel

ignore the systemic and routine practices of white Americans and the

consequences of their behavior. Whether these actions are motivated by

group values and interests or operate through private and public institu-

tions, the inescapable results are harmful to African Americans and other

people of color.

When social scientists analyze income, employment, or occupational

disparities between categorical groups—blacks-whites, men-women—

they assume these gaps in material well-being are due mostly to differ-

ences in education and job skills that would affect an individual’s pro-

ductivity and thus that person’s ability to succeed in competitive labor

markets. Studies of wage discrimination, for example, typically proceed

by removing the effects of individual characteristics such as education or
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experience that might explain wage differences between men and women

or between racial groups. Any remaining gap in wages is then attributed

to discrimination. Yet as Ruth Milkman and Eleanor Townsley explain,

“This approach . . . fails to capture the depth with which gender dis-

crimination and the norms associated with it are embedded in the eco-

nomic order—in fact, they are embedded so deeply that a willful act of

discrimination is not really necessary to maintain gender inequality.”45

One problem with this approach is that an individual’s job experience

and education may have been shaped by deeply embedded patterns of

discrimination—a racially biased allocation of public resources to

schools for example—which means that education is not independent of

discrimination. By focusing only on individuals and the skills they bring

to the labor market, moreover, analysts obscure the relationship between

racial groups, a fundamental element in the development of durable

racial inequality.

In this book we will show how and why the specific intentions and

choices of individuals regarding racial discrimination or exclusion are

frequently irrelevant to the emergence and maintenance of social and

economic inequalities in the United States. One cannot assume that indi-

viduals are the only appropriate unit of analysis. By making this assump-

tion, Satel, the Thernstroms, and other like-minded interpreters of con-

temporary racial inequality neglect the collective actions of groups, the

role of intermediary institutions, and the cumulative effects of durable

racial inequality. 

GROUP HOARDING AND THE ECONOMIC THEORY OF DISCRIMINATION 

As we indicated earlier, the economic theory of labor market discrimi-

nation is a theory of individual choice. This one-dimensional theory,

however, is empirically flawed. Because it assumes that economic com-

petition drives out discrimination, the theory cannot explain why racial

inequality persists once education, training, and experience are taken

into account. Nor can it explain historical patterns of labor market seg-

regation in both the North and the South. And recent attempts to rescue

the theory by attributing differences in the economic success of African

Americans and immigrants to cultural values have failed miserably.46 

While individuals can and do discriminate, labor market discrimina-

tion is better understood as a group phenomenon. It is an instance of

what Charles Tilly calls opportunity hoarding. This occurs when mem-

bers of a group acquire and monopolize access to valuable resources or

privileges. Most people know that informal networks of family, extended
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kinship, friendships, and associates are the typical routes to employment.

Employers commonly recruit new workers through informal ties and

word-of-mouth suggestions; current employees typically identify job

candidates.47 Because workers tend to be friends and acquaintances of

members of the same race and sex, a bias toward re-creating a homoge-

neous workforce is overwhelming. Discrimination, therefore, can be pas-

sive and unobtrusive. One need not be a racist to use one’s position to

benefit friends and acquaintances, even if it means awarding jobs to

whites rather than blacks.48 

But the process of labor market discrimination is not always so pas-

sive. Once members of a group acquire access to resources, they may

hoard the resources by denying access to outsiders. Tilly suggests that

hoarding can be found in a variety of groups, including immigrants,

criminal conspiracies, and even elite military units.49 Once a group of

employees acquire the best jobs and perks, they can make it difficult for

employers to hire outsiders. Insiders can harass unwanted workers by

disrupting their work and reducing their value to employers, which can

eventually exclude outsiders. Intimidation is a way for insiders to dis-

courage outsiders from even applying for a job. Justifying exclusionary

practices with beliefs that denigrate the work habits and skills of

excluded workers is the final step in this process. For a long time white

workers used the “myth of the machine”—the idea that black workers

were incapable of working with machines—to exclude African American

workers from skilled, higher paying work.50 

The Thernstroms assume that changing attitudes toward blacks is the

key to reducing racial inequalities in wages, income, and employment. It

makes more sense, however, to examine racial labor market competi-

tion—a prime example of opportunity hoarding—to get a better handle

on a critical determinant of racial inequality. Simple models of discrimi-

nation that assume that unequal rewards to otherwise identical workers

are motivated by prejudice do not capture the complexity and depth of

racially divided labor markets in the twentieth century. When white

workers compete for jobs, they use their advantages to exclude or sub-

ordinate black or Latino workers. Two prominent labor market econo-

mists, William Darity Jr. and Samuel Myers Jr., write that discrimination

is “endogenously linked to the employment needs of non-black males.”

Competition between black and white workers intensifies when blacks

threaten the status of white workers, either because the blacks have

acquired the education and job skills to be competitive or because the job

opportunities for whites diminish.51 Employers’ evaluations of the skills
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and talents of black workers are often based on negative stereotypes of

their productivity rather than on independent assessments of their work.

These stereotypes are the residue of racial labor market competition and

push black workers to the bottom of the employment queue.52 

Racial labor market competition is obviously affected by the state of

the economy. When economic growth is sluggish or depressed, labor mar-

kets are slack and competition for jobs unleashes white racism. Robust

economic growth produces tight labor markets as demand for workers

rises, and typically has a greater impact on black unemployment rates

than on white unemployment rates. Similarly, as high-wage manufactur-

ing jobs are eliminated and whites are displaced, competition intensifies

between blacks and whites for low- and moderate-wage service jobs. Job

competition based on race can be modified by public policies that regulate

wages and access to jobs through full employment or affirmative action

policies. But unless or until a third party steps in to demand or induce

employers to pursue a different recruitment strategy, a homogeneous

racial and gendered workforce will almost inevitably be reproduced. 

INSTITUTIONS AND THE ROUTINE, ORDINARY GENERATION OF INEQUALITY

Because the realist analysis of racial inequality assumes that racism is

produced exclusively by the intentions and choices of individuals, inter-

mediate institutions that play a crucial part in generating and maintain-

ing racial inequality are rarely analyzed. The routine practices of corpo-

rations, law firms, banks, athletic teams, labor unions, the military, and

educational institutions tend to be ignored or minimized. These institu-

tions are neither scrutinized nor analyzed unless or until they institute

strategies that redress past social grievances. Accordingly, advocates of

this approach to racial inequality believe that individual access to previ-

ously segregated institutions is all that is necessary to redress past racial

injustice. They never discuss the ways in which these institutions might

be transformed to accommodate or better engage the groups they for-

merly excluded. 

Any analysis of racial inequality that routinely neglects organizations

and practices that, intentionally or unintentionally, generate or maintain

racial inequalities over long periods of time is incomplete and misleading.

Such an analysis will be unable, for example, to detect the ways in which

real estate and mortgage lending industries routinely sustain segregated

housing markets and discriminate against would-be black homeowners.

It will also not notice that discrimination in the criminal justice system is

produced by a large number of small decisions by the police that single
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out young black men, the results of which then extend to their treatment

in adult courts.

Nowhere is the folly of neglecting institutional practices more appar-

ent than in the case of racial disparities in health care and mortality.

Many health care institutions remain partially segregated despite the end

of Jim Crow and federal laws that prohibit distribution of federal funds

to institutions that discriminate. The private nursing home industry, for

example, has continued to be segregated, largely because for-profit nurs-

ing homes are reluctant to accept Medicaid patients, particularly elderly

blacks, and state governments have little incentive to enforce civil rights

laws. Elderly blacks are therefore less likely to use private nursing homes

even though they have a greater need for such care. In Pennsylvania the

segregation index for nursing homes is almost as high as the indexes for

housing in metropolitan areas.53 Moreover, nonwhites are almost twice

as likely as whites to be admitted to a nursing home sanctioned by state

officials for serious deficiencies in care and facilities.54

Segregated and unequal treatment in health care is an endemic prob-

lem, though not one that is attributable to the actions of prejudiced indi-

viduals. David Barton Smith concludes his detailed assessment of racial

disparities in health care by noting that 

at least some of the reported differences in rates of drug addition, sexually

transmitted diseases, and possibly even infant mortality reflect differences in

the screening and reporting practices of the settings in which care is pro-

vided to blacks as opposed to those catering to whites. Such screening and

reporting is more likely to be a part of the standard operating procedures of

the more urban clinic settings where blacks disproportionately receive their

care. In effect, these differences in procedures amount to an institutionalized

form of racial profiling.55 

While there are numerous examples of how economic, educational, and

governmental organizations unintentionally produce unequal racial out-

comes, it is also the case that certain institutions do better than others in

reducing racial inequalities. Some universities that use affirmative action

policies, for example, do better at graduating black students than uni-

versities that admit students strictly on the basis of test scores. Nor do

blacks with low test scores always have lower graduation rates, as is typ-

ically assumed. It makes sense to focus our attention on institutional

practices that mitigate and reduce racial inequalities. These practices will

not be discovered, however, when one looks for racism in individual

motivations and presumes that people with good intentions will do the

right thing if only government gets out of the way. 
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CUMULATIVE INEQUALITIES

Inequalities are cumulative, a fact adherents of the new public wisdom

on race ignore in their rush to celebrate progress. The story told by the

Thernstroms in America in Black and White, for example, is disturbingly,

sometimes even stunningly, ahistorical. This may seem surprising because

the book does trace race relations over time, from the early 1940s to the

present, and one of the authors is a prize-winning Harvard historian. Yet

the book is insensitive to the ways in which the past shapes the future. By

assuming that behavioral changes are produced by changes in attitudes,

the Thernstroms implicitly distinguish between past and present dis-

crimination.56 But if discrimination has declined, this means one cannot

look to history to explain the persistence of racial inequalities. As a

result, proponents of the new understanding of racial inequality are

forced to focus on individual motivations. But this neglects how the past

has shaped contemporary patterns of racial inequality, or how it contin-

ues to constrain the choices of African Americans and other groups.

Thus, conservatives and their realist colleagues ignore how the accumu-

lation of wealth—economic, cultural, social, and political capital—

molds economic opportunities for all Americans over time, especially

blacks, Latinos, and other racial minorities. Wealth matters. At the con-

clusion of his book on race, wealth, and social policy in the United

States, Dalton Conley writes: “One may conclude that the locus of racial

inequality no longer lies in the labor market, but rather in class and

property relations that, in turn, affect other outcomes. While young

African American men may have the opportunity to obtain the same

education, income, and wealth as whites, in actuality, they are on a slip-

pery slope, for the discrimination their parents faced in the housing and

credit markets sets the stage for perpetual economic disadvantage.”57 

When the economy falters, privileged members of society are able to

help themselves over the difficult bumps and fluctuations of a market

economy. Their net worth, not wages, provides the necessary reserves to

ride out cyclical downturns in the economy or other disasters. Although

the Thernstroms acknowledge racial differences in wealth, they attribute

the black deficit to age and family structure. African American families,

they argue, are younger and are more likely to be headed by single par-

ents. Both factors militate against wealth accumulation and both, not

coincidentally, are characteristics about which individuals exercise some

choice.58 Differences in the accumulation of wealth between different

racial groups, however, are not solely the result of age, family structure,
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or the inclination to save—blacks and whites save about the same pro-

portions of their income.59 In fact, African Americans lost much of the

wealth they acquired after the Civil War to white thievery and discrimi-

nation. A recent study by the Associated Press found that more than four

hundred blacks were dispossessed of more than twenty-four thousand

acres of farm and timber land in the South, worth millions of dollars

today, through fraud, discrimination by lenders, and other illegal

means.60

Since inequalities accumulate over generations, an analysis of racial

inequalities in the distribution of wealth explodes any distinction

between past and present racism. Cumulative inequality undermines

racial conservatives’ efforts to restrict the effects of racism to the past.

Today’s racial disparities in wealth reflect the legacies of slavery, Jim

Crow, and labor market discrimination.

THE ORIGINS OF DURABLE RACIAL INEQUALITY

Discussions of racial inequality commonly dwell on only one side of the

color line. We talk about black poverty, black unemployment, black

crime, and public policies for blacks. We rarely, however, talk about the

gains whites receive from the troubles experienced by blacks. Only

when the diverging fates of black and white Americans are considered

together—within the same analytic framework—will it be possible to

move beyond the current stale debate over how to transform the

American color line.

In our view, the persistence of racial inequality stems from the long-

term effects of labor market discrimination and institutional practices

that have created cumulative inequalities by race. The result is a durable

pattern of racial stratification. Whites have gained or accumulated

opportunities, while African Americans and other racial groups have lost

opportunities—they suffer from disaccumulation of the accoutrements

of economic opportunity. Rather than investigating racial inequality by

focusing on individual intentions and choices, we concentrate on the

relationship between white accumulation and black and Latino disaccu-

mulation. 

ACCUMULATION VERSUS DISACCUMULATION

The idea of accumulation is straightforward and can be illustrated with

a simple example. Investment counselors routinely explain to their clients

the importance of long-term investments. For example, a young couple
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that set aside just forty dollars a month beginning in 1970 and simply let

it sit in an account paying 5 percent interest would accumulate about

$34,000, or more than double the amount invested, by the year 2000.

Rolling over modest investments of capital produces an impressive accu-

mulation. Similarly, very small economic and social advantages can have

large cumulative effects over many generations.

While accumulation is relatively well understood, there is a parallel

and symmetrical idea that is usually ignored. This is the idea of disin-

vestment and, over time, what might be called disaccumulation. Just as

a positive investment of forty dollars can accumulate over time, so too

can a negative investment produce a downward spiral. Consider what

happens if one owes the Internal Revenue Service a few hundred dollars

but allows that debt to go unpaid for a decade. The amount of that debt

can increase dramatically and can lead to a debt of several thousand dol-

lars. The amount owed can increase fivefold. From the point of view of

the debtor, this is negative accumulation, or for purposes of this discus-

sion, disaccumulation. Just as economic advantages (for example access

to skilled trades) can accumulate, economic disadvantages (such as

exclusion from well-paying jobs) can also be compounded over time.

Home ownership is a good example of how the principle of accumu-

lation and disaccumulation works in a racial context. Today’s very large

gap in median net worth between whites and African Americans is

mostly due to the discrepancy in the value of the equity in their respec-

tive homes. Blacks experience more difficulty obtaining mortgage loans,

and when they do purchase a house, it is usually worth less than a com-

parable white-owned home. White flight and residential segregation

lower the value of black homes. As blacks move into a neighborhood,

whites move out, fearing that property values will decline. As whites

leave, the fear becomes a reality and housing prices decline. The refusal

of white Americans to live in neighborhoods with more than 20 percent

blacks means that white-owned housing is implicitly more highly valued

than black-owned housing. Redlining completes the circle: banks refuse

to underwrite mortgage loans, or they rate them as a higher risk. As a

consequence, when black homeowners can get a loan, they pay higher

interest rates for less valuable property. This results in disinvestment in

black neighborhoods and translates into fewer amenities, abandoned

buildings, and a lower property tax base. Because white communities do

not suffer the consequences of residential disaccumulation, indeed they

receive advantages denied to black homeowners; the value of their hous-

ing increases and they accumulate wealth. In this way interlocking pat-
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terns of racialized accumulation and disaccumulation create durable

inequality.61

The distribution of economic wealth is central to any account of racial

inequality, but it is not the only dimension of racial accumulation and

disaccumulation. For example, inadequate access to health care con-

tributes to disaccumulation in communities of color. Health is funda-

mental to every aspect of life: without health, a student cannot do well

in school; a worker cannot hold a job, much less excel at one; a family

member cannot be an effective parent or spouse. Health crises and the

staggering costs they impose are critical underlying causes of poverty,

homelessness, and bankruptcy. Housing, employment, and education

are vital, but without health, and the care necessary to maintain it, the

quality of life, indeed life itself, is uncertain. The effect is cumulative.

Inadequate prenatal care results in low birth-weight babies, which in

turn leads to infant mortality and to severe physical and mental disabil-

ities among those who survive.62 One-fifth to one-third of African

American children are anemic, and they account for a disproportionate

number of children exposed to lead poisoning. Both problems impair

intellectual functions and school performance.63

Accumulation also includes cultural and social advantages—meeting

“the right people” at Harvard, Yale, and Princeton (who can and often

do provide a substantial boost to one’s career), for example. As we will

subsequently document in more depth, a symmetrical process operates in

the criminal justice system, with the opposite consequences: judges fre-

quently incarcerate black juveniles rather than sending them home

because the court believes these youngsters have fewer outside resources

to help them. However well intentioned, these decisions then become

part of the juvenile’s record, counting against him or her in future scrapes

with the criminal justice system. Diverting black youth to state institu-

tions rather than sending them home is analogous to acquiring a small

debt that can be compounded. Similarly, critics of affirmative action are

correct when they tell black students who have been denied admission to

the University of California at Berkeley that “there is nothing wrong

with attending UC Riverside.” But that is only half the story. Elite insti-

tutions are saturated with an accumulated legacy of power and privilege

along lines of race and gender. The advice to attend Riverside ignores

that “who you meet” at Harvard, Yale, or Princeton—or at Berkeley,

Ann Arbor, or Madison—is an important aspect of the accumulation of

economic and social advantage.

Many Americans, but particularly conservatives, object to the idea
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that past discrimination matters in the present. Marianne Means, a

columnist for the Hearst newspaper chain, harshly condemns growing

black demands for reparations. “We should not be a party,” she writes,

“to whipping up a guilt trip that is a ploy to get handouts for a social evil

that officially ended nearly 140 years ago.”64 Racial realists believe that

the accumulation of wealth and power by white Americans over the past

360 years is irrelevant to current patterns of racial stratification, and the

use of race-conscious remedies to redress past racial injustices is therefore

unnecessary and unfair. As they see it, basing current policies on past

practices is wallowing in the past. The main impediment to racial equal-

ity, they feel, is state-sponsored discrimination, and the civil rights move-

ment put an end to that. Thus, past discrimination should not matter.

Ironically, adherents of this point of view ignore a different form of state-

sponsored racial inequality—the use of public policy to advantage

whites. Racism is not simply a matter of legal segregation; it is also poli-

cies that favor whites.

THE STRANGE CAREER OF RACE PREFERENCES IN U.S. PUBLIC POLICY AND LAW

Curiously, the current debate over race-conscious remedies assumes that

the sole beneficiaries of these policies are blacks and other racial minori-

ties. If, however, affirmative action is defined as “race and gender pref-

erences codified into law and enforced through public policy and social

customs,” then it is strange and peculiar, arbitrary and incorrect, to sug-

gest that affirmative action began in the summer of 1963 when President

John F. Kennedy issued Executive Order 10925. Given the above defini-

tion, routinely cited by opponents of affirmative action, the more accu-

rate beginning date for this legal and public policy is 1641. That is when

the fledgling jurisdictions that would later become the first states began

to specify in law that rights to property, ownership of goods and services,

and the right to vote would be restricted by race and gender. In 1790,

Congress formally restricted citizenship via naturalization to “white per-

sons,” a restriction that remained in place until 1952.65

Understood in this way, affirmative action has been in effect for 360

years, not 39. For the first 330 years, the deck was officially and legally

stacked on behalf of whites and males.66 In Dred Scot (1857), Supreme

Court Chief Justice Roger Taney posed the matter in remarkably candid

terms: “Can a negro, whose ancestors were imported into this country,

and sold as slaves, become a member of the political community, formed

and brought into existence by the Constitution of the United States, and

as such become entitled to all rights, and privileges, and immunities,
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guaranteed by that instrument to the citizen?”67 He answered his own

question in unequivocal language. “‘We the people,’” wrote Justice

Taney, leaving no room for doubt, was never intended to include blacks,

slave or free. “Neither Dred Scott nor any other person of African

descent,” he ruled, “had any citizenship rights which were binding on

white American society.” The authority cited by Justice Taney in his 1857

Supreme Court ruling was that the Constitution, the Courts at every

level, the federal government, and the states all routinely denied blacks

equal access to rights of citizenship.68

Thus, since the inception of the United States, wealth and institutional

support have been invested on the white side of the color line, leading to

an accumulation of economic and social advantages among European

Americans. On the black side, economic and institutional disinvestment

has been the practice, resulting in a process of disaccumulation. When

President Kennedy issued Executive Order 10925 in the summer of 1963,

he was therefore simply trying to open doors that had been sealed shut

for more than three centuries. Now, after only four decades of “racial

and gender preferences,” a vigorous and partially successful attack is

being waged against affirmative action programs that were instituted to

reverse three hundred years of disinvestment in black communities. Yet

when power and wealth were being invested and accumulated on their

side of the color line, white Americans registered hardly any opposition

to the arrangement.69

THE ORIGINS OF MODERN STATE-SPONSORED RACIAL INEQUALITY

One need not go back three hundred years to find the antecedents of con-

temporary white advantage. The New Deal is the most recent benchmark

for the accumulation of white privilege and the generation of black dis-

advantage. Franklin D. Roosevelt’s policies were instrumental to both

the cause of racial equality and the perpetuation of racial inequality.

New Deal agricultural policies paved the way for the mechanization of

southern agriculture and precipitated black (and white) migration to the

North and the entry of blacks into manufacturing jobs. The Wagner Act

legalized unions; minimum wage laws put an economic floor under all

workers; the Social Security Act gave workers a measure of security; and

the Employment Act of 1946 codified the government’s responsibility for

aggregate employment and price levels. These policies, combined with

postwar economic growth, undermined the prewar northern racial order,

set in motion changes that would dismantle Jim Crow, and reduced black

as well as white poverty.
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African Americans benefited from New Deal policies. They gained

from the growth of public employment and governmental transfers like

social security and welfare. The Great Society went further, reducing

racial inequality, ameliorating poverty among the black poor, and help-

ing to build a new black middle class. But if federal social policy pro-

moted racial equality, it also created and sustained racial hierarchies.

Welfare states are as much instruments of stratification as they are of

equality. The New Deal’s class-based, or race-neutral, social policies did

not affect blacks and whites in identical ways. Federal social policy con-

tributed disproportionately to the prosperity of the white middle class

from the 1940s on. Whites received more from the New Deal than old-

age protection and insurance against the business cycle. Housing subsi-

dies paved the way for a white exodus to the suburbs; federal tax breaks

secured union-bargained health and pension benefits and lowered the

cost to workers; veterans’ benefits were an avenue of upward mobility

for many white men. To assume that government policies benefited only

blacks or were color-blind, as many white Americans commonly believe,

is like looking at the world with one eye.

Three laws passed by Congress in the mid-1930s were instrumental in

generating the pattern of racial stratification that emerged during the

New Deal: the Social Security Act, the Wagner Act, and the Federal

Housing Act. These laws contributed to the accumulation of wealth in

white households, and they did more than any other combination of fac-

tors to sow and nurture the seeds of the future urban ghetto and produce

a welfare system in which recipients would be disproportionately black.

It is commonly assumed that the New Deal was based on broad and

inclusive policies. While there is some truth to the claim that Roosevelt’s

New Deal was designed, as Jill Quadagno states it, to provide a “floor of

protection for the industrial working class,” it was riddled with discrim-

ination. Brokered compromises over New Deal labor and social policies

also reinforced racial segregation through social welfare programs, labor

policy, and housing policy.70 How and why did this happen?

Although the Social Security Act created a work-related social right to

an old-age pension and unemployment compensation, Congress defied

the Roosevelt administration and explicitly excluded domestic and agri-

cultural workers from coverage. It also exempted public employees as

well as workers in nonprofit, voluntary organizations. Only 53 percent

of all workers, about 26 million people, were initially covered by the old-

age insurance title of the Social Security Act, and less than half of all

workers were covered by unemployment compensation. Congress subse-
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quently excluded these exempt workers from the Wagner Act and the

1938 Fair Labor Standards Act as well.71

Congress’s rejection of universal coverage was not a race-neutral deci-

sion undertaken because, as some people claimed at the time, it was dif-

ficult to collect payroll taxes from agricultural and domestic workers. As

Charles Houston, Dean of the Howard University Law School, told the

Senate Finance committee, “It [the Social Security bill] looks like a sieve

with the holes just big enough for the majority of Negroes to fall

through.” Almost three-fifths of the black labor force was denied cover-

age. When self-employed black sharecroppers are added to the list of

excluded workers, it is likely that three-quarters or more of African

Americans were denied benefits and the protection of federal law. Black

women, of whom 90 percent were domestic workers, were especially

disadvantaged by these occupational exclusions.72

Agricultural and domestic workers were excluded largely because

southern legislators refused to allow implementation of any national

social welfare policies that included black workers. Roosevelt presided

over a fragile coalition of northern industrial workers and southern

whites bound to an agrarian economic order. Although blacks began to

leave the party of Lincoln for the party of Roosevelt, three-quarters of

the African American population still lived in the South, where they

could not vote. Southerners feared that federal social policies would raise

the pay of southern black workers and sharecroppers and that this in

turn would undermine their system of racial apartheid. Black criticisms

of the legislation were ignored as Roosevelt acquiesced to southern

demands, believing he could not defy powerful southern committee

chairmen and still pass needed social welfare legislation.

As black workers moved north into industrial jobs, they were eventu-

ally included under the Social Security Act, and Congress ultimately

extended coverage of old-age insurance to agricultural workers in 1950

and 1954. Although the Social Security Administration made every effort

to treat black and white workers equally, black workers were neverthe-

less severely disadvantaged by the work-related eligibility provisions of

the Social Security Act. Both old-age insurance and unemployment com-

pensation rewarded stable, long-term employment and penalized inter-

mittent employment regardless of the reason. In the name of fiscal

integrity, the architects of social insurance in the 1930s were adamant

that malingerers, those on relief, or those weakly attached to the labor

market be excluded from eligibility and their benefits limited. Due to

labor market discrimination and the seasonal nature of agricultural
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labor, many blacks have not had stable, long-term employment records.

Thus, they have had only limited eligibility for old-age and unemploy-

ment benefits.

The racial consequences of wage-related eligibility provisions were

already apparent in the 1930s. Because labor market discrimination low-

ers the wages of black workers relative to white workers or denies them

employment altogether, blacks receive lower benefits than whites from

old-age insurance and unemployment compensation or are denied access

at all. By 1939, for example, only 20 percent of white workers who

worked in industries covered by social insurance and who paid payroll

taxes for old-age insurance were uninsured, but more than twice as many

black workers (42 percent) were uninsured.73 From the outset, social

security transferred income from African American workers to white

workers. This disparity continues today. Even though most black work-

ers are currently covered by social security, on average they still receive

lower benefits than whites and pay a higher proportion of their income

in social security taxes.74 Like old-age insurance, there is little evidence of

overt discrimination in unemployment compensation—eligible black

workers are almost as likely as white workers are to receive benefits. But

because states imposed strict eligibility requirements during the 1940s

and 1950s, black workers were disproportionately excluded.75 Social

insurance is neither universal nor race-neutral.

In combination, labor market discrimination and work-related eligi-

bility requirements excluded blacks from work and social insurance pro-

grams in the 1930s, forcing many to go on relief and later on welfare, Aid

to Dependent Children (ADC). In fact, most black women were excluded

from the unemployment compensation system until the late 1960s. This

is because domestic workers were statutorily excluded from unemploy-

ment compensation, and as late as the 1950s more than half of all black

women in the civilian labor force still worked as domestics. Unemployed

black women typically had nowhere to turn but welfare, and this is

exactly what they did. By 1960, African Americans accounted for two-

fifths of all welfare recipients, a participation rate that did not change

much even when the welfare rolls expanded in the 1960s. It is labor mar-

ket discrimination and New Deal social policies, not welfare, as the con-

servatives believe, that has harmed black families. The problem cannot

be explained by a pathological black family structure.76

Social insurance in the United States has operated much like a sieve,

just as Charles Houston predicted, and blacks have fallen through the

holes. The Wagner Act and the 1937 Housing Act compounded the prob-
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lem, enlarging the holes in the sieve. Sometimes labeled the Magna

Charta of the labor movement, the 1935 Wagner Act was, upon closer

inspection, the Magna Charta of white labor. Black leaders tried to add

an antidiscrimination amendment to the law, but the American

Federation of Labor and the white southerners who controlled key con-

gressional committees fought it. As a result, the final version excluded

black workers. The law legalized the closed shop, which, as Roy Wilkins

of the NAACP pointed out, would empower “organized labor to exclude

from employment in any industry those who do not belong to a union.”

The law also outlawed strikebreaking, a weapon black workers had used

successfully to force their way into northern industries. Preventing blacks

from entering into newly protected labor unions meant that black work-

ers were subject to the racist inclinations of white workers.77 One of the

consequences of the Wagner Act’s failure to protect black workers was

that union rules confined them to low-wage unskilled jobs. When these

jobs were eliminated as businesses modernized after World War II, black

unskilled workers were replaced by automated manufacturing technolo-

gies.78 Thus, the current high levels of black unemployment can be traced

directly to New Deal legislation that allowed white workers to deny job

opportunities to blacks.

State-sponsored racial inequality was also augmented by a third set of

New Deal policies: federal housing and urban renewal legislation. As we

will explain in chapter 2, these policies sealed the fate of America’s cities

by establishing “apartheid without walls.” Contrary to the commonly

held notion that white flight is responsible for creating ghettos and bar-

rios, it was actually the federal government’s explicit racial policy that

created these enclaves. 

Each of these policies, routinely hailed as major progressive govern-

ment interventions to boost the economy and place a safety net under all

citizens, was instrumental in creating long-run patterns of accumulation

and disaccumulation based on race. These policies, along with others,

institutionalized white advantage over blacks and other people of color.

RACIAL EQUALITY AND THE POSSESSIVE INVESTMENT IN WHITENESS 
AFTER THE CIVIL RIGHTS REVOLUTION

In the post–civil rights era, formal equality before the law coexists with

de facto white privilege and whites’ resentment of race-conscious reme-

dies. Whites’ resentment reflects their “possessive investment in white-

ness.”79 Historically, white Americans have accumulated advantages in
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housing, work, education, and security based solely on the color of their

skin. Being white, as a consequence, literally has value. Though race may

be a cultural and biological fiction, whiteness, like blackness, is a very

real social and legal identity. Both identities are crucial in determining

one’s social and economic status. This is why, when Professor Andrew

Hacker asked his white students how much money they would demand

if they were changed from white to black, they felt it was reasonable to

ask for $50 million if they were to be black for the rest of their lives, or

$1 million a year for each year they were black.80 That was the financial

value they placed on being white. It was, to use W. E. B. DuBois’s phrase,

the dollar amount they attached to their “wages of whiteness.” The idea

of a possessive investment in whiteness helps to explain the structures of

durable racial inequality and the color-coded community processes of

accumulation and disaccumulation. The formation of racial identity, in

turn, connects interests to attitudes toward public issues that have racial

consequences and color-conscious remedies.

In one important, and ironic, respect, the combination of legal equal-

ity with social and economic racial inequality at the end of the civil rights

movement is similar to the relationship between blacks and whites at the

end of Reconstruction. Plessy v. Ferguson, which marked the end of

Reconstruction by upholding the doctrine of “separate but equal,” was

the culmination of a long debate over the meaning of racial equality that

began with the abolitionists’ struggle against slavery. At the time, it was

commonly understood that the Fourteenth Amendment guaranteed

equality before the law and that political rights (like the right to serve as

a juror) presumably could not be abrogated. But few believed that the

Thirteenth, Fourteenth, or Fifteenth Amendments required social or eco-

nomic equality between blacks and whites. Not even the defenders of a

color-blind Constitution accepted this idea. Indeed, Justice John

Marshall Harlan’s defense of a color-blind Constitution in his dissenting

opinion in Plessy explicitly assumed the inferiority of African Americans

and distinguished between legal and social equality.81 The stigma of slav-

ery lingered long after “the peculiar institution” was dismantled. As de

Tocqueville observed about the antebellum North, “The prejudice reject-

ing the Negroes seems to increase in proportion to their emancipation,

and inequality cuts deep into mores as it is effaced from the laws.”82

Americans still face the question of what racial inequality means and

what the nation is obligated to do about it. The civil rights movement

repudiated racial classifications as a means to subordinate racial groups,

and for most Americans that is sufficient. The contemporary contro-
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versy over the civil rights policies, however, cannot be reduced, no mat-

ter how hard racial realists try, to a debate over repealing color-con-

scious remedies like affirmative action. The larger question facing

Americans is whether equality requires a commitment to go beyond for-

mal legal equality and to rectify three hundred years of racial oppression

and subordination. Racial realists and conservatives think a color-blind

Constitution means that public remedies to end social inequality between

racial groups are illegitimate, the equivalent of “racial social engineer-

ing.” This view sharply distinguishes between public and private spheres

of action. Government should be held to a strict standard of racial neu-

trality, proponents argue; the use of laws (or policies) to rectify racial

inequalities is wrong.

We reject this position. If America is to achieve a larger measure of

racial equality, we think the government must use public policies to root

out enduring racial inequality. This does not mean we think affirmative

action plans are the remedy. Arguments over affirmative action do not

help us understand the etiology and persistence of white privilege. Nor

do they help find ways to achieve genuine racial equality. We think it

makes more sense to consider carefully how labor market discrimina-

tion, private institutional practices, and public policies have generated

the accumulation of economic and social advantages in white communi-

ties, and the concomitant disaccumulation of social and economic capi-

tal in communities of color. By comparing the assumptions, arguments,

and evidence articulated by racial realists to an alternative framework,

we think it is possible to see the major differences between these two per-

spectives and the remedies that follow from a theory that focuses on

cumulative inequalities. 

In the following chapters we address these questions by examining the

main arguments made by proponents of racial realism. In chapter 1 we

explore their concept of racism, the idea that racism is solely a matter of

prejudiced attitudes. We show how this outdated, misleading conception

of racism speaks from only one side of the color line, and we compare it

to the idea that racism is a sense of group position based on the accu-

mulation of racial advantage. Our critical analysis of the concept of prej-

udice enables us to develop a detailed examination of the racial realists’

explanation for racial disparities in income, poverty, education, and

crime—their argument that individual failure is the cause of contempo-

rary racial inequality. In chapters 2 through 4 we show the inadequacy of

this explanation and develop an analysis of racial inequalities based on

the relationship between racially based accumulation and disaccumula-
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tion. In chapters 5 and 6 we turn to the conservative arguments against

employment discrimination laws and the use of the Voting Rights Act to

create black or Latino majority legislative districts. Racial conservatives

think that government support of civil rights policies contributes to black

failure and racial conflict. Arguing against this notion, chapter 5 assesses

the conservative critique of employment discrimination law. Chapter 6

argues that when applied to voting rights cases, the doctrine of color-

blindness is a form of color consciousness—white consciousness of lost

political power. The conclusion offers suggestions for what we believe to

be essential and realistic strategies to minimize and eliminate durable

racial inequality.
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1

Of Fish and Water
Perspectives on Racism and Privilege

There ain’t no white man in this room that will change places with me—and I’m rich.
That’s how good it is to be white. There’s a one-legged busboy in here right now that’s
going: “I don’t want to change. I’m gonna ride this white thing out and see where it
takes me.”

Chris Rock

34

A ccording to a well-known philosophical maxim, the last thing a fish

notices is the water. Things that are unproblematic seem natural and

tend to go unnoticed. Fish take the water they swim in for granted, just

as European Americans take their race as a given, as normal. White

Americans may face difficulties in life—problems having to do with

money, religion, or family—but race is not one of them. White Ameri-

cans can be sanguine about racial matters because their race has not

been (until recently) visible to the society in which they live. They cannot

see how this society produces advantages for them because these benefits

seem so natural that they are taken for granted, experienced as wholly

legitimate.1 They literally do not see how race permeates America’s insti-

tutions—the very rules of the game—and its distribution of opportuni-

ties and wealth.

Blacks, Latinos, and other people of color in the United States are

racially visible, and everyone seems to notice their race. For them, the

same culture, law, economy, institutions, and rules of the game are not so

automatically comfortable and legitimate. In a white-dominated society,

color brings problems.2 And if people of color cry foul, if they call atten-

tion to the way they are treated or to racial inequality, if they try to

change the distribution of advantage, if they try to adjust the rules of the



game, white Americans (whose race and racial advantage are invisible)

see them as asking for special privileges. They are seen as troublemakers. 

What this means is that there is no such thing as a “view from

nowhere”—to use Thomas Nagel’s apt phrase.3 People’s perspectives on

race reflect their experience on one side of the color line or the other.

Whites routinely misperceive the reality of black lives. For example, even

though blacks are about twice as likely as whites to hold low-paying jobs

and are more than twice as likely to be unemployed, 50 percent of whites

say the average black is about as well off as the average white person.

(Blacks, on the other hand, tend to be more realistic and accurate in their

perceptions of their economic status relative to whites.4) If white

Americans make no effort to hear the viewpoints and see the experiences

of others, their awareness of their own privileged racial status will dis-

appear. They can convince themselves that life as they experience it on

their side of the color line is simply the objective truth about race. But

while this allows them to take their privileged status for granted, it also

distorts their understanding. This error poses serious problems for con-

servatives’ analysis of racial inequality.

Of course, individual views within racial groups vary. Not everyone

who shares the same subjective perspective will draw the same conclu-

sions about policy. But any perspective that is unreflectively locked inside

its own experience is limited, and this is particularly so when that per-

spective reflects the dominant culture. Failure to understand that they

take whites’ racial location for granted leads racial realists to ignore the

ways in which race loads the dice in favor of European Americans while

simultaneously restricting African Americans’ access to the gaming table.

White privilege, like the water that sustains fish, is invisible in their

analysis.

This chapter is about perspective, and how definition—the power to

name—determines perception, and ultimately, prescription. It traces the

difference it makes if one group’s perspective pervades almost every-

thing, from culture to law. Apostles of the new perspective on race insist

that racism is primarily a thing of the past. They come to this conclusion

because they filter their evidence and their judgment through an out-

dated, discredited understanding of racism as intentional, obvious, and

individual. These misconceptions are not unique to any particular writer

or writers. Many white Americans and American institutions, including

the current Supreme Court majority, hold parallel views. Because racial

conservatives ignore the variability of racial reality in America, they do

not recognize that racism is lodged in the structure of society, that it per-
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meates the workings of the economic, political, educational, and legal

institutions of the United States. Without that recognition, however, we

will be unable to resolve the pernicious problems of race that confront us

as Americans.

CONCEPTIONS OF RACE AND RACISM AFTER THE CIVIL RIGHTS REVOLUTION

In the new conventional wisdom about race, white racism is regarded as

a remnant from the past because most whites no longer express bigoted

attitudes or racial hatred. The Thernstroms note that despite black riots

and crime in the streets in 1968, “nowhere in the voluminous polling evi-

dence available for these years is there any sign that whites were drifting

in the direction of the virulent anti-black sentiments so prevalent in the

1940s and 1950s.”5 Indeed, the real story for most whites is that racism

has almost disappeared. Marianne Means flatly asserts, “We all agree

that slavery was evil. But the blood of slavery does not stain modern

mainstream America.”6 The Thernstroms concur. “White racial attitudes

have truly altered,” they write. “Whites with a pathological hatred of

African Americans can still be found, of course. But the haters have be-

come a tiny remnant with no influence in any important sphere of

American life.”7

Racial realists conclude that racism has ended because of the massive

change in white attitudes toward blacks over the past sixty years. For

example, more than half of all whites once believed that blacks were

intellectually inferior. In 1994, however, only 13 percent of whites

believed that blacks had “less in-born ability to learn” than whites.

Whites also used to favor school segregation by overwhelming majori-

ties, but now 90 percent favor school integration. In the 1940s whites

believed they should be favored in competition for jobs. Today, on the

other hand, whites unanimously agree that “blacks and whites should

have an equal chance to compete for jobs.”8 The Thernstroms go so far

as to assert that white attitudes had already changed for the better before

the civil rights movement erupted in the 1960s.9

To racial realists, this evidence means that the color line has been rad-

ically altered. Although many whites still accept one or more negative

stereotypes about African Americans, a recent study by Paul Sniderman

and Thomas Piazza asserts that only 2 percent of the population could

be considered old-fashioned bigots who subscribe to a large number of

racist stereotypes.10 Consequently, it is rare today to find cases of dis-

crimination such as the ones involving Texaco’s executives calling
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African Americans “black jelly beans,” a member of the Dallas school

board referring to African Americans as “niggers,” and the “raw

racism” experienced by black secret service agents in a Baltimore

Denny’s restaurant.

The evidence cited by racial realists indicates that they, like many

whites, use a particular understanding of racism.11 This notion assumes

that racism is motivated, crude, explicitly supremacist, and typically

expressed as individual bias. Racism, in short, is a form of “prejudice.”

Paul Sniderman and Thomas Piazza define it as “a consistent readiness

to respond negatively to a member of a group by virtue of his or her

membership in the group, with the proof of prejudice being thus the

repetitiveness with which a person endorses negative characterization

after negative characterization.”12

Given this concept of racism and the use of opinion surveys to

measure it, one should hardly be surprised that many people believe

racism is a thing of the past. After all, virulent antiblack sentiments have

diminished, formal barriers based on malicious intent have in large part

been dismantled, and few Americans would accept publicly sanctioned

racial barriers today. Were these its undisputed characteristics, one might

be tempted to agree that racism is obsolete. 

The law institutionalizes the American ideal of equality, and it pro-

vides remedies for those hurt by bias. Current law embraces the concept

of racism as intentional individual prejudice, and also its corollary—

that whites today are often unfairly accused of being racist. Evolving

doctrine in racial discrimination cases reflects what Angela Harris has

called an “essentially moralistic” view.13 In several reverse discrimination

lawsuits, for example, the Supreme Court has explicitly worried that

affirmative action plans impose unacceptable burdens on “innocent”

third parties (read whites).14 In equal protection cases, the Court has

increasingly emphasized invidious intention as a necessary element for

finding actionable discrimination.

But this perspective has its critics. Twenty-five years ago, Alan

Freeman documented how, after a brief period of attention to what he

called a “victim perspective” in the jurisprudence of equality, the Court

moved decisively to adopt a “perpetrator perspective” on issues of race.15

Adopting the perpetrator perspective means looking at contested race

issues from the vantage point of whites. The “perpetrator perspective” in

law, like the conservatives’ understanding of racism, is preoccupied with

white guilt or innocence. It largely ignores whether people of color have

suffered injury or loss of opportunity because of their race. Other critics
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have raised analogous arguments, paying attention to group subordina-

tion or disadvantage.16 Ignoring these analyses, the courts have extended

and deepened their attachment to the perpetrator perspective as the

racial law of the land.

The Supreme Court’s standard for white innocence is very low. Before

the modern civil rights era, the Supreme Court often insisted that analy-

sis of motive was inappropriate in constitutional adjudication.17 During

the past several decades, however, the Court has increasingly required

that plaintiffs in equal protection discrimination cases not only may, but

must, probe defendants’ motives. To be successful, plaintiffs must prove

specific and conscious bad intentions, the equivalent of the concept of

racism as personal prejudice. Under the equal protection clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment, the Court holds it is not enough to show that

people would reasonably know the discriminatory consequences of their

actions. Nor is it enough that actors foresaw the predictable effects of

their actions and still proceeded in spite of them. To gain or sustain a

remedy for racial injustice, litigants must meet a very high standard: they

must show specific discriminatory purpose or malice. Reva Siegel argues

on the basis of credible evidence that the Court knew this was a level of

responsibility plaintiffs would “rarely be able to prove.”18

Under congressional statutes, the role of intent is somewhat reduced.

The Court has sometimes said that proof of employment discrimination

may be based on a demonstration that policies have a disparate impact

rather than on a showing of intent—proving, for example, that African

Americans or other racial groups are more likely to be disadvantaged by

an employment practice than whites.19 Although the courts give lip ser-

vice to unintentional bias in cases involving claims of discriminatory

treatment, particularly in employment, most of the governing precedents

require that plaintiffs prove intentional bias.20 In 2001 the Supreme

Court further extended that requirement. It held that under Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act, which prohibits the discriminatory use of federal

money, proving disparate impact would no longer be sufficient to win

discrimination suits by private parties against federally funded contrac-

tors or institutions.21

The Court now requires proof of invidious intention in most cases of

racial discrimination. But it does not apply this standard of intent in age

discrimination cases where the relevant statutory language is identical to

that in Title VII. In these cases, the courts have accepted a distinction

between motive (a factor in causing action) and intent (a specifically

proven state of mind) that is more favorable to plaintiffs alleging dis-
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crimination.22 In other settings that address harms caused by others, such

as personal injury law, courts assess liability and compensate victims not

simply for intentional harms but also for injuries caused accidentally,

that is, negligently. Plaintiffs do not have to prove malice or purpose

unless they seek punitive damages.23

Choosing to make the specific intentions of identifiable individuals the

criterion of racism is neither neutral nor appropriate. It is self-aggran-

dizing and misguided to judge others by their actions but ourselves only

by our intentions.24 In Supreme Court decisions and in the minds of

many whites, the relevant “ourselves” are predominantly white or, in

Freeman’s phrase, potential “perpetrators.” Many whites want to deter-

mine whether racism exists by exploring their explicit personal inten-

tions. If we are deciding whether to put someone in jail, then assessing

his intentions may be appropriate.25 However, where disputes do not

involve criminal charges but rather decisions about social, educational,

welfare, or employment policy, questions of guilt, innocence, and pun-

ishment are not the issue. No one goes to jail for discrimination.26 In dis-

crimination litigation, the focus is on the legitimacy and fairness of the

distribution of scarce opportunities and resources. To ameliorate injus-

tice and achieve a more desirable state of civil affairs, it is more impor-

tant to examine the problems of discrimination, injuries, and unfairness

than to evaluate the culpability and motives of particular perpetrators.

The Court’s narrow definition of discrimination, like the realists’

equation of racism with prejudice, severely restricts what counts as bias

or as evidence of bias. This definition tends to exonerate whites, blame

blacks (by default), and naturalize (render unobjectionable) the broad

realities of race-based subordination in the United States. This definition

of racism, as we have already noted, is also empirically and conceptually

flawed. It depends almost exclusively on attitudinal evidence uncovered

by opinion polling. This poses two problems. First, even on its own

terms, this interpretation of racism ignores significant research that

shows how racist attitudes have persisted. In his recent book The Ordeal

of Integration, Orlando Patterson examined a variety of evidence and

concluded that “all things considered, it is reasonable to estimate that

about a quarter of the Euro-American population harbors at least mildly

racist feelings toward Afro-Americans and that one in five is a hard-core

racist.”27 This is not a small number. If Patterson is correct, the

Thernstroms’ “miscreants of the night” are hardly a fringe.

Second, by relying on survey questions written in the 1950s, this

research ignores possible changes in the character of racism and is, there-
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fore, incorrectly measuring modern expressions of it. Donald Kinder and

Lynn Sanders write that “a new form of prejudice has come to promi-

nence, one that is preoccupied with matters of moral character, informed

by the virtues associated with the traditions of individualism. Today, we

say, prejudice is expressed in the language of American individualism.”28

Statements about individual failure, in other words, may be racially

coded expressions of a derogatory stereotype.

There are also abundant survey data documenting the persistence of

widespread racial prejudice forty years after the civil rights revolution.

Many writers who use polling data to show the decline of racism cherry

pick among these surveys and omit this evidence. Some of the most

compelling evidence of tenacious prejudice comes from studies of resi-

dential discrimination. In 1992, the Detroit Area Survey found that 16

percent of whites said they would feel uncomfortable in a neighborhood

where 8 percent of the residents were black, and nearly the same per-

centage said they were unwilling to move to such an area. If the black

percentage rose to 20 percent, 40 percent of all whites indicated they

would not move there, 30 percent said they would be uncomfortable,

and 15 percent would try to leave the area. Were a neighborhood to be

53 percent black, 71 percent of whites would not wish to move there, 53

percent would try to leave, and 65 percent would be uncomfortable.29 A

more recent study of four cities (Atlanta, Boston, Detroit, and Los

Angeles) yielded similar results. Camille Zubrinsky Charles found that

more than half of whites in these four cities expressed a preference for

same-race neighborhoods, while blacks expressed a strong preference

for integrated neighborhoods.30

Contrary to the optimism of racial realists, one finds precious little

evidence, even in the polling data they use, that many white Americans

believe in integrated neighborhoods, especially if that means a neighbor-

hood with more than a very few black families. Pejorative racial stereo-

types are not restricted to one’s choice of residence. They continue to be

fundamental to (white) American culture. When the University of

Chicago’s National Opinion Research Center asked people to compare

blacks and other ethnic groups on a number of personal traits in 1990,

they discovered that 62 percent of nonblack respondents believed that

blacks were lazier than other groups, 56 percent stated that they were

more prone to violence, and 53 percent thought they were less intelli-

gent.31 Another report suggests that white Americans are still substan-

tially opposed to intimate contact with African Americans. In one

national survey conducted in 1978, 70 percent of whites rejected interra-
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cial marriage on principle. 32 This hardly represents the significant change

in whites’ attitudes trumpeted by the proponents of racial realism.

Both the meaning of survey data and the way they are used by these

cheerleaders for racial progress are also problematic. Because the typical

questions used to measure changes in racial attitudes essentially gauge

how closely attitudes conform to the American creed enshrined in the

Declaration of Independence, it is not surprising to find that most (white)

Americans sound tolerant. This is because when prejudice and tolerance

are evaluated by these criteria, the questions assess only whether people

subscribe to American ideals. It is hardly a major discovery to find that

racism has declined when individuals are asked whether they believe in

equal job treatment and integrated schools. Because the ideals of equal-

ity and formal tolerance are central to American identity, most

Americans know the “correct” answers to such questions. Thus, rather

than representing a decline in racism, these polling data actually measure

adherence to the principles of American society. 

Because most surveys tap only surface commitment or verbal adher-

ence to ideals, polling data may reveal more about the correlation

between self-presentation and socioeconomic class than about the per-

sistence of racism. When tolerance means verbalizing principles acquired

through exposure to liberal middle-class institutions, lower- and work-

ing-class whites will appear to be more racist than middle-class whites.

Surveys that find prejudice and intolerance declining among America’s

white middle class also link racist sentiments disproportionately to poor

and working-class white Americans, or to the “lunatic fringe.” This find-

ing is not new. As long ago as 1966, Paul Sheatsley found that the high-

est scorers on his “pro-integration scale” shared three features in com-

mon: they attended college, their earnings were high, and they were

professionals.33 But the narrow catch of this racism net reflects only its

limited definition of racism. The behavior between classes may not dif-

fer much, but, unlike well-educated middle- and upper-class whites,

poorly educated working-class white people are nearly precluded from

this conception of “tolerance” because they have not learned the

“proper” ways to present their racial views to pollsters.

Some writers promoting the new orthodoxy on racial inequality also

seem unaware that evidence based on broad changes in opinion is insuf-

ficient to assess a complex, multifaceted problem like the persistence of

racism. The gap between what people tell survey researchers and what

they actually do or believe is wide, and a very different picture emerges

when one moves from political abstractions to routine behavior.
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Discrepancies between racial attitudes and behavior are large and perva-

sive. White Americans overwhelmingly endorse civil rights principles.

When asked, 88 percent of whites in 1978 agreed that blacks have a right

to live wherever they want to, up from 76 percent in 1970. By 1980, in

fact, just 5 percent of whites were willing to tell a pollster they preferred

strict segregation.34 Yet only 40 percent said they would vote for a law

stating “a homeowner cannot refuse to sell to someone because of their

race or skin color.”35 White Americans may support the principle of fair

housing, but less than half say they are willing to act on this principle. In

fact, when actual patterns of racial isolation are examined, it is clear that

very few whites prefer integrated to segregated neighborhoods.

American Apartheid, an award-winning study of housing segregation

by Douglas Massey and Nancy Denton, reveals just how wide the gap is

between attitudes and behavior. Using demographic data about where

African Americans and whites actually reside, Massey and Denton

demonstrated that levels of residential segregation have hardly changed

since the 1960s. Applying a sophisticated index of segregation to thirty

metropolitan areas with the largest black populations between 1970 and

1980, they discovered that in northern cities, “this (segregation) index

averaged over 80 percent in both 1970 and 1980.”36 The index declined

a mere 4 points over the decade of the 1970s and only 2 percent during

the 1980s, and most of the decline occurred in small cities with small

black populations. Massey and Denton conclude that “blacks living in

the heart of the ghetto are among the most isolated people on earth.”37

The Thernstroms challenge this conclusion, arguing that Massey and

Denton exaggerate the persistence of residential segregation. But they

provide no counterevidence, nor do they generate demographically

grounded indices of integration. Rather, they attempt to refute Massey

and Denton with an analysis that is laughable. “The strongest proof that

residential segregation has been declining for a generation,” they write,

“comes from national surveys [that] have intermittently asked blacks and

whites whether members of the other race live in the same neighborhood

as they do.” They find the patterns “striking” and report “fully two-

thirds of all African Americans at the time (1964) said that they had white

neighbors.” The fact, they write, “that the figure was as high as five out

of six in 1994” is evidence that residential apartheid has declined.38 The

Thernstroms apparently imagine that people’s beliefs about who lives in

their neighborhood are a more accurate indication of residential segrega-

tion than measures of where and how people actually live.
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Similar gaps between attitudes and behavior are found in most con-

texts where race is an issue. These gaps become especially obvious when

the reality of one’s everyday life is directly affected. Support for desegre-

gation of schools was relatively free of cost so long as no busing was

involved or one’s own children attended private schools. On-the-job

equality also had an all-American sound to it, especially when there were

very few blacks in one’s occupation. Upgrading blacks from unskilled to

skilled work was a fine goal if one’s own work was white-collar or pro-

fessional. But as black enrollments in prestigious universities and profes-

sional schools increased, constitutional amendments eliminating affir-

mative action became the order of the day.39 When the demands of

people of color hit closer to home and directly affect middle- and upper-

class whites, these traditionally color-blind Americans begin to sound

distinctly less tolerant and become seriously concerned with the color of

people’s skin. 

These empirical flaws in studies purportedly demonstrating that

racism has declined are compounded by fundamental conceptual prob-

lems. By now, the prejudice approach to the study of racism has been dis-

credited and has become almost completely obsolete. The challenge to

the prejudice paradigm began as early as 1958 when sociologist Herbert

Blumer first argued that racism was better understood as a sense of

group position than as a collection of bigoted individual attitudes. Since

Blumer’s groundbreaking article, a long line of sociologists, social psy-

chologists, and legal theorists have moved beyond the outdated notion of

racism employed by most advocates of color-blind ideology.40 Instead of

locating racism in intentions, attitudes, and obviously crude supremacist

expressions or in pathological individual psyches, these scholars use a

more complicated conception. Their analysis assumes that racism is often

unintentional, implicit, polite, and sometimes quite normal. They look

for racism in behavior as well as in attitudes and find it in culturally and

economically produced systems of advantage and exclusion that generate

privilege for one racially defined group at the expense of another.

Using this more realistic conception of racism, it becomes apparent

that those who argue racism has declined ignore critical evidence that

contradicts their assumptions. Their understanding of race paints a one-

sided, terribly inaccurate portrait of racism in modern America. A very

different picture emerges when racism is understood as a sense of group

position and as the organized accumulation of racial advantage, a system

best understood by observing actual behavior. 



RACIAL PRIVILEGE AND GROUP POSITION

Because it extends far beyond individual attitudes, permeating the very

structure and organization of American society, race strongly determines

the ways in which Americans are treated and how they fare. White

Americans, whether they know it or not, benefit as individuals and as a

group from the present social pecking order. The social, political, and

economic benefits of being white encourage white Americans, argues

George Lipsitz, to invest in whiteness as if it were a form of venture cap-

ital and to work at increasing its value. When it comes to race, white

Americans’ social choices are very often molded by the relationship

between whiteness and accumulated racial advantages.41

The possessive investment in whiteness is like property. And as a kind

of property, the value of whiteness, as Cheryl Harris points out, lies in

“the unconstrained right to exclude” or to deny communities of color

opportunity or the chance to accumulate assets.42 Exclusion, as is evident

in the case of residential segregation, is a cardinal principle of white

identity. To paraphrase Harris, those who possess whiteness have, until

recently, been granted the legal right to exclude others from the advan-

tages inherent in whiteness; they have accumulated wealth, power, and

opportunity at the expense of the people who have been designated as

not white. In this sense, the experiences of white and nonwhite Ameri-

cans are intimately connected. The benefits of being white are related to

the costs of being nonwhite. This is why it makes more sense to analyze

racism in terms of group position rather than in terms of the bigoted atti-

tudes of individuals.

White privilege is pervasive. Most discussions of racial inequality

focus on labor markets, the criminal justice system, residential segrega-

tion, and education. But race also counts in ways that are less obvious,

indeed typically invisible, to white Americans. While often unrecognized,

these patterns of racial disadvantage point to the insidiously pervasive

power of racism in American life. Because most Americans use such a

narrow conception of racism, it is not surprising that they fail to recog-

nize these subtle expressions of racial inequality that are woven into the

fabric of society.43

To see the pervasiveness of white privilege, consider first something as

ordinary as consumer trade. As we noted in the introduction, blacks and

other minorities are denied mortgages far more frequently than whites

with comparable incomes.44 But even in other situations, including those

where market forces would be expected to eclipse racial factors, race
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plays a powerful role. Researchers studying automobile dealerships in

the Chicago area found, for example, that salespeople offer significantly

lower sales prices to white men than to women or blacks, even when eco-

nomic factors and bargaining strategies are held constant.45 A more

recent study shows that in the 1990s blacks paid significantly more for

car loans arranged through dealers than whites did, despite having com-

parable credit histories.46 Similarly, clerks in retail stores are frequently

more concerned with the color of shoppers’ skin than with their ability

to pay. Cignal Clothing, a subsidiary of Merry-Go-Round Enterprises,

for example, stamped an information form on the back of personal

checks. The form included a section marked “race,” and shoppers were

classified “W” for white, “H” for Hispanic, and “07” for black.47 Sociol-

ogist Joe Feagin, drawing on thirty-seven in-depth interviews with middle-

class blacks in several American cities, found widespread evidence that

black shoppers were treated less respectfully than their middle-class

white counterparts. “No matter how affluent and influential,” he reports,

“a black person cannot escape the stigma of being black even while relax-

ing or shopping.”48

Health care is another realm where significant disparities exist

between blacks and whites—disparities that often mean life itself. We

have already noted the wide gaps in mortality rates and access to pri-

mary care between blacks and whites. Similar disparities cut across every

aspect of health and health care, and few of these differences can be fully

attributed to social class or genetics. For example, the National Cancer

Institute (NCI) recently reported that cancer death rates are increasing

much faster for blacks than whites, sometimes by as much as twenty to

one hundred times as fast. Black women are more likely than white

women to die of breast cancer, even though the incidence of the disease

is lower among blacks.49 According to the NCI report, “Black men have

a cancer-death rate about 44 percent higher than that for white men.”50

In fact, African American men between the ages of fifty and seventy are

nearly three times as likely to die from prostate cancer as white men, and

their prostate cancer rate is more than double that of whites.51

Higher death rates for blacks diagnosed with cancer are a recent

development. In the 1930s, blacks were only half as likely as whites to die

of lung cancer. Since 1950, however, the rate of lung cancer deaths among

black men has increased at three times the rate for white men, and age-

adjusted figures reveal that the rate was actually 40 percent higher

among black men by the 1970s.52 An increase in smoking rates is not the

likely culprit behind the change. Exposure to environmental toxins and
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carcinogens, which are disproportionately located in poor and minority

communities, is one important reason for the racial disparities in cancer

mortality rates. Differential access to screening, prevention, and treat-

ment is another reason for the disparities. One of the chief reasons black

women are more likely to die of breast cancer is that they are not diag-

nosed until the disease has reached an advanced and more lethal stage.53

A study of operable non–small cell lung cancer found that the rate of

surgery for black patients was 12.7 percent lower than that for whites

with the same diagnosis. The authors of this study concluded that “the

lower survival rate among black patients . . . is largely explained by the

lower rate of surgical treatment among blacks.”54 Racial differences in

mortality rates for cervical cancer remain significant even after adjusting

for age and poverty, and are likely attributable to disparities in screening

and diagnosis.55

Racial disparities in mortality rates for stroke and coronary heart dis-

ease are also significant. The black mortality rate for strokes is 80 percent

higher than the white rate and the black mortality rate for coronary

heart disease is 40 percent higher.56 Racial differences in hypertension are

well documented and are particularly pronounced among low-income

African Americans. One study rejected the common assumption that

hypertension among blacks is genetic, concluding that socioenvironmen-

tal factors like the stresses of low job status and income are responsible

for the different rates of hypertension.57

Access to sophisticated diagnostic and treatment procedures for coro-

nary heart disease and related ailments also accounts for significant

health differences between blacks and whites. Once differences in age,

sex, health care payer, income, and diagnoses for all admissions for cir-

culatory disease or chest pains to Massachusetts hospitals had been

accounted for, a 1985 study found that whites underwent significantly

more angiography and coronary artery bypass grafting than blacks.58

More recent studies confirm the results. One study, for example, found

that after controlling for differences in age, gender, disease severity,

comorbidity, geography, and availability of cardiac facilities, blacks were

60 percent less likely to have had coronary angioplasty or coronary

bypass surgery and 50 percent less likely to have had thrombolytic ther-

apy.59 Similarly, researchers who investigated stroke treatments found

that “white patients were approximately 50 percent more likely to

receive imaging than were black patients”; they also found that of

patients deemed appropriate for carotid endarterectomy, two-thirds of

white patients but only half of blacks underwent the surgery.60
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Ironically, amputation of a lower limb is the one advanced procedure

that blacks receive far more often than whites.61 African Americans are

more likely to have such last-resort procedures because of inadequate

treatment of hypertension and diabetes—illnesses that reflect inadequate

care and treatment.62 This is a perfect illustration of how disaccumula-

tion works: small deficits in health care add up over time, leading to the

disaccumulation of health and a perverse outcome.

Neither income nor social class adequately explains these differences

in mortality rates and treatment. Rather, the burden of evidence con-

tained in these studies indicates that race is a crucial variable. A recent

National Bureau of Economic Research study, for example, found that

income inequality between racial groups—not income inequality within

racial groups—explains the differences in mortality rates.63

Race has a powerful and widespread impact on health treatment and

thus health outcomes. Blacks and Latinos are less likely than whites to

have access to basic health insurance.64 Another serious obstacle to qual-

ity care for black and Latino patients is that minority doctors, who typ-

ically treat disproportionate numbers of minority patients, have greater

difficulty than white physicians securing authorization for care. Nation-

wide, about one-third of black and Latino doctors report difficulty

obtaining necessary hospital admissions, compared to one-quarter of

white physicians.65 Racial differences in infant mortality and prenatal

care are also linked to a perverse version of racial profiling. Hospitals

and clinics with high proportions of minority patients often conduct

more systematic and intrusive screening for drug abuse and sexually

transmitted disease than do those that treat white women, even though

that pattern is not justified by prevailing rates of substance abuse.66 This

in turn discourages many black women from seeking needed prenatal

care. Another study found that low-income African American mothers in

Chicago who reported being the victims of racial discrimination were

twice as likely to give birth to very low-weight babies compared to moth-

ers reporting no discrimination.67

Racial bias is another important source of the differences in the ways

life-threatening diseases are treated. Recent evidence suggests that racial

stereotyping, and even discrimination, influence doctors’ treatment rec-

ommendations for patients. K. Schulman and his colleagues asked doc-

tors to respond to videotaped interviews with “patients” who were actu-

ally actors with identical medical histories and symptoms. Only the race

and gender of the actors were different.68 Doctors turned out to be sig-

nificantly less likely to refer black women for aggressive treatment of car-
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diac symptoms than other categories of patients with the same symp-

toms. Doctors were also asked about their perceptions of patients’ per-

sonal characteristics. Black male actor-patients, whose symptoms and

comments were identical to white male actor-patients, were perceived to

be less intelligent, less likely to participate in treatment decisions, and

more likely to miss appointments. Doctors in the study thought that

both black men and women would be less likely to benefit from invasive

procedures than their white counterparts, less likely to comply with doc-

tors’ instructions, and more likely to come from low socioeconomic

backgrounds.69 In other words, where actor-patients were identical

except for race, black patients were usually seen as low-income members

of an inferior group.

Although few doctors may be intentionally racist, not very many are

immune to America’s racial history and the resulting cognitive bias.70 In

his pathbreaking article on unconscious racism, Charles Lawrence III

has observed that “[racism] is part of our common historical experience

and . . . culture. It arises from the assumptions we have learned to make

about the world, ourselves, and others as well as from the patterns of our

fundamental social activities.”71 Because doctors, health insurance offi-

cials who authorize treatment procedures, and grievance hearing officers

exercise considerable discretion, there is ample room for cognitive bias

and stereotypes to influence their decisions. Discretion arises because

only a small proportion of medical treatments are scientifically validated,

because experts have differences of opinion about appropriate treatment,

and because approaches must be individualized for the specific charac-

teristics of each patient.72 Discretion is inescapable in medicine. But com-

bined with other sources of racial bias, it accentuates differences in treat-

ment and health care. This pattern of racially biased discretion is similar

to patterns in the criminal justice system, another institution whose prac-

titioners wield wide powers of discretion.

Sports, a third arena in which race matters, is perceived by many as

one of the most meritocratic, color-blind institutions in American life. If

there is any realm in which the color line should have disappeared by

now, it is professional sports, where measures of achievement are sup-

posedly obvious, numerical, and uncontested. Yet even though 79 per-

cent of National Basketball Association (NBA) players in the 1996–97

season were black, 76 percent of the head coaches were white. By 2001,

the proportion of white coaches had dropped to 66 percent, as ten NBA

head coaches were black. And although 66 percent of the National

Football League (NFL) players in the 1996–97 season were black, 90 per-
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cent of the head coaches were white.73 By the 2000–2001 season, the

numbers had not changed; there were still only three African American

head coaches, accounting for 10 percent of NFL coaches.74

The situation is not much different in college sports. Sixty-one percent

of Division I-A male basketball players were black in the 1996–97 sea-

son, but 81.5 percent of the head coaches were white. The numbers

barely changed at the end of the 2001 season, as the proportion of white

head basketball coaches decreased to 78 percent. And although 52 per-

cent of the Division I-A football players were black during the 1999–

2000 season, 92.8 percent of the coaches were white. By 2001, nearly 97

percent of the head coaching positions had gone to whites.75

These discrepancies are unlikely to even out anytime soon. After the

1996–97 college football season, there were twenty-five openings for

head coach of Division I-A teams. Only one of those schools—New

Mexico State University—even interviewed a black candidate. During

the 1997 and 1998 seasons, thirteen head coaches were named in the

NFL, a turnover of almost 50 percent in the thirty-team league. Not one

of the replacements was black. The situation did not change much in the

next three years. Although the NFL turnover rate was 75 percent

between 1998 and 2001, only one African American was hired as a head

coach.76

Can these racial discrepancies be explained by the concept of merit?

Some may think these head coaches got their jobs because they had the

best records. The evidence, however, does not support this explanation.

There have been only four black head coaches in the history of the NFL.

Each of them has either played for or coached on a Super Bowl champi-

onship team, or was a college conference coach of the year. By contrast,

as of 2001 only thirteen of the twenty-seven white NFL head coaches

held this distinction. An analysis of the turnover among NFL coaches at

the end of the 1997–98 season makes it obvious that merit is not the sole

criterion for being a head coach. The potential pool of blacks has

included (to name just a very visible few) Johnny Roland, all-American

running back and Pro-Bowler who has been an NFL assistant coach for

twenty-two years; Art Shell, former NFL Pro-Bowler with a 56-41 record

as head coach of the Raiders and currently an NFL assistant coach; and

Sherman Lewis, ten-year offensive coordinator (next in line to head

coach) for the Green Bay Packers and an NFL assistant coach for twenty-

nine years.

Who was chosen? One thirty-four-year-old with eleven years of

coaching experience, two of which were as offensive coordinator, and a
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forty-two-year-old with four years of experience as an NFL assistant

coach and one year as a college head coach. Each of these men had been

an assistant coach under Sherman Lewis, who was passed over. Also

chosen as head coaches were a former head coach whose previous four

years produced records of 8-8, 7-9, 7-9, and 2-6, and ten men over the

age of fifty-five with an average record of 6-10. Only one member of this

latter “old boys’ club” had made the playoffs the season before. All were

white. It appears that race matters more than merit in hiring NFL head

coaches.

According to a report released in October 2002, African Americans in

the NFL are the last hired as head coaches and the first fired.77 Few of

them, the report found, were involved in the interview process. Since

1920, the league has hired more than four hundred head coaches and, as

of the end of the 2002 season, eight of them (2 percent) have been African

American. “When you see a Denny Green fired after the record he has

built and then not get a new job,” said attorney Cyrus Mehri, “or

Marvin Lewis coach the best defense ever, win a Super Bowl and two

years later not have a head job, you know that something is wrong.”78

A similar pattern is apparent in baseball careers. A study of lifetime

pitching and batting averages by sports sociologists at Northeastern

University shows that black players have to out-hit and out-pitch their

white counterparts by substantial margins to win and keep their jobs.

Mere journeymen can have long and profitable careers as long as they

are white, but among African Americans, only stellar and above-average

players will succeed.79 Perhaps this explains why there are so few black

managers in major league baseball. Baseball typically hires managers,

coaches, and front office personnel from the echelon of “good but not

great” players. Because most of these players just happen to be white,

black ballplayers have difficulty becoming coaches.

Professional sports are not atypical in this regard. In a national

project examining the hiring practices of large law firms, Harvard

University legal scholar David Wilkins observed that, as in baseball,

black applicants with average grades are less likely to be hired than

whites with the same records. Black partners are much more likely

than whites to be Harvard or Yale graduates. The “black superstar”

requirement is most obvious at the most prestigious firms. As one part-

ner at an elite Chicago firm told the researchers, his firm sets “higher

standards for minority hires than for whites. If you are not from

Harvard, Yale, or the University of Chicago, you are not adequate.

You’re not taken seriously.”80
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As these examples indicate, race counts very heavily in the ways

Americans are treated. Being white, as Chris Rock’s fictional one-legged

busboy recognized, has its advantages, and being nonwhite has its dis-

advantages. The problem of race in America is not that people come in

different colors; the problem is that people are treated differently accord-

ing to their color. The most important feature of being white, then, is not

pigment, melanin, or skin color. It is, rather, the very close connection

between being white and having improved economic opportunities and

life chances. 

FROM WHITE ADVANTAGE TO RACIAL SUBORDINATION: THE RECIPROCAL NATURE OF RACISM

The experiences of white and nonwhite Americans are intimately con-

nected. The benefits of being white are related to the costs of being non-

white. White Americans are privileged because they benefit from the

present social order. As individuals and as a group, they derive advan-

tages from the ways in which race limits the lives of people of color,

whether they know it or not.

Because critics of color-conscious policies measure the decline of

racism by the absence of crude personal prejudice, they do not recognize

or take account of these potent realities. White coaches benefit from the

higher standard to which black coaches are held. White Americans’

chances of receiving loans are significantly enhanced when competition

from people of color is reduced. When white men can buy new cars at

markups one-third to half those offered to black men and women, their

advantage (estimated at a collective $150 million annually by Yale pro-

fessor Ian Ayres) is underwritten by race. In an era of cost pressure and

scarcity in health care, the white advantage could be said to extend to the

gift of life itself.

When economic and political resources are scarce, as most are, the

relationship between whites and nonwhites may be zero-sum. Many

white Americans are sure their children will lose when people of color

demand their fair share of admission to elite universities or professional

schools. For them, simply having to compete without the hidden benefits

of being white is a significant hardship. Jennifer Hochschild articulates

this concern elegantly: “As the number of contestants for a fixed number

of prizes increases,” she writes, “the chances of winning decrease. The

arithmetic is simple: As blacks gain chances, whites lose certainty.”81

Wins and losses look quite different from opposite sides of the racial

divide. They also look different depending on time frame and basis of
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judgment. Sometimes whites fear that an outcome is zero-sum even if it

may not truly be. Access to education looks like a zero-sum game, at

least in the short run, as prestigious universities allocate limited places.

But in the long run, failure to include people of color will harm everyone

by limiting economic growth as well as by intensifying racial strife. Wins

and losses can be calculated for a large group to which one belongs (like

a race), for one’s subsegment of the American population (such as an

occupation), or for an individual. These different ways of judging who

wins and loses, along with fear and mutual suspicion, make it difficult to

assess outcomes consistently. Although they may not recognize it, whites

and blacks sometimes find themselves in a lose-lose relationship. No one

benefits, for example, when black youths go to jail because of a failure

to invest in community social support systems. And if race was recog-

nized and its consequences assessed instead of being ignored, perhaps

policies with win-win results could be forged more often.

Whatever might be possible in a better future, today’s race hierarchy

is a powerful force. Thus whites, aware or not, misguided or not, typi-

cally resist change because their privileged status comes with (unearned)

advantages. White Americans who believe they will lose if blacks gain

are prone to oppose policies designed to reduce racial inequalities.

Donald Kinder and Lynn Sanders point out that “insofar as interests fig-

ure prominently in white opinion on race, it is through the threats blacks

appear to pose to whites’ collective well-being.”82 Perhaps this explains

why so many white American men think only of their short-term group

interests and therefore oppose affirmative action policies. Because affir-

mative action eliminates the special advantages they have enjoyed his-

torically, many white men believe they have something to lose when

these policies are adopted. They believe this even though there is little

evidence that white men lose jobs due to affirmative action.

Racism is related not only to actual privilege. It also entails a com-

mitment to maintain relative group status. What matters is the magni-

tude or degree of difference that white Americans have learned to expect

and maintain in relationship to people of color. A telltale illustration of

this occurred when federal officials were trying to desegregate southern

hospitals in the 1960s. A southern senator convinced officials in the

Office of Equal Health Opportunity to create an exception to the deseg-

regation policy. The exemption he created allowed doctors to place white

patients in segregated rooms if physicians were willing to certify that

integration would be detrimental to the patient’s medical condition.

Although very few doctors took advantage of this opportunity, the pol-
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icy was tantamount to creating a new disease that afflicted whites:

racism.83

Housing segregation is another, more pervasive, instance of whites

establishing status differentials based on race. One expert reported

“Whites prefer and are willing to pay more for segregation than blacks

are willing [or able] to pay for integration.”84 White people’s apprehen-

sions about living in racially mixed neighborhoods underscore this

investment in relative group position. A large number of white

Americans believe that property values decline as blacks move into a

neighborhood. According to a Newsday poll, 58 percent of Long Island’s

whites felt this way, and another survey found that 40 percent of

Detroit’s white population also subscribed to this notion.85 Because a

home is viewed not only as a major investment but also as a symbol of

one’s worth, Massey and Denton contend “these views imply that whites

perceive blacks to be a direct threat to their social status.”86 Stanley

Greenberg’s study of working-class white voters in Michigan confirms

this interpretation. “Blacks constitute the explanation for their vulnera-

bility,” he writes, “and for almost everything that has gone wrong in

their lives: not being black is what constitutes being middle class; not liv-

ing with blacks is what makes a neighborhood a decent place to live.”87

Bobo and Zubrinsky provide a dramatic example of this expression of

racism. Using data from a large multiethnic survey in Los Angeles, they

found that, “as the affective difference that whites prefer to maintain

between themselves and members of minority groups rises, so does the

level of opposition to racial residential integration.”88

THE POLITICS OF RACISTS AND NONRACISTS

Because white privilege is invisible, it is common to describe “racists”

and “nonracists” as very different kinds of people. Racists are charac-

terized by the Thernstroms and other racial realists as deeply prejudiced

individuals who express “raw racism,” “people who can and will do hor-

rendous things.”89 Nonracists, on the other hand, are said to accept the

principles of the civil rights movement and display few, if any, traces of

prejudice. In this view, racists today are the exception and nonracists the

rule. White Americans may disagree with blacks about appropriate civil

rights policies—46 percent of whites, for example, think government

should “ensure fair treatment of blacks,” compared to 90 percent of

blacks—but supposedly their opposition has nothing to do with

racism.90 Instead, as Paul Sniderman and Thomas Piazza insist, these dif-
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ferences are understood as a matter of principle. “The politics of race,”

they write, “now has a moral bite to it that it previously lacked; for it is

no longer simply a matter of rejecting prejudice in favor of the

[American] creed but of rejecting key elements of the creed itself.”91

Conservatives like the Thernstroms make nonracism the norm and

racism the exception. But drawing any sharp line between racists and

nonracists is a slippery business. No doubt some racists are a disturbed

bunch of people whose crude talk about people of color (as well as about

women, Jews, and homosexuals) is repulsively frightening. What is strik-

ing, though, is the similarity between the behavior of those who voice

blatantly racist sentiments and the so-called nonracist discourse and pol-

itics of self-styled conservatives and centrists. Putative nonracists often

act like racists. Until recently, for example, former Senate majority leader

Trent Lott (R-Miss.) and Congressman Bob Barr (R-Ga.) were closely

associated with the Council of Conservative Citizens, a right-wing,

prowhite political group. Before the Washington Post exposed this

group’s racist views, Lott told its members, “The people in this room

stand for the right principles and the right philosophy.”92 This was not

the first nor the last time Lott expressed sentiments that blurred the dis-

tinction between conservatism and not-so-subtle racist appeals. But a

later statement cost him his position as Senate majority leader. “I want to

say this about my state,” Lott said, at a celebration of Senator Strom

Thurmond’s one hundredth birthday in December 2002. “[When

Thurmond] ran for president we voted for him. We’re proud of it. And

if the rest of the country had followed our lead, we wouldn’t have had all

these problems over all these years, either.” What was Lott so proud of

and to which problems was he referring? Senator Thurmond left little to

the imagination in his 1948 campaign against Harry Truman. “On the

question of social intermingling of the races,” Thurmond declared, “we

draw the line. And all the laws of Washington and all the bayonets of the

Army cannot force the Negro into our homes, into our schools, our

churches and our places of recreation and amusement.”93 Lott is hardly

the only respectable Senate conservative who smudges the line between

racists and nonracists. Asked in 1994 by one of his Montana con-

stituents, “How can you live back there [in Washington, D.C.] with all

those niggers?” Senator Conrad Burns recalls he told the rancher it was

“a hell of a challenge.” Three years earlier the senator invited a group of

lobbyists to join him at an auction. Asked what was being auctioned, he

answered, “Slaves.” Nor does one need to be white to conflate the mean-

ing of racist and nonracist. “Supporting segregation need not be racist,”
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black conservative Ward Connerly is quoted as saying. “One can believe

in segregation and believe in equality of the races.”94

Because politicians use coded language, the assumed differences

between bigots and nonbigots are sometimes difficult to locate. It was

not Klansmen who put an anti-immigrant initiative on the ballot in

California. It was so-called moderate Republican men. And Republican

politicians have repeatedly succumbed to the temptation to run race-

baiting campaigns. It was not George Wallace who poisoned the 1988

presidential campaign with the notorious Willie Horton ads but an

establishment Republican. And it was not a member of the KKK who

defended the Confederacy to the Southern Partisan, a neo-Confederate

magazine. It was John Ashcroft, the current United States Attorney

General.95 People who do not show up as bigots in attitude surveys

sometimes behave like bigots.

When a theory assumes bigots and nonbigots are quite different but

does not distinguish between them very well, how should one differenti-

ate between “racists” and “nonracists”? Does one focus on the differ-

ences between racists and nonracists, or on their similarities? Does one

define racism as virulent antiblack sentiments and a pathological hatred

of African Americans or, to use Melanie Kaye-Kantrowitz’s words, as “a

system that normalizes, honors, and rewards whiteness”?96 Does one

treat racists as exceptional or normal? Does one treat “racist” accounts

of white supremacy as lunacy, or merely as expressions of American self-

portraiture from another era?97 One approach finds racism in only a tiny

remnant of the white population who explicitly endorse prejudiced

beliefs; the other casts a wider net, finding expressions of racism among

corporate executives, national politicians, and university regents.

Arguments that demonize racism and treat it as the exception lose

sight of the complicated and subtle workings of being white in America.

A focus on obvious bigotry, crude verbal performance, and political

practices may make American “nonracists” feel better about themselves.

But it also produces a false sense of security. Because it ignores culturally

acceptable sophisticated forms of racism, this perspective is unable to

detect the “nonracist” ways that being white works to the advantage of

European Americans. Opponents of policies that undermine white

people’s privileges do not use Klan ideology to justify their opposition.

Instead, they invoke the principles of American political beliefs. Not

everyone who opposes color-conscious policies does so with the intention

of defending white privilege. But one cannot assume, as all too many crit-

ics of color-conscious policies do, that opposition to affirmative action is
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based entirely on the principles of fair play and individual merit. Much

of the opposition is based on resentment toward blacks, and this resent-

ment is driven by a fear (conscious or not) that the interests of whites as

a group are jeopardized by color-conscious policies.98 Because color-

blind policies are cast as a defense of individualism, the group interests

at stake are concealed. But this move poses a more insidious problem

than the raw racism of bigots. People voicing virulent antiblack senti-

ments are an easy target, but restricting racism to them leaves the insti-

tutionalized benefits of being white invisible and untouched.

RACISM AND LAW: THE MAINTENANCE OF WHITE PRIVILEGE

The law and legal institutions normalize white advantage by articulating

and enforcing cultural norms, which help to maintain racial hierarchy in

the United States. At first, this seems odd. After all, in the 1950s and

1960s, federal courts helped dismantle state-sanctioned racism. The

courts, however, have been ineffective in addressing contemporary racial

inequality because equal protection doctrine treats individual bigotry as

the core of racism. The law’s insistence that intention is the sine qua non

of race discrimination matches the opinion of many Americans. But this

search for individual blame is psychologically naïve, and it obscures the

complex sources and relationships that produce racial inequality. As

Angela Harris explains, 

Translated into constitutional law, this model . . . works to identify inten-

tional wrongdoers . . . but leaves untouched unconscious racism, everyday

cognitive bias and institutional structures that faithfully perpetuate patterns

of racial subordination. As the legal structures that continue to disadvan-

tage people of color become increasingly “race-neutral” in a constitutional

sense, the moral model of discrimination facilitates both the denunciation of

bigotry and the maintenance of existing distributions of wealth and power.99

(Footnotes omitted; emphasis added.)

The face of racial subordination today is residential segregation, unequal

loan policies, differential police stops, divergent medical care and school-

ing, variation in criminal sentencing, and disparate administration of the

death penalty. Absent a smoking gun of intentionality, constitutional

challenges to these forms of racial inequality are impossible.

In addition to the intention requirement, the Supreme Court’s

response to proposed remedies for racism poses another formidable

obstacle to meaningful change. When private or public organizations set

out to correct historic racial disparities, they typically institute some race-
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conscious remedial plan. But because such plans classify people based on

race, the courts routinely strike them down. Even though these race-con-

scious plans aim to help subordinated groups, the courts believe they

constitute reverse discrimination.100 Under the resulting color-blind

norm, lawyers rarely succeed in justifying affirmative action plans that

seek to remedy actual racial disparities and societal discrimination. As

Reva Siegel points out, the result is that “doctrines of heightened [judi-

cial] scrutiny function primarily to constrain legislatures from adopting

policies designed to reduce race and gender stratification, while doctrines

of discriminatory purpose offer only weak constraints on the forms of

facially neutral state action that continue to perpetuate the racial and

gender stratification of American society.”101

The irony is palpable: how did the Court arrive at a position where

the antiracism doctrines of fifty years ago are now the barriers that pro-

tect racial inequality? Angela Harris explains it as fear and unwillingness

to “contemplate large-scale projects of political, economic and cultural

redistribution and the dramatic transformation of social institutions and

practices that would result from a complete renunciation of American

white supremacy.”102 Reva Siegel argues that the Court got into this trap

because, like the proverbial generals, society always directs moral out-

rage at the previous forms of subordination. Tracking her thesis through

the entire history of American race law, Siegel suggests that this “past-

wars” approach encourages moral smugness about earlier eras while

ignoring problems in the present.103

Siegel exposes serious inconsistencies in the Court’s reasoning about

race. When it strikes down race-conscious remedial plans, the Court

employs what she calls a “thin” conception of race (race-as-morpholog-

ical-accident, race-as-analogous-to-blood-type). Using this thin under-

standing of race, the Court rejects the arguments advanced by advocates

of diversity and affirmative action who employ racial classification as a

proxy for differences in history, culture, and experience. It sees those

arguments as impermissibly stereotyping racial groups. But when minor-

ity plaintiffs challenge state policies that create or support racially dis-

parate outcomes in housing, employment, criminal justice, and schools,

this same Court uses a “thick” conception of race to justify leaving those

outcomes undisturbed.104 For example, in the Croson case the Court

characterized the small number of minority contractors as the “natural”

result of different occupational preferences among racial groups. This

thick view of race allowed the Court to conclude that the differences in

racial proportions were unobjectionable.105 The Court’s inconsistent use
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of these thick and thin conceptions of race, Siegel argues, creates a lose-

lose world for advocates of racial equality.

COLOR-BLIND OR COLOR-CODED LAW?

In rejecting race-conscious classifications or remedies, the Court

adheres to a jurisprudence of color-blindness that made sense in the

1950s and 1960s when segregation was legal and was based on a rigid

system of racial classification. Color-blindness undermined and trans-

formed that system. But fifty years later when state-sanctioned racial

segregation is illegal and people of color have still to achieve truly

equal opportunity with white Americans, the color-blind ideal actually

impedes efforts necessary to eliminate racial inequality. Formal color-

blindness fails to recognize or address the deeply rooted institutional

practices and long-term disaccumulation that sustains racial inequality.

Color-blind ideology is no longer a weapon that challenges racial

inequality. Instead, it has become a powerful sword and a near-impen-

etrable shield, almost a civic religion, that actually promotes the

unequal racial status quo.106

The law and legal culture remain critical tools for dismantling racial

inequality. But the law today does not speak from a genuinely color-blind

vantage point. Despite having completed the vital task of eliminating Jim

Crow racial classifications, legal institutions still operate with a perspec-

tive that remains perceptually, analytically, and functionally color-coded.

The color is white.

Some examples can illustrate how the justice system remains color

coded. Taken-for-granted white privilege explains how one unusually

public-spirited citizen could refuse to vote for someone she saw as an

extraordinarily qualified young black attorney who was running for

judge in a community whose population is more than half minority but

whose sitting judges and magistrates were white. What was the citizen’s

reason? She feared the candidate would be “biased toward the commu-

nity.”107 The fact that all the sitting judges were white was “normal” and

therefore invisible to this white voter. The candidate’s black skin and the

majority-black community, on the other hand, were palpable.

Selection of grand jurors is another example. Law professor Ian

Haney-Lopez found that even though Mexican Americans numbered

one of every seven persons in Los Angeles County during the 1960s, they

amounted to only one of every fifty-eight Los Angeles County grand

jurors.108 Using judges’ sworn testimony about their practices for nomi-
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nating grand jurors, Haney-Lopez found that “nine out of ten nominees

came from within the judges’ own social circles—83 percent of nominees

were friends, neighbors, family members, spouses of acquaintances, or

comembers of clubs, organizations, or churches, and [a few were recom-

mended] by someone within those same circles or a fellow judge.”109

The judges emphatically denied that discriminatory intent had anything

to do with their choices, and this is most likely true. Nevertheless,

regardless of their intentions, the judges’ unselfconscious bias produced

a degree of racial apartheid in the grand juries. Superior court judges in

Los Angeles County nominated 1,690 grand jurors between 1959 and

1969; only 47 of the nominees were Mexican Americans. And of the 233

nominees who were actually seated, only 4 were Mexican Americans.110

The number of Mexican American grand jurors trebled to more than 6

percent of the total by the 1990s. By then, however, Latinos made up

almost 41 percent of Los Angeles’s population.111

Invisible white advantage also explains how a white “gum-chewing,

tennis shoe wearing” clerk in an exclusive Manhattan shop could feel it

was appropriate to refuse to “buzz in” an elegant African American law

professor doing her Christmas shopping.112 The editors of the journal

that published the law professor’s shopping story insisted on omitting all

references to personal traits like skin color. Their grounds? They believed

that not mentioning race (being color-blind) was necessary to being

objective. The irony, of course, is that the story made no sense unless the

parties’ races were identified.

Other examples show that the experience, perspective, and privilege

of white Americans permeate substantive law and policy. Lawyers, par-

ticularly influential lawyers, are overwhelmingly white.113 The law these

(mostly white) lawyers have created has important strengths, but it also

reflects their (mostly white) perspective on the world. From criminal to

constitutional law, from federalism to family law, from immigration to

original intent doctrine, the law reflects and endorses the views, needs,

and advantages of the “normal” white perspective.

White perspective is not the product of skin color but of culture and

experience. We speak of the white perspective because it is the perspec-

tive most often held by whites and the institutions they construct and

dominate. It is the perspective of the namers, the controllers, the holders

of “natural” privilege and invisible power, those who can take for

granted the advantages of the status quo. Through experience and disci-

plined reflection, some whites expand, if not escape, the perspective of

whiteness. For reasons of identification or advantage, some nonwhites
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may embrace it. Both, however, are exceptions to the typical taken-for-

granted, normal and unreflexive white perspective.

Lawyers articulate and apply concepts like reasonableness, harm, cul-

pability, desert, and merit. While their perspectives on these important

ideas are shaped in part by their experience, that experience is filtered

through the lens of their white perspective. This standpoint shapes their

view of what voting arrangements are fair.114 It shapes the analysis and

criteria of relevance for just administration of the death penalty.115 It

shapes the priority accorded to hate speech as compared to “fire-crying”

or national security under free speech law.116 It shapes whether accented

speech undermines job qualifications.117 These modern examples are as

much a result of an unarticulated white perspective as was the historical

conclusion that when a white person was mistaken for being black, a

serious compensable injury had occurred, but when the opposite hap-

pened, compensation was not legally appropriate.118

White perspective sets the standards for probable cause or reasonable

suspicion. It assesses institutional arrangements and personal behavior,

deciding when confessions or consents to search are voluntary. It decides

whether reasonable people feel free to refuse police requests and “go

about their business.”119 White perspective weighs the appropriate

responses of reasonable persons and the permissible latitude of reason-

able force. It assesses the severity of crack cocaine offenses (which mostly

involve poor blacks) as compared to crimes involving powder cocaine

(which mostly involve middle-class whites). And it sentences offenders

using crack to more time in prison than powder cocaine users, even when

they possess the same amount of cocaine.

Some white lawyers, judges, and professors even erase race from the

writing of the Constitution and the formation of the nation.120 Some

urge courts to measure constitutional rights by the “original intent” of

the framers without acknowledging the founders’ racism. Many of the

founders, Rogers Smith has shown, understood themselves to be the

“bearers of a superior culture or racial heritage [that] . . . had obvious

value in preserving the supremacy of the white, propertied, European-

descended but largely native born male gentry who were the chief archi-

tects of the new governments.”121 Despite this history, commentators

analyzing the constitutional framework of American federalism act as if

these attitudes were unimportant when the nation’s so-called neutral

framework of rights and power was created. They neglect the powerful

shaping force of slavery and race in the very structure of our government. 

A final example comes from the heart of constitutional law. Constitu-
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tional lawyers and scholars attribute the origins of the foundational prin-

ciple of judicial review to the Supreme Court’s decision in Marbury v.

Madison. But as federal appellate judge John Noonan observes,

“[Marbury] was an empty declaration. The power asserted was not used.

The power asserted was not used throughout Marshall’s lifetime. For the

next two generations the power asserted turned out to be mere huff and

puff. . . . The first fruit of the great declaration was Dred Scott.”122

(Emphasis added.) The Court’s decision in the Dred Scott case returned

an escaped slave to his former owner. By upholding slavery, the Court

asserted its authority to strike down federal laws, helping to precipitate

the Civil War. Nevertheless, constitutional analysts downplay the role of

slavery in the evolution of the principle of judicial review. Instead, they

cite Marbury’s reputable and lofty rhetoric rather than the slavery-

tainted Dred Scott decision—even when that means ignoring the case

that first gave the doctrine some real bite.

COLOR-BLIND OR COLOR-CODED MERIT?

If racial perspective affects the law, then the process for choosing who

will be lawyers is significant. Is the process that selects candidates for

professional legal training color-blind? Admission to law schools claims

to be based on merit. Merit, however, is not a freestanding or self-defin-

ing concept.123 Merit must be merit in reference to something, for some

purpose, based on some set of judgments and justifications. Traditionally,

law schools have used Law School Admission Test (LSAT) scores and

undergraduate grade point averages (GPAs) as proxies for merit. Schools

choose these indicators because they correlate with law students’ grades

in the first year of law school.124 Law schools use other kinds of infor-

mation, but in mostly unstructured and discretionary ways. The aca-

demic indicators are by far the most decisive factors, with the LSAT play-

ing a crucial role.125 When merit is defined as excellence in test-taking,

however, the selection process is not as color-blind as it claims to be.

Given their role as professional schools, it seems odd that law schools

rely almost exclusively on academic measures of merit to choose stu-

dents. Law schools train and credential lawyers. The mission of law

schools is much more focused than that of colleges and universities. Law

schools primarily prepare students for professional work. Only 2 to 3

percent of graduates from elite schools enter academic careers, but, iron-

ically, law schools place more weight on academic indicators in admis-

sions than academic departments do.126
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Law school graduates hold jobs that require intellectual and analytic

skills; they use and apply knowledge. Academic skills are important in

professional performance, but they are not the only indicators of profes-

sional achievement. If legal rather than academic jobs are the aim of

most law graduates, then some of the criteria of merit should measure

the capacity for outstanding performance in legal work. But law schools

do not even attempt to assess these capacities. There is reason to believe

that this choice about how to define merit disproportionately excludes

students of color.127

Decades ago, in Griggs v. Duke Power, the Supreme Court held that

devices used to screen potential employees must be job related.128 The

Court recognized that where access to education was unequal, the work-

force would be unnecessarily distorted by race if employers required

applicants to hold academic credentials that had little or no demon-

strated relevance to successful job performance. The situation of law

school admissions is more subtle and complex, but it is closely related.

Unlike the academic credentials required in Griggs, academic intellectual

skills are related both to law school and to lawyering. But extending the

Griggs reasoning, one might still ask whether academic credentials are

the only ones related to being a good lawyer. Effective lawyers must also

have abilities such as problem solving skills, people skills, persuasiveness,

the capacity to inspire trust, communication skills, tenacity, and goal

orientation. Using the approach taken by the Court in Griggs, then, one

might object to law schools’ heavy reliance on one relevant factor (aca-

demic potential) to the exclusion of others that are equally job related in

determining which applicants merit admission.129

Seats in law schools are not jobs, but the links to jobs and Griggs are

closer than they might first appear. Law is a state-licensed professional

monopoly. The state delegates responsibility to the organized bar for

certifying professional competence (through the bar exam and require-

ments for continuing education) and for maintaining professional disci-

pline. These activities of the bar are important, but attaining a law school

education is the pivotal step in becoming a lawyer.130 Thus, law schools

act as the primary screening device for the job of lawyer. If one applied

the reasoning used in Griggs, it would be unjustified to focus almost

exclusively on academic as opposed to job-related criteria in selecting

students for this professional education. 

This argument becomes compelling when the racial consequences of

conventional admissions criteria are examined. Social science research

shows that job success is correlated with a variety of factors. Even for
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jobs with significant intellectual content such as the law, “paper and

pencil tests” of aptitude or achievement are not highly correlated with

on-the-job success.131 Performance on standardized academic tests does,

however, correlate with race. Whites generally do better on paper and

pencil tests and similar academic indicators than do blacks or Latinos.

Successful performance on the job, however, is much more similar

among racial groups. Therefore, reliance on paper and pencil tests will

predictably create greater racial disparities in admissions than would a

system that also adds in other types of predictors of successful job per-

formance. Even though paper and pencil tests and conventional aca-

demic indicators deserve weight in measuring merit, overuse of those cri-

teria and underuse of other important criteria produces racial disparities

in selection that are disproportionate and unjustified. Christopher Jencks

calls this type of racial unfairness “selection system bias.”132 Selection

system bias pervades law school admissions practices. The result is that

whites are advantaged at the expense of persons of color. Put another

way, the processes of exclusion and inclusion used by law schools are not

simply color-blind systems that measure “objective merit.” Rather, law

schools make choices about whom to admit on the basis of debatable cri-

teria that are arguably color-coded. By using such limited criteria, law

schools will fill their classes with white students and make it much more

likely that the legal profession and the law will continue to reflect a

white perspective.

BEYOND COLOR-BLINDNESS

In recent years, some whites have begun to recognize that they, too, have

a race, that being white may not equal colorlessness, normality, or neu-

trality. Once their race becomes marked, whites will have the opportu-

nity to observe what they could not see before: race and the pervasive

patterns of stratification with which it correlates. The Thernstroms spend

hundreds of pages asserting that racism is (nearly) dead, and that if only

guilty whites and unreasonably angry blacks would stop ranting about

race, color-blindness would be within our grasp. Yet toward the end of

their book, even they admit that whites almost always notice blackness:

“Whites are able to shed their racial identity. . . . They had all the

power. . . . Part of the package of privileges that came with being white

was the liberty to think in individual terms. Blacks . . . were always

black.”133 The Thernstroms note that whites have been racially invisible

because they have had “all the power,” but they do not recommend giv-
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ing blacks power as a way to equalize racial invisibility. Instead, like

other racial realists, they want formal, lip-service color-blindness without

any shift in power. Would racelessness have the same meanings for

blacks that do not have power as it does for whites that do? Not likely.

It is power that confirms and normalizes the particular perspective of

white Americans. It is dominance that allows racial invisibility. The ulti-

mate benefit of racial power is the right to make one’s advantages seem

simply the natural order of things.

That unacknowledged perspective of white America radiates through-

out contemporary color-blind racial discourse. The racial realist seeks to

transcend racial conflict by banishing blackness and the consciousness of

racial inequality that accompanies it. Racial realists could transcend

racial conflict by naming whiteness and the privilege that accompanies it.

But this possibility remains unexamined. Acknowledging and banishing

white advantage is never considered. Nor do they propose that race be

made less visible by redistributing white power, by diversifying white

dominance of political, social, intellectual, academic, and economic insti-

tutions. Instead, racial realists urge color-blindness, which, in effect,

“whitewashes” the racial status quo.

At the center of the debate over race in America is the question of

what perspective we will use to define racism and the social policies nec-

essary to end it. From what vantage point will problems be named and

solutions found? Defining racism is not a semantic or theoretical issue.

Narrowing the concept to purposeful individual bigotry is highly advan-

tageous for whites. It locates racism in America’s past. It labels black

anger and white guilt as equally inappropriate. It renders most whites

innocent. It blocks most governmental efforts to reduce racial subordi-

nation and isolation. And, most important, it protects and naturalizes the

racial status quo. Advocates of color-blind policies do not address these

issues. Nor do they admit that their conclusions mainly express the white

perspective that comes naturally to them and to many other Americans.

They ignore the possibility that different racial perspectives could exist.

Yet only by acknowledging these profound differences in perspective can

one begin to address the durable racial inequality of American society. To

assume that a color-blind perspective is the remedy is to be blind to color.

It is to lose sight of the reality that in contemporary America, color has

consequences for a person’s status and well-being.

The idea that racism is simply a collection of intentionally bigoted

individual attitudes is fundamentally flawed, both theoretically and

empirically. It uses assumptions that are not supported by empirical evi-
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dence, it ignores the collective dimensions of racism, and its conclusions

are dictated by its vantage point. We have introduced an alternative con-

cept of racism that rests on very different assumptions and looks to dif-

ferent sorts of empirical evidence to assess the persistence of racism in

America. With this conception in place, a very different picture emerges

of the state of racism in America.

In subsequent chapters we critically analyze the increasingly popular

view that racism is obsolete and that the persistence of durable racial

inequality is attributable to individual failure on the part of blacks,

Latinos, and other people of color. We examine the unstated “domain

assumptions” that guide the questions raised by this understanding, the

data used to answer them, and the claims that follow. We show that opti-

mistic reports of racial progress are overstated and hollow. Using our

alternative understanding of racism to systematically investigate the per-

sistence of inequality in labor markets, education, the criminal justice

system, and politics, we arrive at very different conclusions. While less

optimistic, our analysis is more accurate and, we think, more useful for

constructing policies that reduce racial inequalities and find common

ground to bridge the racial worlds that still divide America.
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2

The Bankruptcy of Virtuous Markets
Racial Inequality, Poverty, and “Individual Failure”

66

A lmost forty years after the civil rights revolution ended, two ques-

tions bedevil most discussions of racial economic inequality: (1) Why

has deep poverty endured in the black community alongside a burgeon-

ing black middle class? (2) Why do large gaps remain in family income,

wages, and employment between blacks and whites? For many people

this is the paradox and the bane of the civil rights revolution. How is it,

they ask, that civil rights laws ended racial discrimination and left behind

an unruly black underclass and substantial racial inequality?

Most people assume that white racism cannot account for this para-

dox. The Thernstroms, for example, explain it with a simple but mis-

leading account of African American economic fortunes since the Great

Depression. They argue that African Americans made large income and

occupational gains relative to whites during the prosperous 1950s and

1960s, long before “preferential policies were introduced.” Between 1940

and 1970, poverty rates among blacks dropped precipitously, black fam-

ily income grew faster than white family income, and the proportion of

black workers in white-collar jobs rose from 5 percent to 22 percent.

Robust economic growth following World War II lifted all boats; it was

“good for [all] Americans regardless of race” and paved the way for

blacks’ economic gains.1

But the real engine pushing black economic progress, according to the

Thernstroms and other writers, is “the great educational gains made by

African Americans in these years [which] meant there was a growing

supply of blacks who had credentials that qualified them for white-col-

lar positions.”2 Government action was largely irrelevant to black eco-

nomic progress. What really mattered was educational attainment and

socially responsible choices.



Conservatives attribute persistent gaps in poverty rates and income

between blacks and whites, as well as serious inequality within the black

community after the 1960s, to African Americans’ socially irresponsible

choices regarding education, marriage, work, and crime rather than to

labor market discrimination. According to the Thernstroms and other

conservatives, these choices result from profound behavioral changes

among African Americans since the 1960s. Because labor market dis-

crimination has mostly disappeared in the post–Great Society era, it can-

not, conservatives argue, explain the remaining gaps in wages between

black and white workers. What accounts for racial disparities in wages

and salaries is substantial differences between blacks and whites in pre-

market factors such as schooling, work habits, and job skills. Sum-

marizing the new orthodoxy, the Thernstroms point out that “what may

look like persistent employment discrimination is better described as

employers rewarding workers [who have] relatively strong cognitive

skills.”3

Similarly, it is widely accepted that high levels of black poverty persist

mainly because single mothers now head most poor black families and

young black men are unwilling to accept available low-wage jobs.

According to proponents of this view, the dramatic increase in the num-

ber of black female-headed families is due to black women’s refusal to

get married and young black men’s choice of crime over jobs, a choice

that temporarily puts money in their pockets but also drives investors out

of the inner cities and gives employers reason not to hire them.4

There is no question that African Americans made substantial eco-

nomic gains relative to whites during and after World War II, before fed-

eral civil rights laws were enacted. Nor is there any doubt that educa-

tional gains are important. It is also quite clear that single-parent families

are economically worse off than two-parent, two-earner families. And no

serious scholar argues that broad changes in the American family struc-

ture are unimportant, that the decline of the so-called traditional male-

breadwinner/female-homemaker family is inconsequential. Still, conser-

vative accounts of these changes do not acknowledge the importance of

public policies for both black economic progress and the perpetuation of

racial inequality. In their glowing account of black economic progress

after 1945, the Thernstroms completely ignore the impact of racism.

Instead, they suggest that economic progress occurred despite labor mar-

ket discrimination and in the face of virulent, although declining, white

racist attitudes in the 1940s and 1950s. They assume, as do other ana-

lysts, that education overcomes labor market discrimination and that
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employers act rationally and hire and promote workers primarily on the

basis of their education and job skills.

This interpretation is not credible. The conservative account ignores

the economic advantages and disadvantages produced by racial stratifi-

cation, an arrangement that structures individual behavior and deter-

mines economic opportunity. By focusing principally on the behavior of

black women and young black men, conservative explanations of racial-

ized poverty frequently ignore not only obvious economic factors––for

example, the economic stagnation of the 1970s, the declining wages of

male high school graduates, and the rising wage and income inequality

of the 1980s––but also the structure of racial advantage and disadvan-

tage. Uneducated black workers experience more poverty and lower

wages than uneducated white workers. The very different experiences of

black and white low-income workers in the 1980s call for race to be

taken into account. In this chapter we offer an alternative explanation

for durable racial inequality and persistently high black poverty rates.

Our analysis of African American economic gains and poverty takes into

account the changing patterns of racial labor market competition since

the 1940s, the impact of government policies on racial stratification, and

the cumulative advantages and disadvantages resulting from white con-

trol of the labor and housing markets. The picture of racial inequality

and poverty that emerges from our analysis of the past half century is

very different from the accounts of conservatives and even from those of

more liberal writers like Sheldon Danziger and Peter Gottschalk.5

THE CHANGING STRUCTURE OF RACIAL INEQUALITY

In one respect, both black and white workers had similar experiences in

the periods of economic growth and stagnation of the past sixty years:

each group gained in real wages from 1940 to 1970, and each suffered

from income stagnation and higher levels of unemployment after 1973.

But in a racially stratified society, neither the gains nor the pains of eco-

nomic change are distributed randomly. Because whites have historically

controlled labor markets, black workers have been denied the economic

benefits that white workers have received from increased education and

they have been disproportionately unemployed. Between 1940 and 1970,

at the same time that wages of black workers rose relative to those of

whites, black employment decreased relative to white employment. By

1953, the unemployment rate for black men in their prime working

years, twenty-five to forty-four years of age, was three times the white
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unemployment rate. And since then the rate has been two to two and

one-half times as high. All black men, not just the unskilled or poorly

educated, routinely experience more unemployment than their white

male counterparts. Black unemployment is substantially higher than

white unemployment regardless of education, age, occupation, or indus-

try.6 Even if one were to assume that black workers have the same edu-

cation as white workers, black unemployment rates would still be 20 per-

cent higher than the rates for whites.7

No doubt labor market discrimination has diminished in the past

sixty years, and whites are clearly less prejudiced today than they were in

1940. But these developments tell us very little about contemporary pat-

terns of racial discrimination and racial inequality. Why is it that twice as

many blacks as whites are unemployed, regardless of the unemployment

rate and long-run increases in black educational attainment? Reynolds

Farley and Walter Allen pointed out some time ago that “if blacks had

been incorporated into the economic mainstream and if racial discrimi-

nation declined, we would expect that their incomes would approach

those of whites.”8 Why, then, did racial disparities in income and earn-

ings widen over the 1980s, even though both black and white workers

faced the same labor market environment: declining demand for

unskilled labor, widening income and earnings inequality, and higher lev-

els of unemployment?

Our analysis of durable racial inequality begins by considering

changes in the structure of racial labor market competition over the past

sixty years. As we observed earlier, labor market discrimination is best

understood as a group phenomenon in which white workers seek to limit

black workers’ access to economic opportunities and employers base

their hiring decisions on negative stereotypes and workers’ racial identi-

ties. One implication of this argument is that labor market competition

between black and white workers is closely related to the economic needs

of white workers. Their needs, in turn, are shaped by the economic

demand for labor, structural changes in the distribution of jobs (declin-

ing demand for unskilled workers, for example), and changes in the dis-

tribution of income and earnings. During periods of slow or stagnant

economic growth, as competition between black and white workers

intensifies, white workers will seek to protect their position and oppose

practices that are beneficial to black and Latino workers. Conversely,

when the economy is robust, racial rivalry decreases. Tight labor markets

may diminish racial labor market competition.9

Accounts of black economic progress prior to the Great Society,
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notably the Thernstroms’, overlook changes in the structure of labor

market discrimination between 1940 and 1970 and the reasons why these

changes occurred. Most of the relative gains in income and occupational

status took place in the 1940s and the 1960s, two periods when labor

markets were tight and black workers shifted from one sector of the

economy to another. The large income gains in the 1940s were primarily

the result of a huge shift by black workers from sharecropping and agri-

cultural wage labor to manufacturing. Wage compression, driven by

wartime policies, and postwar ideology stressing greater income equality,

also contributed to these gains.10 The rapid growth of unions helped too,

especially CIO unions that actively recruited black workers. The second

set of economic gains came in the late 1960s and early 1970s, when a

substantial number of blacks moved into high-status white-collar posi-

tions in the professions and management.

Rising real wages in the thirty years after the New Deal clearly con-

tributed to the economic gains made by African Americans. By itself,

however, economic growth was insufficient to transform the structure of

the pre-1940 racial labor markets. Nor could it fundamentally change the

conditions of racial labor market competition. Changes in racial labor

markets were shaped by public policies that industrialized the South and

precipitated a wave of northward migration in the 1950s and 1960s, by

wartime wage policies, and by the civil rights and social welfare policies

of the 1960s. But if these policies made a big difference for black work-

ers, they were equally instrumental in creating the postwar white middle

class.

THE BLUE-COLLAR BREAKTHROUGH

The sectoral shift that accelerated during World War II led to a blue-col-

lar breakthrough for black workers. It also subverted the structure of

prewar racialized labor markets. Prior to World War II, black workers in

the North were mostly excluded from industrial employment, and when

they did get jobs, they were forced to do the hardest, dirtiest, lowest-paid

work. White workers appropriated the best jobs and excluded black

workers, reflecting what Warren Whatley and Gavin Wright characterize

as the “accepted expectations about the quality of black workers and the

types of jobs to which they would be assigned.”11 They were also sys-

tematically denied white-collar and supervisory jobs.

The shift from agriculture to manufacturing that began with the war

and accelerated when southern agriculture was mechanized gave blacks
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a foothold in northern industries. But their move from farm to factory

was not a smooth adjustment to market forces. Black workers got

defense jobs only after threatening a protest march on Washington that

forced Roosevelt to create a federal antidiscrimination agency—the Fair

Employment Practices Commission (FEPC)—to desegregate the defense

industry. It took the government’s fist to crack open the northern racial

order and allow the market to work.

Black workers gained access mostly to unskilled blue-collar jobs dur-

ing the war. An abundance of evidence indicates that white workers and

employers regarded them as unsuitable for skilled industrial and white-

collar jobs. Supervisory positions were out the question. With the con-

nivance of unions, many firms maintained segregated seniority lists that

ensured that black workers would never advance beyond the lowest-

paid jobs. This practice was widespread in the South where, in 1960, 48

percent of employed black men were working in manufacturing indus-

tries (only 23 percent of all manufacturing employment in the United

States was in the South). Although southern blacks were concentrated in

lumber and paper and pulp mills, the steel and rubber tire industries also

employed substantial numbers of black workers. The southern pattern is

clearly seen in the steel industry. In 1966 blacks amounted to only 13 per-

cent of all basic steelworkers in the nation, but they held 28 percent of

the industry’s lowest, menial jobs. In the South, where they were 23 per-

cent of all steelworkers, 63 percent of them worked as laborers. White

workers appropriated the best jobs and kept them with segregated se-

niority systems that made it impossible for black workers to compete for

vacancies in skilled positions.

Things were not much better in auto plants, rubber tire factories, and

paper and pulp mills. One southern rubber tire company executive said,

“There were . . . separate lines of progression in the plant, based upon

racial considerations alone, for purposes of seniority and job bidding.

There was virtually no department in which members of both races

worked.” All of these southern plants operated with segregated promo-

tion systems. Northern owners of southern factories easily accommo-

dated themselves to Jim Crow.12 Discrimination was subtler in the north-

ern factories. Herbert Northrup concludes his description of Pittsburgh

steel mills by observing dryly that “overt discriminatory systems are few;

instead, the subtle manipulation of transfer rights, promotion criteria,

and type of seniority unit result in observable inequalities.”13

Blacks did not make it into the ranks of skilled craftsmen or into
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white-collar employment in any of these industries. They amounted to

only 3 percent of all craftsmen in the nation’s auto industry. In the mid-

1960s, only twelve black craftsmen worked in southern Ford and

General Motors assembly plants. In other industries the proportion

ranged from 2 to 6 percent. Moreover, a minuscule number of blacks

worked as white-collar employees in the auto, steel, rubber tire, aero-

space, and chemical industries. As Harold Baron and Bennett Hymer

point out, northern labor markets were racially divided; some firms

openly refused to hire blacks, and all industries, including the public sec-

tor, had in place “occupational ceilings for Negroes.” The worse the job,

they concluded, the greater the number of black workers.14

Because of job ceilings, when African Americans did make large gains

in education, as they did in the 1950s, their incomes relative to whites

hardly changed. In fact, the absolute median income gap between black

and white men actually widened in the 1950s, rising from $5,000 to

almost $8,000 by 1960. In comparison, among women both the relative

and absolute income gaps declined as black women moved from domes-

tic service to clerical and factory jobs.15

Contrary to the assumption that income always rises with increases in

education, educated black workers were more vulnerable to unemploy-

ment and wage discrimination than less educated blacks. Charles

Killingsworth found that black-white unemployment ratios rose with

education. In 1964 the unemployment rate for blacks with four years of

college was more than three times the unemployment rate of college-edu-

cated white workers; but black workers with only four years or less of

education had lower unemployment rates than comparable white work-

ers. Baron and Hymer observe that wage gaps in the 1950s were not

affected by education, noting that the “gap is greater at higher levels of

education.” In their study of the Chicago labor market, they discovered

a stunning discrepancy. Black managers and sales workers earned just 57

percent and 54 percent of what whites in their respective occupations

earned. But the wages of black operatives and laborers were 80 percent

and 91 percent of whites in their occupations.16

Blacks did not gain much ground relative to whites in the occupa-

tional hierarchy during the 1950s. The index of occupational dissimilar-

ity, which measures the degree of occupational segregation for blacks

and whites, is the best indicator of this pattern. The index reveals

whether black or white workers are more likely to be concentrated in

one occupation rather than another. The more concentrated workers are

in one occupation, the higher the index of dissimilarity; less concentra-
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tion lowers the index. This index declined sharply in the 1940s as blacks

moved from farm work to industry, but during the 1950s, as white men

shifted into the rapidly growing professional and managerial occupa-

tions, the absolute gap in occupational status between white and black

men employed in these occupations widened. The proportion of white

men employed in high-paying jobs rose from 16.6 percent in 1940 to 25.9

percent by 1960, while the proportion of black men in those jobs rose

only from 3.1 to 6.8 percent. Although both white and black men made

occupational gains, the absolute gap between black and white profes-

sionals or managers rose from 13 percent in 1940 to 19 percent in 1960.17

The proportion of blacks employed as salaried workers, moreover, actu-

ally declined between 1940 and 1960, dropping from 4.6 to 3.4 percent.18

If war and migration broke open blue-collar jobs for black workers, the

discrimination educated blacks suffered indicates just how brutal racial

competition was for white-collar jobs after 1945.

THE WHITE-COLLAR BREAKTHROUGH

Postwar occupational ceilings were undermined in the late 1960s and

early 1970s by government policies and growing public sector employ-

ment. In this period, black workers made sharp income gains relative to

white workers and significant occupational gains as they moved into

professional, managerial, and technical positions. This white-collar

breakthrough was due to the massive number of blacks moving into

higher-ranking positions in the public sector and to the implementation

of affirmative action policies that eliminated job ceilings and other exclu-

sionary devices aimed at educated black workers. Federal policies also

enabled blue-collar black workers to pull down the barriers erected by

skilled white craftsmen. Segregated jobs in the South were abolished,

and industries that had historically excluded black workers were opened

up when antidiscrimination laws were enforced.19

This white-collar breakthrough indicates that one of the core conser-

vative arguments against antidiscrimination legislation is misleading.

Gains in education did not produce the growth of the African American

middle class in the 1960s; rather, it was government policies—the very

factor that conservatives consider irrelevant—that led to the white-col-

lar breakthrough. Although historically blacks have been more likely to

work in the public sector than whites, prior to the 1960s they were con-

centrated predominantly in low-level jobs in agencies like the U.S. Post

Office. The growth of federal spending in the 1960s generated an enor-

mous number of professional, managerial, and technical jobs in state and
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local government. As a result, until the 1970s most of the gains blacks

made in high-ranking jobs were in publicly funded social welfare and

education agencies.20

College-educated blacks were the main beneficiaries of the growth in

public sector jobs. By 1970, half of all black male college graduates and

three-fifths of black female college graduates worked for the govern-

ment. Public employment was crucial to the wage and salary gains made

by African Americans relative to white workers in the 1960s because the

wage gap between black and white workers is far narrower in the pub-

lic sector. There is also evidence that, unlike white workers, black public

employees were paid a higher salary than their counterparts in the pri-

vate sector.21

By the 1970s, blacks were also making job gains in the private sector.

Among black male workers, the proportion working as professionals or

managers rose from 6.8 percent in 1960 to 17.4 percent by 1980. These

private sector gains were chiefly due to affirmative action. As we show in

chapter 5, enforcement of these policies opened up employment in indus-

tries and occupations previously closed to blacks, raised the incomes of

college-educated blacks, and reduced wage discrimination for both black

men and black women.22

Blacks were not the only group to benefit from government policies in

this period. The white middle class also gained, expanding after 1945

because of a variety of public programs forged in the crucibles of the

depression and war. Whites’ advantage in labor markets was augmented

by the advantages they received from the welfare state.

WHY THERE ARE NO WHITE BOOTSTRAPS

In the words of Jonathan Rieder, middle-class whites worship “the spon-

taneity of the marketplace, the pluck of bootstrapping, and the sacred-

ness of middle class advantage.”23 Bootstrapping, however, had little to

do with the postdepression expansion of the white middle class. Most

Americans forget that on the eve of World War II, the majority of whites

were hardly middle class. In fact white poverty rates were very high.

Using the federal poverty standard as a measure, in 1940 two-thirds of

white Americans lived in poverty. This changed radically over the next

twenty years. By 1960 less than one-fifth of whites lived in poverty, and

many had acquired the accoutrements of middle-class status.24

In addition to dramatic occupational gains, the wages and salaries of

white men rose rapidly after the war; consequently, the absolute income
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gap between white and black workers almost doubled between 1940 and

1960.25 Home ownership numbers also doubled for whites, rising from

14 million to more than 30 million. By 1960 almost 65 percent of white

Americans owned their homes compared to 38 percent of blacks. Even

though African Americans made sensational gains in home ownership

(black-owned homes rose from 778,000 to almost 2 million during the

same period), the gap between white and black home ownership

widened.

Like black workers, white workers rode the crest of the postwar eco-

nomic boom, but they also had considerable help climbing into the mid-

dle class. Black workers were denied, or unable to take advantage of, the

assistance whites received from the federal government. In combination,

the benefits of these federal social policies and segregated seniority sys-

tems generated substantial advantages in income and wealth for white

workers. These postwar wages of whiteness were augmented in the stock

market boom of the 1980s and 1990s.

The GI Bill powered whites’ upward class mobility after the war. The

readjustment benefits of the GI Bill, for example, underwrote a massive

shift of white men from working-class jobs into high-income profes-

sional and managerial occupations. By 1955 veterans had substantially

higher incomes, more liquid assets, and were more likely to own homes

than nonveterans. They also had a disproportionate share of the highest-

paid, highest-status jobs, and they were more likely to be professionals,

managers, or skilled workers than nonveterans. Twenty-one percent of

World War II veterans were professionals and managers compared to 14

percent of nonveterans. An additional 20 percent of these veterans were

skilled workers and foremen compared to 15 percent of nonveterans.

Readjustment allowances in education, training, and unemployment

benefits added up to half of all veterans’ expenditures during the peak

years between 1947 and 1951. According to the President’s Commission

on Veterans’ Pensions (the Bradley Commission), these allowances made

it possible for veterans to be upwardly mobile. For example, 31 percent

of the World War II veterans who took advantage of readjustment edu-

cational and job training benefits eventually landed professional and

managerial jobs. Among those who did not, only 11 percent were

upwardly mobile.26 In its final report, the Bradley Commission con-

cluded that the “present position of World War II veterans suggests that,

as a group, their earnings and progress in later life will permit them to

maintain their present advantage. This will mean, among other things,

that most veterans will acquire more savings and qualify for larger retire-
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ment pensions (under Old-Age Survivors Insurance [OASI] and private

pension plans) than non-veterans.”27

But unlike the experience of white veterans, readjustment benefits did

not translate into high-paying, high-status jobs for African Americans.

One reason blacks did not receive their fair share of veterans’ benefits is

that they were more likely to be rejected by the armed services than

whites (48 percent of black inductees were rejected compared to only 28

percent of whites). Although African Americans who did serve in World

War II were just as likely to receive readjustment benefits as white veter-

ans, whatever advantages they gained through the veterans’ education

and training programs were undermined by labor market discrimina-

tion. And while black veterans lost, white veterans gained.

Black veterans were not employed at the same rate as returning white

soldiers. According to the National Urban League, many black soldiers

had little confidence that the Veterans’ Employment Service or the United

States Employment Service (USES) would find them jobs “other than the

traditional Negro jobs.” They had good reason to be suspicious.

Manufacturing industries, for example, were able to maintain segregated

occupations and job ceilings for blacks because black veterans were fun-

neled into low-skilled jobs by the USES.28

Nowhere was discrimination in the distribution of veterans’ benefits

more apparent than in the South. Southern whites received a dispropor-

tionate share of veterans’ benefits. Although only 20 percent of the vet-

erans lived in southern states, 35 percent of all veterans’ benefits went to

this region. The South paid high readjustment payments, and more than

half of all southern veterans were enrolled in training and educational

programs. These benefits were redistributive, raising income in the

South.29 Black veterans, who made up one-third of all southern veterans,

received few of these benefits. USES forced black veterans into unskilled

jobs; in Mississippi, for example, white veterans got 86 percent of the

professional jobs filled by USES, while blacks got 92 percent of the low-

wage, unskilled jobs. Southern black veterans had great difficulty secur-

ing the veterans’ unemployment benefits to which they were entitled.

And they found it equally difficult to use readjustment benefits for job-

training programs. A 1946 study by the Southern Regional Council

found that black veterans made up just 8 percent of the people enrolled

in southern on-the-job training programs. And only 4 percent of all col-

lege students enrolled under the GI Bill in 1946–47 were black veterans.30

Black veterans also received less payoff from veterans’ educational

benefits than did whites, whose veterans’ benefits were key to white
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middle-class prosperity.31 The incomes of black versus white college-edu-

cated veterans was less than that of black versus white high school

dropouts who were also veterans. The median income of black college-

educated veterans was only 65 percent of white college-educated veter-

ans. In comparison, the ratio of incomes for black high school dropouts

was 67 percent. Not surprisingly, twenty-five years after the war ended,

black veterans were earning substantially less than white veterans.32

Privilege clearly has its rewards.

The mortgage loan programs of the Federal Housing Administration

(FHA) and Veterans Administration (VA) were additional boons to white

workers. These two federal programs financed more than one-third of all

post–World War II mortgages, accounting for more than $120 billion in

new housing.33 The FHA and VA insured home mortgages that allowed

lenders to liberalize the terms and conditions of loans. VA mortgages also

provided a direct subsidy to home buyers. Unlike the veterans’ loans,

FHA mortgages were redistributive, aiding working- and middle-class

families. Both programs helped extend home ownership to millions of

families who otherwise would have been unable to afford it. They also

subsidized the development of postwar suburbs. Either the FHA or VA

financed almost half of all suburban housing built in the 1950s and

1960s, a benefit that was typically reserved for whites.34

As we now know, FHA guidelines for lenders used racist criteria to

assess the credit worthiness of loans. Housing expert Charles Abrams

accurately concluded that the FHA policy “could well have been culled

from the Nuremberg laws.” Federal housing administrators were unwill-

ing to insure mortgages in integrated neighborhoods, fearing that any-

thing less than rigid segregation would undermine property values. The

FHA underwriting manual warned lenders, “If a neighborhood is to

retain stability, it is necessary that properties shall continue to be occu-

pied by the same social and racial classes.” Lenders were explicitly told

to add restrictive covenants to contracts and deeds. As a consequence,

FHA loans favored the suburbs. In a study of St. Louis County, Missouri,

Kenneth Jackson compared how FHA loans were distributed in subur-

ban towns with central cities in the same county. His study revealed

enormous disparities between the treatment of central cities and subur-

ban jurisdictions. St. Louis County, for example, received five times the

number of mortgage loans and dollars as the city of St. Louis.35 The

upshot was that black families living in the city were denied mortgage

insurance, and when they did receive a mortgage, the terms were less

favorable.
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African Americans received only 3 percent of all the home loans under-

written by FHA and VA in 1960, a total that amounted to just 30 percent

of all black mortgages. White homeowners, on the other hand, were far

more dependent on government-insured and subsidized mortgages: 42

percent of white mortgages in that year were paid for by FHA and VA

loans. Black veterans fared somewhat better than black clients of the FHA

(African American veterans received two-thirds of all government-

sponsored mortgages held by blacks in 1960), but they lagged behind

white veterans. By 1950, about 5 percent of black World War II veterans

took advantage of a VA loan compared to 13 percent of white veterans.36

But of course these mortgages could be used only to purchase segregated

housing.

Using federal housing policies to sustain segregation is only the best-

known instance of this practice. Until the 1960s federal social policy was

also integral to propping up southern segregation. Southern states used

federal subsidies for public works to reinforce the color line.37 Veterans’

hospitals, for example, were rigidly segregated. Most federal grants con-

tained “nonintervention” clauses that prevented federal officials from

supervising or controlling the construction of these buildings. The 1946

Hill-Burton Act contained an explicit exception allowing separate facili-

ties for “separate population groups” if the plan made equitable provi-

sion for services of “like quality.” Hill-Burton’s separate but equal pro-

vision was declared unconstitutional in 1963, but by then southerners

had used $37 million in federal funds to build eighty-nine segregated

medical facilities. In the process, many African Americans were denied

medical care, while southern whites benefited from the best medical facil-

ities the federal government could build.38

These federal policies underwrote a new pattern of white accumula-

tion and black disaccumulation throughout the country, but especially in

the South and in northern cities. White families prospered as suburban

developments were constructed, while black families were left holding a

losing hand. After World War II, federal housing and urban renewal

policies facilitated rigidly segregated neighborhoods and disinvestment in

black communities. Blanket federal redlining signaled private investors

to avoid making housing or business loans in black communities. One

study of Chicago demonstrated that life insurance companies withdrew

mortgage money from the city in the 1950s and 1960s for the same rea-

sons the FHA refused to underwrite loans in black neighborhoods. The

consequences were severe. As Douglas Massey and Nancy Denton write,

“The lack of loan capital flowing into minority areas made it impossible
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for owners to sell their homes, leading to steep declines in property val-

ues and a pattern of disrepair, deterioration, vacancy, and abandon-

ment.” This meant that white-owned housing was more valuable than

black-owned housing and that the value of white-owned housing largely

depended on public policies that created and sustained residential segre-

gation. Compounding these color-conscious, state-sponsored advan-

tages, whites reaped all the benefits of home owning, which, in addition

to being cheaper than renting, entitled them to America’s major middle-

class tax subsidy: the mortgage interest deduction.39

The 1950s federal social policies guaranteed the members of an

expanding white middle class that they would accumulate considerable

wealth with government assistance. Consequently, whites today possess

substantially more property and financial assets than black families. In

1993, the median net worth of white households was ten times that of

black and Latino households. Blacks have less equity in their homes and

fewer investments and Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs, also

known as Keogh accounts). While the ratio of black to white income is

62 percent, the ratio of black to white median net worth is just 8 percent.

Perhaps more important, 61 percent of black households have no net

financial assets whatsoever. In contrast, only 25 percent of white house-

holds find themselves in the same predicament. And even among house-

holds with equal incomes, blacks have substantially less wealth than

whites.40

There is little doubt that federal housing policies, veterans’ readjust-

ment benefits, the tax write-offs these policies provided (like the mort-

gage interest deduction), and various forms of public and private social

protection enabled newly minted white middle-class Americans to con-

struct a financial cushion that would enable them to ride out bad times

and pass on the savings to their children. The best predictor of current

net worth for young black and white families is their parents’ net worth,

a reflection of the legacy of white privilege in labor and housing markets

and access to government handouts. These advantages are currently

reproduced and sustained by a variety of discriminatory practices that

limit black families’ access to credit, require them to pay higher interest

rates on mortgage loans, and constrain business ventures.41

The picture we present is a much more complicated account of black

and white economic fortunes in a period of mostly steady economic

growth and rising wages than conservative accounts of black economic

progress. The story we tell is not a tale of individual triumphs in acquir-

ing human capital and slogging unassisted up the ladder of success.
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White Americans’ ability to capitalize on access to high-wage jobs

depended in large part on doors opened by veterans’ benefits. The job

ceilings that placed limits on the mobility of educated blacks and con-

fined black skilled blue-collar workers to unskilled jobs, moreover, did

not fall under their own weight. They were cracked open when Title VII

of the Civil Rights Act was implemented and the public sector expanded.

But not even the Great Society and civil rights legislation were sufficient

to overturn the legacies of white privilege. This would become apparent

during the economic turbulence of the late 1970s and 1980s, when

African Americans lost ground. 

THE 1980S RACIAL BACKLASH 

Blacks lost ground in the Reagan years, and some of these reversals are

quite startling. They also clearly fly in the face of conservative assertions

that education brings economic advancement. For example, in this

period young (twenty-five to thirty-four years of age) college-educated

black men’s earnings dropped to 72 percent of the white median income

from a high of more than 80 percent, a serious setback by any measure.

Compared to white men and women in the 1980s, black men made

fewer occupational gains, and they were more likely to be downwardly

mobile. 

Unemployment rose for all black men relative to white workers, but

especially for highly educated black workers. By the end of the 1960s the

ratio of unemployed college-educated black workers to similarly unem-

ployed white workers was even, a stunning reversal of the pattern

Charles Killingsworth found in the 1950s and early 1960s. By 1980, as

figure 1 shows, college-educated black workers were once again at an

employment disadvantage relative to college-educated whites. They were

almost three times as likely to be unemployed as college-educated white

workers were. While black high school dropouts also experienced high

unemployment rates during the 1980s, they were just one and one-half

times as likely to be unemployed as white high school dropouts.

These reversals are not explained by a failure of black workers to

learn or acquire job skills. By the 1970s, the difference between the pro-

portions of black and white youth attending secondary schools had all

but disappeared. Despite this, some conservative writers insist that

racial gaps in earnings and occupation result from deep differences in

educational and job skills between educated blacks and whites. In other
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words, they assume that the attainments of college-educated blacks and

whites are not comparable. Yet as Martin Carnoy points out, black

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and Graduate Record Examination

(GRE) scores increased relative to whites in the 1980s. Thus, the notion

that college-educated blacks lost ground to whites because of an

increase in the gap between so-called unmeasured educational skills is

simply wrong.42

Nor can the widening pay gap between black and white workers be

explained by the increase in wage inequality among all workers.

Although both white and black workers lost jobs and income, it is usu-

ally assumed that black workers lost more ground in the shift to a service

economy because they were concentrated in the high-wage manufactur-

ing jobs that were eliminated in the 1970s and 1980s. The notion that

blacks just happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time over-

simplifies matters and ignores persistent discrimination. As the

President’s Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) recently concluded,

there is “indirect evidence that discrimination also contributed to widen-

ing pay gaps across racial groups” in the 1980s.43
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The evidence that labor market discrimination persisted in the 1980s

is even stronger than the CEA’s measured statement suggests. In some

cases labor market discrimination endures despite repeated efforts to

regulate an industry. Certain sectors of the economy are impervious to

antidiscrimination policies. For example, black workers have been con-

sistently excluded from construction jobs that do not require high levels

of education. As Roger Waldinger and Thomas Bailey conclude, “The

low levels of black penetration into construction’s skilled trades are

prima facie evidence of continuing discrimination.” They show that fla-

grant discrimination continues in the construction industry because

white-controlled unions resist efforts to break down the color barrier.44

Another more recent study confirms the persistence of labor market dis-

crimination. Deirdre Royster systematically followed the experiences of

an evenly divided group of fifty young black and white men searching for

entry-level jobs. All of these men had graduated from a vocational high

school and had similar grades, attendance records, motivation and char-

acter, and commitment to hard work. Royster found that white male stu-

dents gained the inside track to jobs routinely thought to be available

only because of standard interviews and institutionally certified qualifi-

cations. Skill deficits in human capital could not explain why young

black men were denied blue-collar jobs.45

The major reason why black economic progress was reversed is that

competition for jobs intensified between black and white workers in the

1980s. Like the immediate postwar years, the Reagan era was good for

white upward mobility. In this period, deindustrialization and rising

wage inequality reduced the middle-class jobs and incomes that were the

backbone of economic progress after World War II. Although both black

and white low-income workers saw their wages decline, the earnings gap

between low-income, young (sixteen to twenty-four years of age) black

and white male family heads widened in the 1980s. The earnings ratio of

white high school dropouts to white college-educated males remained

mostly stable from 1970 to 1988. In contrast, however, the earnings ratio

of poorly educated young black male family heads to black college grad-

uates sharply declined. The problem, as William Darity Jr. and Samuel

Myers Jr. point out, is that if “the widening [income] gap between black

and white families . . . is to be attributed to the higher representation of

blacks among the less skilled and the uneducated, then why is there a

widening gap between black and white family heads with the same low

degree of educational preparation?”46 The answer will not be found by

examining who had the necessary job and educational skills. Rather one
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must look at how black and white workers fared in the scramble for jobs

after deindustrialization. The evidence indicates that blacks lost out.

In the period after 1970 as blacks lost blue-collar jobs (mostly work as

operatives because few made it into the ranks of skilled craftworkers),

they found employment in white-collar sales jobs. But they also took a 13

percent pay cut. White workers who had also been pushed out of good

manufacturing jobs, on the other hand, moved into well-paying sales

jobs, which gave them a 36 percent pay increase. Thus, black-white

income ratios in 1989 were lower for white-collar jobs (67 percent) than

for blue-collar jobs (75 percent).47 The important change during the

1980s was that black workers moved from good (high-paying) jobs to

bad (low-paying) jobs. The employment rates of young black and white

workers also differed depending on whether they worked in manufac-

turing or service industries. Employment rates for white and black youth

in the manufacturing sector have been relatively equal over the past four

decades. In the service industry, however, which is where nearly all the

new jobs are found, whites enjoy an accumulated advantage of nearly

three times the employment rate of blacks.

The problem black workers faced was that there were fewer good jobs

to go around, and they lost out in the racially competitive and discrimi-

natory labor markets of the 1980s. Convincing evidence indicates that

retail establishments, one of the fastest growing sectors of the economy,

are far more likely to discriminate against black youth than manufactur-

ing firms. One group of researchers sent matched pairs of white and

black high school graduates from the Newark, New Jersey, class of 1983

out in the world to seek employment. These job applicants were not fak-

ing an interest in employment. They had been screened to make sure they

were actually seeking work and were matched for academic achieve-

ment. In the manufacturing sector, blacks and whites had about equal

success in obtaining employment. In the service sector, however, whites

were four times as likely as blacks to be fully employed.48 In fact, in audit

studies, whites or males are 5 to 20 percent more likely on the average to

receive job offers than blacks or women.49

Although both black and white workers lost good jobs, persuasive

evidence demonstrates that blacks lost a greater share of the good jobs

and gained more of the bad jobs than whites. Darity and Myers report a

30 percent decline in the ratio of good jobs held by blacks compared to

whites and a 1 percent increase in the ratio of bad jobs.50 Carnoy dis-

covered a similar pattern. He showed that the proportion of white males

in low-paying jobs was mostly constant throughout the 1980s, about 31
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percent, while the proportion of black and Latino males in these jobs

increased sharply. The proportions of black, Latino, and white workers

in midlevel jobs declined in the 1980s. Unlike white men and women,

however, who made large gains in high-paying jobs, black and Latino

workers were downwardly mobile.51

Competition between black and white workers for good jobs esca-

lated during this period, a “classic case of protecting one’s occupational

turf from darker rivals,” much like white workers did during the Great

Depression. Declining wages and sluggish economic growth exacerbated

competition over layoffs, reemployment, and job credentials. Down-

wardly mobile white workers in the 1980s acted just like unemployed

white workers in the 1930s: they played the race card to keep or acquire

good jobs.52

White workers were not the only culprits responsible for the exclusion

of young blacks from high-paying jobs. Employers, as the matched-pairs

studies of black and white youth seeking work demonstrate, are less

likely to hire young blacks, particularly in service sector jobs. Indeed,

some of the most powerful evidence for the persistence of labor market

discrimination comes from recent studies of employers’ attitudes and

decisions. These studies show that many employers strongly prefer to

hire white men and avoid hiring black men. Employers prefer white

workers because they assume that black workers are less qualified and

that there is a “lack of fit” between their own expectations and the cul-

tural values of black employees. Faced with stiff competition, employers

demand workers with more soft skills—motivation and the ability to

interact with customers and other employees—to the detriment of black

workers. Employers believe that black workers lack the soft skills neces-

sary to stay competitive and frequently use negative stereotypes to char-

acterize blacks’ abilities.53 Irate customers who complain about black

workers reinforce employers’ reluctance to hire them. One employer told

researchers, “You do get customers coming in and they’ll tell you, ‘You

need to hire more whites.’” Another study of employers’ hiring decisions

found that employers with mostly white customers were less likely to

hire blacks.54

In their study of racial inequality in four cities, Philip Moss and Chris

Tilly found that suburban employers were more likely to hire white

women, Latinos, and black women than black men. The ratio of the per-

centage of black males hired in suburban firms to the percentage of black

applicants was just .51. The ratio for whites was 1.22 and for Latinos,

.87. Among central city employers the pattern was the same, though it
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was marginally better.55 Other research shows that employers recruit

applicants primarily in white neighborhoods to avoid potential black

applicants, or advertise only in suburban or white ethnic newspapers.56

Many employers have cleverly taken advantage of these negative

stereotypes of black workers. One study in New York City showed that

as whites vacated desirable jobs, employers reclassified these well-paying

jobs as low-skilled work. They did so partly for economic reasons—

reclassification lowers labor costs. But they also assumed that black and

Latino workers were incapable of anything but the most rudimentary of

tasks. As a result, as “nonwhite New Yorkers get more jobs and have

greater access to previously white occupations, [they] still find them-

selves locked into the [low-wage, dead-end jobs of the] secondary labor

market.”57

Blacks lost out in the 1980s for another reason. Republican policies

hostile to affirmative action and labor intensified racial labor market

competition. The enforcement of antidiscrimination laws was relaxed,

and this was crucial in unleashing racial competition over jobs.

Evaluations of affirmative action show that one of the traditional advan-

tages whites have used to cope with economically tough times was

restored when antidiscrimination laws were not strictly enforced in the

1980s (we discuss these findings in chapter 5).

This is the context that set the stage for the recent political conflict

over affirmative action. Unlike the Thernstroms and other conservative

critics of affirmative action, white voters clearly understand the stakes in

this controversy. A 1995 poll of likely voters on California’s anti–affir-

mative action ballot proposition (Proposition 209) discovered that white

voters were more concerned about losing jobs or promotions because of

affirmative action policies (45 percent) than about the potential effects of

racial discrimination for blacks and Latinos (25 percent). On the other

hand, 80 percent of African Americans and 54 percent of Latinos were

concerned that minorities would lose out because of discrimination.58

Whatever the reality—and there is very little evidence that whites have

lost jobs to affirmative action—white workers see themselves as an

embattled group whose economic well-being is seriously threatened by

affirmative action.

RACE AND POVERTY

Conservatives insist that large numbers of African Americans remain

mired in poverty because of flawed character and socially irresponsible
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choices in marriage and work. They believe the problem of the poor “is

now more a moral one than an economic one” and often refer to the

“pathological” behavior of poor African Americans.59 The black poverty

rate dropped from 93 percent in 1940 to 30 percent by the early 1970s,

where it has remained until very recently.60 Although it is true that high

employment and rising wages between 1940 and 1973 helped drive

down poverty rates, many conservatives conveniently ignore the impact

of declining wages on poverty rates in the past twenty-five years. Instead,

they assert that all one need know about black poverty is that more than

80 percent of poor black children grow up in fatherless families.

Consider the Thernstroms’ argument, one typically advanced by

today’s conservatives. They begin with an obvious fact: employed mar-

ried women have higher family incomes and lower poverty rates than

unemployed single mothers. In 1990, 73 percent of black unemployed

single mothers were poor compared to 63 percent of white unemployed

single mothers. In contrast, only 6 percent of black employed married

mothers were poor compared to 3 percent of similar white mothers.61

The Thernstroms think these numbers point to an inescapable conclu-

sion: since there are so many more black female-headed than white

female-headed households, the persistently high rate of black poverty is

caused by the dramatic increases in the number of black unmarried

mothers since the 1960s. They point out that the poverty rate for black

women between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-four was two and

one-half times that of white women. Since the wage differentials between

black and white women are minimal, and the unemployment rate for

black women is only slightly higher than it is for white women (30 per-

cent versus 24 percent), the large gap in poverty rates cannot be ex-

plained by labor market experience. What matters, the Thernstroms

claim, is that “the poverty rate for white females is far lower chiefly

because a much higher proportion of them reside with a spouse who

brings in an income.”62

According to conservatives, African Americans’ poverty is intensified

because the progeny of these unmarried black mothers, particularly

young black men, fail to choose work and education instead of crime.

Although the Thernstroms briefly nod in the direction of alternative

explanations—they acknowledge there is some truth to the spatial-mis-

match hypothesis, the idea that poor blacks mainly live in central cities

and good jobs are found in the suburbs—like other conservatives, they

dismiss this possibility. The real problem facing young black men is not

the absence of jobs in the inner city but the unwillingness of black youth
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to take available work because the wages are too low. There is a mis-

match, in other words, between black workers’ expectations of what

they ought to be paid and their actual worth in the labor market. In con-

trast, Latino and Caribbean immigrants are prospering, the Thernstroms

contend, because they are willing to take the low-wage jobs blacks

reject.63

Many conservatives believe family structure, not social class or racial

discrimination, is the main cause of poverty in American society today.

The income gap among African Americans is greater than the gap among

whites because two-thirds of white women are married, while only one-

third of all black women have husbands. If this shift in family structure

has had a more pronounced effect on African Americans than whites, it

is because black adult women have chosen to form families by birth, not

marriage.64 Other than gratuitous advice encouraging African Americans

to change their ways, marriage is conservatives’ major policy recom-

mendation. “Marriage influences the family income of employed and

unemployed alike,” the Thernstroms write. “A marriage license is, in

effect, an insurance policy: a spouse fired from a job will usually have

someone else to depend on.”65

Can family structure be so crucial? Marriage may (or may not) be a

desirable state of being, but would it make a critical difference to African

American poverty rates? The answer is no to both questions. There is no

reason to believe an increase in single-parent families causes persistent

high poverty rates or is responsible for continued gaps in earnings and

poverty rates between blacks and whites, or between Latinos and whites.

To think otherwise is to confuse cause and effect; most poor single heads

of families were poor before they were parents. If anything, poverty

increases the chances of out-of-wedlock births. More than 80 percent of

teenagers who became single mothers were already poor. Kristin Luker

likens the process of becoming a teenage mother to a sieve “filtering

out the rich and successful, letting mostly the poor and discouraged

through.”66

It is true that there are more single mothers among poor, uneducated

black and white women. But it is also true that the proportion of female

family heads increased at every educational level between 1970 and 1991.

Indeed, the sharpest increase in the proportion of single-parent house-

holds over this period, from 8 to 28 percent, was among black college-

educated women. (The proportion of single-parent families among white

college-educated women increased from 4 to 7 percent.) And although

the number of female-headed families has increased sharply, the relative
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proportions among blacks and whites remain about the same. Family

structure is not a very good explanation for changes in poverty rates, or

in wages and income.67

WHY THE RACIAL POVERTY GAP REMAINS SO WIDE

Many conservatives are so preoccupied with attributing poverty to

“bad” behavior that they neglect obvious economic causes and ignore

the problem’s racial dimensions. Changes in family structure are much

less important than employment and wages, both of which depend on

robust economic growth and viable economic opportunities. Yet because

of labor market discrimination and entrenched residential segregation,

poor blacks have limited access to these opportunities.

While unemployed single mothers have the highest poverty rates in

the United States, it is employment, not marital status, that is the key to

their high poverty rates. The poverty rates of unemployed married black

or Latina mothers are almost identical to those of employed single black

or Latina mothers. In 1990, about 26 percent of married black home-

makers and 27 percent of married Latina homemakers were below the

poverty line, compared to 10 percent of married white homemakers.

Among employed single black and Latina mothers the poverty rates were

27 and 26 percent, respectively, compared to 16 percent for employed

single white mothers. Clearly, as Sara McLanahan and Lynne Casper

point out, “Black and Hispanic women have much less to gain econom-

ically from marriage than do white women.”68

The comparison between black women and Latinas is vital because

Latinas are much more likely to be married: 55 percent of Latinas were

married compared to 34 percent of black women. Poor Latino children,

in other words, are more likely to live in two-parent families. (In fact,

one study found that 63 percent of poor Mexican American children

were in married-couple households, while only 37 percent were in

female-headed households.69) Yet the Latino poverty rate is almost iden-

tical to the African American rate. In 1998, about 22.7 percent of Latino

families were poor compared to 23.4 percent of black families. Thus, the

notion that a marriage license is the ticket out of poverty is a moral-ide-

ological injunction, not an empirically based observation.

Changes in family structure explain only a small part of the poverty

gap between blacks and whites. The President’s Council of Economic

Advisers estimates that had there been no change in black family struc-

ture since 1967, the poverty and income gaps would have declined by
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only one-fifth. “These are surprisingly modest effects,” the CEA noted,

“when one considers that since 1967 the proportion of female-headed

families increased from 28 percent to 47 percent among black families.”70

Economic factors, mainly rising wage and income inequality and, until

very recently, the relatively slack demand for labor, are far more impor-

tant causes of persistently high rates of black and Latino poverty than

family structure. As Sheldon Danziger and Peter Gottschalk point out, it

is impossible to draw intelligent conclusions about the role of family

structure in generating poverty without considering obvious economic

causes such as wage inequality, which is responsible for most of the

increase in poverty between 1973 and 1991.71

Unlike the period between 1949 and 1973 when economic growth

produced rising wages and family incomes, the Reagan years were char-

acterized by increasing poverty and rapidly rising average incomes. As a

result, the economic bottom dropped out for everyone except those in

the top one-fifth of the income distribution. The income share among the

poorest fifth fell sharply, declining from 5.6 to 4.5 percent of total

income. The middle class, defined as the second and third quintiles, also

lost out. Middle-class family income was stagnant: married-couple fam-

ilies in the second quintile, for example, had an average income in 1989

that was only 5 percent above the 1973 mean, hardly a big increase over

sixteen years.72 Thus, rising wage inequality mostly caused increasing

poverty during the Reagan years. Because wages were stagnant for all

but the upper middle class, growth in Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

had little effect on wages and thus reduced poverty less in the 1980s than

it did in the 1960s.73 The diminished effect of economic growth on

poverty rates was not the result of demographic factors like changes in

family structure, declining labor market participation among the poor (it

actually rose during the 1980s), or changes in income maintenance poli-

cies. It was due to rising wage inequality.74

The consequences of wage stagnation for workers at the bottom of the

economic order, however, were very different for whites than for blacks.

Young, uneducated black single mothers (and young black men) faced a

very different set of economic opportunities than whites. Darity and

Myers showed that not only did the economic position of these black

women deteriorate relative to young, uneducated white single mothers,

but that if young, uneducated black women had been treated the same as

whites, the income gap between the two groups would have declined, not

increased.75 What really matters to their economic well-being, then, is not

that they are single mothers but that they are black mothers.
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BIG-CITY GHETTOS AND BLACK POVERTY

If one is to fully understand why the black poverty rate remains at

almost three times the white poverty rate thirty-five years after the civil

rights revolution and the Great Society, the relationship between black

unemployment and the enduring structure of big-city ghettos has to be

analyzed. One must examine how labor market discrimination and

color-coded investment and disinvestment practices produced and sus-

tained the deep, enervating poverty experienced by large numbers of

black families.

Neither impersonal economic forces—the logic of deindustrializa-

tion—nor freedom of residential choice created urban ghettos and con-

centrated poverty within them. And crime did not push economic enter-

prises out of inner cities, as conservatives like the Thernstroms assert.

Deindustrialization began before urban crime rates began to rise, and

there is no evidence that crime caused inner-city disinvestment. Big-city

ghettos have replaced Jim Crow as the most important contemporary

source of racial poverty and separation. Ghettos have become the linch-

pin of racialized poverty in the United States.76

The persistently wide gap between black and white poverty goes back

to the economic instability of the 1950s. This was before the numbers of

female-headed families increased and prior to the growth of transfer pro-

grams blamed by conservative commentators for promoting high levels

of black poverty. Thus, the economic opportunities facing African

American workers were already sharply constricted long before dein-

dustrialization sucked most manufacturing jobs out of big cities in the

1970s, sharply changing the economic prospects for unskilled workers.

As early as the 1950s, the burden of structural economic change in man-

ufacturing industries rested largely on the shoulders of black workers.

Plant closures and automation in the meatpacking, chemical, steel,

tobacco, and coal industries displaced a disproportionate number of

African American workers. Black employment in coal mining, an indus-

try that historically employed large numbers of black workers, declined

by 73 percent. In Detroit, automation and discrimination combined to

undercut the job gains made in the 1940s. Thomas J. Sugrue found that

the unemployment rate of black autoworkers was four times that of

whites, a ratio more characteristic of the late 1930s than the 1950s.77 By

the early 1960s, a large group of jobless black men had emerged. Vividly

portrayed by Elliot Liebow in Tally’s Corner, they worked only when

white workers were in short supply. The proportion of blacks among the
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urban jobless rose from 18 percent in 1950 to 28 percent in 1960. The

Great Society poverty programs were unable to reverse the social and

economic forces that produced urban joblessness.78

The problem was not that black workers were in the wrong place at

the wrong time, victims of impersonal economic forces. Rather, the

chronic joblessness of many black workers is the result of discriminatory,

segregated seniority lists, particularly in the South, that restricted them to

the jobs being mechanized and ensured they would lose their jobs. Black

workers in rubber tire factories in the South, according to Herbert

Northrup, lost their jobs because “jobs in which Negroes were concen-

trated were eliminated and the displaced Negroes were not permitted to

bid into or to exercise their seniority in all-white departments.” Black

workers in other southern industries suffered a similar fate, as did those

in northern factories, where seniority was more likely to protect whites

than blacks. There too, as Sugrue points out, blacks were concentrated

in “precisely those [jobs] affected by automation [and] often found that

their job classifications had been eliminated altogether.”79 Consequently,

as we have already indicated, black workers lost out to whites in the

competition for service sector jobs when deindustrialization took a seri-

ous toll in the 1970s.

New investment in manufacturing industries in both the South and

North bypassed black communities, contributing to black unemploy-

ment. Most new private investment in Alabama, for example, went to

white-majority counties in the northern portion of the state rather than

to black counties.80 Japanese automotive and other industrial plants were

systematically and routinely located in areas where very few black work-

ers lived.81 In the North, machine shops that supply screws to the auto

industry, a vital ancillary part of that industry, have been concentrated in

Jackson, Michigan, which is less than 20 percent black. Black unem-

ployment also increased when American auto manufacturers decided to

build new production facilities in Windsor, Ontario, an almost exclu-

sively white city, rather than in Detroit, where African Americans are a

majority of the population. Indeed, Windsor has become an industrial

suburb of Detroit, where Canadian autoworkers now number an all-time

high of 120,000. Blacks also lost out when new manufacturing jobs were

created in Michigan’s high-technology sector. One survey of Michigan’s

fifty largest high-tech companies revealed that not a single firm had

placed manufacturing operations within the city limits of Detroit.82

America’s emerging twentieth-century pattern of urban apartheid was

consolidated in the 1950s, when whites tried to prevent, sometimes vio-
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lently, African Americans from moving into previously all-white neigh-

borhoods. And if their efforts failed, they fled to the suburbs, armed with

FHA-approved loans. Empirical indices of nonwhite-white segregation in

thirty northern cities show that residential segregation peaked in 1950.

To arrive at a residential pattern that was considered “even” in these

thirty cities, one in which all neighborhoods reflected the racial compo-

sition of a city, 88.1 percent of the blacks would have had to move. The

level of segregation hardly changed in the next forty years, and there is

considerable evidence that racist practices still operate in the allocation

of home mortgages.83 Contrary to conservatives’ received wisdom, more-

over, white flight was only one element in the deadly mixture that pro-

duced postwar big-city ghettos, leaving the black poor stranded on what

amount to urban reservations. Government policies were the other cru-

cial factor.

Public housing is usually depicted as nightmarish caverns stalked by

drug dealers, pimps, and lazy women collecting welfare and producing

babies, a haven for the callous, threatening underclass. In the late 1940s

and early 1950s, however, public housing was considered desirable hous-

ing and was about the only housing available for southern black

migrants. Because most blacks were denied FHA mortgage assistance,

their only recourse in crowded post–World War II cities was public hous-

ing, which at the time was “a positive racial policy,” according to Robert

Weaver, who would later become Lyndon Johnson’s secretary of Housing

and Urban Development. By the time Dwight Eisenhower was elected

president, however, public housing had been transformed into a “Jim

Crow operation,” much like a southern plantation where the relation-

ship between public housing authorities and their largely black residents

was based mainly on “manipulation and paternalism.”84 Contrary to

popular wisdom, public housing did not fail because of the so-called bad

behavior of its residents. It failed largely because politicians made

explicit choices to use federally subsidized public housing to build highly

contained racial ghettos. The result was an expansion of racial apartheid

throughout America’s big cities. Thus, if contemporary poverty is racially

concentrated, it is because local public officials chose to segregate black

migrants.

Public housing was transformed into an instrument of racial apartheid

when downtown business interests and local politicians realized that they

might use it to remove blacks from choice downtown properties slated

for “renewal.” Slum clearance programs financed by state and federal

policies were the tools of choice for businessmen who wanted to prop up
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sagging postwar real estate values. They found it easy to obtain public

financing and support from local politicians; the more difficult question

was what to do with the mostly black residents. When urban renewal

was joined at the hip with federally subsidized public housing in the

1949 Housing Act, businessmen gravitated to public housing as a ready

solution to their quandary. Because whites violently resisted residential

integration, public officials ruled out dispersed public housing as a solu-

tion. Housing officials responded by building government-subsidized

housing in black neighborhoods, usually on sites abandoned by indus-

try or white homeowners. In some cases, Philadelphia for example, city

officials created racially segregated neighborhoods from scratch. The

proportion of black census tracks in the City of Brotherly Love con-

taining public housing rose from 40 percent in 1950 to almost 70 percent

by 1980. Local officials in other big cities acted similarly, and 1960s fed-

eral housing policies gave them new tools.85 For example, Chicago

housing officials used a federal rent subsidy program to confine African

American families to black neighborhoods and to subsidize elderly

whites in white neighborhoods. Like racially structured mortgage

financing, public housing was a crucial building block for constructing

urban apartheid.86

Public housing never satisfied the needs it was intended to meet.

Although urban renewal had destroyed 126,000 housing units by 1961,

public housing replaced only 28,000 units. Many African American fam-

ilies found themselves crowded together in rat-infested slum housing or

simply moved to stay ahead of the bulldozer.87 Urban renewal affected

inner-city communities in another way: it helped to erode the economic

base of African American communities in northern cities. It is common-

place to hear people lament the absence of grocery stores, small retail

shops, services, and other businesses in the inner city. It is just as com-

monplace to assume that these businesses were driven out by the resi-

dents’ so-called bad behavior. The truth, however, is that federally

funded bulldozers destroyed black businesses. In some cases, urban

renewal literally plowed under black businesses. But the more important

consequence was indirect: by forcing these businesses’ customers out of

their neighborhoods, urban renewal actually led to the demise of black

communities. The early urban renewal programs evidently also con-

tributed to the suburbanization of manufacturing and retail businesses.88

The effects were cumulative, leading to pervasive disinvestment not

just in inner-city economies but also in needed services such as hospitals

and medical clinics. As whites left the cities, doctors followed, and hospi-
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tals followed the doctors and the population. For blacks and Latinos liv-

ing in central cities, this was a devastating form of disaccumulation. Urban

hospitals not only provided a disproportionate share of the health care

received by blacks, they were “a source of employment, a provider of last

resort, and a center of the only remaining resources available to mount a

struggle against a spreading plague of poverty and despair.”89 Yet hospital

closings and relocations were disproportionately concentrated in black

and Latino communities. In neighborhoods where more than 75 percent

of the residents were black, 47 percent of the hospitals either closed or

relocated between 1937 and 1977. In neighborhoods that were less than 25

percent black, only 14 percent of hospitals closed or relocated.90

The grip of racial apartheid tightened at the very moment good high-

paying jobs were being pulled out of big cities. This not only contributed

to a spatial mismatch between jobs and residential location but also

intensified the consequences of poverty. Massey and Denton describe the

effects of racial segregation: “Concentrated poverty is created by a per-

nicious interaction between a group’s overall rate of poverty and its

degree of segregation in society. When a highly segregated group experi-

ences a high or rising rate of poverty, geographically concentrated

poverty is the inevitable result, and from this geographic concentration

of poverty follow a variety of other deleterious conditions.”91 One of the

mainstays of racialized poverty in the United States is residential segre-

gation, which by concentrating poverty accelerates disinvestment and

precipitates economic decline. It segregates poor blacks from the fruits of

economic growth and opportunity.

Convincing evidence demonstrates that when manufacturing declined

and industry moved from the central cities to the suburbs, poor blacks

suffered. James H. Johnson Jr. and Melvin Oliver conclude that central-

city blacks have been “substantially disadvantaged by their lack of access

to transportation and information on jobs in suburban locations.” While

this phenomenon is most pronounced in the declining cities of the coun-

try’s former industrial belt stretching from New England through the

Midwest, it is also true of the Sunbelt, which is booming economically.

Blacks suffered most in cities experiencing unbalanced growth—sharply

declining manufacturing work combined with jobs moving to the sub-

urbs. But black employment was also reduced in southern and western

cities that registered growth in manufacturing employment during the

1970s and 1980s.92 In fact, most of the good jobs were out of reach to the

poorest African Americans. Atlanta is a case in point. Employment there

grew by 43 percent, surpassing population growth, but most of these
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jobs were located in Atlanta’s white suburbs. Between 1970 and 1985,

manufacturing employment dropped precipitously in the central city

where two-thirds of all black Atlantans live. Even though the number of

employed blacks rose, the African American unemployment rate actually

increased slightly, while the white unemployment rate dropped.93

Despite this evidence, conservatives insist that the destructive conse-

quences of racial segregation and private disinvestment have been exag-

gerated. There are jobs in the ghetto, they say; the problem is that poor

African Americans will not take them. Poor blacks refuse to work in avail-

able jobs, at available wages. “Their refusal to lower their demands,”

Lawrence Mead lectures, “helps keep them jobless.”94

The notion that poor blacks have a high reservation wage—the low-

est wage at which they will accept a job—that causes them to turn down

work is inaccurate. It is true that black workers report high reservation

wages (but not higher than whites). However, recent studies indicate that

this does not translate into refusal to work. Whatever black workers

mean when say they will only work for high wages—one explanation is

that self-reported reservation wages reflect self-worth—their wage

demands do not affect the duration of unemployment.95 A more com-

pelling explanation for the persistently high levels of unemployment

among young black men is that they are placed at the bottom of labor

market queues by employers and are denied employment. This may

explain why, when economic growth is sufficiently robust, as it was until

the onset of the recent recession, employers hire workers they ordinarily

shun, and poor blacks move rapidly into the labor market.

This scenario is supported by solid evidence. Studies have clearly

established that employers hold extremely negative views of the quality

of inner-city residents and their employability. In a survey of employers

in four cities, Chris Tilly and his colleagues found that employers were

concerned about crime and violence and regarded the inner-city work-

force as inferior.96 Although there were legitimate concerns about lack of

skills, 33 percent of these employers said that blacks had poor motiva-

tion, about 15 percent thought they lacked appropriate communication

and interpersonal skills, and 20 percent thought blacks lacked necessary

education and training. Many employers used invidious racial stereo-

types to describe inner-city workers: hostile, indifferent, lazy, violent,

irresponsible, untrustworthy, and so forth. Black workers were invari-

ably depicted as the denizens of crime-ridden inner cities, the progeny of

welfare-dependent single mothers, and the products of inferior schools.97

Thus, the employers’ negative views of inner cities, spaces created by
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public officials, are then indiscriminately transferred to all workers in

America’s central cities regardless of their individual capabilities.

These employers’ perceptions are not necessarily mindless. Many

inner-city workers do lack the education and job skills sought by employ-

ers. The problem is that employers act on stereotypes instead of assess-

ing individual capabilities. It is therefore no surprise that Moss and Tilly

found that employers in all four cities hire disproportionate numbers of

white workers rather than black males.98 But there is good reason to

believe that these employers’ (mis)perceptions are more a function of the

state of the economy than of the skills of inner-city residents. Some

researchers have discovered that very tight labor markets partially

reverse discriminatory employment practices. As a result, young black

men were among the prime beneficiaries of the tight labor markets of the

1990s. There is also evidence that labor shortages increase employers’

willingness to hire black workers, particularly black women.99

Regardless of employers’ stereotypes of ghetto residents as a threat-

ening underclass, inner-city workers and their families are not poor

because they are social misfits, isolated from mainstream values.100 They

are poor because they are economically and politically isolated.

PUBLIC DISINVESTMENT AND SOCIAL WELFARE

The history of postwar ghettos is a history of public disinvestment. One

reason racial poverty gaps persist is that poor blacks and Latinos have

limited access to public resources. Most conservatives believe that wel-

fare payments promote poverty rather than reducing it. In their view,

public welfare payments induce dependency, erode self-discipline, permit

(if not cause) out-of-wedlock births, foster crime, and so on. Much of the

public apparently agrees and mistakenly believes that these policies ben-

efit only black families. The problem with government policy toward the

urban poor, however, is not that it has been too generous or that it con-

tributes to antisocial behavior. The problem is that it has always been

insufficient. 

Urban apartheid not only diverts private investment in housing and

businesses from inner cities; it also isolates African Americans politically.

Historically, ethnic diversity in big cities did not preclude united political

action, according to Dianne M. Pinderhughes. White ethnics lived in

close enough proximity to share resources—Polish, Italian, and Jewish

neighborhoods were never as segregated as black neighborhoods—and

assets allocated to one group more than likely benefited other groups.
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For example, Italian Americans could see themselves benefiting from

schools in Polish neighborhoods or voting for Irish politicians so long as

the streets were cleared of snow. But because many whites have chosen

to live in racially exclusive neighborhoods instead of integrated commu-

nities, city resources that are allocated to black neighborhoods benefit

only African Americans. In other words, there is no tangible basis for

political coalitions between blacks and other ethnics in most big cities.101

As a result, public resources have been drained out of inner-city commu-

nities. Because white politicians have little incentive to make new capital

investments in the inner city, when big cities faced fiscal constraints

beginning in the 1970s, they disproportionately applied retrenchment

policies to African American and Latino neighborhoods.102

Federal social policies began to compensate for inner-city capital and

income deficits in the 1960s. Most of the Johnson-era service programs

were targeted at inner-city communities, and they actually succeeded in

shifting resources to poor communities. This was mostly reversed, how-

ever, when the Nixon administration began to distribute federal funding

through block grants. Block grants impose few restrictions on how local

officials allocate federal aid. This made it possible to disperse federal

resources to middle-class communities (the suburbs, small towns in the

South) and allowed local politicians to distribute federal dollars to mid-

dle-class beneficiaries (this was particularly true of the Community

Development Block Grant program and the Comprehensive Employ-

ment and Training Act [CETA]). Thus, in 1968 only 20 percent of federal

aid went to cities with less than 100,000 residents; by 1976, however, the

amount had increased to 30 percent. Small counties located outside met-

ropolitan areas—read white suburbs—received much of the gain.

Converting Great Society employment training programs into block

grants permitted politicians to shift resources from poor blacks to unem-

ployed aerospace workers along with other middle-class workers. As a

result, fewer poor people were served by CETA’s job training component

than by Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society training programs.103

Federal aid was redirected to white middle-class constituencies at the

very moment when these social programs were being defunded in real

terms. Consequently, fewer dollars were spread across more beneficiar-

ies, diminishing the funds available to inner-city communities. The

Reagan administration continued to combine retrenchment with block

grants. After 1981, funding for Great Society service programs was

sharply reduced, and the remainder was shifted into block grants. For

example, at the same time that federal regulations governing the distri-
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bution of federal aid were loosened, funding for Title I of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), a program that provided federal

aid to inner-city schools, was reduced by 17 percent. According to one

estimate, federal grants to cities declined by 46 percent in real terms,

effectively withdrawing resources from black and Latino communities.104

Local officials also turned a blind eye to urban poverty, preferring to

cater to white (and increasingly to black) middle-class sensibilities. At the

same time they lobbied the federal government for bailouts, many cities

used tax revenues, bond issues, and other arcane and obscure fiscal

devices to fund downtown redevelopment schemes—conference centers,

malls, plazas, athletic stadiums—that provided few benefits that trickled

down to the poor. There is hardly any evidence to show that the urban

poor got many of the low-wage jobs generated by these projects.105

Federal social transfers to the urban poor became especially important

at that time because they replaced the disinvestment of physical and

human capital in inner-city communities. Contrary to conservative

dogma, expanded cash welfare and in-kind benefits such as food stamps

and Medicaid helped reduce poverty after the 1960s. They did not sus-

tain it. As inadequate as these payments were, they became the mainstays

of poor inner-city communities when other federal resources were with-

drawn in the 1970s. Excluding transfers and before taxes, the 1990

African American poverty rate was 39.7 percent. In the same year, the

poverty rate for white people was less than half that rate (17.7 percent).

Combining cash and noncash transfers such as food stamps and deduct-

ing taxes reduces the black poverty rate to 24.3 percent and the white

poverty rate to 9 percent.106 Thus, these transfers have a larger impact on

the white poor than the black poor, reducing poverty rates by almost half

among whites but by slightly more than one-third among blacks. The

reason is simple: blacks and whites benefit from very different kinds of

transfer programs. African Americans and Latinos are much more likely

to receive federal means-tested transfers that are available only to indi-

viduals and families whose income falls below a legal threshold. Whites,

on the other hand, typically receive universal benefits that are available

to anyone, regardless of their income. Both rich and poor receive social

security, but only the poor receive welfare.

While 74 percent of all African Americans who received federal social

transfers in 1988 were given means-tested benefits, only 35 percent got

universal, or non-income-tested benefits. In contrast, white beneficiaries

are much more likely to receive non-income-tested benefits (77 percent)

rather than means-tested benefits (29 percent).107 This difference is sig-
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nificant for two reasons. First, universal programs like social security

have more legitimacy than means-tested programs, which most whites

assume are designed for blacks and Latinos. This assumption is mis-

taken, of course, because until recently whites have always been a major-

ity or near majority of the beneficiaries of means-tested assistance like

welfare. Nevertheless, welfare, food stamps, and Medicaid—all means-

tested programs—are racially stigmatized. Since the 1950s public discus-

sions of welfare have been stamped with pejorative stereotypes of

African American women as promiscuous and lazy. There is compelling

evidence that people’s view of welfare is powerfully influenced by their

racial attitudes. Blacks have come to represent, at least among many

whites, the undeserving poor. For example, whites who believe that

African Americans are “lazy” are far more likely to favor cutting welfare

spending than those who reject this stereotype.108 Universal programs, on

the other hand, not only have higher benefits, which, unlike welfare ben-

efits, are typically indexed for inflation, but the beneficiaries are not stig-

matized. Most people presume they deserve their benefits.

Second, because of labor market discrimination, income-tested and

universal programs in the United States are racially bifurcated. U.S.

social insurance programs are based on wage-related eligibility criteria,

which means they reward full-time employment. As we have seen, how-

ever, labor market discrimination restricts the occupational mobility of

blacks or lowers their wages relative to white workers. The result is that

black workers receive lower benefits from these programs or their eligi-

bility is restricted. 

These consequences become apparent when we compare the ratio of

median black income to median white income with respect to whether it

is derived from wages, income-tested transfers, or universal payments.

The wage income of all black families is about two-thirds that of all

white families, and black income from property is just one-third the

amount whites receive from that source. Public cash transfers raise the

income of blacks relative to whites, but only marginally so in the case of

social insurance. The ratio of black to white median income from welfare

payments is 94 percent, almost parity. When one looks at social security,

however, the ratio is 68 percent, only slightly higher than the black-white

wage ratio.109 This is because blacks receive lower wages relative to

whites, a result of the wage and occupational discrimination we have

documented. Moreover, because the black unemployment rate has been

two to two and one-half times the white unemployment rate since the

early 1950s, blacks’ access to unemployment compensation and middle-
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class social programs has eroded, leaving AFDC and other welfare pro-

grams as their main safety net. Black unemployment rates have been at

least twice the rate of whites, even during the 1990s economic boom. But

despite their higher rates of unemployment, only 23 percent of the black

unemployed received unemployment compensation in 1996. In compar-

ison, 38 percent of all unemployed white workers benefited from unem-

ployment compensation.

Despite the significant growth of the black middle class since the early

1970s, the racial stratification of American social policy has persisted.110

Poor whites are much more likely to be lifted out of poverty by univer-

sal programs than poor blacks. Among whites in the bottom income

quintile, almost two-fifths were helped by social security payments, as

compared to less than one-fifth of low-income blacks. These programs

have had a proportionately greater impact on reducing poverty among

whites than among blacks. Universal cash transfers like social security

reduce the white poverty rate by 34 percent. They lower the black

poverty rate, however, by only 13 percent.111

Conservatives ignore the effects of public disinvestment on inner-city

communities. Instead, they focus on the difference marital status makes

in poverty rates between black and white women and how white women

are much better off. This focus is misguided. Compared to African

American women—especially black women who are single, never-mar-

ried mothers—the lower poverty rates of white women have less to do

with their state of matrimony than with their greater access to a broad

range of public cash transfers. White single mothers are more likely to

receive income from a wide array of public social transfers—including

veterans’ payments, unemployment compensation, and, more impor-

tantly, social security—than black single mothers, who are extraordi-

narily dependent on AFDC payments and other income-tested programs

that provide lower benefits. Some evidence, moreover, suggests that cash

transfers are more likely to lift white women and their children out of

poverty than they are black women or Latinas.112

The 1996 welfare law that replaced AFDC with a time-limited cash

transfer and stringent work requirements has deepened the racial divide

at the heart of the U.S. welfare state. Although the new welfare law has

changed significantly the lives of all poor women, it has had very differ-

ent consequences for black and white single mothers. Racist stereotypes

and the politically motivated manipulation of the issue of race and wel-

fare underlie both the origins and implementation of welfare reform.

Reliable survey evidence documents that white racial attitudes are one of
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the most important factors underlying white support for “get tough”

welfare policies like time limited benefits and family caps, policies that

deny benefits to women who become pregnant while receiving welfare.

Moreover, states in which African Americans and Latinos are a high

proportion of the caseload were significantly more likely to adopt strin-

gent time limits on benefits, tough family caps, and to impose strict sanc-

tions on recipients for violations of the new program rules.113 And there

is evidence that welfare administrators and social workers have treated

black women very differently than white women: in one state black

mothers were denied needed transportation assistance that was readily

given to white mothers.114 Race is obviously not the only cause of welfare

reform, but it is far and away one of the most important.

Ironically, welfare reform has resulted in a program that now dispro-

portionately serves only black and Latino women. The number of

women receiving welfare has dropped precipitously since the law was

enacted, but white women are leaving the welfare rolls much more

quickly than black women are. As a result, in some states black women

now make up a much larger proportion of women on welfare rolls than

before welfare reform. While the reasons for this change are not yet

clear, one can infer from available evidence that the differences have less

to do with marriage rates than with the differential treatment black and

white women receive from employers. Black women face substantial

racial and geographical barriers to employment. They are also dispro-

portionately subject to sanctions for violation of program rules. Blacks

are far more likely to live in states that impose strict sanctions than

whites, and as a result almost two-thirds of black recipients of TANF

(Temporary Assistance to Needy Families) benefits in 1999 had been

sanctioned compared to just half of white recipients.115

Welfare reform may actually contribute to public disinvestment in

impoverished black and Latino inner-city communities. Because welfare

reform limits federal spending and gives state and local officials sub-

stantial leeway in distributing funds through block grants, it is quite pos-

sible that poor inner-city communities, where the most poor black and

Latina mothers live, will receive insufficient resources for child care,

employment training, and other services just as they did during the 1970s

and 1980s.116 Welfare reform has done little to overcome the racial

inequalities embedded in federal social policies and even less to remedy

black poverty.

Despite what conservatives imagine, the remedy for poverty in black

communities is not marriage licenses. A far more compelling explanation
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for deep and persistent poverty among African Americans at the begin-

ning of the twenty-first century is the combined consequences of labor

market discrimination, wage inequality, stagnant economic growth,

urban apartheid, and public disinvestment in poor black communities.

THE WAGES OF DISCRIMINATION

Many racial realists and conservatives believe that white racism no

longer causes racial inequality. As they see it, racial stratification is pro-

duced by the failure of individuals to work hard, go to school, get mar-

ried, and stay out of trouble. In this narrative, affirmative action and

other race-specific policies are not only unfair, they also interfere with

market rationality. A crucial piece of evidence for this proposition is that

African Americans made most of their economic progress before the civil

rights revolution, not as a result of it. According to this view, it was edu-

cation, not race-conscious policies, that led to black occupational and

wage gains.

Our reading of history leads us to a very different conclusion. Because

their evidence is weak, we are not persuaded by the conservative or racial

realist explanation for durable racial inequality and persistent poverty

among black Americans. Although opinion surveys indicate that racial

prejudice has declined, competition between black and white workers

over jobs was as important in shaping the post–World War II economic

fortunes of African Americans as it was before the war. The evidence

indicates that at two crucial points in this history, white workers received

advantages in the labor market that substantially disadvantaged black

workers. One occurred in the struggle over white-collar and skilled jobs

after World War II when job ceilings and seniority rules were manipu-

lated to restrict educated black workers to unskilled jobs. The other took

place in the 1980s when black and white workers were displaced from

manufacturing jobs and scrambled for new jobs. Blacks lost this contest.

As a careful reading of recent American history strongly suggests, labor

market discrimination is more subtle today than it was in the 1920s,

when white workers openly barred black workers from factory work

and businessmen played the two races off against each other. The under-

lying dynamics, however, are very much the same.

In addition to the advantages white workers gained on the job market,

the evidence shows that being white gave them a significant edge when

they sought public social benefits and subsidies. Clearly, as the white

middle class climbed the social ladder in the postwar period, they were
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aided by various kinds of handouts from federal bureaucrats. Indeed, the

white middle class has routinely been subsidized by public social policies,

regardless of whether the aid is in the form of the tangible benefits of

housing and veterans’ policies in the 1950s, the extensive protection

white workers received from employer-provided health and pension pro-

grams, or the broadly accessible non-income-tested cash transfers. These

policies not only provided a safety net; they were also instrumental to the

accumulation of white wealth. At the same time, limiting the access of

black families to these policies in combination with public and private

disinvestment in black communities, mainly big-city ghettos, has deep-

ened the racial gap in income and wealth. In sum, the advantages

received by whites from job markets and the welfare state were critical to

establishing patterns of accumulation for them and of disaccumulation

for blacks.

White Americans cannot see the advantages they gain from this

arrangement. A widely accepted American belief that attributes white

economic progress to individual success and black failure to government

intervention hides white advantages in the U.S. welfare state. Many

whites are therefore hostile to welfare and affirmative action because

they believe these policies violate deeply held American values. They

define their individualism in opposition to blacks who they presume do

not share their middle-class values. This kind of self-concept “sustains

whites’ illusions about their own independence and obscures the advan-

tages they receive from federal social policies by seeing blacks’ ties to the

welfare state as being based on ‘dependence’ and individual ‘failure.’”117

Optimistic talk about America being a color-blind society may provide

aid and comfort to those who mouth this tale. But it has little to do with

reality.

When asked how they would attack black poverty and racial inequal-

ity, most whites and many blacks immediately mention education. No

one seriously denies the importance of education at a time when those

without a college education languish in low-wage, dead-end jobs. Yet

rather than seeking to expand opportunities in higher education for

blacks and Latinos, racial realists and conservatives call for eliminating

preferential admissions to college and fixing a flawed system of public

education with school vouchers. We now turn to the conservative cri-

tique of race and education.
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Keeping Blacks in Their Place
Race, Education, and Testing

104

Nothing in the debate over affirmative action arouses so much passion

as the topic of racial preferences in college admissions. Many whites

feel admissions procedures that take race into account are unfair and

counterproductive. They think that admitting African Americans with

mediocre SAT scores to elite schools instead of white students with supe-

rior SAT scores is obviously the result of a double standard. They also

believe strongly that the policy makes no sense when a superior college

education has become the major pathway to wealth and status. Students

should be admitted to colleges, they feel, solely on the basis of merit as

measured by test scores, regardless of the consequences. And if black and

Latino student numbers at elite colleges and universities decline, then so

be it. 

Racial realists and conservatives are persuaded that the black-white

test gap is the main obstruction to black economic progress. The test gap

indicates, they argue, that the cognitive ability of many blacks is weak

and is therefore the main reason their wages and income lag behind

whites. Today, argues Ronald Ferguson, the “most important disparities

in opportunity may occur before young people even enter the labor mar-

ket—in the provision of schooling and other resources that influence

skill building and the socialization of youth.”1 But how could the same

educational system that was fundamental to black educational progress

in the past now be failing the African American community? 

Conservatives typically respond that public education currently fails

to prepare the majority of African Americans for college and that

attempts by colleges to compensate for this inadequacy through affir-

mative action are doomed to failure. What is more, conservatives



believe that the failure of public education to put blacks on a competi-

tive footing is partly the fault of white liberals and civil rights organiza-

tions that refuse to demand and implement high standards for black

children and their teachers and that also push for affirmative action. As

conservatives see it, this does no one any good, least of all blacks,

because race-conscious admissions bring African Americans into aca-

demic situations for which they are not adequately prepared, causing

them to drop out at rates far in excess of better-prepared white and

Asian American students. If universities applied the same admissions

standard for blacks as they do for others, many conservatives assert,

they would likely reach that standard. And reaching it, they would do

as well in college as whites.

This argument is seductive. And it is widely accepted among white

Americans, since it squares with commonly held perceptions about merit,

fairness, and individual effort in American society. It also dovetails with

a set of partial truths. Black success in the post–World War II period is

due partly to closing the black-white education gap. Blacks did make

large relative gains in education between 1940 and 1980. And many

African Americans do attend poorer schools than whites, which does

explain some disparities in black-white educational performance. Blacks

do have lower college graduation rates than whites, and this is due in

part to the lower quality of educational preparation they receive. But

these partial truths do not prove that public education has failed or that

affirmative action is futile.

In America in Black and White, the Thernstroms summarize the argu-

ment made by conservatives such as Milton Friedman, Thomas Sowell,

Charles Murray and Richard Herrnstein, Dinesh D’Souza, Shelby Steele,

William Bennett, and most recently, by a group the Hoover Institution

assembled to critique American public education and propose conserva-

tive alternatives.2 But in order to make their case against public educa-

tion, conservatives have to make huge leaps over stubborn facts. America

is portrayed as a society in which the only remaining discrimination

favors disadvantaged minorities. To do this, however, they ignore the

past legacy of segregation and negative imagery of African Americans

that is embedded in schools, colleges, and the labor market. Murray and

Herrnstein, in The Bell Curve, and the Thernstroms, for example, claim

that teenage achievement test scores, such as the SAT or achievement

tests given as part of national surveys, are excellent predictors of future

success. But to make this claim they have to assume that college educa-

tion makes no difference to economic success. They also have to over-
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look the significant variability in both white and African American

accomplishments across higher education institutions. 

These authors’ repeated misuse of empirical data is particularly trou-

bling in this regard. It is not clear whether they really do not understand

the quantitative data sufficiently or whether they misuse it intentionally

because they assume their readers are statistically unsophisticated. In

either case, they spin a story that appeals to stereotypes, raises the wrong

questions, and provides many wrong answers.

Conservative think tanks commonly make most, if not all, of the

arguments regarding public education and affirmative action. When they

discuss race, conservatives seem less concerned with improving the edu-

cation and incomes of disadvantaged minorities and more with weaken-

ing the “public” in public primary and secondary education and pre-

serving access to elite universities for the (mainly white) upper middle

class. These discussions discount the hostile environment faced by blacks

in historically white universities, blacks’ lower social class standing com-

pared to whites attending historically white universities, and the tremen-

dous variation in black and white academic success across classes,

schools, and universities, both public and private. Many conservative

critics tacitly assume that employers, universities, and other “buyers” of

high school graduates agree that “better” and “worse” high school grad-

uates can be measured by test scores and grades. This is true, they assert,

because employers and universities clearly seek to maximize economic

productivity, and this objective can be achieved only when high school

graduates with higher test scores and grades are accepted into colleges

and jobs. Implicitly, then, any effort to increase the educational attain-

ment or earnings of blacks relative to whites is doomed unless blacks

begin to do significantly better (as measured by tests) in primary and sec-

ondary schools. 

But is admitting students to college strictly on the basis of a college

entrance exam such as the SAT or American College Test (ACT) and

high school grades likely to result in the highest graduation rates, or the

best group of graduates? Will a higher education system that heavily

weights the SAT or ACT tests in admissions produce citizens with a

vision of a just society? Is it not possible that college itself can play an

important role in transforming entering students into better economic

performers and more effective citizens? The conservative answers to

these questions would postpone black (and Latino) access to higher edu-

cation for many years. They would shift responsibility for the educa-

tional success of African Americans from colleges to academic prepara-
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tion in primary and secondary schools. No doubt, better preparation at

the primary and secondary levels would increase blacks’ success in insti-

tutions of higher education. But this proposal ignores a troubling real-

ity: historically and presently, only about one-half of all students (white,

black, Asian American, and Latino) who attend four-year colleges grad-

uate. To place the primary responsibility for college success on primary

and secondary schools, therefore, absolves higher education of similar

institutional responsibility. If colleges are not simply to legitimize “nat-

ural selection” but rather to add value to student learning, then one

would expect some colleges to do better than others in helping students

succeed. Thus, it is worth asking why blacks (and whites) are so much

more likely to graduate in some institutions of higher education than in

others. If we regularly scrutinize the performance of primary and sec-

ondary schools, we can certainly demand the same accountability from

universities. 

We therefore offer an alternative and more creative approach to the

question of why an education gap persists between blacks and whites. By

focusing on different graduation rates between universities, we can see an

alternative to the policy judgment proposed by conservatives. Even as

efforts are made to improve the schools of low-income children by rais-

ing standards and improving teaching, universities can be encouraged to

admit more African Americans (as well as other low-income students)

and to be more accountable for their progress. 

THE CONSERVATIVE CRITIQUE OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The conservatives’ judgment of American public education is mixed.

They note that black students made extraordinary gains in reading and

math proficiency in the 1970s and 1980s. Yet they also point out that

public education is not delivering the high-quality education it should,

especially given the vast sums of taxpayers’ dollars invested over the past

two decades. Blacks’ test scores relative to whites’, moreover, retreated in

the 1990s, leaving blacks considerably behind whites by the middle of

the decade.3

According to the conservatives, public schools have failed to educate

African Americans because teachers, school administrators, and politi-

cians are wedded to a liberal ideology that is too “subjective.” This ide-

ology permits public educators and their political allies to apologize for

poor performance and cater to the very stereotypes and uniqueness that

African Americans (should) want to escape. Liberal educational ideology,
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they insist, lacks fixed (and high) standards and is devoid of the moral

backbone needed to enforce those standards.

When we say that American education in general is in trouble, we have in

mind the degree to which American students lag behind their peers in other

countries—which we see as the result of a misguided educational culture.

That culture stresses acquiring the tools to learn rather than covering

specific subject material, allowing children to explore what interests them

rather than using teachers to convey knowledge. It celebrates the uniqueness

of individual children and the ethnic or racial group to which they belong,

such that common academic standards, standardized tests, and grades are

disdained as part of a culturally biased and judgmental package.4

Whatever the kernel of truth in this argument, it misrepresents a more

complex reality. The problem is partly empirical. The Thernstroms are

unable to cite any concrete evidence that a “misguided educational cul-

ture” is to blame for poor student performance in the United States as

compared to other countries. They are unable to find a source because,

according to international tests, American students actually do well in

the primary grades compared to students in other countries, but they fall

down in math (not in science and reading) in later grades. This has less

to do with a misguided culture than with teacher training in math, a

superficial math curriculum, and possibly a tracking policy that pre-

cludes many American students (not just blacks) from learning any alge-

bra and geometry in middle school.5 Even in math, though, students in

states like Iowa do as well as those in the very highest scoring countries

such as Korea. Iowa does not emphasize common academic standards

and standardized tests. Further, the creativity American schools empha-

size (children exploring what interests them) is now the envy of the Asian

school systems that focus heavily on a standardized “package of knowl-

edge” that, conservatives think, allows students to excel on tests. 

Nor do conservatives provide very convincing evidence for why

African Americans’ reading test scores began to fall after 1988. In the

Thernstroms’ estimation, for example, the main reasons were “social

disorder coupled with self-esteem strategies and Afrocentric fantasies

that entail low academic standards and insufficient attention to core sub-

jects. Condescending policies masquerading as racially sensitive ones . . .

have made a bad situation worse. Blacks and whites, working together,

have conspired to rob black children of a fundamental civil right—access

to quality education.”6

Once again, there is some truth to these conclusions. It is the simplis-

tic causality that is misleading. Social disorder has increased in schools
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since the 1980s, but mainly in high schools. The leveling off and decline

in reading test scores in the early 1990s, however, occurred among nine-

and thirteen-year-olds as well as seventeen-year-olds. Math scores for

nine-year-olds, on the other hand, have continued to rise for both blacks

and whites. Teachers do have lower expectations of black students (most

teachers of black children are, indeed, white), and this undoubtedly con-

tributes to lower learning gains for blacks. But black children begin

school with much lower test scores than whites. It would take a major

investment well before school starts to reduce this initial difference.

Thus, even if black children were given access to exactly the same qual-

ity education as whites, significant test score differences would probably

exist at the end of the schooling process. 

A recent book edited by Christopher Jencks and Meredith Phillips

explores some possible reasons for the difference between black and

white test scores.7 No one really knows why blacks’ test performance

went up as much it did in the late 1970s and in the 1980s, though declin-

ing poverty rates and substantially improved schooling for blacks in the

South in the 1970s certainly contributed to the improved test scores. Nor

does anyone know why blacks’ test scores then stagnated or declined

(depending on the age group and the test) in the early 1990s. In America

in Black and White, the Thernstroms focus on lower reading scores for

blacks relative to whites in the 1990s. Even though the math score gap

also widened slightly in the 1990s, they ignore the fact that blacks con-

tinue to make math score gains. And they have nothing to say about the

recovery of reading scores for young blacks in the middle and late 1990s.8

Certainly, the reasons cited by the Thernstroms to explain the failure of

schools to raise reading scores after 1988 should apply to math as well.

It is fair to say that blacks did not make gains as rapid as whites on

national tests, and that should be of great concern. Yet it is also clear that

in cities where the gap has substantially diminished, school systems have

invested heavily in preschool and after-school programs and smaller

classes, improvements already available to many white suburban chil-

dren.9 The investment in these programs, especially in good preschool

education, may also be related to improved nutrition and preventive

health care, important ingredients for improved performance in school.

Conservatives see the success of Catholic schools in raising the

achievement scores of low-income black students as a way of closing the

test score gap. But no convincing evidence exists to justify their faith in

Catholic school education. The two best-known studies of Catholic

school–public school test score differences analyzed these differences for
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high school students who graduated in the early 1980s.10 The same kind

of longitudinal data that measure the relative differences in scores

between black and white children who attend Catholic and public pri-

mary schools does not exist. Cross-section studies, however, do indicate

that children attending Catholic primary schools do no better than chil-

dren of similar backgrounds in public schools.11 Therefore, one cannot

make any empirical claims about the superiority of Catholic primary

schools. Despite this lack of evidence, conservatives maintain that much

of the test score gap would disappear if we just sent black children to

Catholic-like schools at any level.

If one compares students from the same socioeconomic background,

the differences in achievement gains between students in Catholic and

public secondary schools are positive, although very small.12 For stu-

dents with similar achievement scores, attending a Catholic high school

rather than a public high school apparently makes a much bigger differ-

ence in graduation rates and the likelihood of attending college.13

Conservatives attribute these discrepancies to the more rigorous aca-

demic requirements in Catholic high schools. But the differences could

just as well be related to the priority Catholic high schools place on get-

ting their students into college and their ability to remove students who

refuse to meet their academic requirements. A number of Catholic high

schools, moreover, are explicitly selective. They try to recruit only the

most committed minority students to complement their largely white

middle-class and working-class clientele. 

A better explanation of differences in student achievement is the qual-

ity of teaching the students receive. Researchers are finding that much of

the difference in achievement among children from similar socioeco-

nomic backgrounds occurs between different teachers’ classrooms.

Steven Rivkin, Eric Hanushek, and John Kain, for example, used longi-

tudinal data on Texas pupils to show that “unobserved teacher charac-

teristics” explain relatively large differences in student performance.14

Also using data from Texas, Ronald F. Ferguson demonstrated that stu-

dent achievement is positively related to teacher scores on recertification

tests.15 But higher test scores are not the only reason some teachers are

better than others. Good teachers are essential to the learning experience,

and unless the quality of teaching improves, it is difficult to imagine that

children from low-income backgrounds, whether black or white or

brown, will receive a good education. It is not at all certain, however,

that simply testing teachers will provide the high-quality teachers that are

necessary for extensively improving primary and secondary education
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for black and Latino students. We now have strong evidence from a lon-

gitudinal study of teachers in New York State that teachers who have

higher test scores, who have attended higher-quality colleges and univer-

sities, and who have more experience teaching, mainly teach upper mid-

dle-class students, very few of whom are black and Latino.16 This is quite

likely the pattern in most states. 

This may seem obvious. Conservatives might even agree. But they are

so preoccupied with blaming civil rights groups, white liberals, and pub-

lic education that they refuse to confront one of the toughest issues fac-

ing educators: how will better teachers (the ones who not only have

higher expectations for black children but are also able to teach them

effectively) be recruited into schools with high proportions of low-

income black and Latino students? 

Parochial schools may not be a viable model. Catholic schools pay

teachers less than public schools; they also have somewhat larger class

sizes. But they can also create a more teacher-friendly environment by

forcing troublesome children to leave a school. So long as a relatively

small proportion of American children attend Catholic schools, teachers

who are willing to work for lower pay will be found because some of

them are committed to Catholic education or like working in a school

environment that controls the nature of the student body. Nevertheless,

Catholic school principals acknowledge that it is not easy to find good

teachers because of the low pay.17 And contradicting previously flawed

research, a recent study by Susanna Loeb and Marianne Page indicates

that student achievement is positively related to teacher pay.18

Conservatives disagree, often countering that student achievement

depends on qualified teachers who are tested and not permitted to teach

unless they pass. In the abstract, this seems logical. Even though SAT-

level verbal ability and mathematical skills tests might be inappropriate

for many other jobs, they seem relevant for teachers who should be able

to pass these tests if they are to teach language arts and math, even to

early primary school children. This logic may be correct for new teach-

ers. It is not true of educators with long years of classroom experience.

Indeed, basic skills tests may not fairly assess experienced teachers’ edu-

cational skills or their effectiveness in promoting student learning, par-

ticularly in the lower grades. And in the higher grades, it makes sense to

test teachers only in the subject matter they teach. 

On the other hand, requiring new teachers to pass a test may raise

scores, since they will most likely prepare for it if they want to become

teachers. Ronald Ferguson’s analysis of Alabama’s teacher certification
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test shows that black teachers’ basic skills rose relative to those of white

teachers when the test was implemented. However, while testing teach-

ers raises basic skills, it also has economic implications that conservative

critics of teacher quality are unwilling to face. Connecticut’s experience

reveals that increasing starting salaries substantially helps to raise the

quality (as measured by average SAT scores) of the new teachers being

recruited. This is particularly true in a labor market where professional

women’s real wages have risen substantially in the past twenty years.

Greater emphasis on standards and testing, conservatives might reply,

would probably draw attention to the poor quality of education low-

income students receive, and this negative publicity might improve edu-

cational delivery. But this strategy depends on strong intervention by

centralized public bureaucracies. And this, of course, directly contradicts

another conservative strategy for educational reform: the call for public

education authorities to decentralize their operations and leave educa-

tion to private and local providers.

The Texas and North Carolina cases are enlightening in this context.

These two states raised test scores substantially among black and Latino

students, the lowest-scoring groups in the past five years. This success is

partly attributable to teaching the test, which is a plus if the main goal is

to improve basic skills. But the major lesson to be learned from the Texas

and North Carolina experiences is that the entire school system had to be

organized around increasing test scores. An active, state-level public

bureaucracy operating over a long period of time was required to man-

age this systemic reform.19

Whether this strategy will improve higher-order problem-solving skills

may be another story. The results in Texas suggest that increasing scores

on basic skills tests might not be transferable to learning harder subjects

such as algebra, or to substantially reducing high school dropout rates.

The Texas and North Carolina results also indicate that the conserva-

tives’ belief that “disciplined, tough education” can achieve large and

efficient gains in schooling is much too simplistic to be useful for serious

educational change. 

The most obvious problem with the conservative critique of public

education is that it completely ignores the most stubborn stumbling

block to any serious reform. Given the historically and consistently inad-

equate and segregated education experienced by African Americans, why

should anyone expect (white) American society to suddenly reverse its

priorities and provide quality educational opportunity, particularly

because any reasonably effective reform will be exceedingly expensive?
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Conservatives hold American public education responsible for blacks’

poor performance and point to private institutions as an alternative. But

why should one believe that private education would better serve African

Americans? African Americans have not previously been treated more

fairly by the business sector than the public sector. The private sector has

no history of demanding fairer and better treatment for African

Americans, or better housing or more resources for education or health

care. Something far more radical than private schooling or testing teach-

ers is therefore necessary if the quality of education is to be improved for

most African American children. 

Even in states like Texas and North Carolina, where black children

are doing much better at acquiring basic skills than five years ago, the

next round of educational improvement for minorities will be exceed-

ingly difficult. Although state legislatures are ready to force public

schools to teach basic skills more efficiently, they hardly seem ready to

seriously increase the quality of teaching for minority children if that

raises educational costs. What price are conservatives willing to pay to

make schools for black and Latino children as good as suburban white

schools? 

The conservative conception of education problems is fabricated. It

has very little relation to the social and political reality faced by the

majority of black, Latino, and poor white students. While conservatives

and racial realists correctly point out that the educational system has dis-

regarded minority student needs, this failure is not because of a liberal

racism that excuses black failure or teacher laziness. Rather, it is deeply

rooted in American politics, the same politics that allowed the Texas edu-

cational system to remain de facto segregated until the 1980s, and per-

mitted Kentucky schools in Appalachia to underserve children until the

1990s. Promoting “tough-minded” privately run education in north

Houston or eastern Kentucky may or may not be a good idea. But it will

not bring about significant change in either educational practices or stu-

dent performance without major changes in American political commit-

ment to black and Latino economic opportunity.

TEST SCORES, PREFERENTIAL ADMISSIONS, AND EARNINGS

Conservative opposition to color-conscious affirmative action in higher

education is widespread. Implying that this policy is widely practiced

throughout the postsecondary system and rewards people who need it

least, the Thernstroms’ critique is typical. Black beneficiaries, they sug-
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gest, come from affluent middle-class families; they are the “pampered

children of black millionaires taking college seats that ought to go the

hard-working offspring of white plumbers.”20

This assessment is misleading. The argument over race and college

admissions is actually about who will attend a relatively few elite col-

leges and universities. The notion that affirmative action is a widespread

practice in American colleges is subverted when one recognizes that

most colleges (the bottom 60 percent as ranked by SAT scores) do not

use race or ethnicity as a criterion of admission.21 These are the schools

that admit the vast majority of African Americans and Latinos. Only a

small percentage of “disadvantaged minorities” attend upper-tier col-

leges and universities.

Affirmative action for blacks and Latinos in higher education is lim-

ited to the top 40 percent of colleges ranked by average SAT score. And

even then, being black or Latino is an advantage at these colleges only

after grades, test scores, and gender have been taken into account. The

estimated advantage of affirmative action for African Americans in col-

leges ranked in the fourth quintile (the second-highest 20 percent) is

small. For the 1982 black high school senior cohort there was about a 3-

percentage-point advantage; the effect for Latinos was negligible.22 The

advantage of being black also declined sharply between 1972 and 1992 in

first-tier colleges. In the 1970s, blacks with a given set of test scores and

grades had a 13 percent greater likelihood of being admitted to these

schools; that bonus dropped to a 5 percent greater likelihood in the

1990s.23

Eliminating affirmative action from college admissions largely affects

students applying to upper-tier schools. Based on the admissions proce-

dures of five selective institutions, Bowen and Bok estimated that the cur-

rent number of black students would fall from 7.1 percent to 2.1 percent

if color-conscious admissions policies were ended. Their estimate was

close to the mark. When the regents of the University of California elim-

inated race from consideration in admissions decisions, the proportion of

black freshmen at Berkeley fell from 6.8 percent to 2.4 percent between

1996 and 1997.24

Conservatives claim that by using race as a factor in admissions, affir-

mative action dilutes and perverts the university’s academic objectives. It

punishes white and Asian American students because they are denied

access to top-tier universities. And, just as important, the policy hurts

black students, the intended recipients of these efforts. “When colleges

attempt to display their social commitment by admitting ‘high risk’ stu-
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dents from minority groups,” the Thernstroms write, “it is the students

who suffer when the risks don’t pan out.”25 They say that the lower

admissions standards highlight students’ racial differences.

As of 1994, black undergraduates were entering Stanford with a combined

SAT score of 1,164—a very good score by national standards, putting them

in the top sixth of all test-takers in the country. But their white classmates

had been admitted with a 1,335 average, placing them in the top 3 percent

of all students nationally. As Shelby Steele has argued, black students pay a

heavy price for their letters of acceptance on the basis of lower academic

standards. To begin with, the affirmative action programs call attention to

racial differences—they heighten racial consciousness. And then, too, they

reinforce the myth of black inferiority.26

The conservative argument against color-conscious admissions is that

blacks have lower graduation rates than whites. Because African

Americans at elite colleges take longer to graduate than whites, critics of

affirmative action claim that blacks would be better served if they

attended less selective schools rather than competing in an environment

for which they are “underqualified.” The Berkeley case is a favorite of

affirmative action critics. In the 1980s, according to the Thernstroms, 84

percent of whites and 88 percent of Asians graduated within six years of

matriculation. On the other hand, only 59 percent of blacks graduated

within six years, and this, the Thernstroms claim, is logically due to “the

inadequate academic skills with which African American students

arrived as a result of preferential admissions.”27 The results at other elite

colleges and universities are much less extreme, but they all show that

blacks and Latinos have lower graduation rates than whites and Asians.

The Thernstroms infer from this evidence that graduation rates would

rise for black and Latino students if they attended colleges and universi-

ties with less competitive academic environments. Since blacks and

Latinos admitted under affirmative action criteria with low test scores do

not “fit,” they are worse off than they would have been had they

enrolled at more appropriate academic settings. Society suffers as well,

the Thernstroms conclude, because blacks or Latinos admitted under

affirmative action take the place of white or Asian students with higher

test scores who would therefore benefit more from an elite education.

The implication is obvious: African Americans attending institutions

with lower average SAT scores will graduate at a faster rate than blacks

admitted to elite colleges and universities, where the average test scores

of whites range from almost 300 points higher (Berkeley) to 100 points

higher (Harvard). But Bowen and Bok’s data indicate the opposite is
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true. For whites who matriculated in 1989 at twenty-eight elite colleges

(Berkeley was not in the sample), the average graduation rate in the six

years after matriculation was 86 percent. For Latinos it was 81 percent,

and for blacks it was 75 percent. The comparison with graduation rates

for whites in three hundred NCAA Division I colleges and universities is

instructive in this regard. Six years after matriculation, 59 percent of the

whites had graduated and 40 percent of the blacks. One can infer from

these data that the higher their test scores the more likely whites, blacks,

and Latinos are to graduate from college. But one cannot conclude that

sending blacks to lower-scoring colleges raises graduation rates. Some-

thing other than test scores is at work here. Bowen and Bok argue that

“inability to do the work is often much less important than loss of moti-

vation, dissatisfaction with campus life, changing career interests, family

problems, financial difficulties, and poor health.”28

Actually, attending selective colleges has a positive, rather than a neg-

ative, effect on graduation. Using longitudinal data from the High

School and Beyond Survey of 1982 high school seniors, Thomas Kane

showed that for a given test score, once race is held constant, a student

is 3 percent more likely to graduate from a selective college. This flatly

contradicts previous research (with the class of 1972) showing that

admission to an elite college had a positive effect on white graduation

rates and a negative effect on black graduation rates.29 Kane discounts

these earlier findings because the high proportion of blacks in the class

of 1972 that attended less selective (lower SAT scores) historically black

colleges biased the results. In the 1980s, blacks attending historically

black institutions had graduation rates 17 percent higher than those of

minority students with similar records in historically white schools.

When graduation rates take into account attendance at historically

black colleges, Kane found that attending a selective historically white

institution has about the same effect on blacks and Latino students as

on whites and Asians. In fact, these students were 4.5 percent more

likely to graduate than those with similar test scores who attended less

selective schools. This evidence means that selective colleges create an

environment that is more supportive of all their students, including

blacks and Latinos. Indeed, Kane’s analysis demonstrates that the lower

individual students’ SAT scores, the greater the effect of attending a

more selective school on graduation rates. In Kane’s words, “Since

studying at a selective college surely puts students at some competitive

disadvantage relative to their classmates, this finding suggests that such

colleges have offsetting advantages.”30
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Critics of affirmative action often highlight UC Berkeley’s unusual

dropout figures, perhaps because these data sustain their argument

against color-conscious admissions policies. But, as the Thernstroms

explicitly admit, Berkeley in the 1980s was not typical of selective col-

leges.31 “In none of the elite schools,” they write, “is dropping out a huge

problem.”32 Nevertheless, despite this disclaimer, they insist that even if

dropout rates are relatively low for all students at selective schools,

somehow blacks are getting a bad deal because they are in over their

heads. As they put it, “None of them can boast no racial gap in gradua-

tion rates. . . . It is difficult to doubt that there is a connection between

the academic double standards in the admission procedures of these

schools and the differences in academic outcomes.”33 (Emphasis added.)

Once again the empirical world is much more complicated than con-

servatives render it. Graduation rates at selective colleges are, indeed,

related to SAT scores, especially to the math SAT. Students with math

scores of less than 550 graduate at about an 82 percent rate in six years

of matriculation, while those with scores of 650 or more graduate at

about a 93 percent rate.34 But graduation rates for African Americans are

lower than white rates at every level of math test score, and for black

men there seems to be little positive relation between math SAT score

and graduation rate. This is confirmed by a recent study of students

entering UC Berkeley in 1988. It showed there is no correlation between

eventual graduation rates of African American students and their SAT

scores.35 Also, men of both races have significantly lower graduation

rates than their female counterparts at every level of SAT score.36 It is

doubtful, however, that conservatives would conclude that selective col-

leges should therefore admit fewer men of all races and more women

because their graduation rates are higher for a given test score.

Clearly other factors play a more important role than test scores in

determining graduation rates. Dalton Conley has shown that the two most

important predictors of college graduation are whether a student’s parents

are college graduates and the net worth of the student’s household.37

Economic support is far more important in explaining college graduation

rates than race. White students in virtually every American university

receive far more economic support from their families than do black stu-

dents attending the same institution. In the case of UC Berkeley, for exam-

ple, 1996 data show that the median family income of Anglo students was

about $80,000, for Asian American students it was $70,000, and for

African American and Latino students it was less than $35,000.38 Since

blacks earn less than whites at every educational level, we can assume that
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financial support for black students throughout the higher education sys-

tem is lower than for white students. Moreover, as we documented earlier,

black households have substantially less wealth than white households.

Home equity turns out to be the most important asset used to finance col-

lege; it is also a strong predictor of college graduation. The much lower

home ownership rates for blacks, and the lower value of the homes they do

own, substantially raises the barriers black families face in financing four

years of college education. Compounding the problem, financial aid, par-

ticularly grants (such as Pell Grants), has been reduced substantially over

the past two decades and does not make up the shortfall.39

In addition, historically white universities do not provide a friendly

social environment for black students. Conservatives usually interpret

racial tensions on campuses through ideological lenses, arguing that

affirmative action causes this hostility. By placing blacks in academic

contexts where they cannot compete, conservatives and racial realists

contend, college admissions officers have encouraged white students to

feel that blacks “don’t belong here.” But it would be just as convincing

to argue that even competitively bright black students are not comfort-

able in an environment that historically has been the exclusive domain of

white elites. The elite university system has only recently become acces-

sible to people of color. The university is an institution shaped by and for

a small fraction of American society. The vast majority of Americans,

including the white working class, blacks, Latinos, and Asians, have tra-

ditionally been treated as outsiders at universities.

The amount of financial support and the relative hostility of particu-

lar university environments are much more important in predicting black

graduation rates than the differences in black test scores relative to those

of white students. The other side of this coin is rarely mentioned, namely

that some colleges are more successful in graduating students, and some,

such as UC Berkeley, are less. Because conservatives are so insistent on

showing black failures in competitive colleges, they never ask why col-

leges vary in the success rates of their students. A less ideological and

more creative approach to the issue of black social mobility is to ask,

why are some colleges and universities so much more successful in grad-

uating both blacks and whites than others?

THE ECONOMIC COST OF COLOR-CONSCIOUS ADMISSIONS POLICIES

The conservative argument against affirmative action in universities

implicitly assumes that cognitive skills (as measured by high school test
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scores) are intimately connected to labor productivity. The argument is

based on two propositions: First, low black test scores directly result in

decreased earnings. By bumping higher-scoring whites and Asians from

elite colleges, affirmative action favors less productive students over the

more productive ones. This in turn creates an economic loss for the coun-

try. Second, affirmative action hurts blacks because it decreases their

likelihood of graduation and therefore lowers their future earnings. Both

society and African American students would thus be better off if pref-

erential admissions were abolished.

This argument assumes that test scores are good predictors of earn-

ings, and that these differences in earnings are important economically.

In particular, conservative analysts claim that the large discrepancies in

income between black and white males with the same levels of education

are not produced by discrimination. Rather, they are largely attributable

to racial differences in skill level. The Thernstroms summarize this con-

servative complaint: “Basic shifts in our economy have been placing an

increased premium on cognitive skills, and scores on the best national

tests given demonstrate that groups that perform better earn more. That

is why racial differences in scores on tests of cognitive skills go a long

way toward explaining racial differences in earnings.”40

It is true that blacks who attend or graduate from college do not earn

the same incomes as whites. It is also true that their test scores and

GPAs are not equal to whites’. When socio-economic status (SES) and

test score differences are accounted for, however, the earnings difference

between blacks/Hispanics and whites graduating from four-year col-

leges disappears. Other studies confirm this relationship between test

scores and income.41 Moreover, a number of studies indicate that even

when one controls for socioeconomic background, race, ethnicity, and

(in the case of earnings) attained level of education, test scores are

related to a greater likelihood of completing college and earning higher

incomes.42

Because blacks score lower on standardized tests and lower scores

result in lower net productivity, the Thernstroms conclude that allowing

blacks to attend college under affirmative action decreases economic out-

put. This conclusion, however, rests on several bold but dubious assump-

tions. The most important one is that lower earnings for blacks com-

pared to whites actually mean that African Americans who graduate

from college generate a social cost by lowering economic output. Put

another way, this argument assumes that blacks admitted into select col-

leges under affirmative action replace white or Asian applicants who are
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potentially more productive and will most likely make more money than

the recipients of special treatment.

The economic cost-benefit analysis of affirmative action, however, is

not quite so simple as the Thernstroms assume it to be. What one really

needs to know is this: compared to whites, how much do blacks attend-

ing a select college (a college in the top 20 percent of SAT scores) gain

versus what they gain at a lower-tier college? Bowen and Bok’s data indi-

cate that, in absolute terms, the economic gain for black male students

who complete the highest tier of select colleges versus the next lowest tier

is larger than the loss incurred by white students who complete tier two

compared to tier one. When one compares tier two to tier three, the

numbers are reversed: there the gain for black students is less than the

cost to whites.

One must not forget, however, that these numbers are based on a

sample of students who attended select colleges. The sample does not

include students in nonselective colleges and therefore does not include

students who move up and down between selective and nonselective col-

leges because of affirmative action policies. To properly estimate the eco-

nomic gain or loss from affirmative action, one would have to know, or

be able to simulate, who is getting bumped up and down. Then it would

be necessary to estimate the gain for those who are bumped up and the

loss for those who are bumped down.

A second major assumption is that the impact of test scores on eco-

nomic output is increasing because cognitive skills are becoming more

important in explaining individual earnings. However, the empirical evi-

dence that supports increasing effects of cognitive skills on earnings is

controversial and has been strongly challenged.43 A third assumption is

that there is a strong relationship between test scores and earnings. But

the estimated increase in earnings for a college graduate with elevated

high school math test scores is hardly earthshaking. It is less than 8 per-

cent for a one-standard-deviation increase in a student’s test score.

According to Kane, blacks’ earnings increase by only 9 percent if they

graduate from college and have math test scores equal to whites. Higher

reading scores have little if any effect on earnings.

Nor is there much reason to believe that test scores are important pre-

dictors of labor market success. Recent empirical evidence using a large

national sample of high school seniors taken in 1982 shows that when

socioeconomic class, test scores, and months of labor market experience

are held constant, black males earn much less than whites only among

those that did not attend college.44 So race still plays a role in the work-
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place. But to see the dramatic power of race in the workplace one needs

to look at the relationship between test scores and labor market success

for racial minorities who are not African American. If conservatives

looked at Asian Americans, for example, they would find that, com-

pared to whites, Asian Americans score somewhat higher on the SAT

math test and somewhat lower on the verbal test. If test scores predict

college success and labor productivity, one would expect Asian

Americans to reach higher levels of schooling than whites because their

test scores are higher, and the conservatives would be correct. But

because of higher test scores, they would also expect Asian Americans to

earn more than whites at a given level of schooling. In this instance,

however, conservatives would be wrong. While Asian Americans are far

more likely to attend college and are somewhat more likely to complete

it, Asian American college graduates earn slightly less than whites.45

The Asian American example undercuts any argument that blacks

earn less than whites because of test score differences. Empirical studies

show that verbal scores have no significant effect on later earnings. If the

black-white income discrepancy is attributed to differences in mathe-

matics test scores, then how can one account for the Asian American sit-

uation? In this instance, math results correctly predict higher college

attendance and college graduation by Asian Americans. But they do not

predict the lower wages Asian Americans earn when compared to whites

with the same level of schooling.46

Consider another example. Assume critics of color-conscious policies

were to analyze white women’s earnings relative to white men’s, con-

trolling for education and test scores. Since women test about the same

as men (slightly higher on verbal tests and slightly lower on math), test

score differences would presumably predict equal wages for college-edu-

cated white men and women. But this is not the case. Moreover, since

women with comparable test scores to men are much more likely to

complete college, one would expect colleges to admit more women than

men. The fact is, however, that they do not. 

Obviously then, one’s level of education and test scores are not the only

factors that explain college graduation and earnings. Conservatives would

look foolish if they argued that colleges should admit more women than

men because men have lower college graduation rates than women with

comparable test scores. They would be dismissed out of hand if they

claimed that women and Asian Americans are paid less than white men

because of test score differences. Yet these are the explanations they put

forth to explain income discrepancies between black and white Americans.
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With flimsy evidence, many Americans believe that affirmative action

undermines sensible college admissions and hiring policies based on stan-

dardized test score differences. This belief is widely accepted because test

score differences between blacks and whites are closely related to college

graduation differences and, at least for males, to earnings differences. Put

differently, using test scores to measure skills makes sense because

African Americans get lower test scores than whites and are less likely to

attend and graduate from college; they are also likely to earn much less

than whites even when they complete the same level of education. But

this is not strong evidence that differences in test scores explain the rela-

tive position of black and white men in the labor force. That is because

statistical estimates indicate that the gains in earnings associated with

higher math test scores are very small, and there is no relationship

between test scores and earnings when Asian Americans and women are

compared to white males. 

Table 1, for example, shows that young blacks score about one stan-

dard deviation lower than whites on the SAT math and verbal tests, and

about one-half standard deviation lower than Latino males on the math

SAT. Although blacks’ earnings are much lower than whites’ earnings,

blacks’ and Latinos’ earnings are quite similar. On the other hand, even

though white women’s math NAEP scores are almost the same as white

men’s, and their SAT math scores are one-third of a standard deviation

lower than white men’s, they earn much less than men.

To understand why many Americans feel affirmative action disrupts

judicious admissions and hiring policies, one must also ask why they

believe affirmative action is unfair even though only a very small per-

centage of white and Asian American students are bumped because of

racial considerations. A typical experience with parking lots illustrates

how this belief gains credibility. The individual driver searching for a

space in a parking lot often feels bumped when she encounters an unused

space reserved for the handicapped. She believes that she would have

been able to park had the space not been reserved. In fact, more likely

than not, another driver would have taken it long ago. Whites’ experi-

ence with color-conscious admissions policies is similar. Only a small

percentage of students with low test scores enter elite universities under

affirmative action policies. Very few white and Asian students are actu-

ally bumped, and many of them get into alternative elite institutions of

equal stature. Even when one makes the dubious assumption that recip-

ients of affirmative action push down the white and Asian students who

are replaced and reduce their levels of productivity, the cost to the U.S.
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economy is minuscule. This is because affirmative action students are a

very small proportion of all college graduates, and the relationship

between their test scores and their earnings is minimal.

Conservatives also object to color-conscious admissions policies be-

cause they claim that blacks themselves pay an economic cost by attend-

ing these selective institutions. This cost is high because blacks never

graduate, and not graduating means they earn a much lower income

than they would were they to graduate from an institution more appro-

priate to their skills.47 As with many of the conservatives’ assertions, this

one is much more complicated than their formulation suggests. For

example, although the Thernstroms acknowledge that affirmative action

sometimes results in higher earnings for blacks graduating from selective

institutions, they also believe that blacks admitted to selective institutions

have high dropout rates. Because dropouts earn 25 percent less than

graduates, the Thernstroms conclude that affirmative action for blacks

Table 1. Ratios of Median Incomes 
and Test Score Differences among Racial,

Ethnic, and Gender Groups

Income Ratio,a Test Score Difference,b

1997 1996

High
School College NAEPc SAT SAT
Grads Grads Math Mathd Verbald

Black/White Males 0.87 0.78 280/311 –1.07 –0.96
(–1.10)e

Latino/White Males 0.84 0.83 287/311 –0.58 –0.65
(–0.83)f

White Females/Males 0.76 0.78 303/305 –0.33 –0.04
(–.07)g

Black/White Females 0.83 0.90 — –0.93 –0.86
Black/Latino Males 1.04 0.93 — –0.48 –0.30
Black/Latino Females 0.96 0.91 — –0.35 –0.12

sources: Incomes: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey; NAEP scores: National
Center for Educational Statistics (NCES), National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP):
Mathematics Report Card (Washington, D.C.: NCES, 1997); SAT scores: Educational Testing Service,
1996 Profile of College Bound Seniors (Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service, 1996), table 4.1.

a. For 25- to 34-year-old high school and college graduates.
b. For high school seniors.
c. National Assessment of Educational Progress. Scores/standard deviations.
d. Standard deviations.
e. Represents scores of black males and females compared to white males and females. 
f. Scores of Latino males and females compared to white males and females. 
g. All females compared to all males.



probably leads to negative net economic results. More recent estimates,

however, show that blacks, like whites, earn more by attending selective

colleges. When SAT scores, high school grades, and socioeconomic

background are accounted for, according to Kane, blacks who attend

selective colleges earn about 5 percent more in their early years after col-

lege than blacks who attend nonselective colleges.48 Thus, contrary to

the Thernstroms’ claim that affirmative action in selective colleges is a

double-edged sword, when the earnings benefits of attending these col-

leges are calculated, blacks gain as much as whites.

THE OLE MISS MODEL AND INSTITUTIONAL VARIATION

What do conservatives propose as alternatives to the affirmative action

practiced by selective, elite universities? The Thernstroms have come

up with what they call a more “down to earth” model based on poli-

cies at the University of Mississippi. The Ole Miss model epitomizes

conservatives’ thinking on how to increase black access to higher

education. 

Why Ole Miss? The sole criterion is apparently that southern univer-

sities like Ole Miss, the University of Alabama, the University of South

Carolina, and the University of Georgia graduate blacks at rates that

are closer to white graduation rates than at elite colleges. The University

of Mississippi graduates 48 percent of blacks compared to 49 percent

of whites. Graduation rates at the University of Alabama are 49 per-

cent for blacks and 55 percent for whites, and at South Carolina 56

percent for blacks and 62 percent for whites. And at Georgia, 48 percent

of blacks graduate compared to 60 percent of whites.49 The relatively low

graduation rate for both whites and blacks in these universities does not

seem to faze the Thernstroms. Instead, the most important consideration

for them is that blacks and whites who attend these schools have about

an equal chance to graduate.

The secret to the southern “success” story, according to the Thern-

stroms, is that blacks and whites must achieve a minimum SAT score that

is “set high enough to bar students likely to experience severe academic

difficulties.”50 But this obviously does little to produce high graduation

rates. And it also means that black students are severely underrepre-

sented. At the University of Mississippi, an institution located in a state

that is 36 percent African American, blacks make up only 9.4 percent of

the student body. Compare this to UC Berkeley before the regents’ 1996

decision to abolish preferential admissions: in a state with about a 5 per-
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cent African American population, black students constituted more than

6 percent of the student body.

The Thernstroms cite these southern universities to demonstrate that

black graduation rates rise when college admission is restricted to blacks

with a minimum SAT score. But they ignore a crucial question: what rate

of graduation is acceptable? Is the 50 percent graduation rate at these

southern schools a desirable level? Should an equal graduation rate be

the principal objective of college admissions policies?

If colleges wanted to equalize graduation rates and if, as conservatives

erroneously claim, test scores are the principal determinant of graduation

rates, colleges would be required to set putatively color-blind minimum

test scores for entrance. But this would automatically restrict the admis-

sion of African Americans to colleges until, in some vaguely defined long

run, their SAT test scores became equal to whites. Because blacks cur-

rently score lower on the SAT than whites, as Kane’s research demon-

strates, when minimum test scores are set as the only criterion for admis-

sion to college, the proportion of blacks relative to whites is lowered.

There are three additional problems with the Ole Miss model. First, if

one really wanted to equalize graduation rates by making minimum test

scores an entrance requirement, colleges would need to lower the mini-

mum test scores for women applicants. Because women’s graduation

rates are higher than men’s for a given test score, at least at elite colleges,

this would equalize graduation rates. While these differences between

male-female graduation rates may not hold at Ole Miss, other colleges

would have to calculate graduation rates as a function of test scores and

then set one minimum test score for women and another for men in

order to achieve graduation rates that are approximately equal.

This suggests a second problem. The graduation rates at Deep South,

historically white universities with restrictive entrance policies are rela-

tively low for whites and blacks. In the early 1990s, their graduation

rates were lower than the rates for blacks at UC Berkeley, and much

lower than the rates for blacks at the University of Virginia, a southern

school conspicuously absent from the Thernstroms’ list of southern uni-

versities. The proportion of black students at the University of Virginia

is 9 percent, the same as at Mississippi. But Virginia’s population is only

20 percent black, compared to 36 percent in Mississippi. Thus, it might

be argued that the University of Virginia is potentially less selective in

admitting blacks than the University of Mississippi, assuming that most

applicants at both universities are in-state candidates. At Virginia,

blacks’ test scores are lower than whites’. Their graduation rate, how-
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ever, is high, over 80 percent. From that standpoint, Virginia looks like

the elite colleges in Bowen and Bok’s sample. At UC Berkeley, clearly

another elite university, the graduation rate for blacks in the early 1990s

was lower than the white rate, and their test scores were lower than

whites’, about the same as at the University of Virginia.51 The University

of Virginia is therefore apparently much more successful at graduating

both its black and white students than either Ole Miss or UC Berkeley. 

This raises a fundamental issue. Are blacks better off at a university

that restricts admissions where 50 percent graduate (close to the white

graduation rate)? Or at a university with an affirmative action policy

where 60, 70, or 80 percent graduate, even though this is 10 to 25 percent

lower than the white graduation rate? Why would a university strive for

low graduation rates and restrictive admissions unless the main objective

was to be restrictive and racially exclusive? In this sense, the University

of Virginia is a much more interesting model than Ole Miss. That is not

because it is restrictive but because it admits a significant proportion of

black students, many under affirmative action, and graduates them at

almost the same rate as whites.

Now that the University of California has eliminated racial consider-

ations in admissions and the proportion of black and Latino admissions

has dropped significantly, one wonders if the black and Latino gradua-

tion rate is likely to approach the white graduation rate. Admittedly the

difference in graduation rates will probably fall, but it is not likely to

equalize. Why? Because unlike the other select colleges, Berkeley’s new

policy did not alter the original conditions responsible for low black and

Latino graduation rates. With similar average test scores for entering

blacks and similar test score differences between whites and blacks, the

University of Virginia achieved very different results than UC Berkeley

for white students and especially for blacks.

The Ole Miss model presents a third problem for conservatives

because it exposes a contradiction in their analysis of kindergarten

through twelfth grade (K–12) education. In that discussion, they attrib-

ute the poor educational performance of blacks in K–12 to the institu-

tion of public schooling. They claim that African Americans are denied

the chance to perform at an appropriate educational level, one they are

apparently capable of achieving, because the public schools as an insti-

tution do not educate black youngsters efficiently. Catholic schools do a

much better job because they are private institutions unfettered by pub-

lic regulation, teachers unions, and all the other institutional baggage

public schools carry. The fact that institutional structure—in this case,
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accountability to the market rather than a morally confused bureau-

cracy—can influence outcomes is allegedly the difference between the

conservatism of the Thernstroms and the genetic determinism of

Herrnstein and Murray. When they turn to higher education, however,

the Thernstroms abandon this institutional argument in favor of one

that places responsibility for differences (in college performance) largely

back on individual students’ test performance.

The Thernstroms might claim that they are blaming institutions for

low black graduation rates because, unlike Ole Miss, misguided colleges

that admit blacks under color-conscious admissions policies cause lower

graduation rates. But this claim is not plausible. As Kane and Bowen and

Bok have shown, and as we discussed earlier, affirmative action institu-

tions (selective colleges) have higher graduation rates for blacks and

whites.52 This means that, on average, the UC Berkeleys do better than

the Ole Misses. If the colleges that admit blacks who are academically

over their heads increase their chances to graduate, this institutional

argument is clearly fallacious.

So why do the Thernstroms exchange their institutional argument in

favor of a Catholic school K–12 education for an individual analysis at the

college level? Catholic secondary schools, the Thernstroms maintain, do

better with basically the same black students (based on a measure of stu-

dents’ educational performance) than public schools. Even if this is correct,

it is obvious that some colleges are able to do better than others in gradu-

ating black (and white) students with the same SAT scores.53 There is wide

variation in the graduation rates of black and white students at various

colleges and universities that admit similarly scoring students. Not sur-

prisingly, some colleges do better than others in graduating students, and

this is not because they grade easier. They do better because they are doing

other things better, for example, providing financial aid and counseling

services. As we argued above, historically white colleges do not provide

black students with uniformly supportive environments. They are also not

consistently sensitive to the financial difficulties faced by the dispropor-

tionately high numbers of low-income black students. Perhaps conserva-

tives want to ignore this institutional variation because it lends credence to

the notion that affirmative action is consistent with broader societal goals,

and that if some colleges can be especially effective in graduating students

with low test scores, others can too. Certainly, conservatives would not

argue that Catholic secondary schools should refuse to admit lower scor-

ing black students even though they do a much better job graduating these

students than the inefficient urban public schools.
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The Thernstroms’ inconsistent treatment of public versus private edu-

cation reveals yet another contradiction in the conservative analysis of

the relationship between affirmative action and education. Although the

Thernstroms treat privately run schools (and the market) as potential

saviors of K–12 education, their critique of affirmative action applies

almost exclusively to private colleges and universities. If conservatives

strongly believe that the market and the choices it encourages improve

primary- and secondary-level education, it makes no sense for them to

criticize market-driven private institutions of higher education for prac-

ticing affirmative action, especially since these colleges have demon-

strated they can graduate more black students who have not been admit-

ted purely on test scores than public universities in the South that rely

strictly on standardized measures of potential success.54

Choosing Ole Miss as the model for emulation and UC Berkeley as

the one to be avoided plays to the symbolism of conservative, Bible-belt

South versus corrupt, 1960s free-speech, antiwar, drug-infested, liberal

Berkeley. It does not matter that UC Berkeley was graduating 10 percent

more of its black freshmen than Ole Miss. Nor does it seem to matter

that as late as the early 1990s, Ole Miss was under court order to end

antiblack discriminatory admission practices. Evidently, conservatives do

not care that huge public bureaucracies practicing all the inefficiencies

they blame for the failures of primary and secondary level education run

both universities. What apparently matters most to the Thernstroms is

that Ole Miss is run by a traditional southern bureaucracy and Cal

Berkeley by a liberal northern one.55

Perhaps the most important reason why conservatives are more con-

cerned with color-conscious admissions policies in colleges and universi-

ties than education in K–12 is that higher education is much more

important to one’s future in today’s society than are primary and sec-

ondary schools. A four-year college degree is now the difference between

getting a good job and getting an ordinary one. Graduating from a select

four-year institution means a greater probability of getting into profes-

sional or graduate school or getting a very good job right out of college.

Thus, the legal and political struggle over affirmative action at select col-

leges is deadly serious, but it is not about upholding “standards.” It is

about money, rewards, and who gets what in the future. Traditional

white colleges have historically been the playgrounds for white upper-

and middle-class men. It is, therefore, easy to understand why conserva-

tives would object to these self-styled selective institutions actually play-
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ing a different role in society and being accountable to the whole society

rather than to a small minority of whites.

THE HIDDEN ISSUE: WHEN SHOULD BLACK COLLEGE ENROLLMENT EXPAND?

Reading between the lines of the conservative critique of affirmative

action and the Ole Miss alternative the Thernstroms propose for improv-

ing blacks’ university performance, one discovers a chilling message:

African Americans are not ready to close the gap between black-white

four-year college graduation rates very soon. Another conservative,

Tamar Jacoby, who admits to being appalled by the decline in the num-

ber of blacks and Latinos attending UC Berkeley after affirmative action

was abolished, believes that restoring preferential admissions would be

an admission of failure. “Social and cultural development [of blacks] is

a long, slow process,” she writes, “and, even under the best of circum-

stances, it can take several generations.”56

For conservatives, colleges, and particularly seriously selective col-

leges, are for high-SAT-scoring whites and Asian Americans. The con-

servative word, then, is that the nation cannot afford any other enroll-

ment pattern. Students who test high should dominate select universities

and colleges, and most of the second-tier schools as well. Indeed, con-

servative reasoning seems to be that African Americans and Latinos

should stand still and wait patiently for a more efficient privatized edu-

cation system (led by the revival of Catholic schools) to improve their K–

12 performance because attending colleges for which they are not pre-

pared just victimizes them. Only when their K–12 records are enhanced

can these low-test-scoring groups be legitimately admitted to academi-

cally challenging elite institutions. 

This is not an optimistic future for young African Americans and

Latinos. Nor, apparently, is it intended to be. For all their criticism of pri-

mary and secondary schools, conservatives evade the question of

whether the vast resources necessary to really change public education

will be forthcoming. The Bush administration’s widely praised education

law seeks to install conservative nostrums as national policy but, not sur-

prisingly, it has failed to come up with the necessary resources.

As select (and even not-so-select) colleges have become the gateway to

the most lucrative domains of the global economy, a college degree is

essential to wealth and power. Since nearly everyone currently finishes

secondary school, and postsecondary education is rapidly becoming uni-



versal, in and of itself a high school degree is not worth much. As a

result, the struggle over scarce educational resources has shifted to col-

leges and universities. Conservatives know this, and they have crafted a

logic that appeals to white middle-class parents whose children usually

go to well-stocked suburban high schools with lots of advanced place-

ment classes that enable them to score well on the SAT or ACT. That this

logic also appeals to Asian Americans and better-educated Asian immi-

grants is simply an add-on.

In addition to being based on a flawed use of statistics, this logic is

hopelessly defensive and will not solve the problem of educating all

Americans. The legacy of American apartheid cannot be eradicated

through exclusion constructed by self-serving notions of meritocracy or

by privatizing public services. Despite conservative claims to the con-

trary, neither of these mechanisms has worked in the past, and there is no

reason to believe they will work in the future. 

The conservative logic is flawed in yet another way. The raceless, egal-

itarian society they construct turns the reality of race in America upside

down. It ignores the reality of even middle-class, successful blacks who

sense that they will never attain the American Dream.57 African Ameri-

cans and Latinos know that postponing admission to white-dominated

institutions indefinitely, until whites deem them ready, never worked in

the past, and they have little faith that the strategy will work today. They

also know that the market has never been an engine for racial equality

and therefore wonder why privately run education would work today.

By reducing African American and Latino access to higher education

in a global and high-tech economy, conservatives will only increase racial

divisions and differences in American society. The social costs of keeping

large groups of lower-scoring Latinos and blacks out of postsecondary

educational institutions for even one generation will be much higher than

any imagined productivity differences resulting from the job market

being invaded by lower average test-scoring college graduates.58 Even

if they could be accurately measured, these economic inefficiencies are

definitely small compared to the economic impact of a conflict- and

poverty-ridden, fraying social fabric with a shortage of college-educated

labor among groups borne and bred in the United States. 

Restricting economic opportunity in this way will surely compound

the ongoing process of disaccumulation among African Americans and

Latinos. And to the extent that it produces social disorder, it will only

intensify the demand for harsher anticrime policies and Draconian prison

sentences. Conservative anticrime policies have already led to the incar-
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ceration of a generation of young black and Latino men in the belief they

are prone to commit crimes. Like conservatives’ views of race and

poverty, and race and education, their understanding of race and crime

is misleading and fails to acknowledge the persistent racism in the crim-

inal justice system and the devastating effects of these practices on

African American and Latino communities. We turn now to the conser-

vatives’ analysis of race and crime.
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Been in the Pen So Long
Race, Crime, and Justice

132

The problem of crime among urban blacks is arguably the most vis-

ceral, emotional aspect of the debate about race in America today.

Probably even more than welfare or affirmative action, the question of

black violence has fueled a fundamental shift in the debate that began in

the late 1960s and accelerated in the 1970s and 1980s. In these decades

blacks lost the moral high ground in the eyes of numerous white com-

mentators, including many former liberals. Between the flowering of the

civil rights movement and the Reagan years, the image of black youth in

particular underwent an extraordinary transformation: the brave little

girl walking up to the schoolhouse door in the face of jeering white

crowds was replaced by fearsome young black men coming down the

street ready to take your wallet or your life. The cultural transformation

of black youth from victims of injustice to remorseless predators was

mirrored in public policies that quietly reduced funding for programs

that had historically served minority youth. At the same time, lawmak-

ers and legal authorities visibly cracked down on young people of color

through tougher sentences, “zero tolerance” strategies in the schools and

on the streets, and increased treatment of juvenile offenders as adults. 

Conservative social scientists and other commentators have taken the

lead in constructing this cultural and intellectual shift. Their analysis of

black crime and the justice system both reflects this shift and seeks to jus-

tify it through a presentation that purports to be a straightforward recital

of obvious, if troubling, “facts.” The main argument, advanced repeat-

edly by conservative authors like James Q. Wilson, John J. DiIulio, John

McWhorter, and the Thernstroms in America in Black and White, is that

there is both good news and bad news on the crime front.1 On the one

hand, crime and violence, like other “behavioral” problems, are devas-



tatingly high in many black communities. Indeed, the lawlessness helps

to explain why so many blacks remain mired in poverty. Crime causes

poverty, they contend, by scaring businesses away from black communi-

ties and by giving too many black men an alternative to honest work. On

the other hand, there is no longer systematic racism in the criminal jus-

tice system. There used to be, conservatives agree, but that was in the

past. Today black officials in black-dominated cities run many court sys-

tems as well as police departments, so how can racism still be a factor?

It is true, these writers acknowledge, that blacks are overrepresented

in the jails and prisons. But that is because of a hard reality: blacks com-

mit more of the kinds of crimes that get people behind bars. There is no

credible evidence of systematic racial bias in the institutions of justice,

they claim. Instead, the justice system simply responds to existing high

levels of serious crime among blacks. The black proportion of the prison

population, writes John McWhorter, “neatly reflects the rate at which

they commit crimes. . . . One study after another, even by scholars

expecting their results to reveal racism, shows . . . when prior records,

gravity of the crime, and use of weapons is taken into account, there is

no sentencing bias against blacks.”2 Conservatives do not say much

about the origins of those high rates of crime. But the implication is that

high levels of violence stem from the same sources as the other multiple

pathologies of the so-called black underclass. And whatever those

sources are, according to conservatives, they are clearly not economic.

Rather, they must be cultural, since research fails to show any connection

between economic disadvantage and crime.

For many racial realists, the idea that racial discrimination causes

crime and leads to injustice in the treatment of blacks by the criminal jus-

tice system is itself part of the problem. The fashionable tendency to

excuse black criminality as an expected and even morally tolerable

response to discrimination, in the view of some writers, has helped to

erode the sense of personal responsibility among blacks and has thus

encouraged crime. Without fear of serious consequences or moral disap-

proval, the realists argue, black crime has been tacitly allowed to run

rampant. The journalist Jim Sleeper, for example, acknowledges that

racism against black defendants in the justice system has been “a great,

historic wrong,” which liberal activists and others did “much to curb” in

the 1950s and 1960s. 

But lately liberals have been curbing systemic racism in favor of a racism

that refuses to pay blacks the compliment of holding them to the same ele-

mentary civil standards as everyone else. With stunning callousness, “civil
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rights” attorneys from Kunstler to Cochran have goaded black juries into

political, “send a message” acquittals of black assailants of whites, never

considering that not only are such acquittals morally indistinguishable from

those of white assailants of blacks in the old South, they also encourage lib-

erals’ shameful neglect of black victims killed or raped by blacks.3

As with other realms of social life, the realist discussion of race and

crime represents itself as simply a factual account, a hardheaded and

sober examination of some troubling though inescapable realities. On

closer inspection, however, it is actually a highly partisan, and oddly

selective, manipulation of the evidence on the roots of crime in the black

community and the workings of the justice system. The argument gains

some superficial credibility because racial realists often choose to focus

on soft and vulnerable targets. In this instance, the soft targets are liber-

als and black civil rights advocates who, according to the realists, insist

that the vast numbers of blacks in the courts, jails, and prisons are sim-

ply innocents caught in the snares of a racist system. Having set up this

convenient straw person, these writers proceed to knock it down by

showing that social science research uniformly suggests that blacks have

higher rates of serious offenses (for street crimes, though not, impor-

tantly, for white-collar crimes). They then move on from that thoroughly

unremarkable finding to the much more sweeping assertion that racism

is irrelevant for understanding black overrepresentation in the justice

system—or in the crime statistics.

There is a cautionary note here. To the extent that some people still

deny that violence in many black communities is a real problem, or who

argue that black overrepresentation in the correctional system is only a

reflection of the racist bias of police and courts, the realist argument

appears to offer a sober, research-based corrective to soft-headed liberal

ideology. That argument quickly crumbles, however, when their claims

are put up against a more subtle and complex analysis that recognizes

both the reality of high levels of black violence and the continued

salience of racism. In this view, racism is both subtle and not so subtle,

both direct and indirect, in breeding violence and shaping black

Americans’ experiences with the criminal justice system.

What is truly startling about the conservative assertion that liberal

indulgence is responsible for black crime in America is that it comes

after decades of the most rapid increases in the incarceration of black

Americans in our history—a time of utterly unprecedented efforts by leg-

islators and the courts to “get tough” on crime and drugs in the inner

cities. Some of the numbers that describe this stunning change are by
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now numbingly familiar: at the close of the twentieth century, almost one

in ten black men aged twenty-five to twenty-nine was in prison com-

pared to one white in ninety. In California, black men are five times as

likely to be in state prison as in state college. Nationally, 28 percent of

black men will spend some time during the course of their lives in a state

or federal prison, and between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s, the

number of black men sentenced to prison for drug offenses increased by

more than 700 percent. The fastest growing segment of the imprisoned

population is black women, who are incarcerated mainly for nonviolent

offenses. This curious disconnect between the idea that blacks have been

absolved of personal responsibility for their behavior and the reality of

nearly thirty years of increasing harshness toward black offenders sug-

gests that there must be something fundamentally amiss with the con-

servative argument. There is.

The conservative argument fails in two respects. First, the serious

scholarly research on racial discrimination within the justice system—

which is by now extensive—does not support the view that it operates in

a completely race-neutral way. Indeed these studies provide consistent

evidence not only that race still matters in the justice system but also that

discrimination in the justice system has a rippling effect on blacks’ life-

chances across every other institution in American life. Second, the rela-

tionships between race, structural disadvantage, and crime—far from

being irrelevant or unproven—are among the most consistent findings in

the entire body of criminological research. In this chapter we analyze

each of these issues in turn—paying more attention to the first one, since

it is the linchpin of conservative discussions of race and crime. 

HAS RACISM DISAPPEARED FROM THE JUSTICE SYSTEM?

No one seriously doubts that the level of overt discrimination in the

criminal justice system has diminished since the civil rights era. But to say

that racial discrimination has been expunged from the justice system—

as conservatives do—provides an extremely misleading picture of what

social science research really shows.4 To understand why, some intellec-

tual history is necessary. 

In the past few decades, there have been basically three waves of social

research on discrimination in the justice system. Wave 1 researchers,

writing in the era before the civil rights movement had an impact on the

behavior of courts and police, typically saw pervasive discrimination

throughout the system, especially in the South. Blacks were found dis-
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proportionately represented at all levels of the criminal justice process,

from arrest to imposition of the death penalty. Anecdotal evidence, legal

research, and descriptive statistics all pointed to a pattern of systemati-

cally harsher responses to blacks, particularly if their victims were white. 

In the massive study An American Dilemma, for example, researched

in the 1930s and published during World War II, the Swedish social sci-

entist Gunnar Myrdal and his associates validated a portrait of endemic

racism in the southern justice system already sketched by a number of

earlier researchers. They claimed to find less racial bias in the North,

where, in Myrdal’s view, blacks faced no special problem of getting jus-

tice in the courts beyond that encountered by poor people of all races

(the police were another matter). But in the South, discrimination was

the norm, and it worked in two ways. On the one hand, blacks were far

more likely to be put under surveillance, arrested, and sentenced, espe-

cially in the lower courts, if their victims (or supposed victims) were

white. According to Myrdal’s collaborator, Arnold Rose, “The courts,

particularly the lower courts, often seem to take for granted the guilt of

the accused Negro. Negro defendants are sentenced upon scanty evi-

dence. When the offender is a white man and the victim a Negro, a grand

jury will often refuse to indict. . . . When the offender is a Negro, indict-

ment is easily obtained.” At the same time, Myrdal and his colleagues

found, the southern criminal justice system treated crimes against blacks

casually, whether committed by whites or by other blacks: “As long as

only Negroes are concerned and no whites are disturbed, great leniency

will be shown in most cases. The sentences for even major crimes are

ordinarily reduced when the victim is another Negro. The Southern

Negro community is not at all happy about this double standard of jus-

tice in favor of Negro offenders. . . . Leniency toward Negro defendants

in cases involving crimes against other Negroes is thus actually a form of

discrimination.”5

The second wave of research appeared mainly during the 1970s and

early 1980s, after the civil rights legislation of the 1960s and after a

movement toward law enforcement professionalization had, presumably,

substantially altered the racial character of American justice. This

research painted a very different picture than the first wave. Applying

more stringent social science methodology, the Wave 2 studies concluded

that when other crucial factors were controlled, race was not important

in shaping offenders’ trajectories in the justice system, or at least not very

important. Wave 2 researchers pointed out that most of the early findings

on the pervasiveness of discrimination were based on studies that did not
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control for the level (or seriousness) of black offenses when explaining

their disproportionate representation in the system. Instead, these

researchers took the disproportion alone as an instance of discrimina-

tion. For the Wave 2 researchers, that made no sense. Any estimation of

bias in the system, they argued, had to take into account things like the

seriousness of the offenses blacks were committing relative to whites, the

extent of their prior criminal records, and other “legally relevant” fac-

tors. When Wave 2 researchers took those factors into account, they

often concluded that little, if any, of the racial disparity in sentencing was

attributable to racism.

Probably the most influential piece of research in this wave was a

well-known study by Alfred Blumstein of Carnegie-Mellon University.

First published in 1982, this research compared black rates of arrest for

violent crime with black imprisonment rates—reasoning that discrimi-

nation in sentencing would be shown only if the black rates of going to

prison significantly exceeded the rates at which they were arrested. Once

the high levels of black arrest for violent crimes were accounted for,

Blumstein found that about 80 percent of the difference between black

and white rates of imprisonment for crimes of violence disappeared.

(Note, however, that even Blumstein’s findings could not explain a sig-

nificant 20 percent of the disparity.6) Similar findings appeared in several

other studies.7

For some people, the apparent methodological sophistication of Wave

2 research settled the issue. A partial consensus emerged among some

criminologists that systematic discrimination against black offenders had

been eliminated. This consensus was ably summed up (and generally

accepted, with important reservations) in a book by Michael Tonry of

the University of Minnesota Law School in the early 1990s. “From every

available data source,” Tonry concluded, “the evidence seems clear that

the main reason that black incarceration rates are substantially higher

than those for whites is that black crime rates for imprisonable crimes

are substantially higher than those for whites.” Thus, it no longer made

sense to try to “ferret out a willful and pervasive bias in a criminal jus-

tice system in which most officials and participants believe in racial

equality and worry about the racial patterns they see every day.”8

(Importantly, Tonry made an exception for drug offenses, where dis-

crimination seemed much clearer.)

For Tonry, who was deeply concerned about racial disparity in the

prisons and jails, this meant criminologists should pay more attention to

the forces that caused high levels of black crime in the first place. For
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many conservatives, however, whose argument rests largely on Wave 2–

type research—to the extent it is based on evidence at all—this finding

proves that racial discrimination no longer has much, if anything, to do

with black overrepresentation in the criminal justice system. What these

conservatives either do not know, however, or do not acknowledge, is

that this evidence has been superseded by a newer wave of empirical

research.9

The third wave, which has mainly emerged since the early 1990s, finds

Wave 2 research too simplistic and often riddled with severe method-

ological flaws. This most recent wave includes careful studies by Donna

Bishop and Charles Frazier at Florida State University; Darlene Conley,

Robert Crutchfield, and George Bridges at the University of Washington;

Darrell Steffensmier at Pennsylvania State University; and many others.10

Wave 3 takes the connections between race, crime, and justice to a more

sophisticated level, incorporating and going beyond some of the insights

of both earlier waves of research. Wave 3 researchers do not deny that

street crime is high in many poor black communities. Nor do they dis-

pute that high levels of crime substantially account for the high levels of

black incarceration. But this research also clearly demonstrates that

racial discrimination in the justice system still exists, though it is usually

more indirect and complicated than past discrimination.

Wave 2 tended to define discrimination too simply as overt racial bias.

In contrast, Wave 3 is based on a much more nuanced conception of how

discrimination operates. As a recent Human Rights Watch report on the

enforcement of drug laws in Georgia puts it, “Contemporary racism in

public institutions” is often “subtle, diffuse, and systemic, and less likely

to be the result of the conscious prejudices of individual actors.”11

Indeed, the newer research clearly shows that discriminatory outcomes

can be produced by actions that appear bureaucratically neutral or color-

blind—sometimes even well intentioned, undertaken in response to con-

cerns raised by minority communities. But in the world of structured

racial disadvantage, these actions predictably work against blacks (and

often Latinos as well). In doing so, they contribute to the larger process

of cumulative disadvantage and disaccumulation discussed throughout

this book. Ironically, in a truly vicious cycle, these practices may ulti-

mately contribute significantly to the rise of black crime. (Some of this

research, however, also points to the persistence of more overt racial

stereotyping and animosity, especially in certain jurisdictions.12)

The Wave 3 studies reveal several fundamental methodological prob-
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lems with the Wave 2 approach. One is what is sometimes called “over-

aggregation” of the data on black-white disparities in incarceration.

Taking another look at Alfred Blumstein’s influential comparison of

black arrests and imprisonment rates for violent crimes, for example,

Robert Crutchfield and his colleagues showed that Blumstein’s national-

level comparisons obscure variations in black arrest and incarceration

rates between different states. In some states, the proportion of blacks

behind bars does indeed closely match the proportion of blacks arrested

for certain serious offenses. In other states (including unexpected ones,

like Mississippi) blacks appear to be imprisoned at a lower rate than

would be predicted by their rate of arrests (perhaps reaffirming Myrdal’s

finding that black offenses against black victims are often treated

leniently). But in other states, blacks wind up in prison at a rate far in

excess of what would be predicted on the basis of their arrest rates. High

black arrest rates explained less than half of the racial imbalance in

imprisonment in Massachusetts, for example, and only 40 percent in

Washington State. As the researchers put it, even measured in this blunt

manner, it is clear that some states “deliver justice” less equitably than

others.13 If we look only at national-level averages, we lose sight of the

harsher reality blacks face in many specific jurisdictions. To date, no one

has seriously challenged this key finding.

A recent study of racially disproportional prison admissions in

Pennsylvania confirms and elaborates this crucial insight. Between 1991

and 1995, according to Roy L. Austin and Mark D. Allen, only 42 per-

cent of the racial imbalance in Pennsylvania’s court commitments to state

prisons was explained by racial differences in arrest rates. The propor-

tions were especially small for lower-level crimes, where discretion in

criminal justice processing is presumably greater (a finding that reap-

pears often in recent research on racial disparities in sentencing). Thus,

higher black arrest rates for drug offenses explained only 26 percent of

the racially disproportionate drug sentences during those years. As with

other recent research, that startlingly low percentage confirms that it is

virtually impossible to explain away the stunning levels of black over-

representation for drug offenses in the prisons of many states. But even

when drug offenses are removed from the count, Austin and Allen found

that black arrests explained only 70 percent of black overrepresentation

in prison commitments.14

There is, of course, another problem with the strategy of assessing dis-

crimination in the justice system by comparing rates of imprisonment



with rates of arrest: it ignores the possibility that discrimination in police

practices strongly influences who will be arrested in the first place. We

will return to this issue in a moment. But for now, the key point is that

the Wave 3 research makes a compelling case that discrimination still

operates after arrest in the stages of detaining, diverting, and sentencing

offenders. Racial conservatives and realists, for the most part, have sim-

ply ignored the research on which that increasingly strong case has been

made. The Thernstroms, for example, argue that discrimination does

not operate in sentencing by presenting raw figures from Justice

Department studies showing that, overall, blacks who are charged with

adult felonies are marginally less likely than whites to actually be prose-

cuted and, if prosecuted, are marginally less likely to be convicted. So

there is, they say, no evidence of “greater zeal to punish African-

Americans,” adding, the “only hint of racial disparity was to the advan-

tage, not the disadvantage, of blacks accused of crimes.” But it is not

possible to assess whether these raw figures indicate bias, or the lack of

it, unless one controls for a variety of other factors that may help deter-

mine whether a given defendant is prosecuted or convicted. This is a fun-

damental social science principle that, curiously, the Thernstroms them-

selves invoke elsewhere in their discussion but abandon here. 

Those sophisticated controls are precisely what distinguish Wave 3

research from most earlier efforts—and that may explain why the

Thernstroms and other conservatives rarely mention it. Moreover, con-

trary to John McWhorter’s assertion that “study after study” finds no

discrimination in the justice system when other relevant factors are con-

trolled, it turns out he is wrong. The vast bulk of recent studies that do

use adequate controls produce consistent evidence of continuing dis-

crimination.

This pattern begins with the differential treatment of juvenile offend-

ers and continues, though perhaps less glaringly, into the treatment of

adults. The fact that race has an especially visible and fateful impact in

the juvenile justice system is another reason why studies that look for

discrimination by assessing adult sentencing patterns at one point mini-

mize the persistence and severity of racial disadvantage. By the time

young blacks reach the adult justice system, discrimination has already

had a serious impact. As a result, it appears that adult court processing

is relatively bias-free.

The bare statistics reveal that as African Americans move more and

more deeply into the juvenile justice system, a pattern of cumulative

overrepresentation emerges. Thus, as of the late 1990s, black youth were
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. 15 percent of the general population under age eighteen

. 26 percent of juvenile arrests

. 31 percent of referrals to juvenile court

. 44 percent of referred juveniles detained in custody

. 32 percent of youth judged delinquent

. 40 percent of youth in residential placement

. 46 percent of juveniles waived to adult criminal court

. 58 percent of youth admitted to adult state prisons15

The question is what to make of these figures. Many conservative

writers, following Wave 2 logic, argue that these progressive disparities

simply reflect the reality that black youth commit more serious offenses

or commit them more often or both. More sophisticated research, how-

ever, strongly shows that differential treatment of juveniles by race is

pervasive, even when such “legally relevant” factors are taken into

account.

This research suggests that modern discrimination is not so much a

matter of overt racial prejudice but rather of more subtle yet insidious

processes that tend to accumulate over time. Small disadvantages at each

successive stage in the justice process result in big disparities over the

long run. Exacerbating this is the larger pattern of cumulative social dis-

investment in black communities that has been described throughout

this book. High unemployment, few effective public social programs,

and the resulting pressure on black families all work to the disadvantage

of black youth in the justice system. Because authorities perceive blacks

as having fewer outside resources to help them achieve a crime-free life,

the system is likely to define them as poor risks and to opt for custody

over release to the community. In turn, this greater likelihood of incar-

ceration further constricts the youths’ chances upon release, thus con-

tributing to another kind of self-fueling downward cycle. 

For example, recent research finds that juvenile authorities tend to

institutionalize youth that come from families they think are unable to

provide sufficient support or supervision for them in the community.

That choice is typically defined as race-neutral. But black youth that

come from single-parent homes, or homes without an employed bread-

winner, are more likely to wind up in institutional custody. Similarly,

there is also a well-intentioned inclination to institutionalize troubled

black children because that is seen as the only way to get them services
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that do not exist in their communities or that their families cannot

afford, like mental health intervention or drug treatment. But this gives

black youth a record of prior incarceration, which will almost certainly

be used against them in their next encounter with the system. This in

turn increases the likelihood that they will be incarcerated again and

treated even more harshly.

The new studies do not indicate that the fate of black youth in the

criminal justice system is unrelated to their actual level of offending. Far

from it. There is no real question that legally relevant variables like the

seriousness of the offense and the youths’ prior record carry the most

weight. But the research shows that the relatively high level of serious

crime among black youth is not the whole story. Something else happens

to young blacks as they pass through the juvenile justice system, and that

“something” operates independently of the extent and seriousness of the

crimes they commit. Consider these examples:

. In a study of race and juvenile justice decision making in Florida,

Donna Bishop and Charles Frazier found that nonwhite youth

were systematically disadvantaged at “each successive stage”

of the system, from intake to incarceration. As a result, the

population in the system became increasingly darker the further

the youth penetrated it. Nonwhite youth were 21 percent of the

population aged ten to seventeen but 29 percent of those referred

to intake and 44 percent of those incarcerated or transferred to

adult court. When the researchers controlled for factors like the

youths’ prior records and the seriousness of their current offense,

the disparities, unsurprisingly, were reduced, but they did not dis-

appear. With all else accounted for, the chances of being commit-

ted to a juvenile institution or being transferred to adult court

were nearly twice as high for nonwhites as for whites. Why were

black youth subject to what the researchers call a “consistent

pattern of unequal treatment” at every stage of the process? Inter-

views with juvenile justice personnel pointed to several explana-

tions. Officials tended to define black youths’ families as uncoop-

erative or incapable of providing sufficient support or control.

They also often believed that the only way to get drug treatment

or mental health services to the black youth was to institutionalize

them. The problem, of course, is that these decisions become self-

perpetuating, a trap for minority youth. “What may begin with

good intentions at an earlier stage ultimately becomes a self-
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fulfilling prophecy. The influence of race is [later] obscured as deci-

sions to formally prosecute and detain in the past are used to jus-

tify more severe sanctions for youths returning to the system.”16

. Similarly, a study of five midwestern counties by Madeline

Wordes and Timothy Bynum found that black (and Latino)

youth were consistently more likely to wind up in secure deten-

tion, even when such legally relevant factors as seriousness of

offense, prior record, and carrying a weapon were taken into

account. Moreover, the disparity in incarceration for minority

youth persisted even when a number of other social factors were

also considered. Other things equal, for example, youth from sin-

gle-parent families were more likely to be put in detention, which

worked to the disadvantage of young blacks. But even with fam-

ily structure controlled, black youth were still more likely to be

detained. Wordes and Bynum concluded that blacks were system-

atically disadvantaged indirectly, because they more often came

from the social strata and family types most likely to be incarcer-

ated, and directly, probably because stereotypes about dangerous

minority youth meant they were charged with more serious

offenses at the outset.17

. A recent study of probation officers’ reports on juvenile offenders

demonstrates that minority youth tend to be seen differently than

whites by court authorities, even when they have committed simi-

lar offenses. George Bridges and Sara Steen found that probation

officers in a western state were much more likely to attribute

black youths’ delinquency to internal problems—negative

attitudes and personality traits. On the other hand, they were

more likely to stress the influence of external, environmental

pressures as causes for white youths to break the law. As a con-

sequence, the probation officers were apt to conclude that the

black youth were more dangerous and more likely to reoffend,

which in turn influenced their sentencing recommendations.18

. Interestingly, one recent study, by Michael Leiber and Jayne

Stairs, found that black youth in a midwestern state were both

more likely to be detained by juvenile justice authorities than

were whites and less likely to receive some sort of structured

diversion program. The black youth, that is, were more likely to

be sent on for tougher punishment and to be simply let go. The

system apparently did not offer supportive intervention, outside
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custody, to black youth in trouble.19 This raises, once again, an

important, though inadequately examined, issue: racial discrimi-

nation in the justice system may be obscured, as it was in the seg-

regation era, because the system’s response to black offenders

conflates both harshness (under certain conditions) and neglect

(under others), depending on the nature of the offense and the

race of the victim.

Differential treatment as juveniles propels blacks disproportionately

into the adult criminal justice system. It also helps hide the way race

works to shape the color of the adult prison population. Even at the level

of adult sentencing, several recent studies have found persistent racial

disparities that cannot be explained away by the frequency or seriousness

of offenses or any other legally relevant factors. This is especially true for

drug offenses, and—strikingly—it remains true despite the adoption by

the federal system and a number of states of elaborate sentencing guide-

lines designed specifically to eliminate discretion. For example, a recent

study by Christopher Hebert of federal sentencing of drug offenders

found there was no clear pattern of racial bias in sentencing for drug

offenses generally.20 But for cocaine specifically (and to a lesser degree

opiates) the disparities in sentencing, controlling for a host of other fac-

tors, were stark. Being black, other things equal, not only doubled the

chance of going to federal prison for a cocaine-related offense but added,

on average, forty months to the sentence. Celesta Albonetti, in another

study of sentencing under federal guidelines, found that both blacks and

Latinos were disadvantaged in sentencing decisions, relative to whites,

when it came to drug offenses. These disparities were apparently pro-

duced by the differential use of what the federal system calls “depar-

tures” from the guidelines, especially those providing more lenient sen-

tencing for offenders who furnish “substantial assistance” to prosecutors

and who accept responsibility for their crimes. To the degree that federal

sentencing guidelines allowed considerable discretion in the justice sys-

tem, in other words, the discretionary possibilities typically disadvan-

taged minority defendants.

This pattern can be found at the state level as well. A Human Rights

Watch study of Georgia drug enforcement found that black defendants

were far more likely than whites to receive the harshest sanctions for

drug offenses. During some periods, for example, Georgia drug laws

allowed a potential life sentence for the second or subsequent drug

offense, even if both offenses were minor ones. Between 1990 and 1995,
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of the 573 offenders given a life sentence under these Draconian laws,

only 13 were white. The disparity was reduced, but not eliminated when

the researchers controlled for the proportions in each race who were eli-

gible for this harsh sentence under the state law because of the specific

nature of their offense and their prior record. Three percent of whites

who were convicted of a “qualifying” drug offense received a life sen-

tence versus 15 percent of blacks. Thus “life-eligible” blacks were five

times as likely to actually get a life sentence as “life-eligible” whites

were.21 Charles Crawford, Ted Chiricos, and Gary Kleck found a similar

situation in a study of racial patterns in sentencing under a “habitual

offender” statute in Florida in the early 1990s. Of nearly ten thousand

offenders eligible to be sentenced as habitual offenders in 1992–93—

which meant serving a much longer sentence than others—only about 20

percent were actually given that disposition. But with all else controlled,

eligible blacks were between 36 and 69 percent more likely to be declared

habitual offenders than eligible whites.22

Though drug offenses provide the most visible disparities, racial dif-

ferences in sentencing are not confined to drugs. Crawford, Chiricos, and

Kleck found that race also played a critical role in sentencing for prop-

erty offenses. And in a study of race and incarceration in New York

State, James Nelson discovered that—after controlling for the serious-

ness of the offense, county of jurisdiction, and other factors—roughly

one in three blacks sentenced to jail would have received a more lenient

sentence had they been treated the same as comparable white offenders.23

Every year in the state, four thousand black defendants went to jail who

would not have gone behind bars had they been treated the same as sim-

ilarly situated whites. The disparity was less stark for admission to pris-

ons, as opposed to local jails. Still, three hundred blacks went to state

prison in New York annually who would not have gone to prison had

they been white. 

These disparities are, perhaps unsurprisingly, even greater when age

and gender are combined with race. Because most studies lump all ages

(and usually genders as well) together, comparisons of racial patterns in

sentencing typically obscure the especially harsh outcomes for young

black men. How much so is apparent in Darrell Steffensmier and col-

leagues’ study of adult sentencing in Pennsylvania, a state with a system

of sentencing guidelines that again, other things equal, should reduce the

effects of legally irrelevant factors like race on sentences. The study

found, as have others, that the severity of the offense and the defen-

dants’ prior records carried the most weight in determining whether they
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went to prison, and for how long. But with all else controlled, the odds

of imprisonment for white men aged eighteen to twenty-nine were 38

percent less than those for black men the same age. And the prison sen-

tences for white men, when they received them, were shorter by an aver-

age of almost three months. The racial disparities decreased at older

ages, as both black and white men became less likely, other things being

equal, to be sent to prison, making the odds for black and white men

over fifty roughly similar. But putting race and age together changes the

picture dramatically: the odds of going to prison for black men eighteen

to twenty-nine were more than four times those of white men over fifty.

Thus “the influence of race in the sentencing of males depends on the

defendant’s age.”24

Why do younger black men so predictably get the toughest sanctions?

On the basis of interviews with Pennsylvania judges, the researchers sug-

gest that older offenders and women were often seen as more likely to be

supporting a family and more likely to be holding down a steady job

“now or in the future.” Young black men, on the other hand, were not

seen to have those stabilizing social bonds. They were also generally

regarded as more dangerous to public safety, less reformable, and less

likely to have suffered mitigating victimization of their own, like being

coerced into crime at the hands of men or suffering from some psycho-

logical disorder. Some of the judges, moreover, “were reluctant to send

white offenders to state prisons (whose populations were more than 65

percent black) for fear that whites would be victimized by black

inmates.” As the researchers point out, when one ignores how race,

gender, and age interact to shape the fate of offenders in the justice sys-

tem, we seriously underestimate the “high cost of being black, young,

and male” specifically, and thus the “continuing significance of race in

American society.”25

Many of these studies are quite sophisticated, and they go a long way

beyond the superficially convincing Wave 2 platitudes on which the con-

servative argument depends. Like their analysis of race and sentencing,

the conservative discussion of race and the death penalty also neglects or

misrepresents pivotal research findings. The Thernstroms, for example,

spend considerable time analyzing a well-known study by David Baldus

of the University of Iowa and his colleagues, which famously found that

killers of whites were four times as likely to get the death penalty as

killers of blacks were.26 They counter these conclusions by pointing out

that the findings surely must depend on the kind of murder involved.

Killing a police officer, for example, is more likely to be a capital offense.
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Since more police officers are white than black, they reason, it is only

logical that people get the death penalty more often for killing whites.

Thus, there is no racial bias involved. Except for a minor comment late

in the discussion, one would never know that Baldus and his colleagues

did control for the factors (over two hundred) that differentiated

between murders. And they found that, with nearly every possible vari-

able controlled, killers are still more likely to be sentenced to death, all

else equal, if they kill a white person. One would also never know that

there have been numerous other studies in several other states since

Baldus’s research that show approximately the same thing. These studies

are not obscure. The U.S. General Accounting Office recently surveyed

them in a review.27 A more up-to-date Philadelphia study by Baldus and

colleagues showed, moreover, that at least in the City of Brotherly Love,

an offender’s race also strongly shapes the likelihood of a death sen-

tence. Other things controlled, they found blacks far more likely than

whites to be sentenced to death for potentially capital offenses.28

RACE, POLICE PRACTICES, AND THE “VICIOUS CIRCLE”

The best research now available, in short, confirms—repeatedly—that

race still influences whether someone who comes before a court will be

sent behind bars, and for how long. It is not the only factor that matters,

nor even the most important variable. But race remains the significant

issue. And because going behind bars has such an enormous impact on

future chances for a good job and a stable life, the powerful role race

plays in funneling defendants deeply into the criminal justice system is

obviously a significant part of the accumulated adversities that perpetu-

ate racial disparities throughout every other realm of life.

Moreover, the exclusive focus on what happens after arrest under-

states these adverse effects because it ignores the issue of how and why

so many people of color wind up getting arrested in the first place. Much

of Wave 2 research was about sentencing. But a great deal, of course,

happens before sentencing that shapes someone’s chances of entering the

system and, once in it, their progress to the sentencing stage. This is

clearly a problem in studies like Blumstein’s that measure the presence or

absence of racial bias by comparing imprisonment rates with arrest rates.

When those rates matched up reasonably well, that was taken as evi-

dence that the justice system was not biased. (In fact, the rates did not

match up all that well, even in Blumstein’s study. The high black arrest

rates for violent crime still left unexplained 20 percent of the black-white
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disparity in imprisonment across the country.) But that kind of conclu-

sion is deeply flawed because it ignores the possible effect of discrimina-

tory practices in creating the initial disparity in black and white arrest

rates. 

Conservatives downplay this possibility. Dinesh D’Souza, for exam-

ple, along with the Thernstroms and others, invokes the findings of the

victim surveys carried out regularly by the U.S. Department of Justice.

These surveys ask samples of the general population about their experi-

ence of victimization by crime and, among other things, ask them about

the race of the people who committed the crimes. Those studies do

indeed show that victims of violent crime, including black victims,

describe the perpetrators as black in proportions that far outweigh the

black proportion of the population as a whole. And since the results of

these surveys do not depend on the behavior of authorities, as do arrest

statistics, they are often said to be free of racial bias. Following several

Wave 2 researchers, many conservatives suggest that these findings

demonstrate conclusively that racism has nothing to do with the dispro-

portionate number of black arrests. 

The point is an important one if it is not taken too far. But some Wave

2 researchers did take it too far, and so do some conservative writers.

Though the victim surveys can offer at best only a very crude estimate of

the prevalence of offenders in a given population, it is certainly true that

they generally support the uncontroversial point that blacks commit a

disproportionate amount of street crime. But these surveys cannot legit-

imately be used as evidence that the criminal justice system is free of bias

because they tell us nothing about how blacks who encounter the justice

system are actually treated. National-level survey data, for example, can-

not get around the overaggregation problem we mentioned above. Thus,

the fact that blacks are a high proportion of offenders nationwide obvi-

ously cannot be used as evidence that the police in Los Angeles or New

York do not engage in discriminatory street tactics. Nor can the victim

survey findings tell us anything about the extent of discrimination in the

way police handle most drug offenses, which are, in a sense, “victimless”

and as such do not figure in the surveys. Because the number of black

men sentenced to prison for drug offenses increased by more than 700

percent from 1985 to 1995 alone—and blacks constitute 80 percent or

more of incarcerated drug offenders in seven states—that is, to say the

least, a significant limitation.29

Some recent research makes it abundantly clear that aggressive

police behavior toward minorities cannot be explained away simply as
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the natural result of higher levels of crime among them. A study of

police stops of civilians in New York City, for example, done for the

New York State attorney general’s office, found that over a fifteen-

month period in 1998 and 1999, blacks were stopped by police six

times as often as whites were, and Latinos, four times as often. Blacks

made up about 25 percent of the city’s general population but 50 per-

cent of people stopped by the police. Whites made up 43 percent of the

general population but just 13 percent of civilians stopped by police. As

with the studies of differential sentencing, the researchers did find that

a substantial part of this disparity could be attributed to higher levels

of offenses by blacks and Latinos—as measured by the frequency with

which the stops were followed by an actual arrest—but by no means

all of it. Blacks were stopped considerably more often than they were

arrested, whites less so; blacks endured 1.5 stops for every arrest versus

1.2 for whites.30

And in fact the social science evidence on patterns of discrimination

in police practices, though not extensive, is nevertheless both consistent

and long-standing. Evidence from a variety of sources has shown for

decades that such discrimination is systemic and widespread, even in

police departments that are generally considered to be highly profes-

sional. Indeed, those discriminatory practices are not only tolerated but

also frequently justified as good police work, in “color-blind” terms, by

police themselves. Those practices, however, are often the first steps in

a cumulative process through which people of color, and minority youth

in particular, are funneled disproportionately into the criminal justice

system. 

In a classic and careful observational study of police responses to

juveniles in a midwestern city in the 1960s, for example, Irving Piliavin

and Scott Briar found starkly different treatment for black youth, even in

a department widely noted for “the honesty and superior quality of its

personnel.”31 Especially when it came to relatively minor offenses, where

officers had a great deal of discretion in deciding what to do with a

youth, the police were much more likely to give blacks the tougher dis-

positions (from an official reprimand to arrest and citation to juvenile

court) and less likely to release them outright. Piliavin and Briar discov-

ered that the officers’ decisions were heavily based on cues that “emerged

from the interaction between the officer and the youth [and] from which

the officer inferred the youth’s character”: “Older youths, members of

known delinquent gangs, Negroes, youths with well-oiled hair, black

jackets, and soiled denims or jeans . . . and boys who in their interactions
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with officers did not manifest what were considered to be appropriate

signs of respect tended to receive the most severe dispositions.”32

These cues were so significant in determining police decisions that

blacks and those otherwise fitting the delinquent stereotype were more

likely to be stopped and interrogated “often even in the absence of evi-

dence that an offense had been committed.” And if offenses were found,

they typically received “more severe dispositions [than] for the same vio-

lations” committed by whites. The fact that black youths were greatly

overrepresented among those who had to be released for lack of evidence

corroborated the researchers’ observations. 

Piliavin and Briar found that the police often based these racially tar-

geted responses on departmental statistics showing higher rates of

offenses among black youth. The police “justified their selective treat-

ment” on “epidemiological lines”; they concentrated their attention on

“those youths whom they believed were most likely to commit delin-

quent acts.” As one officer put it to the researchers, “our delinquency

problem is largely found in the Negro community and it is these youths

toward whom we are sensitized.” Indeed, Piliavin and Briar found these

assumptions meant that the police targeted their surveillance “in areas

frequented or inhabited by Negroes” in the first place, thus assuring that

black youth would be more likely to be stopped by officers. But the obvi-

ous problem with this “epidemiological” approach to policing, the

researchers pointed out, was that it “may well have self-fulfilling conse-

quences.” Black youth routinely stopped by the police might become

hostile toward law enforcement and display the wrong kind of demeanor

in encounters with them, thus vindicating the officers’ prejudices and

spurring more arrests. This, in turn, might lead “to closer surveillance of

Negro districts, more frequent encounters with Negro youths, and so on

in a vicious circle.”33

More recent work by Darlene Conley and others suggests that similar

patterns prevail today, even after another three decades of efforts in some

jurisdictions to improve the racial record of the police. The newer

research reconfirms that black (and Latino) neighborhoods are more

likely to be the focus of heavy police monitoring and surveillance to

begin with and that black and Latino youth are more likely to be defined

by police as threatening or insubordinate, more likely to be stopped more

often under various pretexts, more likely to get arrested than to receive

a warning, and less likely to have charges dropped by police.34

Some recent research suggests that police are well aware of these

racially structured practices but that they often defend them on one or
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both of two related grounds. On the one hand, just as Piliavin and Briar

found in the 1960s, police still operate with an epidemiological or “actu-

arial” attitude toward their surveillance of young people. Since minority

youth are statistically more likely to be carrying weapons or dealing

drugs on the street, why would police not concentrate their limited time

and resources on them? Why, realistically, would they spend as much

time patrolling middle-class white suburbs looking for armed gang mem-

bers? (As a police officer in a southern state put it to one of us recently,

“I could spend my time jacking up elderly Asian ladies, but why would

I?”) Moreover, as Human Rights Watch found in their study of the

racially bifurcated enforcement of drug laws in Georgia, the police most

often operate as a reactive agency that responds to public outcry over

crime and drugs, and that outcry is louder in the inner-city ghettoes and

barrios where the worst open drug dealing and gang presence are found

on the streets.35 So that is where they go. How can it be called “racist,”

police often ask, to respond to the concerns of the law-abiding citizens in

minority communities? (Especially since the police doing the responding

may be minority too?)

But the result of this “actuarial” reasoning, of course, is to exacerbate

the very differences that are invoked to justify the racially targeted prac-

tices in the first place. This in turn helps to cement the public’s image,

and the police’s image, of the gun-toting gangster or drug dealer as black

or Latino. And this confirms the validity of the police focus on youth of

color, which then goes around and around in the same kind of vicious

circle Piliavin and Briar described a generation ago.

The New Jersey attorney general’s report on racial profiling by the

state police provides some clear contemporary evidence of how this par-

ticularly insidious variety of circular reasoning works in practice. The

New Jersey authorities discovered that the vast numbers of motorists

subjected to traffic stops on the state’s turnpikes were almost 60 percent

white. A tiny minority of all stops—less than 1 percent—resulted in a

vehicle search. But of those searched, “the overwhelming majority” (77

percent) were of minority motorists. Blacks in particular were 27 percent

of those stopped but 53 percent of those searched and 62 percent of

those subsequently arrested. In seeking to explain these disparities, the

report notes that they probably result, in part, from “willful misconduct”

on the part of a relatively few troopers, but much more often from “the

tautological use of statistics to tacitly validate pre-existing stereotypes.”36

The state police, in other words, search the vehicles of blacks and Latinos

on the grounds that they are more likely to be carrying drugs or
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weapons, as determined by who has already been arrested and impris-

oned for those offenses. By largely confining these searches to blacks and

Latinos, they ensure that most of the people arrested for transporting

guns or drugs on the freeways are black or Latino. This, of course, fur-

ther validates the disproportionate scrutiny of minority drivers. “To the

extent that law enforcement agencies arrest minority motorists more fre-

quently based on stereotypes,” the report concludes, they continue to

“generate statistics that confirm higher crime rates among minorities

which, in turn, reinforces the underpinnings of the very stereotypes that

gave rise to the initial arrests.”37

The vicious circle of intensified surveillance, the generation of statis-

tics that support stereotypical conceptions of race and offenses, and on

to still more heightened surveillance has arguably worsened in recent

years because of the increasing adoption of aggressive, often paramilitary

police responses to drugs and gangs in the cities. These strategies esca-

lated in the 1990s with such practices as antigang injunctions that

allowed police to target youths labeled, often vaguely, as gang members

if they so much as stop to talk with a friend on the street. These practices

have surely ratcheted up the role of the police in shunting minority youth

into the criminal justice system in disproportionate numbers. Elliott

Currie’s research in one California county widely known for its extensive

white drug-using counterculture found that 93 percent of youth sent to

juvenile court for the offense of “possession of narcotics or controlled

substances for sale” in the 1990s were Latino.38 Of youth and adults

arrested in 1998 in California for the recently enacted offense of “partic-

ipating in a street gang,” only 13 percent were white and non-Latino;

almost 67 percent were Latino alone.39

It is abundantly clear, then, that race still helps to determine who will

enter the formal justice system in the first place and thus powerfully

shapes what will happen thereafter. And what the research shows clearly

is how persistent racial stereotyping meshes with the effect of long-term

structural disadvantages to ensure that blacks wind up more often in the

criminal justice system. A legacy of adverse structural conditions causes

blacks to have higher rates of offenses to begin with. The higher rates of

offenses are then used to justify decisions by police to monitor blacks

more intensively and by courts to sentence them more severely. Their

greater levels of incarceration contribute to difficulties in getting steady

jobs and maintaining stable families, which increases their risks of

offending, which . . . and so on, in a tragic downward spiral.

Racial conservatives fail to acknowledge the destructive effects of that
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cycle, in part because they do not acknowledge that there are structural

reasons for high black crime rates—an issue to which we will now turn.

DISCONNECTING CRIME AND DISADVANTAGE

One of the most uncomfortable facts about race in America today is that

intolerable levels of crime and violence wrack many black communities.

And, as we have seen, no one now seriously doubts that this is what leads

to the overrepresentation of black Americans in the criminal justice sys-

tem. But where do those high rates of crime come from? A recurrent

theme in much conservative writing on race is that high black crime rates

cannot be caused by racism or by the structural conditions like poverty

and extreme inequality that disproportionally afflict blacks. Instead, con-

servatives argue, high rates of crime, like many other inner-city ills, are

produced by some kind of cultural or behavioral deficiencies internal to

much of the black community. 

In a 1998 issue of the American Enterprise magazine devoted to

“Fresh Thinking on Race in America,” for example, Karl Zinsmeister

sums up this view: “Dangerous streets,” he argues, like the rest of “our

urban underclass problems, [are] not caused by race. They are caused by

dysfunctional families and personal behaviors.” In America in Black and

White, the Thernstroms provide the clearest statement of this conserva-

tive argument. They never provide a detailed alternative to the argument

that high levels of ghetto violence have something to do with many gen-

erations of structural disadvantage. Rather, they suggest that, like other

ills of the underclass, crime is a problem blacks have brought upon them-

selves—with, perhaps, the perverse help of the wrongheaded ideas of

guilty white liberals and black demagogues. Ultimately, they suggest that,

after all, crime is an individual failing, and one that, repeated over and

over again, helps to doom the black underclass to economic stagnation.

This argument is never very clearly articulated, nor is it supported by

carefully assembled social science evidence. It is usually presented mostly

as unsupported assertions, sometimes backed by rather simplistic histor-

ical arguments about the trajectory of crime rates among black

Americans. Dinesh D’Souza, for example, argues that there can be no

significant connection between racism and high crime rates among

blacks because racism has generally declined since the 1950s, while black

crime rates have generally gone up. The Thernstroms, similarly, resurrect

the shopworn argument (James Q. Wilson used it as far back as the

1960s) that crime cannot be connected to poverty (or unemployment)
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because crime fell during the depression, when millions of Americans

descended into the ranks of the poor, and rose in the prosperous 1960s.

That paradox (as Wilson used to put it) is offered as proof that the roots

of crime are individual and cultural, not structural.40

The fallacy of the conservative argument is not their assertion that

high rates of crime in some black communities reflect cultural or behav-

ioral problems. That is true virtually by definition (indeed, the idea that

crime is “caused” by “personal behavior” is essentially tautological;

crime is personal behavior). The problem with this argument is that con-

servatives tend to detach cultural or behavioral troubles from the larger

social context in which they are generated. The conservative position

makes a sharp distinction between structural or systemic factors and cul-

tural or behavioral ones. But the most compelling research shows that

this distinction is simplistic and misleading. 

Consider first the Thernstroms’ argument that poverty and crime are

not linked. Once again, they radically oversimplify what has been a sub-

tle and complex discussion about the connections between crime and

economic disadvantage. Criminologists have rarely argued that crime is

caused simply by a lack of money. Instead, the bulk of criminological

thought about the links between crime and poverty has run in one of two

other directions, or sometimes in both.

The first is that crime is related more to relative than to absolute dep-

rivation. Crime is most likely to grow, as in the so-called strain theories

of social scientists like Robert Merton or Richard Cloward, when some

people are doing very well while others, for a variety of reasons beyond

their control, are left out of that prosperity. Thus, it is not very surpris-

ing that crime rose in the 1960s, when the economic fortunes of young

unskilled men in the ghettos were plummeting relative to the fates of

many other Americans, both white and black. A number of recent stud-

ies confirm this long-standing theoretical point. Gary LaFree and Kriss

Drass of the University of New Mexico, for example, have shown that

rising rates of violent crime among blacks since the 1950s were closely

associated with the growth of economic inequality within the black pop-

ulation.41 Studying a more recent period, Richard Fowles and Mary

Merva of the University of Utah have demonstrated that rising rates of

murder and assault in the 1980s closely track the growth of wage

inequality among men during the same period.42

The second important line of criminological thought suggests that

poverty and crime are closely linked, but the link is mainly indirect rather

than direct. It involves the destructive impact of long-term deprivation
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and economic marginality on the stability and supportive capacity of

institutions like families and local communities. This helps explain why

crime could be worse among poor people in the 1960s than in the depres-

sion—and why crime among blacks could be worse today than in the

1950s, when there was more overt racism in America. Among other

things, the black poor in the 1930s, especially migrants to the cities, had

lost some of the supportive network of extended families and stable com-

munities that sustained them, to some extent, in the face of the deep rural

poverty of earlier decades. By the 1960s, that kind of social impoverish-

ment had worked its cumulative ill effects on the lives of several genera-

tions of the urban black poor. Once again, social science evidence points

to the powerful effects of a long-term process of disaccumulation that

has shaped the current problems in inner-city communities, a process

that conservatives seem not to comprehend.

This perspective also helps to explain the link between family disrup-

tion and crime, a link that conservative writers often invoke as an alter-

native to a more structural explanation. For many years criminologists

have noted the impact family disruption has had in increasing the rate of

crime in black communities. But a substantial body of research by

Edward Shihadeh, Robert Sampson, Graham Ousey, and others con-

firms the unsurprising point that family disruption is itself often gener-

ated by structural forces, notably high levels of long-term joblessness.43

Similarly, it is clear that, even more than to family structure, violent

crime is also related to some problems of family functioning. But once

again, economic insecurity and disadvantage strongly predict whether,

and how badly, families will be afflicted by these problems. Severe child

abuse and neglect, for example, is one of the most potent sources of later

violent offending. The risk of severe abuse and neglect, however, is much

greater in communities suffering from endemic joblessness and dire

poverty.44 Inadequate supervision of children by parents or other adults

is also a fairly good predictor of delinquency. But poor supervision in

turn is more likely when parents are forced into long hours of low-wage

work to make ends meet and when few public or private community

institutions are available to help take care of their children.45

The evidence for the relationship between crime and structural condi-

tions, then, is both far stronger and far more sophisticated than conser-

vatives suggest. The best criminological research on these issues makes it

clear that the frequent conservative distinction between individual or cul-

tural factors on the one hand and structural or economic ones on the

other—between bad attitudes and externally imposed disadvantages as
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explanations of crime—is much too simplistic. This research confirms the

fundamental sociological insight that the effects of social structure on

people’s behavior are cumulative and mutually reinforcing. These studies

do not suggest that black people never behave badly—that is another

straw person. They do tell us that bad behavior among black people, just

as among white people, is more likely to occur when blacks are living

under extremely adverse conditions, especially if they are caught in those

conditions for generations. In short, subject people—white or black—to

impoverished, limited, and stressful conditions for a long time, and they

may begin to act in destructive or self-destructive ways. They may have

trouble staying married, might beat their children or their wives, might

use drugs heavily or drink too much, or might become depressed and find

it difficult to cope or to parent well. Not all of them will respond in these

ways, even under the worst social conditions. But the risks that some will

are much greater. Over time, these responses may even crystallize and be

passed on across the generations. It would be silly to deny that these

things happen or that the risks of troubling behavior are very high in

some black communities. Those risks, however, cannot be divorced from

their roots in the corrosive impact of generations of hardship, segregation,

community disinvestment, and restricted opportunities. 

Again, it is not just a few pieces of recent research that make these

links between deprivation (or joblessness) and crime. By now, most

serious criminologists agree that these links are undeniable and enor-

mously important. Acknowledging the complex and sometimes indirect

quality of these connections does not diminish their importance. If any-

thing, it is the opposite. Understanding that years of not having a job,

and having no hope of getting one, may have the power to wreck one’s

personal relationships, for example, is powerful corroboration that

economic forces can have a potent impact on personality and on

human relationships. 

The recent trajectory of crime rates in the United States, moreover,

suggests that this process can be turned around: that the spiral of disad-

vantage, social exclusion, and violence can be reversed under more

favorable economic conditions. Culture is real. But it is not set in stone.

Rates of violence among black youth, for example, fell strongly after the

early 1990s, in tandem with the long economic boom of the 1990s and

the decline in unemployment and subemployment among the inner-city

young. Research by Jared Bernstein and Ellen Houston of the Economic

Policy Institute showed that crime among minority youth indeed fell

fastest in those regions where opportunities for steady work for low-
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income young people grew the most. Just as there is powerful evidence

that the loss of entry-level jobs through the 1980s helped drive violent

crime rates higher, so there is now evidence that the extraordinary

growth in new kinds of employment during the boom years helped to

bring those rates down by pulling young men off the street corner and

into the legitimate labor force.46 There is no guarantee that these benign

effects will endure: at this writing, violent crime rates have stabilized and

in some places risen along with the economic downturn in the first years

of the twenty-first century. They do, however, provide one more impres-

sive indication of the capacity of structural forces to affect the behavior

of people who are often described by conservatives as hopelessly mired

in a “self-defeating culture.”

There are other ways in which racial discrimination may affect the

crime rate that, even though there is less research on them, clearly need

mentioning. First is the impact of racially structured disinvestment in the

public institutions that could intervene with people once they have a

problem or begin to get in trouble. Discriminatory disinvestment in the

public sector in minority communities—in such services as mental health

care, child protection, or drug treatment—means that the kinds of prob-

lems that make people more vulnerable to crime and violence will be

more widespread. It also means that people of color who are at risk will

get less help. In other words, to the extent that public sector disinvest-

ment is structured by race, the black youth with a potentially trouble-

some problem is going to have less chance of getting help than a white

youth. The black child at risk of severe mistreatment by her parents is

much less likely to get effective attention from stressed and underfunded

child protective systems. The black mother suffering from chronic

depression and unable to handle her kids is less likely to get help from

the crumbling public mental health system than her white counterpart

who can afford a good therapist. All of this substantially increases the

chances that those children will become involved with delinquency and

crime in a serious way. 

Second, the discriminatory processes within the criminal justice sys-

tem outlined above also contribute to the high crime levels in many black

communities. That has probably always been true, but it is becoming

increasingly so as the level of black incarceration has skyrocketed in

recent years, utterly transforming poor black neighborhoods in the

process.47 Although it is not easy to quantify, there is little doubt that

crime in the black community today has increasingly become an iatro-

genic malady that reflects, in part, the destructive impact of mass incar-
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ceration on individual life chances, the family, and the local community.

As Dina Rose and Todd Clear have shown, there is a point beyond which

the removal of so many workers, parents, uncles, and other adults from

the hardest-hit communities weakens their capacity to exert what soci-

ologists call informal social control, thus countering any crime-reducing

effect of high rates of imprisonment.48 The enormous rise in incarcera-

tion has blocked a good part of several generations of black men from

attaining steady work and has accordingly hindered the formation of sta-

ble families and increased the attraction of illegal ways to make a liv-

ing.49 The sociologist Bruce Western has found that the experience of

incarceration as a juvenile reduces employment by about 9 percent

among black youth. Being incarcerated as a juvenile is even more detri-

mental to black youths’ future employment prospects than is dropping

out of high school.50 The still-faster rise in the incarceration of black

women has fractured families even more and left large numbers of chil-

dren effectively without parents. 

The growth of Draconian ancillary punishments for drug offenses in

particular, like losing public assistance benefits and housing subsidies for

life, has deepened the economic subordination and social impoverish-

ment experienced by great numbers of black Americans. Voting restric-

tions for ex-felons have disenfranchised many others, rendering them less

able to challenge adverse social and economic conditions through legiti-

mate political action. An estimated 13 percent of adult black men are dis-

enfranchised under these provisions. In ten states, as of the late 1990s, the

number was more than 20 percent, and in Alabama and Florida 31 per-

cent of all black men had permanently lost the right to vote.51 Over the

long run, all of these adversities contribute to high crime in black com-

munities across the United States, and, barring changes in American crim-

inal justice practices, will probably do so increasingly in the future. 

More generally, there is a crucial sense in which the increasingly

repressive responses to inner-city crime and drug abuse have been the flip

side of the cumulative disinvestment in more positive strategies to recon-

struct poor communities. Especially in these fiscally conservative times

when there is limited scope for public investment, the diversion of bil-

lions of scarce public dollars to prisons and jails means that there will be

that much less money available for child protection, dropout prevention

programs, public colleges accessible to low-income young people, and a

host of other public institutions that could operate as the front line in

preventing crime. Since the early 1980s, the already meager and declining

public investment in the social infrastructure of poor communities of
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color has been further eroded by the diversion of billions of dollars in

scarce public spending to prisons and jails. Thus the incarceration boom

has helped, in a truly vicious cycle, to aggravate the steady depletion of

public and social capital available in communities already disabled by a

heritage of poverty and segregation and abandoned by several decades of

deindustrialization. It is not accidental that the 1980s and 1990s were

decades of both crumbling schools and bulging prisons (from the mid-

1980s to the late 1990s, the state of California built twenty-two prisons

and one college). Americans are now paying a steep price for that choice

of priorities—in high rates of violence as well as of illiteracy, preventa-

ble disease, drug abuse, and other ills. And a sustained economic down-

turn could intensify that destructive tradeoff.

RACE, CRIME, AND DISACCUMULATION: IDEOLOGY AND THE POLITICS OF SOCIAL POLICY

The conservative argument, then, distorts the reality of the black experi-

ence with crime and punishment in two ways, both of which impede our

understanding of the causes of social troubles in the black community

and hinder efforts to develop effective strategies to do something about

them. 

First, conservatives have diverted attention from the more subtle and

complex, yet nevertheless quite destructive, problem of continuing

racism in the institutions of justice. They have accomplished this by mis-

characterizing the liberal view as one that sees the overrepresentation of

blacks in the criminal justice system as only a reflection of racist police,

prosecutors, and judges. This enables them to ignore a pervasive set of

interlocking processes that not only help to explain the black predomi-

nance in the jails and prisons but also put all too many black Americans

on a downward trajectory in every other realm of social life. For while

there is a sense in which it is true that crime causes poverty, as conserva-

tives often argue, it is also true that imprisonment causes poverty—

indeed the whole host of difficulties such as joblessness or family prob-

lems that conservatives and racial realists often dismiss as behavioral

ones. Discrimination in the justice system is not the only source of the

crippling overrepresentation of black Americans in the prisons and jails.

But it remains an important one, and one whose impact on black com-

munities is pervasive and fateful.

Second, the conservative move to deny the links between black crime

and black economic and social disadvantage flies in the face of decades

of criminological research. It therefore leaves Americans without mean-
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ingful guidance on how, realistically, to combat the violence and drug

abuse that continue to devastate poor communities of whatever color.

Disconnecting these very genuine problems from their structural roots

enables conservative ideologists to salvage their central idea that black

problems in post–Jim Crow America simply reflect behavioral or cul-

tural deficiencies and have little or no connection with discrimination,

past or present. Thus the denial contributes to the belief that well-

intentioned intervention by government is unlikely to help, and might

hinder, black advancement. That argument cannot, however, stand even

modest scrutiny. The evidence is overwhelming that high rates of crime

and violence are one of the costs of a legacy of discrimination and of

systematic disinvestment in black communities. And it suggests that

Americans will not make enduring strides to minimize crime among

African Americans unless and until that legacy is confronted more seri-

ously and creatively than has been done so far.
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5

Civil Rights and Racial Equality
Employment Discrimination Law, Affirmative Action, and Quotas

161

For conservatives, affirmative action and other color-conscious poli-

cies betray the original goals of the Civil Rights Act and the Voting

Rights Act. The promise of a color-blind society was perverted, as they

see it, by a succession of liberal political elites and civil rights activists

who demanded race-conscious remedies, and by Supreme Court deci-

sions that distorted the original legislation. School busing, affirmative

action in employment and college admissions, and the creation of black

or Latino majority legislative districts, conservatives argue, are the result

of judicial fiat. All these policies were, therefore, imposed undemocrati-

cally, and it is no wonder that they are deeply resented.

The way conservatives and other critics tell it, the recent history of

civil rights law is a story about how a color-blind policy of antidiscrimi-

nation was transformed into a policy of compensatory justice.1 Initially,

Congress and the courts responded to the evils of Jim Crow—segregated

schools, denial of voting rights, and employment discrimination—with

measured policies. These policies were narrowly crafted to outlaw inten-

tional discrimination and replace public racial classifications with color-

blind laws. But under pressure from civil rights activists, goes the narra-

tive, federal agencies charged with implementing the new laws moved to

broaden the scope and impact of the policies, transforming the law in the

process. The Supreme Court then ratified the new interpretation and

legitimized the new doctrine of racial justice. Whether one is talking

about school desegregation, employment discrimination law, or voting

rights, the result is the same: the policy shifts from outlawing racial clas-

sifications or prohibiting intentional discrimination to legalizing race-

conscious policies.

Conservatives (and some racial realists) seem intent to portray the
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recent history of civil rights law as a fall from grace, a descent from a

color-blind Garden of Eden to a sinful state of color consciousness. There

is no question that the Supreme Court’s interpretation of the Civil Rights

Act, the Voting Rights Act, and its ruling in Brown v. Board of

Education (1954) evolved in response to black demands for racial justice

and white resistance in the 1960s. But to explain these changes as betray-

ing clearly stated color-blind policy misleads.

Consider school desegregation. The Thernstroms, among others,

argue that Brown v. Board of Education required school districts to use

only race-neutral criteria when assigning children to school districts.

Until the Supreme Court said otherwise in Green v. School Board of

New Kent County (1968), they argue, national school desegregation pol-

icy was color-blind and did not mandate racial integration.2 The notion

that Brown required only desegregation is not found in the Supreme

Court’s decision. Instead, it comes from a district court ruling, Briggs v.

Elliot (1955), which held that the “Constitution . . . does not require

integration. It merely forbids discrimination. It does not forbid such dis-

crimination as occurs as the result of voluntary action.”3

The author of the opinion was Judge John Parker, a South Carolinian

appointed to the appeals court by Herbert Hoover. Parker was described

by one of his colleagues as “an extremely able judge who knows the law,

and follows the law, but quite unwillingly, in the Southern country.”4 As

Richard Kluger points out in his authoritative study of Brown, southern

courts used the “Parker Doctrine” to “approve a variety of maneuvers

designed to deflect the impact of Brown in those states and school dis-

tricts that did not turn to outright defiance of the Court.”5 When the

Supreme Court took up the issue of school desegregation in Green, it

was mainly in response to southern school districts that were using so-

called freedom of choice plans to subvert desegregation. Justice

Brennan’s opinion in Green, that “racially identifiable schools were a

vestige of segregation and must be eliminated,” is fully consistent with

the Court’s goal in Brown for a “transition to a racially nondiscrimina-

tory school system.”

The conservative reading of Green is a flawed interpretation of the

development of civil rights law. It misreads the key court decisions and

exaggerates their consequences. And it depends upon a particular view of

the ends and underlying principles of antidiscrimination law. The con-

servatives’ view that the Court’s decision in Green and other cases was

an ominous “doctrinal shift that had large and worrisome implications”
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is based on the belief that civil rights laws only have the narrow purpose

of eradicating racial classifications, while restricting remedies to specific

acts of intentional discrimination.6 This interpretation can be traced to

the assumption that the primary evil of Jim Crow was using state power

to racially classify individuals, and outside of striking down such laws,

society has no other obligation. Critics of color-conscious policies take

their inspiration from Justice John Harlan’s famous dissent in Plessy v.

Ferguson (1896), which said that “Our constitution is color-blind, and

neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens.” The conservatives’

version of legal changes during the civil rights era presumes that

Congress and the courts could choose only between racial classifications

and the color-blind ideal. Any other construction of the law represented

an unwarranted expansion of governmental power.

This is a gross oversimplification of the tumultuous history of civil

rights legislation from Brown to the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr. More important, the idea that Jim Crow was evil because it dis-

tinguished among individuals on the basis of race trivializes an early and

harsh form of apartheid. The defining feature of Jim Crow was the sub-

ordination and oppression of African Americans, the conscious use of

political and economic power to impose upon them the badge of inferi-

ority and to establish white supremacy. Racial classifications were not

incidental, simply a way for whites to avoid unpleasant contacts, as the

Supreme Court wrote in Plessy. To the contrary, de jure segregation was

instrumental in creating and maintaining a deeply rooted system of per-

vasive white privilege that extended to the North. Whites in both regions

of the country maintained these privileges by law, by conscious acts of

discrimination, and by racial violence. As this book has documented

repeatedly, racial inequality is not limited to overt acts of discrimination.

Rather, it depends on facially neutral institutional practices and public

policies and on the historical legacy of white accumulation and black dis-

accumulation.7

Conservatives incorrectly assume that the civil rights laws were con-

fined to abolishing racial classifications and that the meaning of dis-

crimination was limited to bigoted behavior. The development of civil

rights law did not betray a color-blind principle. It was an effort to rem-

edy the deeply rooted complexities of white racism. In this chapter and

the next we examine the conservative critique of civil rights laws: in this

chapter we focus on employment discrimination law; in chapter 6, on the

Voting Rights Act of 1965.



THE CONSERVATIVE CRITIQUE OF EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION LAW

One of the chief objectives of the early civil rights movement was to

enact an employment discrimination law. The campaign to end job dis-

crimination actually began in 1941 when A. Philip Randolph threatened

to stage a massive demonstration in Washington, D.C., to protest dis-

crimination in war industries. To avoid this potentially embarrassing

event, President Franklin D. Roosevelt created the Fair Employment

Practices Commission (FEPC), and in the 1950s and early 1960s many

states followed suit. The struggle to create a national employment dis-

crimination law culminated with the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights

Act, which includes, in Title VII, a ban on racial discrimination by

employers. 

At the time, conservatives strongly opposed any federal law prohibit-

ing private employers from discriminating. Robert Bork, for example,

dismissed the notion that government could prohibit private discrimina-

tion as “unsurpassed ugliness.”8 Many conservatives continue to regard

the idea of such a law suspiciously. Richard Epstein, an ardent critic of

employment discrimination laws, has called for the repeal of Title VII,

and Clint Bolick, the influential chief counsel of the Institute for Justice,

a conservative Washington, D.C., public interest law firm and think

tank, believes that the statute violates employers’ constitutional freedom

of contract.9 Others, including the Thernstroms, claim to support a ban

on intentional employment discrimination but argue that Title VII goes

too far because it regulates unintentional discrimination as well. 

Conservatives vehemently criticize the first Supreme Court decision to

interpret Title VII, Griggs v. Duke Power. Epstein calls it a “travesty of

statutory interpretation,” while the Thernstroms see it as prima facie

evidence of judicial usurpation and liberal intentions run amok. Griggs,

they write, was an “audacious rewriting” of the law that altered it

“beyond recognition.”10 The case is taken by conservatives to represent

a remarkable shift from a narrowly framed law that banned only inten-

tional acts of discrimination—different treatment of equally qualified

individuals—to a law that requires “racial balancing” in the workplace

and forces employers to use racial quotas. In this view, Griggs opened the

door to affirmative action policies and proportional representation in the

workplace. 

Griggs v. Duke Power posed the question of whether requiring work-

ers to possess a high school diploma or pass an aptitude test in order to

be hired or promoted was discrimination when substantially more black
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workers than whites were disqualified as a result. The Court held that

high school graduation and test requirements constituted unintentional

discrimination and violated Title VII unless the employer could prove

that the policies were job related and necessary to the operation of the

business.11 Conservatives level two criticisms against this decision. First,

they argue the Court wrongly overturned Congress’ clear decision to

limit Title VII to “intentional discrimination.”12 Second, Griggs induces

reverse discrimination. Because the Court expanded Title VII to cover

“unintentional discrimination,” which would be measured by statistical

imbalances in a firm’s workforce, conservatives argued that employers

would be forced to use racial quotas and discriminate against whites to

avoid being sued.13 A southern critic of the law, Senator Absalom

Robertson (D-Va.), first voiced what became a key conservative criticism

of Griggs. Robertson said that the law as written “means that a man

could be required to have a quota or he would be discriminating.”14

Echoing Robertson, the Thernstroms contend the Court’s decision has

rendered intentional discrimination cases a “rare bird.” Congress com-

pounded the problem in the 1991 Civil Rights Act, they add, by permit-

ting victims of intentional discrimination to sue for damages. This too,

the Thernstroms claim, forces employers to “hire by quota.”15

This account of employment discrimination law and affirmative

action rests on a series of false premises as well as misinterpretations of

Griggs and other Supreme Court decisions. Instead of being a “travesty

of interpretation,” the Court acted properly when it decided that the

Civil Rights Act prohibited certain forms of unintentional discrimina-

tion. Moreover, conservatives exaggerate Griggs’s impact in order to

taint all employment discrimination law. In fact, the courts have applied

the Griggs principle narrowly. Most employment discrimination cases

allege intentional discrimination, the kind of discrimination that many

conservatives, including Bolick and the Thernstroms, claim to oppose.

Unintentional discrimination cases, not cases of intentional discrimina-

tion, have become the “rare bird.” Although employers may reasonably

fear wrongful firing suits brought by both older white men and racial

minorities, they have little reason to worry about hiring suits brought by

rejected black job applicants.

Conservatives are interested in more than just removing unintentional

discrimination from the government’s civil rights arsenal. Underlying

their criticisms of Griggs and affirmative action is an attack on virtually

all employment discrimination law. Conservatives assume that any

employment discrimination law will threaten the presumption of color-
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blindness. The Thernstroms, for example, argue that the victims of inten-

tional discrimination should be denied the right to sue for damages

because these suits encourage employers to discriminate against whites

and hire by quota. In their view, even laws against intentional discrimi-

nation are harmful, a judgment they share with other conservative oppo-

nents of civil rights laws like Richard Epstein and Clint Bolick. Epstein

argues that enforcing laws against intentional discrimination is very

costly and that the laws, like any other form of regulation, leave employ-

ers and employees “worse off with the regulation than they were in its

absence.”16

If adopted, the conservative civil rights agenda would eliminate all

legal remedies for victims of on-the-job discrimination, whether it was

intentional or not. Conservatives would shed no tears, however, because

they believe that employment discrimination laws are unnecessary. They

assume that racial discrimination is irrational in a competitive economy

and that once state-imposed racial classifications like Jim Crow are

struck down, the market, left to its own devices, will minimize discrimi-

nation. In fact, most conservatives, as we have pointed out, think that

labor market discrimination is a thing of the past and that any remain-

ing racial differences in earnings are the result of differences in job skills

and ability. As we explained earlier, that argument is unconvincing. We

will demonstrate in the following pages that, contrary to conservative

assertions, the Griggs case has not led to widespread quota hiring or dis-

crimination against whites. In fact, employment discrimination law and

affirmative action have been vital to black economic advancement.

UNDERSTANDING AND MISUNDERSTANDING GRIGGS V. DUKE POWER

Critics of Griggs v. Duke Power claim the Supreme Court ignored the

text of the law and evaded the intent of Congress when it held that Title

VII prohibited unintentional discrimination under some circumstances.

Congress, they argue, clearly intended to prohibit only intentional dis-

crimination. The Court’s ruling in Griggs, Gary Bryner writes, “conflicts

with the working and legislative history of Title VII. . . . The Court seems

to be primarily concerned with consistency in discrimination cases rather

than adherence to legislative intent.”17

To understand the Griggs decision, and the conservative misinterpre-

tation of it, one must look at the actual language of the statute. Title VII

prohibits two kinds of conduct: simple discrimination in hiring, firing,

and so forth, and classification of employees in a way that disadvantages
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them based on race or other protected categories. The statute states that

it is unlawful for an employer

1. To fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to

discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation,

terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individ-

ual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or

2. To limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employ-

ment in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual

of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as

an employee, because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or

national origin.18

The law also prohibited labor unions from excluding or expelling from

their membership, or discriminating against, “any individual because of

his race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.”19

Labor market discrimination, as we have pointed out, is not always

intentional and obvious; it can be passive and unobtrusive. Three impor-

tant examples of employer policies and practices, two of which figured

in Griggs, illustrate what is meant by unintentional discrimination. The

first is nepotism. In the 1960s, many employers gave preferences to rela-

tives of their employees. Some employers actually required referrals from

current employees for job applicants, and numerous unions limited

membership to the families of employees. Since many jobs and member-

ship in many unions had been reserved exclusively (and at least until the

1940s legally) for whites, these nepotism policies institutionalized the

racial status quo. While these policies could have been adopted pur-

posely to exclude nonwhites (which would make them an act of inten-

tional discrimination), there were rational, neutral, and nonobjectionable

reasons for employers and unions to practice nepotism. But regardless of

the employers’ and unions’ motives, many fully qualified blacks were

excluded from union membership and work. If this kind of uninten-

tional discrimination was lawful, antidiscrimination laws could not elim-

inate barriers facing qualified black job seekers, which was a clear objec-

tive of the law.

Second, many employers required educational achievements unrelated

to the skills necessary for job performance.20 Blacks were disproportion-

ately excluded from many jobs because whites, on average, completed

more school than they did. For example, in a community where numer-

ous whites but few blacks graduated from high school, requiring that all

applicants for laborer positions hold high school diplomas would

exclude potential black workers, even though these black workers might
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be as capable of performing the jobs as white high school graduates.

Although segregation, discriminatory school funding, and other govern-

ment policies typically denied blacks a high school diploma, the require-

ment of a diploma could have been adopted for racially neutral reasons

rather than to intentionally exclude blacks. But regardless of the reason,

blacks would have been excluded.

Third, in the postwar period a large number of employers began to

use intelligence tests or aptitude tests to select workers. Like high school

diplomas, these tests were often unrelated to actual job performance and

could not predict who would be a good worker. And like the require-

ments for high school diplomas, there was a significant racial disparity in

the test scores of job applicants. White applicants scored substantially

higher than black applicants did, even though the test’s predictive value

was highly suspect.21 Like high school degree requirements and nepotism

policies, these tests could be used either as a subterfuge for intentional

racial discrimination or adopted for reasons that were unrelated to race.

The result, however, would be the same: blacks were not hired.

The problem the Court faced in Griggs was that if any degree

requirement or test used was lawful, blacks would be unintentionally

excluded and the antidiscrimination laws would be unable to address a

significant problem facing qualified black job seekers. In fact, even

before the Griggs decision, some employers were reevaluating their

degree requirements and testing policies because they were concerned

that these practices might be an unwarranted obstacle to employment of

blacks.22

Employers and legislators had good reason to be concerned about

these practices. By 1966, few African American blue-collar workers had

broken into the ranks of the skilled crafts, which were the highest-paid

blue-collar jobs. In the auto industry, for example, blacks constituted 22

percent of all laborers but only 3 percent of the skilled crafts workers.

This was also true in the steel industry, where there were virtually no

black trades workers or apprentices; the rubber and tire industry (where

1.5 percent of skilled crafts workers were black); and the aerospace

industry (where 5.4 percent of skilled crafts workers were black). A

major impediment to bringing more black workers into apprenticeship

programs was their lower scores on company-administered math tests.23

Intentional discrimination accounted for part of these discrepancies, but

high school diploma and test score requirements also played a significant

role in creating the imbalance.24 Union opposition to black membership

was another important reason for exclusion.25 Although many of these
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policies and practices were created without discriminatory intent, they

resulted in systemic barriers that prevented black workers from job

advancement. In other words, these seemingly neutral policies and prac-

tices were classifications that “would deprive or tend to deprive individ-

ual[s] of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect [their]

status as an employee.”26

The Griggs case directly addressed two of these problems: testing and

education barriers. Thirteen black employees of the Duke Power

Company brought the case. Prior to the Civil Rights Act, blacks were per-

mitted to work only in the lowest-paying department in one of the com-

pany’s power plants. The company changed its policy on July 2, 1965, the

day the act took effect. The new policy allowed black employees to trans-

fer into higher-paying departments if they held a high school diploma or

could score average or above on two “general intelligence tests.” New

employees were required to pass the tests and hold a high school diploma.

The lower courts found that the tests and diploma requirements disqual-

ified a “markedly disproportionate number” of blacks.27 But the courts

also ruled that the requirements were not adopted for a discriminatory

purpose. The Supreme Court held that the question of intent was not dis-

positive. If the diploma requirement and the test had an exclusionary

effect, and if the employer could not show they were job related and nec-

essary to its business, they were discriminatory.

Conservatives contend that in this decision the Court usurped

Congress’ power and redefined the scope and meaning of Title VII. There

are several reasons why they are mistaken. Some critics insist the law

explicitly outlawed only intentional discrimination. As evidence, they

point to an amendment to the law proposed by Senator Everett B.

Dirksen (R-Ill.). Dirksen’s amendment inserted language into the law

that limited the power of courts to order remedies by requiring a finding

“that the respondent has intentionally engaged in or is intentionally

engaging in an unlawful employment practice.”28 Hugh Davis Graham

charges the Court with interpreting the “Dirksen amendment on intent

into meaninglessness.”29

This is a dubious criticism. Dirksen said his amendment would pre-

vent charges of discrimination when an employer’s acts were “accidental,

inadvertent, heedless, unintended,” an opinion echoed by Hubert

Humphrey (D-Minn.), who said the amendment was a “clarifying

change” that did not involve “any substantive change in the title.”30 The

issue in Griggs is not whether the employer intends to violate the law but

whether the employer intends to commit an unlawful employment prac-
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tice. The Dirksen amendment makes it clear that for an employer’s acts

to constitute an unlawful employment practice, they must be intentional

acts, not accidents. Thus, a black employee who received a termination

notice by mistake could not sue for discrimination.31 The definition of

unlawful employment practice, and thus the language defining discrimi-

nation, is found in an entirely different part of the statute, Section 703,

not Section 706.

In drafting Section 703, Congress was undoubtedly aware that the

question of whether unintentional discrimination would be considered

an unlawful employment practice would be raised. By the time Congress

took up the civil rights bill, state courts had already begun to consider

whether unintentional discrimination was a form of illegal discrimina-

tion. Yet other than require that any discriminatory act must be know-

ingly committed, Congress did not explicitly require proof of intent to

prove discrimination, except when seniority and merit systems were chal-

lenged. Otherwise, the act is silent on the question of whether discrimi-

nation must be intentional to be illegal.32

The primary question the Court had to decide in Griggs was what

Congress meant by the term discrimination. There was virtually no dis-

cussion of the meaning of the word discrimination in congressional

debates nor was it defined in the statute. The record does indicate, how-

ever, that Congress intended to use existing state discrimination laws to

define the term.33 What the term discrimination meant under state law in

1964 is therefore useful in determining what it means under Title VII. By

the spring of 1964, many states had begun to include unintentional dis-

crimination within the definition of discrimination.34

Significantly, just prior to the passage of the 1964 act, state fair

employment commissions in New York and Illinois ruled discrimination

was not limited to intentional discrimination. In both employment dis-

crimination cases, the New York and Illinois FEPCs held that discrimi-

nation resulting from a race-neutral policy was illegal. Both cases were

important and well publicized, and the Illinois case figured prominently

in the Senate debate of Title VII. Moreover, at the moment the Senate

was debating the Civil Rights Act, the decision in the New York case was

handed down and reported as a major legal development. In that case,

the Commission for Human Rights ruled that a union’s nepotism policy

discriminated against black apprenticeship applicants because all of the

union’s members were white.35 Although the commission found that the

policy was motivated by racial animus, it ruled the policy was discrimi-

natory even if there were no intent to discriminate because it dispropor-
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tionately excluded black workers. The case attracted widespread atten-

tion. It was the subject of front-page stories in the New York Times on

March 5, 1964, and again on March 24, 1964.36 On the twenty-fourth,

the Senate was in session, listening to southern senators filibuster the

Civil Rights Act.37

The Illinois case concerned a black applicant at Motorola who applied

for a job for which he was qualified but for which he had failed to pass a

preemployment “general intelligence test.” He filed a complaint with the

Illinois Fair Employment Commission, which ruled that any test that dis-

proportionately excluded blacks was discriminatory, regardless of intent

or whether it measured job qualifications. Since the Motorola Company’s

standardized test had a disproportionate impact on blacks, it violated the

Illinois fair employment law.38 The rule announced by the commission

was unyielding, providing no exception for tests or other selection devices

necessary for the operation of business.

Thus, when Congress debated the Civil Rights Act there was already

considerable legal support for the proposition that unintentional dis-

crimination was an unlawful employment practice. Moreover, Congress

explicitly provided in Title VII that under certain limited circumstances,

proof of intent is required. Section 703(h) of the act states:

It shall not be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to apply

different standards of compensation, or different terms, conditions or privi-

leges of employment pursuant to a bona fide seniority or merit system, or a

system which measures earnings by quantity or quality of production or to

employees who work in different locations, provided that such differences

are not the result of an intention to discriminate because of race, color, reli-

gion, sex, or national origin, nor shall it be an unlawful employment prac-

tice for an employer to give and to act upon the results of any professionally

developed ability test provided that such test, its administration or action

upon the results is not designed, intended, or used to discriminate because

of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.39

The inclusion of this section indicates that the drafters of the law were

aware that Title VII could be interpreted to prohibit unintentional dis-

crimination. Otherwise, they would not have required proof of intent in

certain limited kinds of cases. The drafters obviously felt they needed to

explicitly provide a requirement of intent where they wanted one

imposed, and they knew how to do so.

A close examination of the Senate debates confirms this interpreta-

tion. The Motorola decision provoked a vigorous debate in the Senate

and resulted in language permitting testing in some circumstances.
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Opponents of Title VII—mainly southern Democrats and western and

plains states Republicans—argued that since the Motorola decision

would apply nationally, passing any employment discrimination law

would eliminate all employment testing. When the bill’s floor managers,

Senators Clifford Case (R-N.J.) and Joseph Clark (D-Pa.), insisted the

bill would not affect tests that measured legitimate job qualifications,

Senator John Tower (R-Tex.) responded with an amendment that

allowed businesses to use professionally developed ability tests. This

amendment was defeated by a coalition of northern Democrats and

northeastern Republicans, who worried that its language could be inter-

preted to allow these tests under all circumstances. Senator Case told his

colleagues, “If this amendment were enacted, it could be an absolute bar

and would give an absolute right to an employer to state as a fact that he

had given a test to all applicants, whether it was a good test or not, so

long as it was professionally designed. Discrimination could actually

exist under the guise of the statute.”40 Tower then came up with a com-

promise amendment, one that permitted professionally developed ability

tests so long as they were not “designed, intended or used to discrimi-

nate.” The revised amendment easily passed the Senate after Hubert

Humphrey (D-Minn.) said that he and others found the new language

“to be in accord with the intent and purpose of the [legislation].”41

Although Section 703(h) protects professionally developed tests—as

well as seniority, merit, and productivity systems unless they are

designed, intended, or used to discriminate—it does not offer similar

protection for other requirements of employment such as high school

diplomas (as required by the Duke Power Company) or nepotism sys-

tems (like the union membership rule the New York Commission for

Human Rights found to be discriminatory). The section simply does not

cover such systems. Thus, these arrangements violate Title VII if they are

found to “deprive any individual of employment opportunities . . .

because of such individual’s race.”42

When the Griggs case reached the Supreme Court, the Court looked

at the language of the statute and the debates in the Senate to determine

whether Congress intended to prohibit only intentional discrimination.

The Court found no such limitation and ruled that the high school

diploma requirement was clearly discriminatory if it was not job related.

The justices’ decision focused on aptitude tests because, although

Congress had done nothing to exempt discriminatory educational

requirements from the act, it had provided an exemption for certain pro-

fessionally developed tests.
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In deciding whether a professionally designed test adopted by an

employer violated the law, the Court considered four possible ap-

proaches. First, it could hold that the test violated Title VII per se because

it had a discriminatory effect. This was the Illinois rule, set forth in the

Motorola case. Second, it could hold that a professionally developed test

was always permitted under Title VII. This is the rule proposed by

Senator Tower in the initial version of 703(h) but rejected by the Senate.

Third, it could hold that a professionally developed test was permitted

under 703(h) unless it was adopted for a discriminatory purpose. This is

the interpretation of Epstein and the Thernstroms. Fourth, it could hold

that a professionally developed test was permitted under 703(h) so long

as it was both necessary and bona fide—the test must actually measure

criteria related to job performance. This is the position the Court

adopted.

Except for seniority, the Court concluded that unless an employer

could show a practice was job related and necessary to the operation of

business, a practice or policy that unintentionally produced discrimina-

tion violated Title VII.43 Claiming that the Griggs decision “perverted

both the language and legislative history of the act,” Richard Epstein

insists the Court “overstated the intention of the statute by insisting that

it was designed to allow all persons to compete equally in the workplace

regardless of differences in their prior training.” Epstein and other crit-

ics construe the purposes of Title VII narrowly, arguing that it forbids

only bigoted acts and otherwise “lets the chips fall where they may.”

According to Epstein, tests are illegal only if they were “designed,

intended or used to discriminate.” He argues the word “used” must

mean “intentionally used.”44 Another critic of the decision, Herman Belz,

bases his argument on the premise that proof of intentional discrimina-

tion was required under state laws before Title VII.45

Belz is simply wrong in claiming that state law required proof that

discrimination was intentional. The Illinois Motorola case rejected an

intent requirement, prompting the Senate debate on unintentional dis-

crimination that led to the adoption of Section 703(h). Unlike Belz,

Epstein does recognize that Section 703(h) was placed in Title VII in

response to the Motorola case. In a dubious reading of legislative history,

however, he argues that the section, which protects “bona fide qualifica-

tion tests,” protects any test used in good faith even if it does not actu-

ally test “bona fide qualifications.”46 Epstein also insists that the Court

“does not choose to mention, let alone discuss, the controversial

Motorola incident, which prompted the specific statutory language of
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703(h).”47 Epstein is just plain wrong about this. The Court explicitly

addressed the Motorola case in a footnote, pointing out that “the deci-

sion was taken to mean that such tests could never be justified even if the

needs of the business required them. A number of Senators feared that

Title VII might produce a similar result.”48 The Court’s understanding

was that tests were specifically permitted by the law but, given the debate

over the amendment, only in those cases where they were justified by

business necessity. Although critics claim that the words “business neces-

sity” appear nowhere in the law or in the legislative debates, Senator

Case’s objection to the first version of the Tower amendment clearly

indicates that the majority was aware that allowing the use of any test an

employer might select would be discriminatory.

Conservative critics of Griggs also ignore the New York nepotism

case Lefkowitz v. Farrell.49 The principle announced in this case estab-

lished that nepotism by all-white organizations like unions and appren-

ticeship committees is a form of illegal employment discrimination. This,

of course, is the very principle professed by the Supreme Court in Griggs.

In the 1960s, many jobs controlled by unions or employee associations

(skilled crafts and construction jobs as well as police, firefighter, and

other civil service jobs) were often exclusively white. As the Farrell deci-

sion recognized, racial animus was not necessary to retain racial homo-

geneity in these workplaces. All that was required was a race-neutral pol-

icy that preferred the family, or family and friends, of employees. To

argue, as do Belz, Epstein, and the Thernstroms, that Title VII was

intended only to prohibit intentional discrimination, is to argue that it

was not expected to confront problems like nepotism in all-white jobs.50

This is not a plausible interpretation of the act. Critics of Griggs ignore

the language of the law that prohibits employers from limiting, segre-

gating, or classifying employees because of their race.

If critics of Griggs are correct that Congress had intended to prohibit

only intentional discrimination, one could have expected Congress to

repudiate the Griggs decision. It had the opportunity in 1972 when Title

VII was extended to include public employment.51 Not only did Congress

refuse to change the language of Section 703(h) or the Griggs decision, it

gave the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) the

authority to bring lawsuits for violations of the act. Congress had refused

to give the EEOC such power when it initially passed the act.

In 1989, however, a much more conservative Supreme Court reaf-

firmed one portion of Griggs while reversing another part.52 The Court

held that tests and other neutral policies that caused a discriminatory
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effect did violate Title VII. Thus it affirmed the essence of Griggs. But the

Court also shifted the burden of proof to the plaintiffs and lowered the

standard that businesses needed to meet in order to use a test. The Court

discarded the “business necessity” standard and said that an employer

could defend the choice of tests or policies if it could prove they were job

related. As the Court put it, if the employer could show there was a

“legitimate business reason” for its test or other selection device, it met

the criteria required by Title VII.53

Congress responded swiftly by passing a Civil Rights Restoration Act

that fully restored the standard of business necessity established in

Griggs. When President Bush vetoed it, Congress refused to back down

and passed a new Civil Rights Restoration Act that was more moderate

in some respects but that retained the Griggs business necessity stan-

dard.54 This time President Bush signed the law. Congress’ consistent

refusal to overturn or dilute the Griggs principle plainly undercuts the

assertion by Epstein, the Thernstroms, and other critics that the Court

ignored congressional intent.

Critics often say the Court’s decision was radical. But that description

does not square with the group of justices who decided Griggs. They were

an ideologically balanced group of cautious moderates. At the time, the

Court was divided equally among Democrats and Republicans, and nearly

equally among conservatives, moderates, and liberals.55 Even Justice

Harlan, who was profoundly conservative in civil rights cases and known

to “urge his colleagues to refrain from extending any group or cause spe-

cial protection simply out of a well-meaning but shortsighted desire to do

‘justice,’” joined the majority.56 It therefore strains credulity to argue, as

conservatives do, that this cautious and moderate group of justices unani-

mously adopted a radical interpretation of the Civil Rights Act.

Far from being radical, the Court’s decision that the act prohibited

both unintentional discrimination and intentional discrimination has

deep roots in legal history. Since the early nineteenth century, Anglo-

American courts in the field of tort law (personal injury law), have held

that people are legally responsible for negligently caused injuries regard-

less of their intent.57 The Griggs case extended this long-standing princi-

ple to discrimination law. In doing so, the Griggs case engaged an impor-

tant problem Congress faced in 1964: even in the absence of racial

hatred, bigotry, or intentional discrimination, business as usual fre-

quently excluded black Americans from the workplace. The Griggs deci-

sion, like the statute it applies and interprets, was a necessary response to

systemic, if unintended, racial discrimination.
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Critics insist that Griggs is the first in a long line of cases that estab-

lish equality of results as the underlying standard of civil rights law. In

this view, the Court mandated racial balancing in the workplace and

endorsed preferential hiring to overcome statistical discrepancies be-

tween black and white workers in a particular firm. To say that Griggs

mandates equality of results is a gross exaggeration. Nowhere in the

opinion does the Supreme Court say the law requires preferential hiring

or that statistical discrepancies in the racial composition of the work-

force would justify preferential hiring.58 Nor does it endorse, even implic-

itly, equality of results. The decision prescribes no particular set of

results; it simply says that the use of tests must be justified. “Congress

has not commanded,” the Court said, “that the less qualified be pre-

ferred over the better qualified simply because of minority origins.”

What one can say about the Court’s decision is that it is based on a

broad conception of equality of opportunity. The Court understood

what its critics do not: Congress was concerned not just with discrete

acts of discrimination but with barriers to economic opportunity. Indeed,

the Court’s opinion underscores a central argument of this book: racism

need not be intentional. We could hardly state it better than the justices

did in their opinion: “Good intent or absence of discriminatory intent

does not redeem employment procedures or testing mechanisms that

operate as ‘built-in headwinds’ for minority groups.” 

The final word on whether the Griggs decision was intemperate,

unjustified, or an “audacious rewriting” will not be established by argu-

ments between legal historians and polemicists alone. Rather, it can be

found in the Court’s own words (see sidebar).

THE IMPACT OF GRIGGS: CONSERVATIVE ILLUSIONS AND LEGAL REALITIES

For conservatives, Griggs is the harbinger of racial quotas and affirma-

tive action. They argue that “disparate impact” cases (as cases based on

Griggs are often called) dominate the field of employment discrimination

law, while intentional discrimination (or “disparate treatment”) cases

have all but disappeared.59 And they argue that Griggs induces employ-

ers to use racial quotas or discriminate against whites to avoid being

sued. Conservatives are wrong on both counts.

The irony of Griggs, which conservative critics completely ignore, is

that disparate impact cases are so expensive to bring that they are rarely

filed. Such cases require an army of expert witnesses—including statisti-

cians, psychologists, and economists—and can be funded only by the
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GRIGGS ET AL. V. DUKE POWER COMPANY
Mr. Chief Justice Burger delivered the opinion of the Court.

The objective of Congress in the enact-

ment of Title VII is plain from the lan-

guage of the statute. It was to achieve

equality of employment opportunities

and remove barriers that have operat-

ed in the past to favor an identifiable

group of white employees over other

employees. Under the Act, practices,

procedures, or tests neutral on their

face, and even neutral in terms of in-

tent, cannot be maintained if they op-

erate to “freeze” the status quo of prior

discriminatory employment practices.

What is required by Congress is the re-

moval of artificial, arbitrary, and un-

necessary barriers to employment when

the barriers operate invidiously to dis-

criminate on the basis of racial or other

impermissible classification.

The Act proscribes not only overt

discrimination but also practices that

are fair in form, but discriminatory in

operation. The touchstone is business

necessity. If an employment practice

which operates to exclude Negroes can-

not be shown to be related to job per-

formance, the practice is prohibited.

On the record before us, neither

the high school completion require-

ment nor the general intelligence test

is shown to bear a demonstrable rela-

tionship to successful performance of

the jobs for which it was used. Both

were adopted, as the Court of Appeals

noted, without meaningful study of

their relationship to job-performance

ability.

Good intent or absence of dis-

criminatory intent does not redeem

employment procedures or testing

mechanisms that operate as “built-in

headwinds” for minority groups and

are unrelated to measuring job capa-

bility. Congress directed the thrust of

the Act to the consequences of em-

ployment practices, not simply the

motivation. More than that, Congress

has placed on the employer the burden

of showing that any given require-

ment must have a manifest relation-

ship to the employment in question.

The facts of this case demonstrate

the inadequacy of broad and general

testing devices as well as the infirmity

of using diplomas or degrees as fixed

measures of capability. History is filled

with examples of men and women

who rendered highly effective per-

formance without the conventional

badges of accomplishment in terms of

certificates, diplomas, or degrees.

Diplomas and tests are useful servants,

but Congress has mandated the com-

monsense proposition that they are

not to become masters of reality.

The Company contends that its

general intelligence tests are specifi-

cally permitted by Section 703(h) of

the Act. That section authorizes the

use of any professionally developed

ability test that is not designed, in-

tended or used to discriminate because

of race. . . . 

Nothing in the Act precludes the

use of testing or measuring proce-

dures; obviously they are useful. What

Congress has forbidden is giving these

devices and mechanisms controlling

force unless they are demonstrably a

reasonable measure of job perfor-

mance. Congress has not commanded

that the less qualified be preferred over

the better qualified simply because of

minority origins. Far from disparaging

job qualifications as such, Congress

has made such qualifications the con-

trolling factor, so that race, religion,

nationality, and sex become irrelevant.

What Congress has commanded is

that any tests used must measure the

person for the job and not the person

in the abstract.

(Griggs v. Duke Power, 401 U.S. 424

(1971) 424 (edited).



government, which rarely brings them, or by a few well-funded civil

rights law firms. Moreover, plaintiffs who win disparate impact cases are

awarded no damages other than back pay and attorneys fees (and the

law on attorneys’ fees increasingly works against civil rights lawyers).

Consequently, most employment discrimination cases claim intentional

discrimination.

There is an abundance of empirical evidence proving this point. Three

recent empirical studies examined whether employment discrimination

cases that rely on the Griggs theory of disparate impact, or unintentional

discrimination, make up a large proportion of federal discrimination

cases. Each one finds that they are only a small part of the caseload. John

Donohue III and Peter Siegelman report that 7,613 employment discrim-

ination cases were filed in the federal courts during fiscal year 1988–89.

They estimate that 101 of these cases were brought under the Griggs the-

ory—a mere 1.3 percent.60 Siegelman conducted a second study that

examined in detail over a thousand employment discrimination cases

filed in federal court between January 1, 1985, and March 31, 1987. He

found that in the 1,029 cases where the nature of the complaint could be

determined, only 19, or 1.84 percent, were based on claims of disparate

impact.61 The third study focused on a nationwide sample of 1,247

employment discrimination cases. It found that between 1972 and 1973,

soon after the Griggs decision was announced, disparate impact cases

climbed to 8.7 percent of all employment discrimination cases filed. By

1986–87, however, these cases accounted for only 3.7 percent of an

increasing number of employment discrimination cases.62

These studies provide clear-cut evidence that it is the disparate impact

cases filed under Griggs that are quite rare. Moreover, most of the 7,500-

plus individual actions filed in federal court in fiscal year 1989 were

claims of discriminatory firing, not discriminatory hiring.63 While the

Thernstroms would have us believe the typical employment discrimina-

tion case is a broad challenge to employers’ hiring policies, in truth the

typical case today is brought by an individual employee who claims that

his or her termination was the result of intentional discrimination.

An empirical study comparing age discrimination cases to other dis-

crimination cases confirms the finding that relatively few cases allege

hiring discrimination.64 This study reveals that only 227 (23 percent) of

981 non–age discrimination cases surveyed involved hiring claims. By

contrast, 610 (62 percent) alleged termination, 439 (45 percent) pertained

to conditions of employment, 383 (39 percent) involved demotion or

promotion, and 240 (24 percent) had to do with unequal pay.65
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Despite the claims of conservative critics, it is very difficult for plain-

tiffs to win employment discrimination cases. The Supreme Court, like

conservative critics, demands unambiguous evidence of intent to dis-

criminate in most cases. Consider the Court’s recent decision regarding

proof of intentional discrimination, the 1993 case of St. Mary’s Honor

Society v. Hicks.66 A black man, Melvin Hicks, was hired by St. Mary’s

(a halfway house) as a correctional officer in 1978. He was promoted to

shift commander in 1980. He had a satisfactory employment record until

1984, when a new chief of custody and a new superintendent, both white

men, were appointed. Within a few months he was suspended, demoted,

fired, and replaced by a white man. He brought a Title VII suit in the

United States District Court, claiming intentional racial discrimination.

At trial, St. Mary’s claimed that Hicks had been fired for disciplinary

offenses as well as for threatening John Powell, the new chief of custody.

Sitting without a jury, the district court judge rejected St. Mary’s asser-

tions. The judge found that in comparable and more serious cases, St.

Mary’s had been more lenient with white employees. Powell, the judge

ruled, had provoked Hicks to have an excuse for firing him. The federal

district court found that Hicks had established that there was “a crusade

to terminate him” and that the putative reasons St. Mary’s gave for the

crusade were untrue. In fact, the district court rejected every explanation

St. Mary’s offered, leaving no legitimate reason for firing Hicks. Despite

these findings, the Supreme Court held they were not necessarily suffi-

cient to prove intentional discrimination. The Court ruled that the judge

was permitted to find discrimination based on these facts if he chose to,

but he was not required to find discrimination. The trial judge decided

that the new white supervisors disliked Hicks not because of his race but

because they just did not like him. Even though the supervisors never

claimed to dislike Hicks, the district court concluded that this was their

motive, handing St. Mary’s a complete victory. The Hicks decision estab-

lished a very difficult standard for proof of intentionality. 

By ignoring the difficulties of proving intent and misstating the extent

to which proof of intent is required, conservatives misrepresent and

downplay the realities of employment discrimination litigation. Con-

servatives also exaggerate the impact Griggs has on employers. They

assert that because of Griggs, employers commonly hire by quota and

practice reverse discrimination to avoid lawsuits by disgruntled job

applicants. Conservatives assume that a rational employer will resort to

“quota hiring” and discriminate against whites to avert potential legal

liability from Title VII and Griggs.67 They provide no evidence that
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employers actually behave this way, simply claiming, as the Thernstroms

do, that it is “the obvious way to keep litigators at bay.”68

Despite conservatives’ claims of what rational employers ought to do,

there are no empirical studies showing widespread employment discrim-

ination against whites. In fact, given what we know about discrimination

litigation, a rational employer would be foolish to discriminate against

white job applicants. The Supreme Court made this clear in McDonald

v. Santa Fe Trail Transportation Company, a case decided soon after the

Griggs decision. In the McDonald case the Supreme Court decided that

the 1964 Civil Rights Act (Title VII) and the 1866 Civil Rights Act (sec-

tion 1981) prohibited all race discrimination. Discrimination against

whites was just as illegal as discrimination against blacks.69 In that case,

three employees—two white, one black—had been accused of theft.

Santa Fe fired the two white employees and retained the black employee.

The Court ruled that the white employees had established a prima facie

case of intentional discrimination, and required the employer to articu-

late a nondiscriminatory justification for its action. In response, the

employers argued that isolated cases of discrimination against whites

were permissible because Title VII was intended to help blacks, not

whites. The Supreme Court rejected this contention.70

In 1979, to permit bona fide affirmative action plans, the Court carved

out a narrow exception to the rule prohibiting discrimination against

whites.71 But to justify an affirmative action plan using racial preferences

in hiring, the court held that a private employer had to meet five criteria.

First, employers had to establish that there was a manifest racial imbal-

ance in their workforces, showing substantial underrepresentation in a

traditionally segregated job category. Second, employers had to certify

that the purpose of the plan was to open employment opportunities for

blacks. The third criterion is particularly relevant to the issue of whether

civil rights legislation promotes discrimination against whites. It requires

employers to demonstrate that the plan did not require the discharge of

white employees or otherwise substantially interfere with any legitimate

career expectations established prior to the plan. The final two criteria

also speak to the possibility of disadvantaging whites. The fourth crite-

rion states that employers had to show that the plan was not an absolute

bar to hiring white job applicants, and the fifth, that it was temporary

and would end when its objectives were met. For public employers, the

Court added some additional requirements. The Court demanded that

public employers provide convincing evidence that any racial imbalance

was caused by intentional discrimination engaged in or condoned by the
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employer, that the purpose of the plan was to remedy the prior inten-

tional discrimination, and that the plan was narrowly focused to remedy

the prior discrimination.72

These are difficult requirements to meet. And although many employ-

ers have outreach, recruitment, and mentoring affirmative action plans,

very few use plans that give black applicants preferential treatment.

Given these restrictions, it makes no sense to say Griggs or affirmative

action plans induce employers to discriminate against white workers.

The argument that employers discriminate against whites and hire by

racial quota to avoid litigation assumes that employers are more con-

cerned with being sued for failing to hire blacks than they are for firing

previously hired black employees.73 But current research points in the

opposite direction: there are many more wrongful termination cases than

failure to hire cases.74 If their conduct is affected by the fear of Title VII

lawsuits at all, rational employers should therefore be far more afraid to

fire blacks than they are to refuse to hire them. This is particularly true

when the employer views the black applicant as unqualified or marginally

qualified. The rational employer would ask: “Why should I take a chance

on an arguably unqualified applicant who is not likely to sue me if I do

not hire him or her, but who may sue me if I hire and have to fire him or

her?” Moreover, a rational employer would reason that if sued, he or she

would rather be sued for not hiring someone believed to be unqualified

than for firing (or demoting) someone initially viewed as qualified. In the

failure-to-hire case the employer has a ready defense: “In my judgment,

he or she was not the best qualified.” This is a far easier defense than a

termination case: “Initially, I thought this was the best-qualified appli-

cant, but the person turned out to be incompetent.” Ironically, litigation

over Title VII may give employers seeking to avoid discrimination liabil-

ity incentives to be overly cautious about hiring minority employees

rather than discriminating in their favor. There is no evidence, however,

that Title VII has discouraged employers from hiring racial minorities. 

If Griggs causes employers to use quotas and discriminate against

whites, one would also expect to see evidence of that in studies of dis-

crimination litigation. To determine who files discrimination lawsuits,

Alfred Blumrosen, a Rutgers University law professor, surveyed every

federal court employment discrimination case based on race or sex

reported in the national reporter system between 1990 and 1994, a total

of over three thousand cases.75 Blumrosen found that less than one hun-

dred, or under 4 percent, involved claims of racial or sexual discrimina-

tion by white men. Similarly, a survey by the American Bar Foundation
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found that, with the exception of age discrimination cases, white men

filed fewer than 5 percent of the employment discrimination cases in fed-

eral court.76

Why do so few white men sue for racial discrimination? Is it because

they have less information about where and how to file complaints

about discrimination? The data on age discrimination complaints

demonstrate that this is not the case. White men do complain about dis-

crimination, but not about racial and sexual discrimination. Instead

white men typically complain about age discrimination. Indeed, they are

among the primary users of antidiscrimination laws. One survey of dis-

crimination claims by the federal antidiscrimination agency, the EEOC,

found that one-quarter of all EEOC claims, and half of all dollars recov-

ered, come from age discrimination cases. In those cases where the sole

basis of the alleged discrimination was age discrimination, white men

filed almost three-quarters of the cases.77 Clearly, then, white men do

complain about employment discrimination when they believe they

have been victimized.

One reason white men file discrimination cases based on age rather

than race or sex is that they are more likely to win these cases and the

awards are substantially higher. Reverse discrimination cases are typi-

cally dismissed or unsuccessful. The EEOC found only twenty-eight

credible cases of reverse discrimination out of seven thousand complaints

in 1994, and federal courts dismissed most reverse discrimination com-

plaints between 1990 and 1994.78 In a study of all employment discrimi-

nation cases taken to trial between 1978 and 1985, Theodore Eisenberg

found that 22.2 percent resulted in plaintiff verdicts (compared with 50.0

percent of all tort cases). And he discovered that the odds of winning are

far higher in age discrimination cases (25.0 percent) than in other dis-

crimination cases (4.5 percent).79 Settlements in age discrimination cases

are far more lucrative as well, and because white men are prone to file

age discrimination suits, they gain more financially from antidiscrimina-

tion laws than do women and racial minorities. Table 2 compares the

results of age discrimination complaints with race and sex discrimination

complaints. It shows clearly that age discrimination claimants were more

likely to prevail and were awarded more money than plaintiffs in non–

age discrimination cases. The average recovery in age discrimination

cases, where white men make up the vast majority of plaintiffs, is almost

$84,000, compared to $12,000 for racial and sexual discrimination. For

class action suits, age discrimination average awards are seventeen times

the awards for race discrimination cases.80
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There is very little evidence to suggest that Griggs or executive orders

requiring affirmative action plans have produced widespread quota

hiring or reverse discrimination. This is not surprising because employ-

ers cannot defend themselves from lawsuits under Title VII merely by

creating a workforce that has the “right” numbers of racial minorities.

The Court has consistently said that Griggs does not impose hiring

preferences on employers. It looks at the process through which hiring

decisions are made, eschewing any concern for who gets hired in favor

of how individuals are selected. In Connecticut v. Teal the Court ruled

that racial balancing would not protect employers from a Title VII

challenge.81

Statistical studies of enforcement of Title VII and affirmative action

provide no evidence that they lead to racial balancing or reverse dis-

crimination. If an employer refused to hire perfectly competent whites in

favor of incompetent blacks, the firm’s productivity would decline. If

there was evidence that firms were hiring less productive black or female

workers and raising their wages relative to more productive white males,

we might conclude that Title VII has caused reverse discrimination. But

the research on this hypothesis shows otherwise. Using data from EEO

files, Jonathan Leonard estimated the impact of affirmative action and

Title VII on the productivity of firms hiring racial minorities and women.

He found no evidence of reverse discrimination or a decline in produc-

tivity. On the contrary, he found that the productivity of black workers

actually increased between 1966 and 1977.82 Thus, there is no evidence

for the conservatives’ contention that the legacy of Griggs is quota hir-

ing and reverse discrimination.

Table 2. Survey of Federal Court Discrimination 
Claim Outcomes by Type of Case 

Age Discrimination Non–Age
Casesa Discriminationa Cases

(white men = 74%) (white men <5%)

Settled 58.0% 46.5%
Plaintiff Wins 6.4% 2.2%
Defendant Wins 26.3% 47.0%
Average Recovery $68,785 $11,517

source: American Bar Foundation survey, published in George Rutherglen, “From Race to Age: The
Expanding Scope of Employment Discrimination Law,” Journal of Legal Studies 24 (1995), p. 512,
table 6.

a. Totals do not add up to 100 percent because dropped cases were excluded.



WHY EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION LAW MATTERS TO RACIAL EQUALITY

If they were able to, conservatives would eliminate all government affir-

mative action programs and repeal Title VII. They got off to good start

in this direction after the 1980 election. The Reagan administration more

or less gutted the federal government’s contract compliance program.

Started in 1965 with an executive order issued by President Lyndon B.

Johnson, the federal contract compliance program mandates that all gov-

ernment contractors with contracts in excess of $50,000 and with fifty or

more employees institute affirmative action plans. The order prohibits

discrimination by contractors and requires contracting firms to take

“affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed and employ-

ees are treated during employment without regard to their race, color,

religion, sex or national origin.”83 Under this controversial program, the

federal government monitored the racial composition of contractors’

workforces and asked that firms set goals to remedy deficiencies.

After Ronald Reagan’s election, his administration sharply cut the

budget of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP),

reducing enforcement of the contract compliance program. As Jonathan

Leonard notes, “fewer administrative complaints were filed, back-pay

awards were phased out, and the already rare penalty of debarment

became an endangered species.”84 For example, about 500 back-pay

awards were granted in fiscal year 1986 compared to 4,336 during the last

year of the Carter administration.85

Many conservatives would go further. Richard Epstein wants to

repeal Title VII in its entirety and let market competition regulate dis-

crimination. Clint Bolick agrees. He thinks that Title VII interferes with

private employers’ constitutional right to form contracts without gov-

ernmental interference.86 The Thernstroms’ position is more complicated

but no less hostile to the enforcement of any employment discrimination

law. On the one hand, they say they oppose affirmative action and laws

that prohibit unintentional discrimination, but they favor making inten-

tional discrimination illegal. On the other hand, they oppose provisions

in the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1991 that permit plaintiffs to col-

lect damages in intentional discrimination cases: “The act allowed dam-

ages and compensation, including nontaxable backpay, for intentional

discrimination, which increased the exposure of employers and thus gave

them more of an incentive to hire by quota.”87 The implication of this

criticism of the 1991 act is that damages should never be awarded, even

when employers intentionally discriminate.
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The 1991 Civil Rights Act permits compensatory damages (in an

amount no greater than $300,000) for future financial losses, pain and

suffering, and emotional distress. This provision is explicitly limited to

acts of “intentional discrimination”; it also permits punitive damages

(subject to the $300,000 limit), but only when the defendant acts with

both intent and malice.88 The Thernstroms, like many conservatives,

object to this provision because, they claim, it encourages employers to

“hire by quota,” even though they provide no evidence for this assertion.

If they object to awarding damages even in cases where discrimination is

intentional, their objections to banning unintentional discrimination ring

hollow. As we have demonstrated, employers have little to fear from

blacks filing Title VII hiring suits. Black plaintiffs succeed in only a hand-

ful of these cases, and when they do succeed, they typically receive small

judgments. Most Title VII cases are for harassment, termination, demo-

tion, or refusal to promote; very few are for failure to hire. If the

Thernstroms object to the enforcement of Title VII even in cases where

the employer has intentionally refused to hire minorities, it is fair to say

they have no interest in enforcing any civil rights laws.

Were the conservatives’ agenda for employment discrimination law to

be adopted, victims of discrimination would be left with very little pro-

tection. Most conservatives are not concerned about this prospect

because they think labor market discrimination has mostly disappeared

and that the costs of enforcing Title VII outweigh the benefits. These

arguments ignore substantial evidence of persistent labor market dis-

crimination, especially the ways in which racial stereotypes and same-

race identification affect employers’ decisions. They also neglect how

effective Title VII has been in diminishing racial inequality.

Earlier we examined changes in the structure of labor market dis-

crimination, arguing that racial differences in employment and earnings

are partly due to racial competition in labor markets. We also examined

some of the recent qualitative evidence of racial bias in hiring decisions.

These data, especially the studies of employers’ hidden preferences and

stereotypes, indicate why discrimination need not be intentional to be

illegal.89 Employers influenced by stereotypes and same-race identifica-

tion may easily view black job applicants as less qualified than equally

qualified whites not out of bigotry but out of blindness. This is not color-

blindness; it is racism-blindness, a consequence that follows from white-

washing the significance of race. As long as whites hold these stereo-

typical views of blacks and identify with other whites, employment

discrimination will continue. And so long as whites maintain their priv-
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ileged position in labor markets, Title VII and federal affirmative action

policies will be needed. 

Contrary to received wisdom, affirmative action policies are aimed

less at rectifying past injustices than at minimizing or removing white

advantages in the labor market. These policies have successfully opened

up employment and promotion opportunities for African Americans and

reduced wage differentials between racial groups as well as between men

and women. This is true regardless of whether the intent is to advance

minorities to managerial positions or, equally important, to open up to

them blue-collar jobs in the skilled crafts, police work, and fire fighting.

Deregulation of racial labor market competition restores white advan-

tages, and in the 1980s it was a prime cause of the widening wage gap

between black and white workers. There is strong evidence for these

claims.

Federal affirmative action policies increased black employment rela-

tive to whites among federal contractors. Jonathan Leonard found that

in the late 1970s employment of black men grew 0.82 percent faster than

white employment in firms that had contracts with the federal govern-

ment compared to firms without federal contracts. Enforcement of Title

VII was responsible for about 7 percent of the employment gains of black

workers in manufacturing firms.90 Taken together, these policies helped

reduce the earnings difference between blacks and nonblacks from 40

percent to 15 percent—a significant change by any measure.91

Studies of employer decisions are consistent with these findings, show-

ing that the level of white male employment among federal contractors

is 10 to 15 percent lower than in noncontracting firms. Black men and

white women gain employment as a result. The overall employment level

of white men, according to these studies, is not declining, it is just grow-

ing more slowly in contracting firms. However, Leonard found that

white men disproportionately absorbed layoffs in a group of federal con-

tractors in the mid-1970s. This is “striking evidence,” as he puts it, “of

the impact of affirmative action.”92

Federal antidiscrimination policy not only shifted the demand for

black workers relative to whites; it resulted in significant occupational

gains. Leonard estimates that almost one-third of the occupational

advances of black workers in the 1970s are the result of antidiscrimina-

tion policies. This was a boon for black workers from all walks of life.

Middle-class blacks made substantial gains as skilled white-collar jobs

opened up, as did skilled blue-collar workers, who were able to gain

access to skilled crafts jobs, one of the key occupations closed off to
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blacks in the 1950s and 1960s.93 Antidiscrimination policy also benefited

low-income and unskilled black workers. Title VII was instrumental in

raising black wages and tearing down the walls of southern segregated

workplaces, and when Title VII was applied to state and local govern-

ments in 1972, it pried open police and fire departments across the coun-

try—among the most notorious public bastions of white privilege—for

working-class African Americans.

When the Reagan administration halted enforcement of federal affir-

mative action in the 1980s, blacks lost out. Prior to 1980, black male

employment grew 17 percent among federal contractors compared to 12

percent among noncontractors. After 1981, when Reagan took office, the

difference between contractors and noncontractors disappeared—the

rate of growth was about 10 percent in each type of firm.94 Wage differ-

entials also widened. And these differentials cannot be explained solely

by differences in education and job skills. The changing demand for

skilled versus unskilled labor was detrimental to black employment and

wages, but that is not the whole story. Leonard estimates that the black-

white wage gap grew by 2.5 percent and the wage gap for Native

Americans by 4.5 percent. Yet changes in wage gaps varied greatly

between cities, which dispels the notion that a common lack of education

or job skills explains the increase in racial wage gaps.95

Antidiscrimation policies have knocked a few holes in the edifice of

white labor market privilege. The gains we have documented are not

extraordinarily large, but they matter. Economic opportunities for

blacks, Latinos, Native Americans, and females would be greatly dimin-

ished today were it not for antidiscrimination laws. The costs of enforce-

ment, moreover, are not burdensome. Black employment gains are

“modest in the aggregate,” but there is no unambiguous evidence that

affirmative action or enforcement of Title VII leads to losses in produc-

tive efficiency. After an exhaustive review of empirical studies of antidis-

crimination policies in employment, federal contracting, and education,

Harry Holzer and David Neumark concluded that the evidence is “most

consistent with the view that affirmative action offers significant redis-

tribution toward women and minorities with relatively small efficiency

consequences.”96 The conservative case against employment discrimina-

tion law is not just overblown; it ignores the obvious benefits.

Conservatives have had their day in court, and so far they have not

been able to completely undo federal affirmative action policy. But in two

recent cases deciding the legality of minority contracting programs—

Richmond v. J. A. Croson Company and Adarand Constructors v. Pena—
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the Supreme Court severely limited the scope of government-sponsored

affirmative action. These two cases make it harder for the government to

justify taking race into account in contracting and, in all likelihood, in

employment decisions. These cases do not, however, ban affirmative

action. In the Croson case, the Court restricted affirmative action plans

in state and local governments, while the Adarand case extended the

Croson decision to the federal government. Taken together, Croson and

Adarand subject all racial classifications used in government contracting,

including affirmative action plans, to strict scrutiny—a test ordinarily

fatal to any classification. The Court decided that racial classification is

constitutional only if it serves a compelling governmental interest and is

narrowly tailored to further that interest. Underrepresentation of minor-

ity-owned businesses among government contractors will not justify giv-

ing them preferential treatment unless there is additional evidence of dis-

criminatory exclusion.

By any measure, Croson and Adarand were serious setbacks for black

Americans. Prior to Croson, equal protection cases focused on whether

a government policy or practice disadvantaged a “suspect class”—a dis-

creet and insular minority that has little political influence and thus needs

protection from the majority. Blacks were the paradigmatic suspect class.

But in Croson the Court held that the focus should be on the way gov-

ernment classifies individuals, not suspect classes, in the law. And

because race was now a suspect classification (instead of blacks being a

suspect class), whites were entitled to equal protection as if they were a

minority, rendering laws, policies, and practices intended to help blacks

presumptively unconstitutional. After Croson, laws intended to benefit

veterans or farmers are permitted under the Fourteenth Amendment,

since the way these laws classify individuals is not suspect, while laws

intended to help black Americans are presumptively forbidden. As Jed

Rubenfeld points out, the great irony of Croson is that even though the

Fourteenth Amendment was adopted to enable Congress to pass special

laws to help blacks, those are the only kind of laws it now prohibits.

Under this interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment, Congress

would be prevented from passing any law that allocates benefits on the

basis of race.97

Nonetheless, the Court did not rule in either decision that all racial

classifications are unconstitutional. As Justice O’Connor (author of both

majority opinions) explained, “The unhappy persistence of both the

practice and the lingering effects of racial discrimination against minor-

ity groups in this country is an unfortunate reality, and government is not
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disqualified from acting in response to it.”98 A city, she wrote, “has leg-

islative authority over its procurement policies, and can use its spending

powers to remedy private discrimination, if it identifies that discrimina-

tion with the particularity required by the Fourteenth Amendment.”99 If

a state or local government “could show that it had essentially become a

‘passive participant’ in a system of racial exclusion practiced by elements

of the local construction industry, we think it clear that the city [or other

state or local government entity] could take affirmative steps to disman-

tle such a system. It is beyond dispute that any public entity, state or fed-

eral, has a compelling interest in assuring that public dollars, drawn

from the tax contributions of all citizens, do not serve to finance the evil

of private prejudice.”100 In other words, the Court ruled that government

affirmative action is harder to justify than private affirmative action, but

given the requisite proof, it is permissible.

These two decisions will limit the business opportunities of black-

owned businesses and affect black employment, since black-owned busi-

nesses tend to hire more minority employees than other firms.101 In the

wake of the Croson decision, many cities and counties abandoned pro-

grams that gave preferential treatment to women and minority-owned

firms. In Atlanta, contracts with women and minority-owned businesses

were reduced from 37 to 24 percent of the total; in Richmond, Virginia,

the numbers fell from 32 to 11 percent; and in Philadelphia, city contracts

held by minority-owned firms declined from 25 to a mere 3.5 percent. In

Tampa, Florida, the use of minority-owned firms as city contractors vir-

tually ended.102 But other cities and counties conducted “Croson studies”

to determine whether their affirmative action programs should be

scrapped, or whether they could be justified based on evidence of prior

discrimination, or the city’s “passive participation” in discrimination

against minority-owned businesses. Not surprisingly, some studies found

significant evidence of discrimination, and based on these findings some

post-Croson affirmative action plans were approved.103

The Clinton administration responded to the Adarand ruling by ask-

ing the Justice Department and various federal agencies to assess their

policies and practices and determine whether federal affirmative action

programs met the strict scrutiny standard. The Thernstroms characterize

this decision as “rationalization, denial, and deception” because, like

many conservatives, they would like to use Adarand to justify an imme-

diate end to all affirmative action policies. But the Court did not hold

that affirmative action plans were illegitimate. These decisions were

more of an alarm bell than a death knell. The Clinton administration’s
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response was entirely appropriate, and by the end of the review, they had

“eliminated or altered” seventeen affirmative action programs, which

“led to sharp decreases in the amount of Federal contracts awarded to

companies owned by minorities or women.”104 Where it decided to

retain programs, the Bush administration has defended the Clinton

administration’s decision.

THE POLITICS OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: SYMBOLS AND REALITIES

The 1960s antidiscrimination policies are not the failure conservatives

and critics make them out to be. On the contrary, these policies are very

cautious but partial remedies for a long history of exploitation and racial

discrimination. Conservatives are wrong: the Supreme Court did not

audaciously rewrite the 1964 Civil Rights Act in Griggs v. Duke Power

and replace discrimination against African Americans with discrimina-

tion against whites by extending Title VII to unintentional discrimina-

tion. Instead, the Court recognized what many of its critics refuse to see:

Congress intended Title VII not just to outlaw racial discrimination in

labor markets but also to open up economic opportunities for African

Americans and other people of color. If Title VII had been narrowly

restricted to specific acts of intentional discrimination as conservatives

would like, it would not have reached so-called race-neutral practices like

nepotism and would not have been effective.

Enforcement of Title VII and the federal government’s contract com-

pliance program opened up jobs and a better life to many African

Americans, from unskilled black textile workers in the South to college-

educated black women. Just as important, these laws helped transform

labor markets by breaking down distinctions between “white work” and

“black work” while eliminating the most egregious discriminatory

employment practices. The evidence also suggests that these changes did

not, as conservatives argue, lead to reverse discrimination or impose

large disadvantages on white workers. The 1960s antidiscrimination

policies are controversial because they minimized the advantage whites

brought to labor markets and thus devalued whiteness. On the other

hand, diminished enforcement of Title VII in the 1980s was one of the

reasons African Americans lost ground to white workers in racially com-

petitive labor markets. While labor market discrimination is less appar-

ent today, an abundance of evidence—drawn from audit studies, surveys

of employers, and studies of job displacement in the racially competitive

labor markets during the 1980s—indicates that it persists. 
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Despite this evidence, conservatives and racial realists still assume that

racial differences in wages or income stem from premarket factors, the

skills and education workers bring to the job, not from labor market dis-

crimination. For example, James Heckman regards civil rights policies as

a symbolic anachronism: “The goal of achieving black economic prog-

ress is better served by policies that promote skill formation, like improv-

ing family environments, schools and neighborhoods, [rather than]

strengthening the content and enforcement of civil rights laws—the solu-

tion to the problem of an earlier era.”105

The distinction between premarket and within-market factors is arti-

ficial and unworkable. It fails for two reasons. First, the distinction pre-

sumes that discrimination is entirely attributable to prejudiced individu-

als—employers treating otherwise equally qualified job applicants

unequally. However, as we have shown, simple models of individual dis-

crimination do not adequately describe or explain changes in twentieth-

century labor market discrimination and exploitation. In our view,

dicrimination is better understood as a group phenomenon or as op-

portunity hoarding by one group to the detriment of another. Whites are

advantaged in labor markets when they are able to rig the rules of the

game and control access to jobs and promotions by defining required

credentials, limiting access to training or education, or otherwise closing

off access to blacks or other groups. As we have indicated in previous

chapters, this often takes the form of defending dubious criteria of merit

or assuming that minor differences in test scores are evidence of massive

differences in qualifications. Opportunity hoarding, as we showed in

chapter 2, has long-run consequences. Segregated seniority lists, for

example, restricted blacks to unskilled jobs that were subsequently elim-

inated when manufacturers replaced workers with machines. Because

opportunity hoarding often restricts the access of blacks and Latinos to

jobs even before they apply, simple distinctions between premarket and

within-market discrimination obscure more than they clarify.106

The second reason why the distinction breaks down is that premarket

institutions themselves have been shaped by the history of racial inequal-

ity and oppression. In crafting policies to improve educational, family,

and neighborhood environments, there is no escaping the role that racial

discrimination has played in segregating neighborhoods and schools,

undermining the economic basis of African American and Latino com-

munities in the inner city, and influencing the distribution of social ben-

efits. The black experience in premarket institutions that conservatives

and racial realists want to change is produced by racially biased
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processes of accumulation in white communities and disaccumulation in

black communities. Inadequate inner-city schools, crime-ridden neigh-

borhoods, and concentrated racial poverty can only be altered by con-

fronting the white privileges that sustain them. Unless the conservatives

and racial realists who believe that affirmative action is unfair, counter-

productive, and unnecessary are willing to confront the legacy of white

accumulation and black disaccumulation, and to make the necessary

investments in African American and Latino communities, affirmative

action is the only alternative and is, at best, a cheap palliative.

Employment discrimination laws will be necessary for some time and

will have to be combined with policies that reverse decades of disaccu-

mulation in black and Latino communities. The authors of the 1965

Voting Rights Act assumed that the social changes necessary to disman-

tle centuries of legal segregation would not be possible unless equality in

political representation and influence was guaranteed. The Voting Rights

Act set off a political revolution in the South and remains, like employ-

ment discrimination law, one of the pillars of the civil rights revolution.

But conservatives believe efforts to ensure that blacks’ Fifteenth

Amendment right to vote is not abridged have, like employment dis-

crimination law, been perverted by advocates of color-conscious policies.

We now consider the conservative critique of voting rights law.
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Color-Blindness as Color Consciousness
Voting Rights and Political Equality

193

When the Supreme Court ruled in Shaw v. Reno, the 1993 North

Carolina redistricting case, that it may be unconstitutional to cre-

ate black or Latino majority legislative districts, the Court cut short a

political revolution ignited by the 1965 Voting Rights Act (VRA). The

counterrevolution continued as the Court went on to strike down several

new black-majority congressional districts created by the 1990 redis-

tricting process. When state legislators began to redraw district bound-

aries, many conservatives applauded the Court’s halt to race-conscious

redistricting. Although the Court insisted it was upholding a color-blind

Constitution, its decisions actually hollowed out the principles of politi-

cal equality established after the Civil War by the Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution. The Court’s so-called color-

blind redistricting standard undermines equal representation for racial

minorities and upholds political advantages enjoyed by America’s white

majority. Consequently, the Court’s new standard for representation lim-

its black Americans’ capacity to accumulate political capital. 

The Voting Rights Act had unleashed a dramatic surge in black regis-

tration and voting by dismantling the various devices southerners had put

in place to disenfranchise black voters. Disenfranchisement started during

Reconstruction. Soon after the Fifteenth Amendment was ratified, white

southerners began devising ways to prevent African Americans from vot-

ing. They used racial gerrymanders—drawing legislative districts so that

African Americans could never be a majority—literacy tests and various

registration requirements, and poll taxes to disenfranchise African Ameri-

cans while pretending to uphold the Fifteenth Amendment’s guarantee

that voting rights could not be denied because of race. White southerners

also restricted primary elections to whites in order to deprive the few

African Americans who did manage to register of their right to vote and



used physical intimidation to enforce these laws. Southern blacks were

ruthlessly disenfranchised. Thus, before the VRA was passed, registered

white voters in the South outnumbered blacks by seven to one.1

By banning discriminatory voting requirements and mandating fed-

eral examiners to monitor southern compliance, the Voting Rights Act

dramatically changed black registration rates and voting and substan-

tially diminished whites’ advantage in voter registration.2 In the ten years

after the VRA was passed, black voters mobilized and elected black

officeholders in the South for the first time since Reconstruction. Some of

the most important gains in political representation came when congres-

sional districts were reapportioned after the 1990 census. Redistricting

raised the number of black members of Congress from twenty-five to

forty-one, thirteen of whom were elected from new black-majority dis-

tricts in the South. Before these new districts were added, only three

African American members of Congress came from the South, where 45

percent of all blacks lived in 1990.

Many people thought this expansion of black representation in

Congress vindicated the 1982 amendments to the VRA that permitted

state legislatures to create majority-minority districts as a remedy for

violations of the law. Shaw v. Reno, however, called this voting rights

strategy into question. It opened the door to successful challenges from

disgruntled white voters and office seekers who believed their right to

participate in a color-blind electoral process had been trampled on by the

creation of black-majority legislative districts. The plaintiffs challenged

two newly drawn black-majority congressional districts in North

Carolina, a state in which no African American had been elected to

Congress since Reconstruction. One of the districts, created after the

U.S. attorney general objected to the state legislature’s decision to create

only one black-majority district, narrowly wound its way along an inter-

state highway for 160 miles. Writing for the majority, Justice Sandra Day

O’Connor said the snakelike Twelfth Congressional District raised the

question of whether voters had been unconstitutionally classified by race.

Although Justice O’Connor was careful to state that the Court was not

prohibiting the use of race in redistricting, she wrote, “We believe that

reapportionment is one area in which appearances do matter. A reap-

portionment plan that includes in one district individuals who belong to

the same race, but who are otherwise widely separated by geographical

and political boundaries, and who may have little in common with one

another but the color of their skin, bears an uncomfortable resemblance

to political apartheid.”3
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In a subsequent case, Miller v. Johnson, the Court dismantled two

black-majority districts in Georgia and went beyond Shaw to insist that

where race serves as the predominant criterion (or motivation) in redis-

tricting, it is unconstitutional. Justice Anthony Kennedy said, “Shape is

relevant not because bizarreness is a necessary element of the constitu-

tional wrong or a threshold requirement of proof, but because it may be

persuasive circumstantial evidence that race for its own sake . . . was the

legislature’s dominant and controlling rationale in drawing its district

lines.”4

To critics of race-conscious policies, the Court’s redistricting decisions

marked a return to common sense and an end to a perverted interpreta-

tion of the VRA. In their estimation, once the Voting Rights Act dis-

mantled barriers to the voting booth, African Americans were no longer

politically underrepresented or marginalized. These critics believe that

just as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act outlawed only intentional dis-

crimination, the sole purpose of the Voting Rights Act was to implement

the Fifteenth Amendment. It did that, and thus the question of represen-

tation has been settled. According to the Thernstroms, the VRA was

turned into a tool to expand African American and Latino political rep-

resentation by an unholy alliance between the U.S. Department of

Justice, under both Democratic and Republican administrations, and

civil rights lawyers and activists bent on balkanizing American politics.

“With the tremendous number of blacks holding office, in the 1990s,

racial exclusion from the political arena may no longer be the main prob-

lem,” the Thernstroms write. “Racial and ethnic fragmentation, driven

in part by racial districting and other public policies, was perhaps the

greater danger.”5

This is a very dubious interpretation of the history of redistricting and

the VRA. It also begs the question of what minority political representa-

tion means in a society with a history of racial gerrymandering. Contrary

to what critics of the VRA think, equal representation is not attained

once equal access to the voting booth is guaranteed. The real question is

how to protect the political rights of a group of citizens who are subject,

as Justice Harlan Stone wrote in a famous footnote, to “prejudice . . .

which tends to seriously curtail the operation of those political processes

ordinarily to be relied upon to protect minorities.”6 Guaranteeing the

right to vote is surely necessary to protect minority rights and interests

from majority oppression. However, it is not sufficient, especially in a

racially divided society where power and privilege are associated with

skin color. The authors of the Fourteenth Amendment understood this
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when they wrote the equal protection clause. So did Congress when it

amended the VRA in 1982 to explicitly outlaw vote dilution schemes and

to permit appropriate remedies, including the creation of black and

Latino majority legislative districts.

Conservatives presume that such protections are neither necessary nor

desirable. All that is needed, they think, is a color-blind voting process.

They base this claim on two related arguments. Critics like the Thern-

stroms and the justices in the majority in Shaw v. Reno believe that

equality of representation is achieved when individual rights to the fran-

chise are protected. They also believe that race-conscious redistricting is

merely another step toward creating group rights or entitlements at the

expense of individual rights. Thus, it is no different than any other form

of affirmative action. 

Some writers critical of the Court’s decision in Shaw v. Reno argue

that the Court incorrectly abandoned the voting rights law that came out

of the reapportionment cases of the early 1960s. The Court, they believe,

wrongly tried to apply the equal protection principles that govern job

discrimination to matters of representation and vote dilution. This view

presumes that voting rights are only individual rights and that these

rights are violated whenever race is used in the redistricting process. But

Pamela Karlan and Daryl Levinson point out that the alternative to race-

conscious redistricting is not a remedy that treats “citizens as individu-

als,” as there might be in an employment discrimination case. The alter-

native to considering an individual’s race in the hiring process could be

an individual’s test score. In redistricting there is no individual alterna-

tive. This is because political representation really pertains to the repre-

sentation of groups, not individuals.7

Unless they can produce lots of cash, individuals are unimportant to

politicians. What matters to politicians is identifiable groups of voters,

whether they are defined by party affiliation or by more discrete but tan-

gible indicators of political interest: religion, income, sexual orientation,

and, of course, race. In a geographically based system of representation

such as the United States, one might say that politicians try to pick their

constituents, not the reverse. And they pick them according to politically

defined demographic characteristics. Voters may walk into the voting

booth by themselves, but their vote matters to politicians only when they

share preferences and beliefs. If voters have any influence, it is as mem-

bers of a group.

Redistricting and other decisions to change electoral rules therefore

influence which groups get represented and which do not. This applies to
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all social groups. Consider the shift from district elections to at-large

elections in many cities at the turn of the twentieth century. Justified as

a way to enhance the public interest, reformers were actually more inter-

ested in using at-large elections to dilute the political influence of work-

ing-class immigrants. Irish immigrants, a distinct minority, could be for-

given for thinking that their interests would not be well served by a city

council composed entirely of WASPs.8 Similarly, when the suffrage of

African Americans in the South was restricted under Jim Crow at the

turn of the century, all African Americans were underrepresented, even

those who managed to vote. This exposes the unreality, as Morgan

Kousser points out, of any “distinction between group and individual

rights,” because the “value of an individual’s right[s] depends on how

her group is treated.”9

Even when they admit that social groups matter to redistricting, the

conservative critics of the VRA (and some members of the Court) deny

that blacks are such a group and that African Americans’ political inter-

ests can be defined by race. In this view, race-conscious redistricting

falsely assumes blacks (or Latinos) have common interests. The conser-

vatives complain that it denies the palpable economic heterogeneity, or

class differences, among African Americans produced by the disman-

tling of de jure segregation and the diminution of discrimination. Why

presume middle-class blacks and lower-class blacks have common polit-

ical interests, conservatives ask? This does not mean that conservatives

assume that groups are unimportant in redistricting decisions. Rather,

they insist that race is an ignominious category that should be expunged

from the law and redistricting. For America to be a color-blind society,

there can be no racial classifications whatsoever.10 As they see it, race

continues to be a politically divisive subject only because black politi-

cians elected from safe districts continue to fan the flames of racial dis-

content. The real function of voting rights law, the Thernstroms believe,

is to protect black politicians from white competition.

To ban race from redistricting decisions (as conservative advocate––

the Court has not ruled in any of the recent voting rights cases that any

consideration of race is illegal––would hardly mean politicians would

then ignore it. As anyone who has looked at recent election returns

knows, racial groups do matter in politics. Racial groups, including

whites, have identifiable political interests (as much as any other social

group in society) and racially polarized voting has not disappeared.

Paradoxically, the idea that the electoral process should be color-blind is

in fact a very color-conscious notion. The redistricting cases are saturated
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with an awareness of racial identity, just not the identity of “discrete and

insular” racial minorities. Whites who insist on color-blind redistricting

are really demanding an electoral system that acknowledges their major-

ity status. Their objection is to districts where they are not the majority,

where they might have to relinquish the privileges of their racial status.

The redistricting cases pose a critical question for American politics in

the twenty-first century: can racial minorities obtain equal and mean-

ingful representation in a society where the rules favor a white majority

and where mere access to the ballot box is insufficient to counter white

control of the electoral system? Instead of addressing this question, the

conservative argument against black and Latino majority legislative dis-

tricts substitutes a flawed history of the Voting Rights Act and a mis-

leading interpretation of the role of race in elections and redistricting. In

the following analysis of the conservatives’ interpretation of the VRA

and recent Supreme Court decisions, we document the inadequacy of

their interpretation and the color consciousness of color-blind logic.

VOTING RIGHTS AND THE POLITICS OF RACE

The political struggle over the Voting Rights Act was never simply about

access. It has always been a fight to ensure that the formal right to par-

ticipate was more than a mere formality and that black votes counted.

The fear that legally guaranteed access to the ballot box could be under-

mined by changes in electoral laws was not provoked by political maneu-

vering over implementation of the Voting Rights Act. Nor was it, as the

Thernstroms think, a scheme to surreptitiously treat voting rights as a

form of affirmative action. After the Justice Department drafted the leg-

islation in 1965, Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach told Congress,

“We recognized that increased black voting strength might encourage a

shift in the tactics of discrimination. Once significant numbers of blacks

could vote, communities could still throw up obstacles to discourage

those voters or make it difficult for a black to win elective office.” To

prevent this, section 5 of the act required Justice Department approval of

any changes in electoral systems in effect at the time the law was imple-

mented. It prohibited any discriminatory “standard, practice, or proce-

dure with respect to voting.”11 Congress clearly intended the act to reg-

ulate changes in electoral laws and procedures that might perpetuate

discrimination by “diluting” the votes of newly enfranchised African

Americans.

Vote dilution is conventionally defined as “the practice of reducing the
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potential effectiveness of a group’s voting strength by limiting its ability

to translate that strength into the control of or at least influence with

elected public officials.”12 Most of the early vote dilution cases focused

on state and local electoral systems and tried to prevent state and local

governments from diluting the black votes with at-large elections or mul-

timember legislative districts. Since Reconstruction, southerners had used

at-large elections “to guard against the possibility of the election of black

city officials.”13 For example, in a city where African Americans made up

40 percent of the electorate, and the electorate was racially polarized,

instituting an at-large electoral system would make it nearly impossible

for black voters to ever elect anyone of their choice.

As a form of racial gerrymandering, at-large elections dilute the black

vote by spreading it across one large multimember electoral district.

Single-member districts, on the other hand, are racially gerrymandered

by spreading the black electorate thinly across several districts so that

black voters never make up more than, say, one-third of the voters of any

one district. This is often called “cracking” the black vote. Vote dilution

can also occur in a system of single-member districts by “packing” the

black vote into one district and thinly spreading it across the remaining

districts. Racial gerrymandering has a long history in the United States;

it flourished during and after Reconstruction in the South.14 Civil rights

lawyers and the Justice Department did not invent it.

In a 1969 case, Allen v. State Board of Education, the Supreme Court

ratified Congress’ intent to apply the VRA to changes in electoral sys-

tems. The dispute in this case turned on the meaning of section 5 of the

VRA. Mississippi officials argued to the Court that the law covered only

those changes pertaining to voter registration, not “rules relating to the

qualification of candidates or to state decisions as to which offices shall

be elective.” The Court rejected this narrow interpretation and said the

act was “aimed at the subtle, as well as the obvious, state regulations

which have the effect of denying citizens their right to vote because of

their race.”15 The Court thus decided that the VRA covered vote dilu-

tion. Cases after Allen have dealt mainly with the question of how vote

dilution could be demonstrated.

Most conservatives construe the VRA narrowly. They accept, in so

many words, Mississippi’s view of the law that the intent of the VRA is

to guarantee access to the ballot box, nothing more. Although the

Thernstroms think that the Allen decision served a limited purpose in

protecting blacks against “the manipulation of an electoral system for

racist ends,” they believe it now poses a clear danger and should be over-
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turned. Section 5 has been perverted into a device to “ensure that black

votes had value—had the power, that is, to elect blacks.”16 Lawsuits

alleging vote dilution are designed to establish some form of propor-

tional representation (the Thernstroms use the term vaguely). Thus, the

Thernstroms draw an explicit parallel between affirmative action in

labor markets and voting—they use the term disparate impact to

describe an “entitlement” to proportional representation. The site of

original sin is Allen: “When a municipality annexed a suburb, it might

have added more white voters than black to the city’s voting rolls, but

such an effect would not be a sure clue to its purpose. In 1969 the Court

had suddenly applied the prohibition of section 5 to all changes that

might have a disparate racial impact, whether intended or not. A dis-

tricting plan that was racially neutral in intent could nevertheless be

found discriminatory in effect.”17 Thus, the Thernstroms understand the

VRA to protect only access to the voting booth and to prohibit only

intentional, purposive efforts at exclusion. Goaded by the civil rights

establishment, Republican Justice Departments perverted the intent of

the law, they assert, by refusing to accept state redistricting plans unless

they maximized the number of black-majority or minority-majority

districts.

This account is misleading. It also ignores conflicting evidence. Not

only did Congress explicitly mandate that changes in electoral systems be

subject to federal scrutiny, but neither Congress nor the Supreme Court

has backed away from the Court’s decision in Allen.18 The Thernstroms’

description of annexation is egregiously misleading. It is based on an out-

dated model of racism, which, as we pointed out earlier, limits legal

remedies for discrimination to discrete acts of intentional bias. Thus, an

annexation plan that transformed a black majority into a minority

would violate the VRA only if one could prove it was explicitly intended

to add white voters to the city. This notion of prejudice is oblivious to

contemporary manifestations of racism, and this account of annexation

does not confront recent cases in which whites used racial gerrymanders

to deny blacks electoral majorities.

The most notorious racial gerrymanders were color-blind changes in

electoral laws that intentionally blocked African American and Latino

candidates from elected political office. For example, faced with a grow-

ing black electorate in the late 1950s, whites in Memphis fashioned leg-

islation to outlaw “single-shot” voting, or voting for a single candidate

in a multimember district. This law was designed explicitly to prevent

blacks from electing an African American by voting for a single candi-
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date. Whites were not shy about admitting this. They championed at-

large city council elections in the early 1960s for the same reasons. As

Morgan Kousser comments, “No civically conscious Memphian after

1962 could be ignorant of the racial implications of the choice between

district and at-large elections.”19

The conservative claim that a band of civil rights lawyers and Justice

Department officials hijacked the VRA should not be taken seriously. It

ignores the explicit language of the 1982 amendments to the VRA. While

stipulating that the VRA did not guarantee proportional representation

(which is well-nigh impossible in a system of single-member districts

with plurality elections anyway), Congress said that any political process

or law in which “members have less opportunity than other members to

participate in the political process and to elect representatives of their

choice” was a violation of the law.20 And Congress explicitly permitted

a results test to determine whether a violation had occurred.21 This dis-

credits any notion that the Justice Department somehow corrupted

section 5.

Many conservatives also object to the litigation of vote dilution cases.

They do not believe it is necessary because blacks are actually well

represented, even though African Americans occupy just a little over 1

percent of all elected offices. The Thernstroms claim this figure is mis-

leading because it incorrectly measures the racial gap in political repre-

sentation. With no justification, they insist that relative differences in the

proportions of black and white officeholders should be measured only

within the Democratic Party, presumably because most blacks vote

Democratic. Using this standard, blacks are equally represented; they

are 14 percent of Democratic primary voters and have 14 percent of

House Democratic seats. The Thernstroms maintain, moreover, that if

representation is low—and they believe it should not be proportional—

this is because blacks are concentrated in urban areas and in the North

where there are fewer political offices compared to rural areas and the

South. In other words, the low level of political representation is not

explained by vote dilution. Just as the income gap between black and

white workers is attributable to the individual failings of blacks rather

than labor market discrimination, the reasons why more African

Americans are not elected to political office are geographic, not racial.22

Racial redistricting, according to the conservative scenario, is not nec-

essary because race no longer really matters in elections. Both racial real-

ists and conservatives think that racial bloc voting is a thing of the past.

Increasing numbers of whites vote for blacks, especially in state and local
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elections. The real problem, according to the Thernstroms, is that blacks

will not vote for whites—a dubious claim since white politicians, not

blacks, represent most African Americans.23 Some conservatives also

believe that race-baiting political campaigns are no longer tolerated. The

evidence the Thernstroms cite for this assertion is changes in George

Wallace’s campaigns in the 1980s and Strom Thurmond’s putative turn-

about toward black voters in South Carolina. Although they acknowl-

edge that the first Bush campaign in 1988 inflamed racial hostilities with

the Willy Horton ads, the Thernstroms insist that the ads raised a valid

issue: the wisdom of prison furloughs for prisoners. 

The Thernstroms’ claim that blacks are adequately represented is

based on arbitrary assumptions and ignores evidence that contradicts it.

The Thernstroms never explain why one should assume that representa-

tion within a political party counts more than that in the electorate. It is

also absurd. Given this reasoning, blacks would improve their political

representation if the Democrats lost seats in an election. Since black rep-

resentatives are disproportionately Democrats, blacks would gain a

greater share of Democratic Party representatives if the party lost seats.24

Rather than research the matter, the Thernstroms simply assume that

whites will vote for blacks. Thirty years after the VRA was passed, how-

ever, blacks had won only 35 of all House elections in white-majority dis-

tricts (a total of 6,667 elections). Almost one-third of those black victo-

ries are the result of Ron Dellums being reelected time and time again by

an unusually liberal constituency in Berkeley and Oakland, California.25

Conservatives also ignore the question of whether black representa-

tion has been diminished by the dilution of African American votes.

There is considerable evidence that it has. After the VRA passed, for

example, many southern cities either retained at-large elections or

switched from ward-based to at-large elections, either of which had seri-

ous repercussions for the possibility of electing African Americans to

local offices. In southern majority-white cities that retained at-large elec-

tions and where blacks were 10 to 30 percent of the population, blacks

gained only 1 to 3 percent in representation. In majority-white cities with

a black population of 30 to 50 percent, the gain in offices was not much

better: 4 percent. But in those southern majority-white cities that

changed from at-large elections to single-member districts, and where

blacks made up 10 to 30 percent of the population, black officeholding

went up 23 percent. In similar cities where blacks were 30 to 50 percent

of the population, the gain was even larger: the number of offices held by

blacks increased by 34 percent.26 Given this evidence, it makes no sense
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to insist that the low level of black representation is the result of extra-

neous, nonracial factors and that race does not count in elections.

Many conservatives believe that the VRA, as interpreted by civil rights

lawyers, has exacerbated race-based politics since the 1960s. Their core

objection to the VRA was stated publicly by Justice Clarence Thomas in

his concurring opinion in Holder v. Hall. Thomas questioned the Court’s

decision in Allen, noting that the Court “converted the Act into a device

for regulating, rationing, and apportioning political power among racial

and ethnic groups.” Thomas went on to argue:

Far more pernicious has been the Court’s willingness to accept the one

underlying premise that must inform every minority vote dilution claim: the

assumption that the group asserting dilution is not merely a racial or ethnic

group, but a group having distinct political interests as well. Of necessity, in

resolving vote dilution actions we have given credence to the view that race

defines political interest. We have acted on the assumption that members of

racial and ethnic groups must . . . have their own “minority preferred” rep-

resentatives holding seats in elected bodies if they are to be considered rep-

resented at all.27

If racial groups have distinct political interests, conservatives believe it

is because black political leaders have emphasized a “race-conscious”

political agenda. They assume the growth of the black middle class since

the 1960s and the resulting schism between middle-class and lower-class

African Americans undermined any possibility for a coherent black polit-

ical agenda—or it should have. In Shaw v. Reno, Justice O’Connor

labeled the notion of a black political agenda an “impermissible racial

stereotype.” Race-conscious redistricting, she observed, “reinforces the

perception that members of the same racial group—regardless of their

age, education, economic status, or the community in which they live—

think alike, share the same political interests, and will prefer the same

candidates at the polls.”28 Today’s race-conscious politics is the legacy,

according to conservatives, of 1960s black nationalists who went out of

their way to antagonize whites. Civil rights leaders who agitate for black-

majority legislative districts and black politicians who racially polarize

elections perpetuate such intemperate behavior. 

Conservative critics draw an invidious distinction between black lead-

ers who appeal to whites and those who emphasize racial issues. For

example, the Thernstroms criticize the Congressional Black Caucus for

advocating a “race-conscious” agenda and believe this occurs because

members of the caucus represent safe districts. With no fear of electoral

retaliation, black officeholders are able to stir up issues like whether the
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United States should intervene in Haiti, an issue, they assume, that does

not resonate with their constituents. Just as the agenda of the 1960s

black nationalists was out of step with most African Americans, the

Thernstroms believe that most black representatives behave cynically

toward their constituents. The political views of blacks, which the

Thernstroms agree are substantially to the left of most white voters on

economic and social welfare issues, derive from “the pull of African-

American politicians who run in settings in which racial and economic

militancy pays off politically. Or in which, in any case, candidates are

free to engage in the rhetoric of racial and economic justice.”29 In their

estimation, black voters do not know their own interests; manipulative

black politicians produce their opinions. 

On the other hand, the Thernstroms claim, black mayors must pursue

a color-blind agenda because they have to compete for white votes. In

other words, black politicians who represent predominantly white con-

stituencies are more likely to be politically moderate, if not conservative.

Thus, the Thernstroms believe there would be more black elected offi-

cials if blacks would run for office in white-majority districts. Black

politicians do not, however, because of fear they would lose. The reason

few blacks are elected to political office in such districts is that black

politicians refuse to move to the center, not that white voters decline to

vote for them. The Thernstroms come full circle here: black politicians

should have to play by the same rules as white politicians and trim their

ideological and policy views to attract their (white) constituents. This is

the implicit rule of color-blind politics—like the water that fish cannot

see, whiteness is the invisible prevailing norm. Race-conscious redistrict-

ing, racial conservatives therefore conclude, will only perpetuate the

most invidious features of African American politics.

WHITE CONSCIOUSNESS AND RACIAL POLITICS

It is hard to know whether to take this argument seriously. Since most

members of Congress are elected from safe districts, why do the

Thernstroms condemn only black elected officials? Why assume that

only black elected officials behave irresponsibly and manipulate their

constituents? If one is to denounce black representatives for demanding

intervention in Haiti, why not criticize Jewish representatives who

demand unequivocal support for Israel? The Thernstroms might reply

that the survival of Israel concerns their constituents. But why presume

that democracy in Haiti is not salient to African American voters? The
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Thernstroms’ portrayal of black voters hardly squares with their belief in

the value of individual voters. Yet this portrayal is based on the false and

misguided idea that neither blacks nor any other racial group can have

common political interests.

As a group, African Americans display a coherent and distinctive set

of political beliefs. This is not particularly remarkable, it is not an arti-

fact of an “impermissible racial stereotype,” and black political leaders

do not create these beliefs. Two decades of survey research demonstrate

that African Americans are far more liberal than whites on matters of

economic redistribution, social welfare, and racial inequality. By wide

margins they are more likely to favor government aid to help the poor,

guarantee jobs, and provide health insurance. On the other hand, blacks

diverge far less from whites on matters of foreign policy.30 Compared to

whites, divisions along class lines are far less salient in shaping African

Americans’ political beliefs. White voters, however, are sharply divided

on questions of redistribution, and their differences vary by socio-

economic status: wealthy white Republicans are far less enamored of

spending money on the poor than white Democrats who live paycheck to

paycheck. In stark contrast, affluent, educated blacks are more pro-

redistributive than low-income, working-class whites. Remarkably, the

views of white Democrats about social welfare are closer to Republicans

(an almost entirely white party) than to black Democrats. For example,

while 84 percent of black Democrats believe that the government has an

obligation to assure the working poor a minimum income, only 54 per-

cent of white Democrats do, and a mere 36 percent of Republicans

accept this proposition.31

The class schism in the black community—the widening divide

between the black middle class and the black poor that underpins the

conservative critique of black politics—has not significantly altered

black political opinion. The emergence of black conservatism in the

1980s did not substantially change things either. In particular, some evi-

dence indicates that the higher the level of racial consciousness, the more

likely African Americans will be to favor comprehensive and redistribu-

tive social policies. Michael Dawson suggests that this stems from a

strong belief among African Americans that they share a common fate—

a belief that their individual lives depend on how all African Americans

are treated. This belief “acts as a constraint on class divisions,” and,

Dawson goes on to say, “regardless of economic status, the stronger the

perceived link, the more likely one is to support policies of economic

redistribution.”32 In other words, African Americans subscribe to shared
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beliefs that override class divisions and stem from a common history of

slavery, Jim Crow, and contemporary racism.33

Conservatives who are hostile to race-conscious redistricting are

clearly wrong when they assume that blacks have no substantive interests

that could be served by an increased number of African American repre-

sentatives in Congress and state legislatures. Actually, some of the con-

servative animus toward black politicians has as much to do with con-

servatives’ antipathy to black support for the welfare state as to their

hostility to race-conscious redistricting. The Thernstroms, for example,

prefer color-blind redistricting because they assume it will advance a

conservative political agenda. The welfare state cannot be dismantled,

they assume, because of race-conscious agitators like the Congressional

Black Caucus (CBC), which, they point out, “may be the only place on

Capitol Hill where entitlements are still spoken of with reverence.”34

Thus, the election of more blacks means adding more left-wing politi-

cians to Congress. Yet defending social welfare entitlements like food

stamps or Medicare, which benefit both low-income blacks and whites,

can hardly be construed as a race-conscious political agenda. The

Thernstroms can make this inference only because they know that blacks

are, on average, more liberal than whites.35

The conservative assertion that racially polarized elections have virtu-

ally disappeared, that whites are ready to vote for black candidates is

also incorrect. The impressive body of evidence on racial bloc voting

demonstrates that very few blacks are elected from congressional dis-

tricts in which blacks are less than 40 percent of the population. Only

when blacks make up 50 percent of a district’s population does the prob-

ability of electing a black become better than even (it is 60 percent for

black-majority districts). These odds change when the proportion of

Latinos increases in a district. David Lublin calculates that there is a 28

percent chance of a black representative being elected in a district that is

45 percent black. The chances rise to 59 percent if that same district is at

least 20 percent Latino.36 Racial bloc voting was routine throughout the

South in the 1970s and 1980s. In the eleven southern states of the

Confederacy, a minuscule number of blacks were elected to state legisla-

tures, substantially below what would be expected if elections had been

truly color-blind. During the 1980s, just 1 percent of the 1,144 white-

majority southern state legislative districts elected a black representative.

In contrast, 77 percent of black-majority districts did so. And not one

white-majority congressional district elected a black representative.37

“The simple truth,” Grofman, Handley, and Niemi conclude, “is that at
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the congressional and state legislative level, at least in the South, blacks

are very unlikely to be elected from any districts that are not majority

minority.”38

Is this evidence of racial hostility to blacks or does it indicate that

black candidates are too liberal for most white voters? It seems that

southern white voters have behaved like white railroaders at the turn of

the twentieth century. The railroad workers refused to allow black work-

ers into their union even though they knew that inclusion would give

them an upper hand with their employers. Responding to the prospect of

admitting black railroaders, one Texas fireman said, “We would rather

be absolute slaves of capital than to take the negro into our lodges as an

equal and brother.”39 This is how low-income white voters acted when

the Voting Rights Act was passed. They opted to vote their racial privi-

leges rather than their class interests. Class voting among whites—meas-

ured as the gap between the proportions of working-class and middle-

class whites voting for Democratic presidential candidates—declined

sharply after the civil rights movement and all but disappeared by the

Reagan years. At the same time, racial voting—measured as the differ-

ence in the proportions of blacks and whites voting for Democratic pres-

idential candidates—skyrocketed, and by 1984 the gap between the two

was above 50 percent. As the Democratic Party mobilized black voters,

and as they became a significant part of the Democratic Party coalition,

low-income and working-class whites deserted the party. Using exit polls

from the 1984 election, Robert Huckfeldt and Carol Kohfeld show that

in states where blacks accounted for only a small number of Democratic

voters, low-income whites disproportionately voted Democratic. As the

number of blacks increased, however, Democratic voting among low-

income whites decreased.40

Huckfeldt and Kohfeld also examined the voting patterns among

blacks and whites in low-income and high-income precincts in southern

cities between 1952 and 1972. Democratic margins of almost 60 percent

in low-income white precincts in 1952 dropped to about 20 percent by

1968–72. The drop-off in high-income white precincts is similar though

not as dramatic, since these voters were more likely to vote Republican.41

By the same token, loyal white working-class Democrats in northern

cities usually defected when it looked like a black mayor might be elected.

The 1983 mayoral election in Chicago is a case in point. In a city where

the Democratic nomination was tantamount to election, Harold

Washington, the first black to win the Democratic nomination, received

only 8 percent of the eligible white vote. In contrast, his white Republican
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opponent, Bernard Epton, got 59 percent of the eligible white vote, and

33 percent did not vote at all. Only 20 percent of white Chicago Demo-

crats who voted, most of them well-educated liberals, cast their ballots

for Washington. Among white blue-collar Catholics, the bedrock of the

Chicago Democratic Party, just 10 percent voted for Washington. (Wash-

ington did best among Irish working-class Catholics, picking up 18 per-

cent of their vote; he did worst among Italian blue-collar Catholics, most

of whom voted for Epton.) Clearly Washington’s race was the issue in

this election.42

Conventional wisdom suggests that this election was an aberration,

largely explained by the Windy City’s history of segregation. Perhaps

Harold Washington was too radical for white Chicagoans and a more

typical case is Wilson Goode’s election as Philadelphia’s first black

mayor, also in the spring of 1983. At the time, it was commonly thought

that racial polarization played no part in the Philadelphia election.

Goode was presumably the sort of black mayor the Thernstroms think

can succeed when facing white voters, one who wisely moderates his pol-

icy stances. As Paul Kleppner shows, however, this is a wildly misleading

impression. Goode won the election by taking 98 percent of a highly

mobilized black vote. He got 24 percent of the actual white vote, only

marginally more than Washington received. Like the Chicago election,

white blue-collar Catholic voters turned against the Democratic Party

candidate by an overwhelming margin—Goode received only 12 percent

of white blue-collar Catholic votes.43

The Chicago and Philadelphia elections are not atypical. A study of

twenty-six large cities reveals that when black candidates entered the

race, black and white voter turnouts increased and the outcomes were

racially polarized.44 Not surprisingly, successful black candidates

depended on large numbers of black voters. And the pattern continued

into the 1990s. In mayoral elections in Los Angeles and New York, an

Asian American Democrat, Michael Woo, and an incumbent black

mayor, David Dinkins, were defeated. Both Woo and Dinkins lost badly

among white moderates, and both of their opponents benefited when

middle-class whites were mobilized. While both candidates had some

obvious liabilities, the fact remains, as Raphael Sonenshein observes,

“The winning candidate’s electoral coalition was overwhelmingly white

in each case and the communities were racially polarized.”45 Thus, con-

trary to conservative assertions, racially polarized elections and racial

bloc voting remain a critical feature of American politics.46

The reason lower-class whites defect from the Democratic Party in
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national elections is not because their nonracial political interests are

different than blacks’. When Democratic voters in low-income precincts

are compared with blacks who have similar political interests, racial

voting persists, overriding social class. Low-income whites and blacks

have common political interests. “It is the presence of blacks in the

Democratic coalition,” Huckfeldt and Kohfeld say, “to which lower-

status whites object.”47

Racially polarized voting is due in part to white voters’ fear and mis-

trust of black candidates. In an imaginative study, Keith Reeves showed

that despite white voters’ reluctance to reveal their racial prejudices to

pollsters, their views of blacks are directly linked to their feelings about

black candidates. In an experimental survey Reeves devised, he presented

white voters with descriptions of two candidates who differed only in

their positions regarding two issues, environmental policy and affirma-

tive action. For one group of white voters, both candidates were white;

for the other group, one candidate was black. When faced with the black

candidate, whom Reeves called Hammond, many whites changed their

vote to the undecided category rather than saying they would vote

against the black candidate. Reeves showed that these voters were quite

hostile to blacks and expressed common negative racial stereotypes. The

evidence, he concluded, is tantamount to a “smoking gun,” an “obscure

but nevertheless strong disinclination on the part of some whites to sup-

port the black Hammond candidate who is of [similar] standing [to the]

white candidate.”48 Another study found that even when all voters have

similar evaluations of city services, white voters express far greater dis-

approval of a black mayor than do black voters.49 Voters are plainly not

color-blind.

The increasing significance of the Latino vote in big cities and in key

states such as California, Texas, and Florida complicates this picture of

racial polarization. Many elections no longer turn on the divide between

black and white voters. But this does not mean that race is irrelevant to

policy debates or elections. In fact, whites and nonwhites remain divided

on key issues. For example, blacks, Latinos, and Asian Americans all

express strong support for color-conscious policies compared to whites,

who disproportionately oppose such policies.50 All three groups dispro-

portionately voted for the Democratic presidential ticket in the 2000 elec-

tion. In the South, racially polarized voting continues to be the norm. Al

Gore received only one-quarter of the white southern vote.51

Racially polarized elections persist for two reasons. The most obvious

one is that white candidates often play the race card. Reeves’s study, as
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well as other data, shows that simply identifying an opponent as black

easily sways white voters, as will racially coded campaign appeals to stir

up racial resentment among white voters. Since 1964 the Republicans

have used the race card extensively to attract the most disaffected ele-

ments of the Democratic Party coalition: white southerners and northern

working-class whites. In mimicking a long-standing southern tradition of

race-baiting campaigns, these politicians have cleaned up only the lan-

guage. As the civil rights movement succeeded in passing legislation,

southern campaign techniques were refined and exported to the North.

Beginning with George Wallace’s forays into the North in 1964 and Barry

Goldwater’s decision to appeal to southern whites by hunting “where the

ducks are,” racially coded language has become a mainstay in national

elections over the past forty years. More than any other recent political

figure, Wallace nationalized a language of racial conservatism or oppo-

sition to racial equality and changed the political discourse of racism. His

genius was that he appealed to white voters’ fear of racial equality by

cloaking racist animosities in pungent homilies about overweening and

tyrannical judges, oppressive bureaucrats, and threats to the freedoms of

ordinary people. Wallace’s language was picked up by Republican can-

didates—Ronald Reagan in his 1966 gubernatorial campaign and, of

course, Richard Nixon, who in 1968 courted white voters with racially

coded campaign appeals to “freedom of choice” as an alternative to

school busing.52

Edward Carmines and James Stimson show that by 1972, “race had

become ‘nationalized’ as a central issue in American politics, giving

shape and form to many voters’ political belief systems.”53 The Repub-

lican and Democratic parties were now sharply distinguished in the

minds of voters and party activists by their positions on racial issues.

These issues were especially salient for Republicans in the 1972 and 1980

presidential elections, as party activists used racially coded appeals to

peel off white voters from the Democrats.54 The Republican Party had

become, at least implicitly, an antiblack party, a safe haven for those

white voters intent on preserving their racial advantages and whose iden-

tity was threatened by the presence of blacks.

Playing the race card has paid off for the Republicans. This is best

demonstrated by studies of the Willy Horton ads during the 1988 presi-

dential campaign. These ads were intentionally deployed to “blow up

Dukakis,” as one of George H. W. Bush’s campaign aides described the

strategy, and they successfully provoked racial resentment among a sig-

nificant portion of the white electorate. The Horton ads succeeded pre-
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cisely because they were framed as messages about crime that conveyed

implicit racial messages to voters. This enabled the Bush campaign to

appeal to those Democrats and Independents hostile to African

Americans.55 Tali Mendelberg shows that the racial resentment aroused

by the implicit message of the Horton ads had a “larger impact on can-

didate preference than did Republican identification.” In the wake of the

Bush campaign’s success in playing the race card, Republican candidates

throughout the 1990s thrived on racially coded campaign ads.56

Racially coded campaign slogans have also undermined efforts by

moderate black candidates to appeal to white voters. One study demon-

strated that in the 1982 California gubernatorial election, where the

Republican candidate, George Deukmejian, defeated Tom Bradley, a

moderate black Democrat, voters’ negative feelings toward blacks and

hostility toward governmental efforts to remedy racial inequality over-

rode Bradley’s personal popularity. “Antiblack feelings,” the authors

conclude, “pushed one toward Republican candidates, even if one were

registered as a Democrat.”57

Nevertheless, the Thernstroms correctly point out that whites will,

under certain circumstances, vote for black candidates. White voters did

elect Gary Franks and J. C. Watts, both black Republicans, to Congress

and elected Norman Rice as Mayor of Seattle. But these elections are not

typical. All three candidates were elected from congressional districts or

states with minuscule numbers of black residents. This suggests that the

relationship between the size of the black constituency and white voting

is more important than the question of whether whites will vote for

blacks. As V. O. Key Jr. observed long ago in his classic study of south-

ern politics, whites’ political behavior is closely related to the size of the

black population. He found that as the proportion of blacks in southern

counties rose, the turnout of white voters increased. And this was in the

1940s, when most blacks could not vote and were only challenging their

disenfranchisement.58 In legislative districts or cities with few blacks,

whites are not concerned that black representatives will respond to racial

issues or disadvantage whites.

Just as there is a tipping point in neighborhoods—as the number of

black families moving into a largely white neighborhood increases, whites

are more likely to say they will move out—there is a tipping point in elec-

tions. There is “a great deal of historical and contemporary evidence,”

Pamela Karlan writes, that “suggests the presence of an influence ‘tipping

point’: blacks are more likely to occupy a pivotal position when they are

a relatively small share of the electorate, because white voters are then less
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likely to perceive them as a threat.”59 The tipping phenomenon explains

why blacks have little chance of being elected to office in white-majority

districts until the black population reaches at least 45 or 50 percent. The

Gary Frankses and J. C. Wattses of this world are very rare.

It is often said, mostly by conservatives, that the reelection of two

Southern black representatives in Georgia in 1996, after the Supreme

Court ruled their black-majority districts unconstitutional, proves that

blacks can be elected from white-majority districts. It is not clear what

the victories mean, however, and their reelection may be better explained

by the advantages of incumbency. One of the two candidates, Cynthia

McKinney, received barely one-third of the white vote, not an insignifi-

cant number but insufficient for victory had there not been a substantial

black turnout. A recent analysis of congressional elections in the South

indicates that in order to be elected for the first time, black candidates

must run in black-majority districts or for an open seat in a district in

which at least 37 percent of the voting-age population is African

American.60 Besides, one or two elections is hardly conclusive evidence

that racially polarized elections have ended.

Racially polarized elections over the past thirty years strongly suggest

that racism in America is rooted in a sense of group position rather than

in a collection of bigoted attitudes. This history also indicates that most

white Americans will not accept black electoral majorities. That is

because the stakes in any contest between a white and black candidate go

deeper than differences over public policy or struggles for material

advantage. The relative status of blacks and whites is also at stake.

Electoral competition between blacks and whites and the mobilizing of

black voters undermines the taken-for-granted political order, which

assumes that whites will be in control and blacks will accede to the

arrangement. For blacks, electing an African American legislator prom-

ises political influence and signifies that the rules of the old racial order

no longer operate. For whites, on the other hand, it disrupts racial hier-

archies, threatens their perceived superiority, and undermines the nor-

mality of whiteness. It is no wonder then that many whites will vote to

maintain the racial status quo even when it works against their political

interests.

SHAW V. RENO AND THE BANKRUPTCY OF COLOR-BLIND IDEOLOGY

The creation of black-majority legislative districts evokes the same

atavistic fears white voters express when confronted with a growing and
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politically mobilized black population. Opposition to race-conscious

redistricting stems from a perceived threat to white racial prerogatives

rather than from commitment to the principle of racial neutrality or a

belief in a color-blind political order. As one congressional staff person

said to a political analyst, “Nobody questioned the ability of Lindy

Boggs [the white Democrat who formerly represented a black-majority

district in New Orleans for seventeen years] to represent blacks. She did

it wonderfully. Now that a black member represents the district all of a

sudden the whites see themselves as disenfranchised. Black voters never

assumed they were disenfranchised because they were represented by

Lindy Boggs.”61 Similarly, the Supreme Court’s redistricting decisions

suggest the Court is preoccupied with protecting the political racial sta-

tus quo or, one might say, with maintaining a political order that assumes

white majorities are the norm. 

Beginning with Shaw v. Reno, the redistricting cases are ordinarily

understood as another, more radical, step by the Supreme Court to limit

the use of racial classifications for remedies to discrimination or the

effects of discrimination. In Regents of the University of California v.

Bakke, the Court struck down the use of racial quotas but permitted the

use of race to allocate places in college classes so long it was only one of

several criteria used by decision makers and the costs for nonminorities

were not excessive.62 Bakke was something of a halfway house. In the

late 1980s, however, the Court began to back away from this standard.

In City of Richmond v. J. A. Croson, the Court struck down a program

that required white-owned construction companies to make a good-faith

effort to subcontract some of their work to minority-owned businesses.63

Croson prohibited the government from using even remedial racial clas-

sifications in all but the narrowest of circumstances.

Some observers of the Court think that the ostensible question raised

by Shaw—whether noncompact legislative districts drawn to remedy

vote dilution are constitutional—could have been decided on grounds

that did not question the creation of black or Latino majority districts.

Bernard Grofman points out that there were any number of nonracial

arguments the Court could have used to decide the case but did not.64

Why then did the Court choose to unsettle a more or less settled area of

the law in Shaw and subsequent cases? In one interpretation, the Court,

or at least Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, was concerned about the

“excessive” use of race, just as Justice Lewis Powell was in Bakke.

Samuel Isacharoff understands the Shaw ruling to have said “yes but not

too much” to the question of racial distinctions.65 Another interpretation
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places Shaw and its progeny squarely in line with Croson. What Shaw

represents in this view was a “misguided” attempt to apply equal pro-

tection law to voting rights, thus ignoring the uniqueness of voting rights

law as it has developed from the reapportionment cases.66

Although there is some truth to each of these views, what has to be

explained is the radical character of the redistricting cases. The decisions

in these cases are substantial departures from previous cases involving

racial gerrymandering, and they threaten to undo the hard-fought polit-

ical gains won under the Voting Rights Act. Justice John Paul Stevens

posed the obvious question in his dissent in Shaw. Noting that the Court

permitted legislators to draw district boundaries in order to represent

rural voters, union members, Polish Americans, or Hasidic Jews, Stevens

asked “whether otherwise permissible redistricting to benefit an under-

represented minority group becomes impermissible when the minority

group is defined by race.”67 (Emphasis added.)

It seems clear that the majority was prepared to read race out of the

redistricting lexicon. Even though Justice O’Connor explicitly indicated

that it was not necessarily unconstitutional to consider race in redistrict-

ing, the burden of these cases indicates that race should somehow be

expunged from the process. Shaw encouraged white voters to challenge

racial gerrymandering. The Court’s decision in Miller v. Johnson went

even further. By ruling that any district in which race was a “predomi-

nant motive” would be subjected to strict scrutiny, the Court questioned

practically all the districts into which racial minorities had been placed,

or where race had been used as a measure of voters’ intentions.68 The

counterrevolution ground to a halt only when the conservative majority

split in a Texas case, Bush v. Vera. When the smoke had cleared, Justices

Kennedy, Thomas, and Scalia would either ban majority-minority dis-

tricts altogether or at least require that states minimize them. Justices

O’Connor and Rehnquist equivocated, meaning it is not entirely clear

when they would permit racial classifications to be used in redistricting.69

Even if the Court has not accepted the full-blown conservative critique of

the VRA, the majority is clearly sympathetic to that critique and seems

prepared to strike down black or Latino majority districts at will. 

But race cannot be read out of every conceivable redistricting decision

in the United States. And the Court is clearly aware of this fact. So long

as racial divisions matter to elections, so long as African American,

Latino, and white votes matter to partisan divisions and policy debates,

politicians will factor race into their redistricting calculations. Even

though the Court recognizes this, it nonetheless denies that blacks or
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Latinos can have racially defined political interests that may be permis-

sibly taken into account in any redistricting process. This is an odd stand,

as we indicated earlier, particularly for people who promote the legiti-

macy of individual preferences. The majority’s logic in the redistricting

cases is tantamount to saying that the law does not recognize that black

voters may have common racial interests that matter.70 Yet it is also obvi-

ous from an analysis of redistricting decisions that the majority, far from

banning any consideration of race from redistricting, actually displayed

an undue solicitude for white voters’ prerogatives. While Justice Kennedy

argued for a standard of racial neutrality in Miller, impartiality is one

characteristic of judicial deliberation that is absent in these cases.

Underlying the majority’s color-blind logic is a concern for the privileged

status of white voters.

Some readers may think it is preposterous to suggest that the Court

has been preoccupied with protecting whites. But consider this: just as

one can say there is a tipping point when white voters feel threatened,

there also appears to be a tipping point when black representation

becomes a threat to white voters. Our argument rests on an analysis of

two claims the Court made in the redistricting cases: that race-conscious

redistricting results in a constitutional injury to voters; and that redis-

tricting should be governed by standards of compactness and contiguity.

In both instances the Court was receptive to the idea that majority-

minority districts harm whites, and it consistently applied a racial dou-

ble standard.

The first element of our argument turns on the following question:

what was the constitutional injury the majority purportedly addressed?

The plaintiffs in Shaw argued that voters had a right to participate in a

color-blind electoral process; an “impression of injustice” resulted, they

said, from race-conscious redistricting. This meant, they alleged, that

blacks could now elect a representative of their own choice who would

presumably see her duty as the “representation of blacks” and nothing

more. An amicus brief filed by the Washington Legal Foundation and

joined by Senator Jesse Helms and other conservative organizations went

further. It argued that white voters living in black-majority districts had

been “effectively disenfranchised.”71 The Court rejected the white plain-

tiffs’ claim that their vote had been diluted, but it still insisted that the

creation of black-majority districts injured white voters. 

Justice O’Connor defined the injury created by black-majority dis-

tricts as a “lasting harm to our society [that] white voters (or voters of

any other race)” could assert. The injury to society was the racial classi-
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fication itself. The use of race in redistricting, O’Connor said, “rein-

forces the perception that members of the same racial groups . . . think

alike, share the same political interests, and will prefer the same candi-

dates at the polls; may exacerbate the very patterns of racial bloc voting

that majority-minority districting is sometimes said to counteract; [and

leads] elected officials . . . to believe that their primary obligation is to

represent only the members of that group, rather than their constituency

as a whole.”72 O’Connor’s claim that white voters were injured by the

racial classification was not based on any findings of fact; nor was there

any evidence for her assertions in North Carolina. What the Court really

asserted, according to Karlan and Levinson, was an abstract, hypotheti-

cal injury based on an “irrebuttable normative theory.” In other words,

black-majority districts result in “representational harm.”73 The deci-

sion in Miller made clear that the mere use of racial classification, absent

any adverse effect on plaintiffs, is injurious. 

What does it mean to say that racial classification constitutes an

injury? Some analysts refer to the injury in the redistricting cases as an

“expressive” harm, a term Morgan Kousser derisively labels as a “pure

social construction.”74 As many commentators have pointed out, wide

application of this standard would threaten numerous governmental

activities and jeopardize the boundaries of most congressional districts.

If whites in a black-majority district could claim they were injured, surely

African Americans, most of whom live in white-majority districts, could

plausibly claim they were subject to an unconstitutional racial classifica-

tion. In fact, the Court’s majority sought, by narrowing the scope of

their decision, to avoid the unpalatable consequences of declaring that

any conceivable use of race rendered redistricting suspect. They did this

by claiming that only districts with an untoward appearance (Shaw) or

cases where race was a “dominant and controlling rationale” (Miller)

were suspect.75

The Court’s language suggests that any use of a racial classification is

stigmatizing and stereotypes individuals. But the Court has selectively

applied the idea that the use of race constitutes an “expressive” harm.

Judging by the majority’s reasoning, it is not the racial classification by

itself that matters. It matters only when it is used to advance nonwhite

political representation. The majority was willing to find evidence of

injury to whites while ignoring fundamental questions about equality of

political representation. For example, Justice Kennedy argued in Miller

that those individuals injured by wrongful redistricting were injured

because the act of dividing them into different districts along racial lines
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was tantamount to publicly sanctioned segregation. This kind of dis-

tricting excluded people. But Karlan and Levinson pointedly observe

that the plaintiffs in Miller “were protesting the inclusion of too many

nonwhite voters in the district to which they were assigned.”76

The constitutional injury in Shaw and Miller might well be called the

“tipping injury” because white voters are “injured” by their integration

into black-majority districts (most of the new districts were 55 to 60 per-

cent black and thus far more integrated than the typical white-majority

district). As Justice Stevens pointed out in his dissent to Shaw II, the

plaintiffs suffered “from the integrative rather than the segregative effects

of the State’s redistricting plan.”77 So when is the use of race excessive in

redistricting? Apparently, only when it offends whites. At least this is the

burden of the Court’s reasoning in the redistricting cases.

The Court used the tipping injury to deal with white filler people, as

they are called, when black- or Latino-majority districts are created. Filler

people are the individuals added to a district to equalize the population

and meet the constitutional requirement of one-person, one-vote. As a set

of political choices designed to advance partisan ends, redistricting

always favors some groups over others—Republicans seek districts with

a majority of well-to-do suburbanites; Democrats favor districts com-

posed largely of union members and racial minorities. Filler people are

typically people with no desired political attributes (for example,

Republicans added to a largely Democratic district), and thus they are a

minority. The recent history of racial gerrymandering by whites can best

be understood as a practice that treats black voters exclusively as filler

people. Cracking the black vote, for example, means using black voters

as filler people across a wide number of districts. Some filler people are

unavoidable in any redistricting plan in order to prevent legislators from

packing the vote—the law requires that filler people cannot be members

of a district’s majority group.78 What this means in practice, of course, is

that any black-majority district must include some white voters.

Otherwise, the plan could be challenged on grounds of packing the black

vote.

In a case decided prior to Shaw, United Jewish Organizations v.

Carey, the Court concluded that filler people were not denied any rights

under the Constitution because they were “virtually represented.”79 In

that case, the Hasidic community of Williamsburgh, New York, chal-

lenged a redistricting plan that created a new black-majority district and,

in order to meet the one-person, one-vote requirement, divided the

Hasidic community between two districts. The Court upheld the redis-
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tricting plan, arguing the Hasidic community was virtually represented:

they could expect to be represented by other white legislators in the state

legislature, the Court concluded. For the same reason, the Court assumes

that other elected Democrats will represent the stray Democrat in a

majority Republican district.

In the redistricting cases, the Court focused on the problem of white

filler people, whites added to black-majority districts to meet the equal-

population mandate. Although the majority attacked the notion that

racial groups have common political interests, the Court implicitly sug-

gested that whites in black majority districts do have a common interest

by assuming that they cannot be virtually represented by other whites.

Put another way, the Court extends solicitude for white filler people

without applying the same concern to black filler people. This appears to

be what the Court means when it refers to “representational harms.”80

White privilege, we have argued, is invisible because whites, like the fish,

cannot see the water. The redistricting cases, however, are an instance

where the water is all too visible to the fish.

The Court also applied a double standard when it insisted, as Justice

O’Connor did in her opinion in Shaw, that “traditional districting prin-

ciples such as compactness, contiguity, and respect for political subdivi-

sions” be used to judge whether race had been improperly considered in

redistricting. These traditional principles could be used, O’Connor sug-

gested, to rebut any claim of racial gerrymandering.81 The Court’s appli-

cation of so-called traditional districting principles to racial gerryman-

ders, most observers agree, is inconsistent with its benign neglect of the

shape or appearance of political gerrymanders. Compactness is certainly

not a hallowed principle of redistricting—one can find numerous exam-

ples of weirdly shaped white-majority districts all over the country, an

artifact (as Morgan Kousser’s history of racial gerrymandering demon-

strates) of the partisanship that drives all redistricting. Nor can one say

that compactness is particularly relevant to representation. After all, why

should one presume residents of a compact, contiguous area spanning

parts of a city and its adjacent suburbs would amount to a more coher-

ent political community than the bizarrely shaped twelfth district in

North Carolina? Compactness did not become an issue until the redis-

tricting process favored blacks and Latinos. Then the Court systemati-

cally treated black-majority districts differently than white-majority

districts.82

Applying color-blind logic to redistricting has little to do with racial

neutrality. Nor does it do anything to diminish racial conflict or racial
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stereotyping. The issues that divide blacks and whites will not disappear

because of the Court’s misguided effort to expunge race from redistrict-

ing. What it does do is treat African Americans and other racial minori-

ties unequally. Karlan and Levinson write that “an equal protection prin-

ciple that treats racially-affiliated voters differently than voters who

affiliate along other shared characteristics and makes it more difficult for

black voters than for other groups to enact favorable apportionment leg-

islation inverts the constitutional commitments of the Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Amendments.”83

REPRESENTATION AND RACE

Majority-minority districts may not have a future, and some people,

including Democratic Party officials, think this is just as well since they

believe these districts diminish black political influence rather than aug-

ment it. Creating black-majority districts, in this view, only results in

electing more Republicans who cannot be said to represent the interests

of most African Americans or Latinos. This, at least, is the conclusion of

a number of writers and analysts who believe that the 1990 redistricting

cost the Democrats the House of Representatives in 1994. The alterna-

tive to black-majority districts, they think, is that blacks should cultivate

alliances with white Democrats who will represent their interests.84

The Republican Party consciously supported racial gerrymanders in

the South on the well-founded belief that white southern Democrats—

and, they hoped, the Democratic Party as well—would be the real losers.

Aggregating black voters (upwards of 65 percent) into one congressional

district, they figured, would create additional almost entirely white

Republican majority districts. The best available evidence shows the strat-

egy worked in the South—both black Democrats and white Republicans

prospered—but not in the North where there was no increase in the num-

ber of Republican districts. That is because displaced white northern vot-

ers were more likely to be registered Democrats than in the South.

Although the creation of black-majority districts in the South helped

white Republicans, redistricting did not cost the Democrats the House in

1994. Voters repudiated the Democrats across the country, not just in the

South, and without the 1994 Republican tide, white Democrats who lost

black voters due to redistricting would likely have survived.85

Blacks are clearly better off with Democratic majorities in Congress.

But that does not settle the question of whether white Democrats ade-

quately represent the interests of black voters. The Thernstroms, among
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others, insist that white Democrats, particularly those in districts with a

sizable share of black voters, have ample incentive to meet the demands

of their black constituents. This assumes race does not matter to repre-

sentation. Black voters sharply disagree; almost two-thirds believe that

white elected officials will not adequately represent their interests as well

as an African American politician.86 The available evidence suggests that

black voters’ skepticism of white Democrats is well founded. 

In an analysis of roll-call voting among North Carolina Democrats,

Morgan Kousser found dramatic differences between the voting behav-

ior of the two black Democrats elected from the new districts and all

other white Democrats. The white Democrats were far more conserva-

tive. Just as one would surmise from studies of white Democratic

voters, their votes were more like their Republican colleagues’ than

black Democrats’ were. White Democratic representatives from North

Carolina, Kousser notes, consider “their ‘primary obligations’ to be to

whites, while they have largely ignored the opinions of the black mem-

bers of their constituencies.”87

The best evidence that an elected official’s race is crucial to the kind of

representation blacks receive comes from a recent study of congressional

representation. David T. Canon found that white members of Congress

in districts 25 to 50 percent African American paid less attention to their

black constituents’ interests than black members of Congress. “African-

American members of the House,” Canon writes, “are more attentive to

the distinctive needs of the black constituents than are their white coun-

terparts who represent substantial numbers of blacks.”88 In an analysis

of roll-call votes on racial issues, Canon found that black legislators were

more responsive to African American constituents than white legislators

were. He also found that white legislators were much less likely than

black legislators to make speeches on racial issues or sponsor bills that

focused on racial policy issues, matters their black constituents care

about.89 Ironically, Canon discovered that blacks elected from the South

because of the 1990 redistricting did a much better job representing their

white constituents than white legislators did representing blacks. Justice

O’Connor’s fear that blacks would represent only blacks turns out to be

untrue. She should have worried more about the kind of representation

blacks would receive in white-majority districts.

Just as white legislators are more responsive to their white con-

stituents, it is doubtful that a majority-white political party would ade-

quately represent the interests of black or Latino minorities. The reason

for this, political scientist Paul Frymer recently suggested, is that a com-
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petitive two-party system in a racially divided society will “legitimate an

agenda reflecting the preferences of white voters,” and ignore black vot-

ers.90 In a political system with single-member districts and plurality elec-

tions, political leaders have powerful incentives to appeal to the median

voter, one of the large group of swing voters in the middle of the liberal-

conservative continuum. Voters on either end of the continuum are typ-

ically dissatisfied with the moderate center. But in a competitive two-

party system if they are to win elections, politicians must aim for the

middle, where most voters reside.

It is commonly assumed that the political interests of black people will

be adequately represented in a competitive party system because politi-

cians will appeal to black voters like any other voter. The addition of

black or Latino voters to the electorate merely shifts the median voter

toward a political party’s positions. Thus, there is a powerful incentive

for party politicians to respond to minority demands. But this is only

true, Frymer argues, when race is not a politically divisive issue. When

race matters to political and social life, and when there are sharp divi-

sions of opinion between the white majority and the black-Latino minor-

ity, politicians appeal to the white median voter rather than all median

voters.91 The logic of party competition in a racially divided society leads

party leaders to ignore black voters’ interests because it costs them white

swing votes. Black voters, therefore, become a captured minority in one

party, unable to switch parties and ignored by their own. Thus, party

competition is not a viable alternative to race-conscious redistricting. So

long as whites adamantly insist on defending their racial interests, politi-

cians will mainly represent the median white voter’s desires.

There is a perverse irony to the controversy over redistricting. The

Court’s attack on racial gerrymandering, its concern for the plight of

white filler people, and its abandonment of virtual representation in the

case of whites, raises the question of whether single-member districts

can adequately represent the multitude of interests in a diverse society.

The very problems that bothered the Court about racial gerrymandering

are intrinsic to redistricting. Indeed the Court cannot clearly distinguish

between racial gerrymandering, which is unconstitutional, and political

gerrymandering, which is legal.92

This leaves us with the question of alternatives to single-member dis-

tricts, whether the options are cumulative voting or more direct forms of

proportional representation. It is debatable whether proportional repre-

sentation is a solution or even a realistic possibility. What is not debat-

able is that political rights do not begin and end with the right to vote.
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The issue is not whether a certain number of African Americans hold

public office but whether African Americans and other racial minorities

can acquire sufficient political leverage to influence public policy. With-

out a radical, and unlikely, change in the American system of territorial-

based representation, majority-minority districts may be the only way to

do this.

Without a crystal ball, it is difficult to know how these issues will

evolve. But one thing is certain: the conservative case against black or

Latino majority districts does not hold up. There is no evidence for their

assertions, and their fears have not materialized. Rather than Balkanizing

politics, black-majority districts have improved representation for both

blacks and whites. They have also undermined white stereotypes of how

black elected officials act. In sharp contrast, the color-blind logic

espoused by racial conservatives, including the Supreme Court majority,

is pernicious. It denies African Americans and Latinos adequate repre-

sentation. The assumption that only individual representation matters

and that racial groups cannot have common political interests relegates

blacks and Latinos to the margins. It treats them as filler people instead

of citizens. Color-blind redistricting denies the power of race in American

politics and treats blacks and Latinos fundamentally different from

whites. While whites suffer “representational injury” when they are a

minority in a legislative district, blacks are immune to this injury when

they are the minority. This recipe protects white dominance and under-

mines the promise of political equality contained in the Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution and the Voting Rights Act.
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CONCLUSION

FACING UP TO RACE
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Those of us who came of age in the 1960s grew up in a society where

racism was overt. It was difficult to ignore or deny; the evidence of

segregation was often as stark as the lettering on a “whites only” sign.

The visibility of racial discrimination, together with the moral power of

the civil rights movement, mobilized people of all races against Jim

Crow laws and ushered in landmark civil rights legislation to end it.

Divided into black and white, the world was relatively uncomplicated,

and the options were straightforward. One favored either integration or

segregation.

The majority of Americans alive today, however, were not even born

when the Civil Rights Act was passed in 1964. In a very real sense, they

are a post–civil rights generation. They have grown up in a world where

de jure discrimination and segregation have been illegal for nearly forty

years, the longest period that this has been true in American history.

Because of the civil rights revolution, overt prejudice is at an all-time low,

a significant African American middle and professional class has

emerged, and at least some people of color can be found at the highest

levels of every institution in American life, from the mayor’s office to the

State Department. 

At the same time, the post–civil rights era is also a world of high

crime rates and joblessness in black communities, with such deep ener-

vating poverty that young, poor African Americans are sometimes called

the “throwaway generation.” Many in the post–civil rights generation

see black students failing to graduate from high schools and colleges at

the same rate as white students, homeless black men and women begging

on the streets, jails full of young black men, and “broken” black families.

Most believe these problems persist despite a rich assortment of pro-

grams and laws offering special opportunities and assistance to minori-



ties. Consequently, an increasing number of white Americans think that

the problems of many blacks cannot be attributed to discrimination—if

anything, they believe discrimination today works in the opposite direc-

tion. It tilts the playing field against whites who are not beneficiaries of

special programs.

White Americans, and African Americans and Latinos, are sharply

divided over the successes and failures of the civil rights movement.

African Americans are deeply disillusioned about the future. At the turn

of the millennium, 71 percent of African Americans believed racial equal-

ity would not be achieved in their lifetimes or would not be achieved at

all.1 Seventy-three percent of African Americans believed they were eco-

nomically worse off than whites. White Americans, on the other hand,

are unduly sanguine about the state of black America. According to a

recent survey, a majority of whites think blacks are worse off than whites

themselves are, but 38 percent think blacks’ economic status is about the

same as their own (see table 3). Fifty percent of whites think America has

achieved racial equality in access to health care, and 44 percent think

African Americans have jobs that are about the same as those of whites. 

As we have documented, however, white Americans are seriously mis-

informed. Blacks and Latinos are less likely to have access to health care,

and blacks’ and Latinos’ income and occupational status lag substan-

tially behind whites’.2 In contrast to whites’ perceptions, African Ameri-

cans see a future of cramped economic opportunities. The difference of

opinion could not be deeper: almost three-quarters of African Americans

think they have less opportunity than whites, while almost three-fifths of

whites think blacks have the same opportunities as they have. (The dis-

crepancy in perceptions between Latinos and whites is almost as great as

that between blacks and whites, though whites think Latinos are worse

off than blacks.)

White Americans’ failure to see durable racial inequality is hardly sur-

prising. Racial realists have been saying for years that there is no more

color line, that racism is no longer a powerful force in American life.

Some version of this view is now a staple in the discourse on race in

America not only among a handful of conservative social scientists but

also among most whites, though few can muster the same sorts of statis-

tical arguments to support them. What we have called the “racial realist”

perspective comes close to being a consensus among whites in the United

States today; it crosses conventional political boundaries and encom-

passes a great many people of good will. Increasingly, it drives our social

and legal policies toward racial issues.
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Racial realists insist that the troubling and stubborn gaps in life-

chances between black and white Americans no longer have much, if

anything, to do with racism; they are not the result of discrimination in

any meaningful sense. The way racial realists account for these dispari-

ties, however, is not so clearly stated, as earlier chapters indicate. At one

extreme, the end-of-racism talk has helped fuel a resurgence of biologi-

cal or genetic explanations for racial inferiority—arguments that are

never far from the surface when race is discussed in America.3 Closer to

the mainstream, racial realists argue that some—usually vaguely

defined—cultural and behavioral deficits are mainly to blame for the

continued troubles of blacks in the United States. 

Compared to the pre–civil rights era, racial discrimination today is

Table 3. Attitudes toward Black 
and Latino Economic Progress by Race

Attitudes Regarding Attitudes Regarding
African Americans Latino Americans

According to According to
Blacks Whites Latinos Whites

Oportunities available:
more than whites 1% 13% 6% 11%
less than whites 74 27 61 32
about the same 23 58 28 54

Discrimination faced:
a lot 48 20 28 15
some 39 51 59 49
little 9 17 16 24
none 2 8 5 9

Income:
better off than whites 9 4 11 5
worse off than whites 73 57 60 68
about the same 15 38 27 26

Access to health care:
better off than whites 9 11 15 6
worse off than whites 61 35 50 46
about the same 26 50 33 42

Types of jobs:
better off than whites 9 6 12 6
worse off than whites 67 49 61 65
about the same 23 44 27 27

source: “Washington Post/Kaiser Foundation/Harvard University Racial Attitudes Survey,” Wash-
ington Post, July 11, 2001.



often relatively invisible—at least to those who do not experience it. But

just because racism is often harder to see, we should not conclude that it

is gone. As we have shown repeatedly, the color of one’s skin still deter-

mines success or failure, poverty or affluence, illness or health, prison or

college. Race matters for two reasons—reasons that are separable in

theory but closely intertwined in everyday life.

First, there is still substantial direct racial discrimination in many

areas of American life. It is true, as the racial realists say, that things are

not what they were during Jim Crow. It is emphatically not true, how-

ever, that overt discriminatory practices have largely disappeared from

American life. Perhaps the most striking evidence that overt discrimina-

tion is still practiced is employers’ widespread use of derogatory precon-

ceptions to judge the qualifications of young black men. Evidence from

other realms of social life is also abundant and compelling. In the crimi-

nal justice system, for example, it is now hard to avoid the mounting evi-

dence of racial stereotyping and targeting at every stage of the process.

Virtually all studies of racial disparities in incarceration, moreover, now

show a significant residue of discrimination, even when potentially rele-

vant social and legal factors are controlled. Residential discrimination

persists despite Herculean efforts during the past thirty years to undo it.

The hard fact is that all too many employers, apartment owners, lenders,

prosecutors, and police use derogatory racial images in their routine

dealings with people of color that hardly differ from the ones that flour-

ished a hundred years ago. There can be no serious encounter with prob-

lems produced by race in America today that avoids the pervasiveness

and destructive impact of plain old-fashioned racism.

Looking beyond plain old-fashioned racism, however, the second rea-

son race matters is that the most important source of continuing racial

disparities in modern America is still the legacy of past patterns of dis-

crimination and racially coded patterns of disinvestment. Disaccumula-

tion, as we have called it, persists today in good part because the people

of the United States never moved with sufficient seriousness to remedy it.

This is both the most crucial reality to understand in comprehending the

problem of durable racial inequality in the twenty-first century, and the

one that seems hardest for many Americans to fully grasp—because this

kind of racism is largely invisible. 

Much of the debate about race in America today still revolves around

the question of whether ongoing racial disparities in schooling, jobs,

income, incarceration, and other realms are mainly the result of current

overt discrimination or the result of flawed culture and behavior of
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people of color. As we have demonstrated throughout this book, the cor-

rect answer is neither. Most of the current gap in life-chances and vari-

ous measures of performance between blacks and whites reflects the

legacy of past decisions—decisions that cumulatively resulted in a pro-

found imbalance in the most fundamental structures of opportunity and

support in America. In housing, in education, in transportation, in

employment policy, and in income support/social insurance policy, the

choices that systematically disadvantaged black Americans were also

ones that, by design or otherwise, benefited white Americans. These poli-

cies, in combination and over generations, have had enormous and per-

vasive consequences. 

There is no way the consequence of these deeply embedded patterns

of racial discrimination and racially biased policies could have been real-

istically expected to disappear with the passage of civil rights legislation

in the 1960s. That legislation helped, and helped mightily, to clear a legal

path for African Americans, Latinos, and other groups to begin to over-

come the legacy of discrimination. And it is crucial to preserve those

gains against encroachment. But the removal of formal legal barriers to

opportunity could not, by itself, rectify the effects of generations of sys-

tematic institutional disadvantage. A far deeper commitment on a vari-

ety of fronts was needed to reverse the crippling legacy of racial disaccu-

mulation—what the Kerner Commission in the 1960s, a body that

clearly recognized this imperative, called a “massive, compassionate, and

sustained” assault on the crisis of the inner cities. That commitment

never materialized, and that default of vision and policy bears a good

part of the responsibility for the state of black America today.

Many whites see the effects of that legacy of disaccumulation—high

crime rates, low educational attainment, poverty, and family break-

down—and, confusing symptoms with causes, conclude that these

effects demonstrate the depth of cultural and behavioral deficits among

blacks. This phenomenon of selective perception is understandable in a

sense, because the causes—the fundamental social processes that led to

the symptoms—tend to be relatively invisible in the present, while the

symptoms are all too visible. To fully grasp the causes requires looking

back into history and digging, as we have, through the voluminous

research literature. The causes do not jump out in the way the symptoms

often do. So it is not terribly surprising that the murky and temporally

distant root causes of racial disadvantage get short shrift in the public

consciousness, while the immediate symptoms drive much of our public

debate about race. 
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The majority of white Americans today do not comprehend the mul-

tiple ways in which their lives are enhanced by a legacy of unequal

advantage. They are unaware because their racial position is so much a

part of their accepted surroundings that they do not even recognize it.

They take it for granted. They consider it normal. All too many white

Americans ascribe their well-being and hard-earned success to their own

efforts, while believing that African American poverty is the result of

character flaws or just plain laziness.

If we are to face up to race instead of whitewashing it, we must begin

by acknowledging a fundamental reality: race is a relationship, not a set

of characteristics that one can ascribe to one group or another. Racial

inequality stems from a system of power and exclusion in which whites

accumulate economic opportunities and advantages while disaccumula-

tion of economic opportunity disempowers black and Latino communi-

ties. Therefore, the first task in challenging America’s color line is to

change the terms of discourse. It is time to move beyond the debate over

color-blind versus color-conscious policies and to begin to discuss how

we can change the devastating dynamics of accumulation and disaccu-

mulation between black and white communities.

ATTACKING DURABLE RACIAL INEQUALITY 

Now that segregation is illegal but racial inequality and discrimination

persist, what can we do to challenge durable racial inequality? What

kinds of policy strategies make sense? A vigorous political debate has

erupted around these questions, and at least three political responses

have emerged. One, forcibly articulated by law professor Derrick Bell, is

that racism is a permanent feature of American society and cannot be

eradicated.4 The second strategy addresses racial inequality by attacking

class inequality. Advocates of this position assume that social class is

more fundamental to contemporary inequality than race. William Julius

Wilson has believed for a long time that African Americans need to

realize that black poverty is mainly caused by “nonracial economic

forces”—wage stagnation among workers, collapsing demand for un-

skilled labor, and widening wealth inequality.5 A third strategy calls for

transforming American culture and identity. Proponents of this approach

argue that white identity must be abolished or rearticulated as a positive

identity.6

We agree with Derrick Bell that racial inequality is a fundamental fea-

ture of American society, but we are not sure it is permanent and inca-
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pable of being altered. It would be a mistake, however, to ignore Bell’s

powerful statement or to ascribe it to some idiosyncratic pessimism on

his part. Bell’s views reflect those of many African Americans who

believe the civil rights revolution has not delivered on its promise. A

recent survey of participants in the Million-Man March discovered that

African American men today are far more racially conscious than inte-

grationists in the pre-1965 era. They are “far more concerned with

reforming the economic, political, and social order and removing racial

impediments to their progress than with mere racial integration per se.”7

There is more support today for some form of black independence and

autonomy than anytime since the late 1960s. The current racial con-

sciousness among African Americans cuts across divisions between the

black middle class and the black poor, and it has a powerful impact on

black public opinion.8 Historically, support for black nationalism and

demands for racial solidarity have coincided with white opposition to

racial equality. Today resurgent black nationalism reflects the corrosion

of the 1960s egalitarian civil rights agenda into formal equality and white

opposition to color-conscious policies.

Even if Derrick Bell is correct in his prognosis that durable racial

inequality is permanent, it must be challenged. It cannot be ignored. And

while we celebrate diversity and applaud cultural pluralism, we do not

think that changing identities will eliminate or minimize the harsh reali-

ties of the durable racial inequality we have described in this book. Nor

do we think that remedies for class inequality by themselves will over-

come persistent racial stratification. In fact, if our analysis of U.S. social

policies since the New Deal reveals anything, it is the folly of assuming

class-specific policies will benefit all racial groups equally.

How then, can we undo racial inequality in America? We do not pre-

tend to offer a detailed comprehensive blueprint for antiracist policies in

the twenty-first century. Instead, we offer a set of principles for social

action derived from our analysis, and examples of specific policies that

address the constituent elements of contemporary racial inequality.

Throughout this book we have distinguished between the historical

legacy of racial discrimination and the current sources of contemporary

racial disparities such as labor market discrimination and other institu-

tionally generated inequalities. In actual experience, however, they are so

closely intertwined that the consequences are difficult to disentangle. For

example, the legacy of systematic public and private disinvestment in

minority communities has led to the wholesale destruction of jobs and a

constellation of social conditions that, most criminologists would agree,
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tend to increase the risks of violent crime and make street drug dealing

relatively attractive despite its many perils to minority youth. The

absence of significant investment in public employment and training pro-

grams creates a situation in which many younger black men have little

experience with the world of socially acceptable work. At the same time,

the reality of high levels of criminal violence and widespread open-air

drug sales is in turn used by authorities to justify racial profiling that

explicitly and overtly focuses police resources on minority communities,

saddling young black men with arrest records. When they make hiring

decisions, employers then use these realities to justify screening out

young black men on the grounds that they are less reliable, more costly,

and more troublesome employees. 

Because the contemporary situation of African Americans and Latinos

reflects both the persistence of overt discrimination and the enduring

legacy of racially targeted disaccumulation, any effective long-term strat-

egy to reduce racial disparities must tackle both at once. Strategies that

address only the biased treatment of blacks will not touch the deep struc-

tural ills that hobble many blacks in the community, the economy, and

the schools. Conversely, strategies confined to universal structural reme-

dies will not confront the special barriers discrimination places in the

path of people of color.

It should also be clear from earlier chapters that the central problem

of disaccumulation in minority communities is a product of both private

actions and public policies, and sometimes of both in concert. Accord-

ingly, any effective assault on racial inequality must operate simultane-

ously on private and public institutions. Within the public sector, more-

over, disaccumulation reflects not only the many ways in which the

government is too little present in minority communities but also the

ways in which it is too much present. Developing better and fairer social

policies means not just providing more public investment in communities

of color; it also requires changing the way public investment is now

deployed in those communities. There is too little public investment in

health care or job creation in the black community and too much public

investment in corrections. There is too much public investment in the

punitive response to drug abuse and too little public investment in high-

quality drug treatment. There is too much public investment in tax

breaks to lure large businesses to the ghetto, and too little public invest-

ment in the salaries of schoolteachers and day-care workers.

With these considerations in mind, we propose two kinds of policies

that engage the sources of contemporary racial inequality. The first are
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policies that confront the legacy of disaccumulation in black and Latino

communities. These policies are likely to be expensive, at least in the

short run. They do, however, have the advantage of benefiting not just

African Americans and Latinos but also a wide cross section of Ameri-

cans. The second set of policies is aimed at diminishing current discrim-

ination, both direct and indirect, intentional and unintentional, and

encourages diversity in educational institutions. Like the problems they

are designed to address, these strategies are often closely intertwined in

everyday life, but they are analytically separable. Remedies for racial

inequality require redistribution of resources and rules capable of regu-

lating the practices that generate racial inequality. Sometimes that means

changing the rules of the game so that the playing field is less tilted

toward whites; sometimes it means maintaining or strengthening rules

that are already in place to counter discriminatory practices. 

REVERSING DISACCUMULATION, INCREASING ACCUMULATION

Because the foundational source of much racial disparity today lies in

historically embedded disaccumulation in black and Latino communi-

ties—not just in jobs and income but also in education, health, crime,

and other realms—the search for solutions should focus on policies that

allow individuals and communities to accumulate economic resources.

This is not the same as simply increasing individuals’ “human capital,”

which has been the main economic strategy to dismantle racial disad-

vantage up to the present. Efforts to boost minority skills should be one

part of a larger attack on racial inequality, but only one part. The over-

arching goal should be to replace long-standing patterns of disinvestment

in minority communities with investment in those communities. This

means, among other things, reversing the common use of public policy to

augment the income and wealth of whites at the expense of blacks and

other groups.

Any effective policy to combat racial inequality today must be sensi-

tive to the complex relationships between race and class in America.

Many of the policies we propose are universalistic in that they benefit

disadvantaged people of all races. However, we obviously do not think

that universalistic or class-based policies alone will remedy the racial

disparities described throughout this book. At the same time, we see no

point in proposing universalistic policies that reinforce racial inequalities.

The best policies mitigate racial inequality while also, if possible, lifting

all boats. The minimum wage is an example, since it benefits low-income

workers of all races.
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In recent years a number of policies have been widely promoted to

substitute market mechanisms for concerted public sector commitment.

Although market-oriented solutions are ideologically and politically pop-

ular today, they may do more harm than good. The privatization of

social security, for example, would virtually eliminate the redistributive

features of the program as it now operates, leading to yet another form

of upward income redistribution. Similarly, we think that tax incentives

such as enterprise zones have limited use in rebuilding inner-city com-

munities. Enterprise zones are enormously popular today, but their use-

fulness for combating racial disparities is minimal at best. These strate-

gies typically entail large subsidies to the private sector that are generally

much larger than up-front budgetary expenditures on economic or

neighborhood development. Moreover, enterprise zones are subject to

manipulation by businesses and politicians in ways that rarely benefit

low-income people. Some cities have used enterprise zone subsidies to

subsidize sports stadiums, convention centers, and other projects that

have little or no benefit for poor inner-city workers and their families. In

general, we think policies that erode the public sector (which has histor-

ically been critical to black economic advancement) will intensify racial

inequality, especially as enforcement of civil rights in the private sector is

reduced.

This does not mean, however, that we see no role for the private sec-

tor in reconstructing inner-city communities. Our point is rather that

support for private sector initiatives needs to be assessed in the light of

whether these initiatives can actually deliver tangible economic and

social development benefits to residents. We believe, for example, that

public-private partnerships to grow small businesses in inner-city com-

munities offer some promise.

Given these criteria, we focus on three kinds of policies that are espe-

cially urgent today: (1) stepped-up public investment in schools, jobs,

and critical services; (2) strategies that will create wealth in minority

communities; and (3) policies to increase what economists call the

“social wage”—the social and economic benefits that supplement earned

income.

PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN SCHOOLS, JOBS, AND SERVICES There can be no enduring reversal of

the legacy of disaccumulation without accumulation, that is, without

increased investment in inner-city communities. Unless these investments

are made, piecemeal reform of inner-city schools or welfare reform pro-

grams will fail. There is overwhelming evidence that the physical and
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economic deterioration of inner-city communities impedes the ability to

alleviate deep poverty in these neighborhoods. Public investment should

be designed to reduce social and physical isolation and to provide access

to jobs, better schools, and needed services. While policies devised to

transport poor African Americans from their neighborhoods to suburban

jobs might help in the short run, they are no substitute for robust invest-

ment in those neighborhoods.

Improved education has become everyone’s favorite remedy for racial

inequality. We have argued that vouchers or programs that just shift

African Americans into private (Catholic) schools are not likely to yield

substantial improvement in test scores and performance. The problem is

that most black children go to schools with fewer resources, lower-

quality teachers, and lower expectations, even though many of them

come from home and community environments that beg for more, not

less, investment in their schooling. Voucher programs will do little to

help the majority of poor black children.

The nation’s priorities for allocating current educational resources are

backward. Schools in low-income minority communities, which present

the most difficult problems and most challenging needs, tend to get the

fewest resources in terms of money, qualified personnel, or special pro-

grams. Thus in California, nearly forty thousand teachers, 14 percent of

the teaching force overall, are presently working with emergency cre-

dentials in the state’s public schools. Only half of the teachers hired in

New York City in 2001 were certified.9 As a report in the Los Angeles

Times noted, “Novices tend to be concentrated in the lowest-performing

schools—those in neighborhoods of stubborn poverty. These teachers

are victims of an absurd pecking order that values seniority over need

and typically consigns the greenest teachers to the toughest jobs.”10

In order to improve preparation for school and college, we should

provide free, high-quality preschool education to all low-income pupils

beginning at age two, as is done in France and Scandinavia. We should

also provide the resources for lower-income schools to reduce class size,

recruit better teachers, and provide the richness in course offerings taken

for granted in affluent school districts. (Proposed national legislation

providing $6 billion through 2008 for training teachers who serve disad-

vantaged students is a step in the right direction.)

Similarly, it is critical to reverse the sources of disaccumulation put in

motion by the criminal justice system. The massive increases in incarcer-

ation of blacks and Latinos during the past twenty years have resulted in

an unprecedented economic and social disaster for these communities,
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and at the same time have radically changed the practice of criminal jus-

tice for the worse. Perversely, the enormous sums we now spend on

imprisonment cut deeply into monies for programs that would prevent

crime in the first place and would turn some offenders into productive

citizens. Few things are more important to the future of black and brown

America than reversing this destructive trend. Doing so will require chal-

lenging the discriminatory practices that continue to fuel the explosion of

minority incarceration (we discuss this below). But it also requires

increased investment in alternatives to incarceration that could help

break the vicious cycle of over-criminalization, mass incarceration, and

the resulting depletion of opportunity and human capital in minority

communities.

For example, a criminal justice strategy more heedful of our collective

future should strive to greatly enhance the quantity and, as important,

the quality of drug treatment available in minority communities. Doing

so will not only improve the prospects for many people now disabled by

substance abuse but will simultaneously reduce the drug dealing and

associated violence that undermines community stability, deters produc-

tive investment, and justifies the aggressive antidrug enforcement that

now swells the jails and prisons with people of color. Effective drug treat-

ment does not come cheaply: it requires considerable up-front invest-

ment, but, as has been repeatedly demonstrated, it generates substantial

savings in the long run. 

Investment should also be expanded in community-based programs

that divert youth from the juvenile and adult justice systems and inten-

sively treat their underlying problems in the community, not behind bars.

At the same time, the primacy of rehabilitation in the juvenile justice sys-

tem should be reasserted, and that commitment backed up with greatly

increased investment in programs offering literacy training, education,

and other strategies that integrate young offenders into the community.

Both strategies would help end the revolving-door practices of the cur-

rent juvenile justice system and instead harness the productive capacities

of many young people who are now progressively discarded and handi-

capped because of their entanglement in the justice system. As with good

drug treatment, there is strong evidence that the best alternative pro-

grams for youth in trouble not only effectively reduce crime and incar-

ceration, but they are also cost-effective.

These are only a few areas that cry out for increased public investment.

We could point to many others: public investment in inner-city infra-

structure—construction, renovation, and expansion of schools, health
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clinics, day care, and housing; expansion of neighborhood development

banks with substantial infusions of public cash; and combining redevel-

opment with public jobs programs for inner-city residents. Each of these

strategies is intended to enhance the resources and capacities of those

groups that have been most adversely impacted by generations of disac-

cumulation. They are explicitly redistributive, but they are not giveaways.

They are strategic investments in the future. So is the second kind of poli-

cies we propose: strategies to create wealth in minority communities.

WEALTH CREATION It is popular today to propose redistributing assets rather

than income as a strategy to reduce entrenched economic inequality. A

coalition of private charities and philanthropies in Northern California,

for example, Assets for All, has established a program to augment the

savings of low-income workers. For every dollar that eligible workers

save, Assets for All contributes two dollars. These savings accounts can

be used for getting an education, starting a small business, buying or

repairing a home, or going into retirement. Such programs point in the

right direction, but we think bolder proposals are in order. As we have

shown, the present distribution of wealth has multiple and pervasive

negative consequences for blacks and Latinos. We know, for example,

that college graduation rates are highly dependent on wealth, notably

home ownership. To be successful, programs for increasing education

and training need to be backed by substantial subsidies. Wealth creation

is one way to address this problem.

Some proposed schemes involve broad redistribution of wealth, such

as providing every citizen a trust fund at birth based on stocks or bonds.

The debate over reparations for slavery and Jim Crow usually envisions

distributing a lump sum to every African American, much like the repa-

rations policy for the internment of Japanese Americans during World

War II. We are inclined to support more tailored schemes in which assets

could be used for education (college as well as specific skills training) or

for start-up funds for a business. One of the main goals of this program

would be to ensure that poor children of color are educated to the

fullest extent possible. The appropriate analogy in this regard is the re-

training programs for World War II veterans, which were instrumental

in generating upward mobility for returning soldiers, many from poor

backgrounds. 

Where would the money be found for these programs? One possibil-

ity is a tax on wealth, whose proceeds would then be dedicated to financ-

ing various asset schemes for low-income blacks, Latinos, and whites.
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This is especially attractive since the recent elimination of the estate tax

is likely to dry up charitable contributions that might have helped fund

wealth creation. The repeal of the estate tax will cost the federal govern-

ment an estimated $1 trillion over the next twenty years.11 Instead of tax

relief for the offspring of the wealthiest 1 percent of the population, these

funds could be used for a trust fund like the social security trust, with

grants available for education and job training, small business capital,

and down payments on home ownership.

There is also a civil rights component to reducing minority disaccu-

mulation. Because home ownership is the main source of wealth for most

people, housing discrimination against African Africans must be elimi-

nated. So tough enforcement of laws against redlining and other forms of

mortgage discrimination are clearly needed. But we think it is necessary

to go further. One approach would be to create a source of public fund-

ing to repay the losses from residential segregation and other forms of

indirect discrimination. This could be a way to recognize and remedy

losses from discrimination without necessarily blaming individual or

institutional defendants who may be convinced they have done nothing

wrong. The quantity of compensatory funds could be linked to demon-

strated levels of discriminatory impact in different arenas such as educa-

tion, housing, or city services. Such a strategy would make it possible to

repair the devastating impacts of racial inequality and would help to

tackle the overarching problem of disaccumulation. 

EXPANSION OF THE SOCIAL WAGE The relative absence of public entitlements often

taken for granted in other industrial nations greatly exacerbates the dif-

ficulties American minorities experience in the labor market. Inequality

in family disposable income is much higher in the United States than in

societies with more extensive safety nets. Moreover, as we have shown,

racial inequities operate within America’s relatively meager safety net.

The place to start is with a policy that makes sure every person in the

country has access to health insurance. Universal access to health care is

a prerequisite to equal opportunity in education, employment, or con-

tinuation of life itself. That goal requires a single-payer plan, universal

health insurance, expanded public health programs, or something equiv-

alent. In addition, public sector health facilities and safety net provider

institutions should be significantly expanded, particularly in communities

devastated by the disaccumulation of health care sites and practitioners.

Tax incentives or subsidies to private sector hospitals might bring some

of them back to inner cities from the suburbs. At the least, private hos-
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pitals should be encouraged to retain or initiate outpatient clinics in cities

and unserved rural areas and to provide subsidized transportation and

video connections, telemedicine connections, or both to more distant

acute care facilities.

At the same time, we should greatly expand the Earned Income Tax

Credit (EITC) and housing subsidies. The latter could be expanded by

developer subsidies to build affordable and low-income housing and

rent supplements or homeowner subsidies. Since some of these policies

are dependent on employment, we also need policies that can help sin-

gle mothers and others who are out of the labor force, or only intermit-

tently in it, by including a child or mother allowance or both, funded

through an expansion of survivors’ benefits and a revamped unemploy-

ment compensation system. The current unemployment system covers

far fewer people than it did twenty years ago, partly because of policy

changes and partly because of the growth of temporary employment.

Historically, eligibility for unemployment compensation was pegged to

permanent, full-time work. As the character of work has changed, fewer

workers are eligible. Ironically, today all workers are treated much like

women (or minority men) have always been treated: women have

always been more likely to move in and out of the labor force and are

therefore disproportionately excluded from unemployment benefits. We

should imagine ways in which the unemployment compensation system

might become part of an all-purpose safety net geared to the realities of

today’s labor markets. Such a safety net would go far toward eliminat-

ing the racial disparities that have been characteristic of the U.S. welfare

state.

ATTACKING PERSISTENT DISCRIMINATION

The measures we have just outlined are intended to counter the legacy of

past discrimination by providing the critical investments that would help

build the capacities of individuals, stabilize and strengthen communities,

and reverse the effects of generations of neglect. These investments would

help minorities to compete, but that competition would still be funda-

mentally unequal unless we also do our utmost to tackle the sources of

current discrimination. Because, as we have shown, current discrimina-

tion can be both direct and indirect, intentional and unintentional, any

strategy to combat it must be multifaceted. We think three kinds of poli-

cies need to be emphasized: (1) strengthening and augmenting antidis-

crimination laws, (2) promoting diversity, and (3) challenging ostensibly

neutral institutional practices that routinely generate inequality. 
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INVIGORATING ANTIDISCRIMINATION LAWS Today nothing is more contentious in the

debate over racial inequality than the use of antidiscrimination laws that

began with the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Conservatives have argued that

the array of laws designed to prevent racial discrimination in employ-

ment, housing, and other realms, however well intended, have been a

disaster—bringing unwarranted government intervention, giving unfair

advantages to the less qualified, and undermining economic efficiency

and productivity. But, as we have shown in earlier chapters, the notion

that these laws have done more harm than good is simply wrong. It is

certainly true that antidiscrimination measures did not eliminate racial

inequality. But, for reasons we have made clear, no one should have

expected them to. Instead, antidiscrimination laws have been an impor-

tant, if limited, part of the story of black economic and social advance-

ment in the years since World War II. They did help to narrow racial

inequalities in jobs, income, and schooling. And they did so without the

dire consequences for productivity and fairness that many predicted and

some still fear. 

But if the conservative view is empirically wrong, it has nevertheless

dominated the public and legal debate about antidiscrimination policies.

Court decisions like Croson, Adarand, and Sandoval have eroded the

legal underpinnings of active civil rights measures; at the same time, cuts

in enforcement agencies have weakened their capacity to combat even

the most egregious forms of current discrimination. Clearly, in order to

tackle contemporary discrimination, the dismantling of these laws and

the agencies that enforce them must be resisted. Beyond that, however,

the antidiscrimination legal arsenal should be strengthened and enhanced

to not only maintain but also extend the gains already made.

The focus of antidiscrimination law should be shifted so that it more

directly addresses the pervasive problem of “unintentional” discrimina-

tion. The standard applied in disparate treatment cases brought under

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act needs to be changed. The current

standard usually requires proof that an employer consciously intended to

discriminate against a person of color. This requirement that employers

know they are discriminating should be changed to a negligence standard

that requires employers to take reasonable steps to avoid discrimination.

Employers should be legally responsible when they apply racial stereo-

types in making decisions or when they act carelessly or inattentively

and, as a consequence, African American employees or applicants are

treated differently than they would have been otherwise. Under this

approach, courts could become more responsive to the harmful effects of
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employers’ actions if they recognized negligent (careless, reckless) dis-

crimination as a basis for action and remedy.12

Another approach to antidiscrimination law might be a policy of strict

liability where the actor’s fault is irrelevant and attention is focused on

results. Strict liability evolved in the law to ensure that “externalities”

(costs or harms occurring outside the traditional focus of legal action)

would be incorporated within the costs of doing a particular business or

activity. The paradigm is product liability law, which requires manufac-

turers of goods to internalize the costs of all injuries associated with the

products they make, regardless of whether the injured party can prove

that a particular blameworthy action caused the harm. This legal

approach would also make producers (of products or discriminatory

effects) far more careful about what they do. 

A number of other steps would supplement these approaches to

antidiscrimination law. Monitoring of firms, particularly small suburban

firms, should be improved.13 The federal government (through the

EEOC) and private advocates (with foundation assistance) should con-

duct many more race discrimination tests, which could be used to pres-

sure employers to change their employment practices or, if the results

indicate systematic discrimination, to sue employers, unions, and

employment agencies. These could be coupled with a program of self-

monitoring by private and public employers. For example, private

employers should be encouraged to conduct employment self-studies,

examining whether they have a manifest imbalance in traditionally

racially segregated job categories. Where they do, they should be encour-

aged to give preferences to black and Latino job applicants to the extent

permitted by the Supreme Court’s decision in United Steelworkers v.

Weber.14

Given the expense and difficulty of successfully prosecuting employ-

ment discrimination cases, incentives to lawyers and public interest

organizations that take on employment discrimination cases should be

expanded. This can be accomplished by doubling or tripling attorneys’

fees and awards for prevailing plaintiffs in Title VII cases. Moreover, the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission should be required to sub-

stantially expand its docket of impact litigation. This will require a sig-

nificant increase in the agency’s funding. Although the EEOC receives an

average of 59,000 Title VII complaints each year, it files an average of less

than 250 lawsuits annually. In other words, less than 0.5 percent of Title

VII complaints led to EEOC federal lawsuits. The decision to litigate sub-

stantially affects the amount of money the complainant recovers. During
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the agency’s best year for nonlitigation recoveries, 8,170 cases (14.3 per-

cent) were successfully conciliated, settled, or ended (because plaintiffs

dropped the charge with a financial recovery). In these cases, the average

recovery was $18,237 per complaint. By contrast, in the small number of

cases actually litigated, the agency recovered an average of $105,263.15

Many white Americans are wary of tougher antidiscrimination

measures, thinking that they give preferential treatment to minorities.

Some believe that such treatment is not only unfair but also ultimately

demeaning, since it suggests that minorities cannot compete with whites

unless they have extra help. But, as we demonstrated in chapter 5, this is

a common misperception about what antidiscrimination laws actually

do—and have done. They are not, for the most part, about giving some

people unearned preferential treatment; they are about ending unequal

treatment. They are not about establishing quotas for representation of

various groups; they are about removing obstacles that hinder the oppor-

tunity for people of color and for women to compete fairly.

PROMOTING DIVERSITY In our view, considering race in university admissions is

necessary and justifiable in the pursuit of educational diversity. We also

think that maintaining diversity is crucial to an effective assault on racial

inequality. In this respect, we agree with a 2002 ruling of the federal

court of appeals for the sixth circuit, which upheld the constitutionality

of the use of race as a “plus” in admissions policy by the University of

Michigan Law School.16 The sixth circuit majority held that educational

institutions have a compelling interest in maintaining a racially and eth-

nically diverse student body in order to achieve the legitimate educational

goal of exposing students to a variety of backgrounds and views. Formal

racial quotas, having been banned by the 1978 Bakke decision, would

not pass the constitutional test. But using race as one among many pos-

sible “plus” factors to assure that the institution achieved a “critical

mass” of minority students was a policy that did not rely on quotas,

especially since all of the students in question met the same qualifications

for admission. 

This approach is both logical and principled. It does not, as the court’s

majority pointed out, establish a separate track for minority applicants

that insulates them from competition with whites, and it does not create

an academic subclass of the unqualified. Instead it affirms the intrinsic

educational value of a diversity of perspectives and the importance of

creating an environment in which, as one commentator put it, “people

from the different groups in American society learn to live and work with
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one another.”17 This goal is important in itself. But it is also crucial to a

larger battle against racial inequality. Increasing the numbers of minor-

ity students in graduate and professional schools not only diversifies

those particular institutions and professions, it also helps to counteract

the dominant perspective of whites. When more blacks and Latinos enter

professional and graduate schools, they have the potential to broaden

fundamental ideas and perspectives as well as to diversify personnel.

For both these reasons, it is time to reexamine conventional ideas of

qualification and merit. When selection systems simply repave the tradi-

tional routes of entry for those who already have access, qualified indi-

viduals whose merit goes unrecognized under conventional admissions

criteria are excluded. The gates to cultural, economic, and political

power must be opened to racial minorities. But the points of entry them-

selves may also need to be reconstructed in rational ways that disentan-

gle principle from the generation and perpetuation of racial privilege. A

step in the right direction is the recent proposal to shift admissions crite-

ria at the University of California, Berkeley away from strict reliance on

test scores and grades alone and toward more “holistic” criteria (for

example, success in overcoming economic adversity as an indicator of

merit).

CHALLENGING THE ROUTINE GENERATION OF RACIAL INEQUALITY Durable racial inequality is

both generated and sustained, as we have shown, by routine organiza-

tional rules and practices that on the surface may appear to have noth-

ing to do with race. These policies and practices range from universities’

treatment of students to rules governing the distribution of voting

machines—a crucial matter for exercising the franchise, as Americans

learned during the Florida recount of the 2000 presidential election.

African American ballots were disproportionately rejected in Florida,

and the reason, according to a study by the U.S. Civil Rights Com-

mission, was “the greater propensity of black registered voters to live in

counties with technologies that produce the greatest rates of rejected bal-

lots.”18 Antiquated punch card machines, precisely the kind most likely

to malfunction, were typically placed in African American precincts,

with predictable results. 

Similar considerations apply to other institutions, especially the justice

system and the educational system, where these subtle sources of dis-

crimination are pervasive. Changes in the routine practices of law

enforcement agencies and courts are crucial to any effective long-term

strategy for reducing racial disparities in the criminal justice system. As
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we have shown, while discrimination cannot explain the entire gap in

arrest and imprisonment rates between blacks and whites, it does explain

part of it. Accordingly, we must both tackle existing discriminatory prac-

tices in and around the justice system and take steps to minimize the

legacy of past discrimination that spawns high crime rates and overly

aggressive law enforcement. To deny that systemic discrimination is still

practiced by the police and courts is, as we have clearly demonstrated,

foolish. So is denying that the high levels of crime and violence bred by

a legacy of adverse structural conditions represents a substantial obsta-

cle to community well-being and individual advancement in minority

communities. The reality of high crime rates also serves to justify racially

targeted law enforcement practices and tough sentencing for minority

offenders on the grounds that these policies serve the needs of law-abid-

ing minorities in communities disproportionately ravaged by violence

and drugs.

Several kinds of changes in the criminal justice system are necessary to

reduce racial discrimination in arrest, sentencing, and incarceration. One

of the most important is to reduce the use of racially coded police prac-

tices. It is clear that racial profiling and other aggressive police strategies

are not only divisive but also represent the first step in a complex chain

through which blacks and Latinos wind up in the criminal justice system

in disproportionate numbers, contributing to a downward spiral among

both individuals and communities. Several related steps would limit these

practices. First, the collection of reliable data on different experiences of

racial and ethnic groups with the justice system in police encounters,

juvenile justice processing, adult sentencing, and incarceration should be

continued and expanded. Although we recognize the justified sensitivities

over the perils of collecting data by race, we also believe that without

gathering and widely disseminating facts about the racial breakdown of

police stops, we will have no basis on which to even measure the extent

and location of discrimination, much less to combat it. North Carolina,

Missouri, and Washington State have ordered police to gather statistics

on whom they stop, and why; other states should do the same.

A second step is to make federal and state funding for local police

agencies contingent on the development and implementation of strong

plans to combat the practices that tend to disproportionately funnel

minorities into the criminal justice process—including racial profiling

and the overly broad use of antigang measures. Existing federal and state

laws (as in California, Oklahoma, and Oregon) against racial profiling

by police should also be vigorously enforced.
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Another step to reduce racial disparities in the justice system is to

challenge criminal laws that appear on the surface to be race-neutral but

that disproportionately affect blacks and Latinos. The unreflective push

to get tough on crime and drugs in recent years has resulted in sweeping

penalties and harsher sentencing that have a disproportionate impact on

minority communities. Those measures have created a climate of fear,

resentment, and division in many areas and help to channel black and

Latino Americans into swollen institutions of custody and control. We

do not question the need for a vigorous attack on serious crime, but these

measures have proven to be counterproductive and ill conceived. We

need to restore a sense of balance to federal, state, and local justice sys-

tems in which the goals of crime control and social justice work together.

To that end, we should reverse recent legislative provisions that although

promoted to help restore order in minority communities, actually fuel

the extra surveillance and consequent over-incarceration of minorities,

especially minority youth. These provisions include enhanced penalties

for drug possession or sales near public housing and the spate of anti-

gang initiatives like California’s ill-conceived Proposition 21 that justify

sweeping large numbers of minority youth and young adults into custody

on slender pretexts. 

Finally, the recent trend toward the increased use of mandatory sen-

tences, especially for drug- or gang-related offenses, should also be

reversed; the severity of sentences for low-level offenders should also be

reduced. And incarceration ought to be replaced with treatment outside

prison walls for minor drug offenders, as pioneered in Arizona and

recently enacted by California’s Proposition 36. Among other things,

these changes would help to reverse the trend toward the increasing

incarceration of women—who are disproportionately minority, dispro-

portionately mothers, and disproportionately incarcerated for minor

drug and property offenses. 

In the educational system, we need to challenge the more subtle forms

of organizational discrimination by opposing a variety of active policies

that disadvantage minority students and the passive, laissez-faire ap-

proach to educational careers that characterizes too many schools from

the earliest grades to graduate school. 

First, the spate of self-consciously “tough” policies that mandate

quicker and more frequent use of suspension and expulsion in elemen-

tary and secondary schools in the name of improving discipline and

enhancing school climates needs to be reconsidered. There is abundant

evidence that these policies—often promoted under the slogan of “zero
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tolerance” of deviant or disruptive behavior—have a disproportionate

impact on black and Latino students, with no evidence that they signifi-

cantly improve the quality of education.

Confronting the destructive effects of an ostensibly race-neutral laissez-

faire regime in the schools and colleges is complicated, but even more cru-

cial. One way that schools (and other institutions) perpetuate inequality

is through inaction––often through the encouragement of a hands-off,

sink-or-swim climate in which the likelihood of failure becomes higher for

everyone, but especially for minorities. 

At the level of higher education, for example, policies need to recog-

nize that colleges and universities vary widely in their ability to teach,

and to graduate, minority students. Stanford has a graduation rate for its

African American students that is 20 points higher than the rate at the

University of California, Berkeley.19 A good part of the variation is linked

to different levels of resources that the colleges provide for their stu-

dents. It is also connected to a less tangible difference in the overall

atmosphere and attitude toward minority students (and perhaps whites

as well) that a university communicates. Stanford provides a broad and

rich array of support services for entering students; UC Berkeley offers a

brief one-time counseling session and little else. 

The UC Berkeley–Stanford comparison has intriguing policy implica-

tions. Though Stanford is a private institution, it does not subject its stu-

dents to the laissez-faire, competitive treatment conservatives suggest is

so effective in producing high graduation rates. Indeed, it is extraordi-

narily nurturing and uses its impressive endowment to put services in

place that make it very difficult for its students—black or white—to fail.

Stanford’s support services play an important role in its students’ lives.

Students are not forced to sink or swim. UC Berkeley, on the other hand,

a public, state-supported university treats its students to laissez-faire

practices and rewards its most competitive survivors. Yet Berkeley’s grad-

uation rate (for blacks and whites) is lower than Stanford’s. This suggests

that high graduation rates are less a matter of SAT scores and are more

likely related to a supportive, nurturing educational environment. 

The same principle applies to efforts to increase the number and pro-

portion of minority students who enter college in the first place. As it

now stands, many never even apply because they do not think they could

make it into a good college or handle the work if they did, and that is

often a consequence of the failure of too many high schools to put in the

effort to prepare their students academically and emotionally. But there

is evidence to suggest that, if they try, schools can provide intensive col-
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lege preparation help for high school students in low-income minority

communities who might otherwise never consider attending a high-

quality college or university. One intriguing example is the Neighbor-

hood Academic Initiative launched in South Central Los Angeles by the

University of Southern California (USC) in 1990. The program was

unique because it focused its energies on average students, not on the

small stratum of the brightest students in the neighborhood. The aim was

to “boost them to USC standards with rigorous courses, intensive over-

sight, and cultural opportunities,” with the promise of full scholarships

to USC if they succeeded. Not all of the inner-city students made it, but

many did; of those who entered USC, the four-year graduation rate,

though somewhat lower than the university’s average, was expected to

pull even within five years. That encouraging graduation rate reflects

continued mentoring and attention for these students once in college.20

More generally, enforcing clearly defined state standards organized to

achieve learning levels necessary for black students to attend four-year

colleges should raise expectations in low-income schools. Financial

rewards for teachers and schools that meet these standards should be

provided. For the most part, these changes must take place in public edu-

cation, where most black students will be for the near future. These

schools will require additional resources; and they will need mechanisms

of public accountability.

THE PROSPECT FOR CHANGE

We do not pretend that this is either a complete list or a wholly new one.

On the contrary, what is striking about a number of our proposals is how

closely they echo ones made more than thirty-five years ago in response

to the urban disorders of the 1960s, when white Americans faced up to

the consequences of long-festering racial inequalities and, for a while,

vowed to respond on a scale that matched the magnitude of the problem. 

In the more passive climate of the early twenty-first century, the bold-

ness of proposals launched from even the mainstream of American polit-

ical culture in those years is remarkable. In 1968, for example, the bipar-

tisan Kerner Commission called for the creation of “one million new jobs

in the public sector” in response to the employment problems of black

Americans. A year earlier, the decidedly mainstream Newsweek maga-

zine called for a tripling of the federal investment in job-training pro-

grams in a single year and argued that the government should immedi-

ately step in as the “employer of last resort” in the inner cities. It
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suggested putting unemployed and underemployed ghetto residents to

work reconstructing their communities and training them in job skills as

they did so. Newsweek’s editors justified this and other far-reaching pro-

posals on the sensible grounds that the urgency of the situation required

bold thinking and a reordering of priorities: the country needed “to give

the plight of the disadvantaged at home the same urgency it affords the

foreign obligations it has assumed.” Yet they worried that America

would not be able to act swiftly enough or seriously enough. Their words

are well worth pondering today.

Why can’t history’s most affluent, technologically advanced society act to

make the black man a full participant in American life? The answer is a

meld of ignorance and indifference, bigotry and callousness, escapism and

sincere confusion. But the inescapable truth is that so far America hasn’t

wanted to. On that point there is, indeed, an American consensus—spelled

out rather clearly in the way a democratic society allocates its resources.

America spends . . . $17.4 billion for tobacco and liquor but only $1.6 bil-

lion for the war on poverty, $3.2 billion for cosmetics and toiletries but only

$400 million a year for the training of adult unemployed.21

Making a serious movement to shift those priorities “while there is

still time,” they concluded, “is the heart of the problem.” It remains so.

Most of the bolder proposals that Newsweek, the Kerner Commission,

and others put forward then never materialized—casualties of the stub-

bornness of that “consensus,” exacerbated by the fiscal impact of the

Vietnam War. The myth persists that America bent over backward dur-

ing the 1960s to remedy past wrongs in the cities; those who were around

at the time know better. The indifference and inertia that many keen

observers worried would prevail did so, and the result was the deepen-

ing of the legacy of disaccumulation that, as we have shown, continues

to shape the lives of blacks, Latinos, and whites alike today.

But did we not simply “throw money at problem” in the 1960s, and

are we not just proposing the same failed strategy today? No—they did

not, and we are not. Many of the things we are proposing do indeed cost

money, but others do not. Moreover, it is critical to keep in mind that

racial inequality is expensive too. We pay for it in lost productivity, in

lower tax revenues, in the massive and self-perpetuating costs of social

pathology and incarceration.

Still, it is also important to be tougher-minded about these interven-

tions than reformers often were in the past. Since the 1970s, the public

has often believed that social programs do not work, that we tried more

generous measures of this kind and they failed massively. That belief, in
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turn, justifies doing nothing at all or relying on the kinds of private or

market solutions to social problems championed by racial conservatives.

This view carries a superficial plausibility because it rests on—and then

greatly exaggerates—a kernel of truth: some social programs designed to

address the ills of minority communities really did not work. Sometimes

it was because they were poorly conceived, and more often it was

because the level of their resources, and consequently the intensity of

their intervention, was never sufficient to meet the challenge. Rather pre-

dictably, therefore, the programs failed to produce immediate results.

One of the reasons activist approaches to the ills of urban minority

communities in the 1960s and beyond collapsed is that too many liberals

thought they could solve the tough and entrenched problems of genera-

tions of systematic disaccumulation with a handful of minimally funded

and sometimes weakly conceived programs. This was a prescription for

backlash, and it helps explain the pervasive skepticism about government

solutions to these ills today and the automatic preference for market

solutions. Those who wish to challenge this drift and to reestablish the

idea of concerted public sector action as a central part of a strategy for

social change in America need to be among those most vigilant in insist-

ing that public interventions are theoretically sound, carefully imple-

mented, and honestly evaluated.

We need to renew the American commitment to equality once more

and combine it with the same sense of urgency that drove the best move-

ments of a generation ago. But this time we need a much longer time

horizon, a much deeper political and personal will, and a much more

savvy appreciation of how deeply race continues to shape our experi-

ence, our language, and our destiny. We are aware that there are many

people of good will in America who are uncomfortable with that kind of

appreciation, who wish to downplay the public discussion of race in the

interest of achieving a truly color-blind society. We are sympathetic to

that desire. Yet we think the only way to achieve a society in which the

color of people’s skin really matters less than the content of their char-

acter is by forthrightly acknowledging the role that race still plays in

American life, by facing up to the consequences, and by moving forward

with a new seriousness to address the historical and contemporary

sources of racial inequalities.

It is one thing to call for policies based on a set of principles about the

role of race in America today. It is quite another to get them translated

into social and political action. We fully expect some readers to object,

arguing that white Americans will not support these principles, much less
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the specific policies we suggest. White Americans, they will point out, are

not ready or willing to give up their generations-old privileges, or even to

acknowledge that those privileges exist, especially in a political climate

that is undeniably conservative and in which many significant political

and legal decisions about race are going in the opposite direction.

No one but a Pollyanna would deny that powerful cultural and polit-

ical obstacles exist, and we are well aware that the task at hand is a dif-

ficult and long-term proposition. This book, after all, is a chronicle of the

stubbornness of the resistance to real racial equality. The blend of “igno-

rance and indifference, bigotry and callousness, escapism and sincere

confusion” that Newsweek’s editors noted a generation ago is still very

much with us. Yet we are equally aware that political change is about

imagining future possibilities. What is considered impossible today may

be possible tomorrow. It is well to remember that in the 1950s few

Americans believed that a revolution in civil rights was just around the

corner. Jim Crow seemed too deeply entrenched, racial prejudice too for-

midable a presence in the minds of white Americans. Yet many people of

all races vigorously opposed segregation anyway, not because they knew

they would prevail, but because they believed that doing so was morally

necessary. And in the end they did prevail.

We believe the potential for constructive change in the present social

and political climate may be greater than many assume. For one thing,

Americans—including white Americans—generally favor many of the

principles we have suggested. They also support, sometimes by large

majorities, a variety of policies and programs that are designed to bring

all citizens, of whatever color, up to full and productive participation in

American social and economic life. More investment in job creation and

training, early childhood education, accessible health care for all—every

one of these is supported today by the majority of Americans, according

to opinion polls. And this is true despite the absence of any concerted

effort on the part of political leaders to educate the public about the

sources of racial inequality or to mobilize public support behind active

policies to counter it. It is true that many of these ideas—especially those

that call for more public investment—have virtually disappeared from

mainstream political discussion. That is due, in part, to a failure of polit-

ical leadership, and part of our task is to put those ideas back on the

nation’s agenda—and keep them there.

But why should whites give up their gains from our country’s historic

pattern of unequal investment and accumulation? We have wrestled with
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this issue among ourselves, and we think that the answer is a compli-

cated one. It is certainly true that the advantages whites have gained

through accumulation and from the disaccumulation experienced by

blacks and Latinos are very real. In the short term, this arrangement has

often made whites, in many respects, better off than they would be oth-

erwise. The more we look at our own evidence, however, the more we

realize that this is not the whole story. There are also many ways in

which whites lose as a result of racial inequality, and those ways become

increasingly important—and increasingly troubling—over the long

term. White Americans may win better jobs, better housing in better

neighborhoods, a better shot at a high-quality education for their chil-

dren. But they must also pay, and pay handsomely, for the prisons,

police, mopping-up health care services, and other reactive measures

predictably required by the maintenance of drastically unequal social

conditions. They must live with the fear of violence, volatility, and social

disruption that are among the most visible costs of the legacy of disac-

cumulation. They must, in a less direct but very crucial sense, pay for the

economic losses that come with the exclusion of large numbers of non-

white Americans from a productive place in the national economy. If

they are working people, they will suffer economically in the long term

because a low-wage pool of minority workers and potential workers

depresses the overall wage structure and tilts economic power toward

employers. If they are businesspeople, these losses are likely to be even

more pressing. Without sufficient investment in quality education, from

preschool through college, to enable a broad rise in educational and job

skills among minority young people, white businesses will not have a

workforce fit for the demands of the twenty-first century economy.

Even on the most basic economic terms, in short, the idea that whites

uniformly and consistently gain from the continuation of black disad-

vantage is far too simplistic. The great racial disparities in social condi-

tions and opportunities do not simply represent a win-lose situation that

favors whites. They also represent a lose-lose situation in which citizens

of all races are denied their full rights as citizens. No one has had a

deeper appreciation of this than Martin Luther King Jr. In one of his last

essays, he wrote, 

The black revolution is much more than a struggle for the rights of Negroes.

It is forcing America to face all its interrelated flaws—racism, poverty, mili-

tarism and materialism. It is exposing evils that are rooted deeply in the

whole structure of our society. It reveals systemic rather than superficial



flaws and suggests that radical reconstruction of society itself is the real

issue to be faced. . . . To this day, black Americans have not life, liberty nor

the privilege of pursuing happiness, and millions of poor white Americans

are in economic bondage that is scarcely less oppressive. Americans who

genuinely treasure our national ideals, who know they are still elusive

dreams for all too many, should welcome the stirring of Negro demands.

They are shattering the complacency that allowed a multitude of social evils

to accumulate. Negro agitation is requiring America to reexamine its com-

forting myths and may yet catalyze the drastic reforms that will save us

from social catastrophe.22

Will these considerations be enough to move white Americans to sup-

port the broad shifts in vision and policy that we propose? We cannot

say in the abstract because the answer will depend on the seriousness and

energy with which we pursue those changes and work to mobilize

Americans of all races behind them. What we can say with certainty is

that the opposite direction—which is too often the road we are taking

today—is fraught with peril and potential tragedy.

Back in the 1950s and 1960s Martin Luther King Jr. and others often

warned of the potentially dire consequences if the movement toward

what the Kerner Commission in 1968 called “two societies” was allowed

to continue. It is sobering to realize that to some extent, what they feared

has already come to pass; the disorders of the 1960s became the perma-

nent crisis of individualized violence and widespread social deterioration

that persists today. It can be argued, however, that far worse tragedies

were averted because of the efforts we did make to tackle the roots of

minority disadvantage during the highly visible crises of the 1960s. A

combination of public sector spending and moderately aggressive civil

rights legislation strongly expanded black access to quality education

and to the burgeoning public sector jobs that formed the economic back-

bone for a growing black middle class. The same legislation, coupled

with modestly reformist administrations, pushed through at least mod-

erate changes in the behavior of police toward minorities, one of the

most sensitive and fateful areas of discontent before and during the

1960s. For a while, things did indeed improve for black people in

America. They improved to a different degree, and for different reasons,

than conservatives suggest. But they did improve.

Today even those modest steps toward racial equality are threatened.

Recent Supreme Court decisions hampering civil remedies for discrimi-

nation under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act are among the most

potentially far-reaching reversals we have seen in a generation. The
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courts’ increasing preference for formal color-blindness over racial real-

ity prevents most voluntary efforts to diminish racial disparities. Judicial

recognition of discrimination only where individual animus is proven

eliminates most public or private accountability for the kind of accumu-

lated disadvantage we have described. The current climate of hostility

toward public expenditure and the reprivatization of many public func-

tions erodes the most important source of upward economic mobility for

blacks in the postwar period. It also threatens to gut the educational,

health, and social service agencies that helped so many blacks and

Latinos make that upward climb in the past generation. Most of the his-

toric sources of black advancement, in short, are under unprecedented

attack. At the same time, social policies that have demonstrably failed in

the past are being boosted or resurrected.

We think these developments are a recipe for disaster and call into

question fundamental American values and ideas. We do not wish to

seem alarmist, nor do we pretend to have a crystal ball, but we cannot

help noting the many similarities between the current period and that of

the 1960s. Then as now we had a long, uneven economic boom that left

some people—especially those with dark skins—behind, while giving

unprecedented material gains to those better situated. Then as now we

had widespread anger and disaffection among black and Latino com-

munities with police forces that often behaved more like armies of occu-

pation than protectors of the peace. Then as now we had a stark juxta-

position of private affluence and public squalor—in John Kenneth

Galbraith’s words—in which the most basic institutions of care, support,

and socialization have been gutted by long neglect. Then as now we had

a good part of an entire generation of young people systematically

blocked from achieving the status and dignity that others expect as a

matter of course. The choice was clear then: in James Baldwin’s words,

to “make America what America must become,” or face the coarsening

and deterioration of our social fabric and our most dearly held values. 

It remains so now.
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